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Michael Gardiner

Postcoloniality, Modernity, and Scottish Cultural Identity: Examples from Theory and
Literature

Abstract

This thesis examines Scottish cultural identity under postcolonial conditions. It suggests that,

although Scotland has been neither colony nor colonising nation-state, it can be usefully located
relative to postcolonial theory's ideas of the modern, the nation, and cultural identity. Indeed,
such a reconsideration is urgently needed in debates surrounding the new Scottish parliament.

Particularly applicable is a line passing through Frantz Fanon, a figure currently enjoying great

attention within Cultural Studies.

My first chapter takes a general overview of recent thinking on the nation, discussing work by

Anthony Giddens, Tom Nairn, and others. These writers' stress on printing as a national unifier
is given a more textual twist in the loose reading of national narratives by postcolonial theorists
like Homi Bhabha. Chapter Two turns to the prehistory of Fanon's work, the Caribbean literary

background, and particularly the surrealist aesthetics of Aime Cesaire, developing in a

relationship with psychoanalysis.

The middle section of the thesis begins with a detailed look at nationhood in Fanon's Black Skin,
White Masks and The Wretched ofthe Earth — a description towards which some Scottish writers
have gestured, and which Bhabha has adapted. In Chapter Four I apply this theory in detail to

contemporary Scotland, and suggest a relation to current thinking on Scottish identity, bringing
in an older native Scottish philosophical tradition running through G.E. Davie and john

Macmurray.

I lastly turn to three important Scottish modernist writers — Hugh MacDiarmid, Edwin Morgan,
and Ian Hamilton Finlay - who have all expressed strong opinions on the modern, cultural

identity, the national image, and Scotland's status as nation. There are direct comparisons to be
made with Caribbean modernists, but the main thrust of such a 'postcolonial reading' is to

indicate that the case of Scotland, as controlled-controlling stateless nation, is in many ways both
more critical and more ambivalent than other more obviously postcolonial situations.
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Introduction

This thesis is concerned with cultural identity under postcolonial conditions, and

explores how these postcolonial conditions might apply to Britain and Scotland. The first

half considers general questions of current definitions and uses of the idea of the national

and the postcolonial, tracing a certain literary-cultural history of this postcoloniality

through the Caribbean and France. The second half of this thesis applies ideas from this

literary-cultural history directly to the situation of Scotland within the British union, in

theoretical terms and then with reference to modernism in Scottish poetry. It reads

identity through a line of cultural theory developed by critics such as Homi Bhabha,

Gayatri Spivak, Stuart Hall and others, who often read the effects of European colonial

expansion as central to subsequent cultural production. I try to adapt some of this

thinking common to Cultural Studies, and look at Scottish stances towards it. I read in

detail some existing accounts of how colonial experience became central to both native

and metropolitan modernity, and adapt this to look at how the Scottish Cultural Studies

relates to, and is in a sense central to, the British one.

These questions are intimately connected with questions of national authenticity and

authority being explored in Scottish studies, most famously by writers like David

McCrone, Tom Nairn, and Angus Calder. 1 Lindsay Paterson's The Autonomy ofModern

Scotland is an important and comprehensive account of the varying degrees of Scottish

self-determination across varying cultural and political institutions, and the difficulty of

finally defining a point of separatism. 2 Robert Crawford's disciplinary histories of

'English' have shown Scotland's centrality to wider cultural debates. 3 However,
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postcolonial theory has not so far been used to read Scotland's case thoroughly in any

major study. Indeed, the discursive placement of the Scot in relation to the current

national redefinitions surrounding the Scottish parliament, is one which seems fixed at an

earlier phase of national unification, in that it has not undergone the postcolonial

transformations necessary for effective modern nationhood. Anti-theoretical tendencies,

which often insinuate an intellectual decadence in all the terms of the postcolonial, can

effectively condemn Scotland to attempt to recreate the emergence conditions of an

Enlightenment-type nation within global modernity, an effect popularly described as

'Balkanisation'. I look therefore at the politics of neglecting the ambivalences of

postcoloniality to pit a real and fixed Scottish identity against an invasive English one,

and of simply turning to history as natural arbiter of cultural questions.

It is important to clarify the terms of this debate as early as possible; my approach

refuses to identify any one territory as 'metropolitan'; this important term in postcolonial

theory is better used to describe homogenising tendencies in global culture. Even more

fraught is the term 'postcolonial'. The indeterminacy of postcolonial situations, and the

difficulty of diagnosing them, was famously pointed up some time ago in an influential

essay by Anne McClintock, and is also argued in the various selections of postcolonial

readers. 4 The word is in danger of becoming an academic term of abuse, like the various

other 'posts'. These problems are likely to be amplified by Scotland's current popular

interpretation of the postcolonial question as being one which requires a final yes or no

decision on Scotland's status. However, 'postcolonial' in this thesis describes not only

societies after the removal of colonial administrations, but also the cultural effects of a

system of globalised nation-states in their current phase, and in this second sense

overlaps with what is sometimes described as postmodernity. Thus it is possible to

conceive of two separate varieties of the postcolonial: the first denotes a nation after
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decolonisation, and is perhaps best written 'post-coloniality'. The hyphen maintains a

specifically linear-temporal succession, a representation of the 'colonial time-lag' — an

epistemological break between the coloniser and the representation of its culture in the

colony, taking on the function of regulating the nation's access to its history. '-' also

demands the fixity of the descriptive terms of national histories, the 'post' as completive,

a problem solved or subsumed by political institutions, or cultural allegiance simply

diverted from a colonial source to a post-colonial one. However with the 'post' collapsed

into the main term without hyphen (as in most theoretical usage), the 'post' pushes into

the colonial an identity both semantically prior, and temporally deferred. 5 So

'postcolonial' in this thesis describes both the historical fact of ex-colonial status, and a

global condition with the foregrounded effects of race, sovereignty, territory, gender, and

nationhood cutting across one another, and the older temporality of progress spread out

into present identifications.

Still, an obvious risk the project runs at first glance is that of being seen to be reading

Scotland wholesale under the implied demands of postcolonial criticism — Scottish

culture as ex-colonial, or decolonising. Although definitely not an ex-colony, Scotland is

perhaps in an unique position as a nation existing within another nation-state and

developing another level of parliamentary autonomy both national and sub-national. It

mixes, on the one hand, the cultural effects of ongoing emergent nation-statehood in a

postcolonial world, with a colonising past and an ongoing investment in the British union

on the other. Although Scotland shows highly postcolonial cultural effects, on the

'colonising' side its engagement with British colonial projects was also integral to the

emergence of the British union. 6 The aim here, however, is to move away from aligning

national identity with political and constitutional institutions, to look at ways in which the

postcolonial functions through cultural identity. Despite panics over the terminology, we
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should not be alarmed by such an application of postcolonial theory to national

situations without specific reliance on their status as (ex-) colonies; as more resilient

feminisms of the 1980s spread to cover questions of subjectivity in sexual politics, so

postcolonial theory developed in the '90s in terms of agencies no longer centred on the

nation as ethnic, but on processes at work often in contradiction within the person.

Applying critical theory to the identificatory discourses of nationhood reveals the fixity

of the national image as reliant on the perpetual possibility of the return of the repressed

from beyond the borders of the nation and the person. This is a kind of doubling which

reaches crisis in modernity and modernism, and is described with remarkable

appropriateness by the emerging science of psychoanalysis.

Psychoanalysis offers a central series of narratives describing modern identity in this

context. In this thesis, 'identity' points to the action of identifications relative to some

social object, and I look at how the common usage of the term 'identification' belies the

difficulty of a more technical usage reliant on psychoanalysis. In psychoanalysis, the

process of identification necessarily alters the constitutions of both identifier and

identified, seriously jeopardising the state of the pre-existing identities later appealed to as

'identity' as such, whether national or otherwise. Despite the temptation to see

descriptions of'ambivalence' as recent and decadent, Freud himself stated that

'Identification is, in fact, ambivalent from the very start'. Identification requires an

investment of a part of the self in the object even in the process of recognising that

alterity, a part which then intractably splits off, and marks both 'subject' and 'object'.

Laplanche and Pontalis describe this splitting as 'the assimilation of one ego to another

one', and 'identification' as:
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not simply one psychical mechanism amongst others, but the operation

whereby the human subject is constituted.. .x

In terms of the 'origins' of this theory itself, they go on:

The idea of identification is... refined [in Freud] thanks to a number of

theoretical innovations:

.. .The idea of oral incorporation emerges in the years 1912-15 (Totem and

Taboo) 11912-13], [and] 'Mourning and Melancholia' [1917...]

The centrality of Totem and Taboo to the project of defining identification is an important

indication of the colonial context in modern ideas of identity, ambivalent from the start,

and also a reminder of the technicality of 'identification' to those who read identification

colloquially as describing absolutely decidable practices or behaviours. Despite the

avowed importance of identification, there is a tendency, even amongst the most

'cultural' of writers on Scotland, to relegate cultural identity to a position beneath political

and constitutional structures, when making assumptions about conditions for Scotland's
I I 10
autonomy.

Another central concept here is that of'modernity'. The early, more general part of this

thesis develops an idea of modernity defined not in the most common sociological-

historical sense of the national integration of production, but the repercussions in a

global, postcolonial context, of the Enlightenment form of national identity which bound

the rational individual into the fabric of the nation. This should be the entry-point of the

postcolonial into literature - not merely listing books according to the supposed status of

their authors' home nations, but evaluating texts' relation to a history of ideas which
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includes questions about the identity in national identity. After poststructuralism has

turned its gaze on the ambivalent bases of metropolitan knowledge-production, we can

see the possibility of a simultaneous reading back into the literary traditions of the

'colonised' and the 'coloniser'. Some recognisably colonial literary figures such as Aime

Cesaire were at modernism's cutting edge, and in the thesis's early stages I look at how

psychoanalysis, with its theory of incomplete identification, arose in a mutualistic

relationship with these modernist aesthetics.

Central thinkers in 'British Cultural Studies', like Stuart Hall and Paul Gilroy - expanding

on the idea of diaspora within a British context and relying on a West Indian postcolonial

tradition - have addressed psychoanalytic identification, and have accounted for its

urgency as an interventionist strategy. 11 Such ideas of cultural identity are related to

Scottish studies in this thesis, to attempt to describe a contemporary form of Scottish

agency, which is cultural but at the same time political. This speaks to postcolonial theory

in general, which is still sometimes reticent about international relations outside of

acknowledged colonial histories, situations which could be read relative to the uneven

effects of globalisation in a world after colonialism. The heart of this thesis will be taken

up with tracing out one such theoretical trajectory through the early postcolonial writer

Frantz Fanon, looking at his Caribbean antecedents and current centrality in Anglo-

American studies. I spend two long chapters considering how Fanonian terms, as filtered

through poststructuralist textual analysis, could equip research within the changing

discipline of English Studies to address the social-psychological shape of the Scottish

nation.

To summarise the order of research: Chapter One looks at some histories of the nation-

state and their relation to identity, referring to the ideas of Ernest Gellner, Eric
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Hobsbawm, David McCrone, Benedict Anderson and others, and thinking about how

postcolonial theory then fits into these wider academic debates on national identity. 12

Many tendencies in this field reflect marxist traditions of state ideology held against truth,

but in the Derridean world of Homi Bhabha and indeed of the recent Stuart Hall and

British Cultural Studies, identities work via contestable identificatory points and

processes of exclusion — linked for example by Hall in Questions ofCultural Identity to

Derrida's Positions. 13 Philip Cooke, Stuart Hall and other sociologists have thus been

aware of a Derridean influence on identity in describing the creation of the nation-state

in terms of'stereotypic dualism', held in place by the national efforts of colonial wars. 14

These writers describe how emerging nation-states used war to regulate domestic

economies, which made the state apparatus more efficient and encouraged a volitional

union with the state for protection and citizenship. 15 My description of modernism as

postcolonial instability, with its implications for Anglo-Scottish identities, extends

descriptions of this doubling within colonial discourse in cultural terms. I will also

consider the models of Anthony Giddens, a social theorist described as 'allegedly Tony

Blair's favourite intellectual',16 yet close enough to the hearts of postcolonial theorists to

be included in the reader Colonial Discourse and Post-Colonial Theory. 1' Particularly important

is his idea of 'time-space distanciation', in which the remote and unifying authority of the

nation 'disembeds' local practices. Ix However, nations which emerge in modern stages

can lack the integration of identity and infrastructure of the Enlightenment. The

extended consideration in this thesis of the terms of national identity in cultural theory,

comes from the conviction that a thorough appreciation of these terms can help prevent

ideas of the shape of the Scottish nation from collapsing back into the Enlightenment

ones of a unified language and people.
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In Chapter Two, some of the precursors of Fanonian postcolonial theory are discussed.

Aime Cesaire is used as a test-case for the negotiation of a 'prior' native (here, African)

identity working within Caribbean national emergence. The Caribbean situation is one in

which special emphasis was placed on modernist aesthetics — here, negritude and

surrealism. An older but interesting historical account of the Caribbean novel is that of

Sehvyn Cudjoe, and of the negritude movement by Lilyan Kesteloot and more recently

Belinda Jack. 19 The French journal Presence Africaine, born from the negritude movement in

Paris, produced a special number on Aime Cesaire in 1995, and the British poetry

publisher Bloodaxe a new translation of his Cahier d'un Retour au Pays Natal in the same

year. 2(1 American historians of the Harlem Renaissance also often touch on the

Caribbean situation as it impacted on the U.S. and eventually fed into American Cultural

Studies (which now feeds into and from British Cultural Studies). In the U.K., Paul

Gilroy, Stuart Hall, and David Dabydeen have indicated direct routes from Caribbean

literature into Cultural Studies. Paul Gilroy's account of 'Atlantic modernism' in Black

Atlantic has also now gained widespread currency.21

The section of this study which deals with Fanon and his contexts — Chapters Two and

Three - looks at the specific example of the postcolonial nation as social-psychological

entity, growing in Fanon's work from the specificity of the Caribbean situation. A very

close reading is necessary here, firstly because of the currency of Fanonian ideas within

that alarming growth area of English Studies known as 'theory', and secondly because

there are some comparisons to be made with modern Scotland, more in terms of nation-

states' social-psychological shape, than of simply governmentality. The importance of the

groundbreaking Fanonian, 'sociogenic' nation to deconstruction's later thinking on

national borders, has been emphasised by the central British Cultural Studies figure

Homi Bhabha. Bhabha has followed Fanon's influence through to the ambivalent
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identifications of the 'theory' era, particularly in essays collected in 1994 as The Location of

Culture. 22 Although largely unloved by both Fanonians and literary scholars, Bhabha's

intervention was timely; a recent British and American upsurge of interest in Fanon is

evidenced by the collections Fanon: A. Critical Reader (1996), Frant\ Fanon: Critical

Perspectives (1999), and the forthcoming Fanon andFanonism. 23 Useful accounts of Fanon's

influence arc also to be found in the overviews of poststructuralist postcolonial theory —

White Mythologies by Robert Young, Bart Moore-Gilbert's Postcolonial Theory, and Leela

Gandhi's book of the same short title. 241 read Fanon and Bhabha at some length in

Chapter Three, and relate them in Chapter Four to possible Scottish applications, and the

internal status of the 'British' of this British Cultural Studies reception.

This line of investigation also finds revealing points of accord with a Scottish 'democratic

intellectual' philosophical tradition. There are remarkable similarities between the ethical

stances of thinkers like John Macmurray, G.E. Davie, and those of postcolonial theorists.

G.E. Davie's The Democratic Intellect and The Crisis ofthe Democratic Intellect are the seminal

accounts of a specifically Scottish tradition of socially-engaged 'theory', and its emphasis

on moral philosophy is much closer than has been realised to a 'turn to ethics' in the

deconstruction of for example Gayatri Spivak. Both of these accounts, and other similar

ones, rely on ideas of a mutually-constructed subject, clearly also locatable relative to the

psychoanalysis indicated above. John Macmurray's The Selfas Agent, from a year after

Fanon's Black Skin, White Masks, comes surprisingly close to psychoanalytic accounts of

identification.25 The Scottish psychiatrist R. D. Laing explicitly examined the politics of

psychoanalytic theory, and the socialising of the split subject. His assumptions on

Hegelian mutual recognition centring identity also closely resemble the existential politics

of experience to be found in Frantz Fanon. 26 Lukewarm overtures towards Fanon have

been made in Scottish Cultural Studies, but the full consequences for the postcolonial
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subject invariably disavowed. In the cultural-nationalist polemic of The Eclipse ofScottish

Culture and ScotlandAfter Enlightenment, Craig Beveridge and Ronald Turnbull repeatedly

link Fanon to Scottish defeatism in their opening pages, yet also show a mistrust of and

even enmity to 'theoretical' approaches.27 Any 'theorising' of the Scottish subject is

presented in these two books as Anglocentric, in an oddly prejudicial and anachronistic

view of English intellectual life. Recent nods to Fanon have also been made by Willy

Maley and Roderick Watson, but without sustained close reference to Fanon's work.

Chapters Three and Four try to establish this kind of connection between Scotland and

Fanon-Bhabha nationhood. There is no question of 'comparing' Scotland to Fanonian

Martinique or Algeria, nor even of establishing a parity of'coloniser' or 'colonised'.

Scotland, like many nations in a postcolonial world, but perhaps with unique variants, has

a form of'autonomy' which is double-determined, in this case by participation in the

British union on the one hand, and by a silent and semi-remote control by that union on

the other. This situation is very open to a critical Fanonian reading, and, as I argue,

requires a Fanonian responsibility towards the workings of culture. Here such a reading

pays close attention not only to the status of language and culture in Fanonian theory,

but also to the linguistic situation, considering how sociolinguistics undermines the

conservative discursive power of images of a whole Scottish 'native language'. As well as

taking into account Flugh MacDiarmid's ideas of a national language, I will refer briefly

to the work of Suzanne Romaine, A.J. Aitken, and others, and in some detail to that of

Peter Trudgill, who has repeatedly explained the importance of the distinction between

language and dialect. This distinction makes Scotland's case stronger but is unpopular

because it seems at first glance to argue against a simple vocal commitment. 27 In

Scotland these implications of a prior and whole identity are political liabilities. They are

like Homi Bhabha's 'anterior nation', a backwards projection corresponding more to the
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conditions of national emergence of the colonial era, and processing modern agency into

an ineffectual politics of the oppositional. In Scotland this anteriority, discursively

circling around land, ethnicity, and language, has persisted to a large extent even through

modernist aesthetics.

In Chapter Five I look at the early modernism of Hugh MacDiarmid, and in Chapter Six

at how late modernists have critically negotiated MacDiarmid's anterior Scodand.

Following the Caribbean connection of international relations to aesthetic modernism, I

look at MacDiarmid in terms of images of the nation and national language, and the

modern national subject, and assess mid-century Scottish literary responses to him. The

editions of MacDiarmid's poetry and prose which I have used as authoritative here are

the recent Carcanet series; older critical works I look at in historical context include Hugh

MacDiarmid: A. Festschrift and The Age ofMacDiarmid.311 Particularly useful recent work on

reassessing MacDiarmid's legacy has been done by Alan Riach, especially in his capacity

as MacDiarmid's editor for Carcanet, by W.N. Herbert, and by Nancy Gish. 31

A Scottish reappraisal of modernism's imaging of national identity was suggested around

the early 1960s by a poetic rereading of MacDiarmid. This is also a time at which Edwin

Morgan and Ian Hamilton Finlay emerge as international writers, a transition legible in a

number of articles in small journals, and still largely unhistoricised despite its importance

to British literary history. The best edition of Morgan is the Collected Poems, and, for the

translations, the Carcanet Collected Translations. Some of his essays are brought together in

Essays and Crossing the Border, and Nothing Not Giving Messages is a useful collection of

interviews and critical essays.32 The only full collection of critical work on Morgan so far

is About Edwin Morgan, which also includes a very extensive bibliography by Hamish

Whyte. 33 Wood Notes Wild is the only serious volume of essays on Ian Hamilton Finlay,
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and Yves Abrioux's lan Hamilton Finlay: A. Visual Primer is an invaluable guide from the

visual arts side.34 Here I discuss particularly Finlay's journal Poor. Old. Tired. Horse., the

early text/ image materials collected in Abrioux, the French Revolution-themed work,

and the 1977 book Heroic Emblems. 35 The three writers of Chapters Five and Six are all

concerned with questions of 'Scots language', and all have important attitudes towards

these images of social structures which regulate nationhood. I look in these last two

chapters at how each of those three Scottish poets innovates relative to modernism and

the shape of the modem nation. The overall intention in this aesthetic and critical history

therefore is to clarify and contemporise the terms of Scottish nationhood, as they operate

in the realm of identity.
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1 Postcolonial Nations: An Overview

This opening chapter surveys some of the literature looking at current thinking on

nationhood, and asks questions about the social-psychological form of the modem

nation, questions which will later prove necessary to a definition of the shape of modern

Scotland. Chapter One also works towards a definition of modernity which sees the

modern not only as a political-economic integration providing the technology for

colonialism, but also conversely as an epistemology resultingfrom the contradictions of the

postcolonial condition. In other words, it aims to show how postcolonial theory and

cultural theories of nationhood speak directly to nations' present political forms.

A major concern ot this thesis is that modernity's take on the subjectivity of nationhood

is traced back to the European Enlightenment. In 1762 in Rousseau's The Social Contract,

the citizen founded his own national duty, yet moving towards the goal of greater

individual freedom:

"To find a form of association that will defend and protect the person

and goods of each associate with the tull common force, and by means of

which each, uniting with all, nevertheless obey only himself and remain as

free as before". That is the fundamental problem to which the social

contract provides the solution...

Each ofusputs hisperson and hisfullpower in common under the supreme direction

ofthe general will; and in a body we receive each member as an indivisiblepart of the

whole.
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At once, in place of the pnvate person of each contracting party, this

act of association produces a moral and collective body made up of as

many members as the assembly has voices, and which receives by this

same act its unity, its common self, its life and its will. The public person

thus formed by the union of all the others tormerly assumes the name

City.. .and now assumes... that of Republic or of bodypolitic, which its

members call Jta/rwhen it is passive, Sovereign when active, Power when

comparing it to similar bodies. As for the associates, they collectively call

themselves Citizens as participants in the sovereign authority, and Subjects

as subjected to the laws of the State.1

The members of a republic or nation thus agree to cede their volition — are subjected— for

the paradoxical result of the greatest good for the individual. The individual is detined

through his place in the law-giving commonwealth, in the Enlightenment the delimited

community of the nation. However, European colonial nations also exported a form of

this individual identity, in the making of which local colonial 'citizens' had no psychic

investment. The agreement of the local and the remote which allowed for national

identifications - the 'common self its life and its will' of the colonial community - fails to

fit with the national identity of the coloniser, the new cultural infrastructure. For the

colonised, experience and culture never correspond in the form of an Enlightenment-

type nation. It is in this disjunctive self that postcoloniality begins, both for the

(neo)colonial nation and the colonisers who have invested in that national-individual

'Will'.
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On this side of the French revolution, Immanuel Kant's 'Toward Perpetual Peace' shows

an extended moral grounding tor individual and discrete nation-states:

A constitution established, first on principles of thefreedom of the

members of a society (as individuals), second on principles of the

dependence of all upon a single common legislation (as subjects), and third

on the law of their equality (as citizens ofa state) — the sole constitution that

issues from the idea of the original contract, on which all rightful

legislation of a people must be based — is a republican constitution. The

republican constitution is thus, as far as right is concerned, in itself that

which every kind of civil constitution has as its original basis.. .2

These individual nations, nations of individuals, protect discrete national 'characters', as

later described by the Scottish philosopher David Flume in notoriously Anglocentric

terms.3 Whether in the legalistic, contractual terms of French revolutionaries or in the

more Volkist terms of central Europe, cultural identity is centrally implicated in this

national integration. These Enlightenment national subjects will later break up, under

modern conditions, into postcolonial ones requiring a psychosocial explanation in which

administration and identity cannot be assumed to be mutually explicatory terms. Political

nationalism is always also cultural nationalism, despite a distinction between culture and

politics sometimes drawn for different European nations, for example between

rationalist France and Volkist Germany, by Rogers Brubaker in Citizenship and Nationhood

in ¥ranee and Germany.4

The post-Enlightenment national subjects of colonies have tivo discrete grounds of

identification, the colonised necessarily misidentifying with the national culture of a
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foreign nation, and the coloniser having to deal with the incursion of colonial culture

into the centre. As colonies became politically more troubling to the life of the colonising

nation itself, modern culture revealed and recycled these splits in national identity. A

moral high ground is maintained across these conceptual splits by what Peter Hulme in

Colonial Encounters describes as 'stereotypic dualism': pairs of opposites are mobilised, and

drive the national marketing of colonial control of empire.5 The European citizenry is led

to overidentify with the 'civilised' or European element in this colonial relation. The

privileged pole in this dualism promises an identificatory 'fit', the colonising nation

becoming the cultural norm across the colonial divide. As I will discuss, such an unstable

dualism is legible in the founding texts of psychoanalysis, aesthetic modernism, and

colonial anthropology; psychoanalysis and modernism stress split identity as specifically

predicated on conditions of signification and linked to the perspective of the native/

'savage'. The hardening of the national border and the border of the ego occur at the

moment when the national 'social contract' demands stable volition of the citizen, and

both die national border and the ego border are maintained by the kinds of abjection,

compression, and repression which are described by psychoanalysis. One of the tirst

accounts of the strenuous repression of the savage in the European subject is Freud's

Totem and Taboo, itself central to the development of the psychoanalytic idea of

identification.6 This thesis contends that as nation-states entered modernity, the

ambivalent ordering of identification passed back and forth between coloniser and

(neo)colonised, and its ambivalence became normative for the national subject in a state

of global postcoloniality.

For writers on nationhood coming from the disciplines of politics or sociology, the task

has traditionally been to look at the history of administrative structures of the nation-

state. A 'hard' or 'realist' approach to international relations assumes the nation-state as
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the obvious and intuitive security pact, and concentrates on wars, treaties, and trade

between these defacto units, resonating with popular nationalist appeals to historical

precedent and behaviour as describing the 'real life' of the nation. Although nationalist

politicians are most keen to make economic assurances, they also have to assume a

shared and specific history as justification for a national 'we', the national status ofwhich

is surprisingly rarely open to question. Even at first glance at the context of Scotland this

is problematic, since not only was Scotland never colonised, it also made vital

contributions to British colonialism. In addition, Scotland produced high Enlightenment

thinkers such as Adam Smith and David Hume, whose ideas drove the British export of

the specifically male, property-owning national identity of mercantile, colonial nation-

states.

However, a 'hard' international relations approach has lost ground significantly, and the

idea of the determinant Volk has itself been historically located. Ernest Gellner's

influential work on nation-states survives in Scotland via the recent Tom Nairn;7 in

Nations and Nationalism (1983) Gellner insists that although the nation may have to create

the economically pragmatic idea of a timeless national Noik, the national bond is enabled

by culture.8 Nairn points to Gellner's centrality in recognising that more recent European

nationalisms are not simply ethnicist reaction; such nationalism 'takes place as a

manifestation of modernity, and not a mere reaction against it'.9 Like later thinkers on

Scottish culture, Gellner also emphasised common educational standards as a national

unifier, standards which link university disciplines to national self-image.

Even more relatively for Eric Hobsbawm, a requirement of the unifying nation was thus

one of a cultural synthesis and the invention of tradition.10 The invented tradition

generally becomes over-visible as stable historical images, or the 'anterior nation', as
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Homi Bhabha has called it, always wishfully preexisting social practice. These origin-

myths, pushed so far back in time during the formation of Enlightenment nation-states

as to be outside history, are often hastily constructed after the fact for postcolonial nations

during their emergence in modem times. In Hobsbawm's account, postcolonial nations'

ongins indeed are frequently orientated towards the colonial moment:

Myths of origin... provide a narrative in terms of which an alternative

history or counter-narrative, which pre-dates the ruptures of colonization,

can be constructed...

New nations are then founded on these myths. (I say 'myths' because, as

was the case with many African nations which emerged after

decolonization, what preceded colonization was not 'one nation, one

people', but many different tribal cultures and societies).11

For Philip Cooke in Back to the Future, homogenisation by 17oik myths thus allowed

nation-states to 'overstep the boundaries of consent'.12 This projecting-beyond of

nationhood made possible, and indeed necessitated, the doubling in subjectivity and

volition which would return in the modem subject and aesthetic modernism. Such a

projecting-beyond was typically presented in the first instance in the context of a security

pact, the ceding of personal identity to national identity in a protective alliance with the

state. Cooke and others descnbe how colonial war, which generates output and creates

the need for 'protection', therefore played an important role in legitimating the early

nation-state. The state then monopolised violence and surveillance in its coming into

being as an abstract collective, yet guaranteeing private property and commerce under

law.13 This emerging nation-state was dependent on this projective, remote militarism

which was colonialist expansion, morally guaranteed by the 'stereotypic dualism' required
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for the maintenance of European identity in the unbeimlich context of the colony. The

colonial identificatory community is systematically separated from the implied intellectual

centre, and anxieties and revisions relating to that separation then come to structure the

centre itself. In The Consequences ofModernity, Anthony Giddens has descnbed the modem

nation as a virtual bond or abstract collective amongst people who do not meet:

In premodern societies, space and place largely coincided, since the

spatial dimensions of social life... [were] dominated by 'presence' - by

localised activity.14

For Giddens, 'time-space distanciation', or the authority of institutions over non-present

persons, is comprehensible in terms of 'system integration' - as opposed to the 'social

integration' which characterises 'traditional' societies whose social interaction is largely

defined by presence in the same place. There is a differentiation, somewhat recalling

Jiirgen Habermas, of spheres of expertise in modernity, and thus a separation from direct

communication - the 'place' (as distinct from 'space') of community.15 In Giddens, this

'disembedding' of social interaction from local contexts is exemplified by the 'expert

systems' reproduced across many branches of multinational companies or chain stores.

The nation is then defined as the paradigmatic community of time-space distanciated

social forms, its identity organised in dialogue with 'systems' structunng the modern

social.16

Giddens also makes a general distinction between two explanations of this process of

modern national formation. Firstly, 'the theory of industrial society' concentrates on

industrial integration as forcing the problems ot modernity then conquered by

communications technology closing down time and space. Secondly, there is the 'theory
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of capitalist society' which is at root a marxist-determinist account of capital dictating the

spatial organisation of power. For Giddens, as in my comments on postcolonial

modernity above, modernity and the nation are more than simply coterminous, they are

mutually implicatory. However for him the modem creates the nation-state, a causality

which I will try to show is upset by a colonial perspective. If modernity precedes the

nation, modernity is also left somewhat exterior to the identify-forming process of

national change. But Giddens's concentration on die products of modernity does force a

refocusing on the nation as such.

Modernity produces certain distinct social forms, of which the most

prominent is the nation-state. A banal observation, of course, until one

remembers the established tendency of sociology to concentrate on

'society' as its designated subject-matter'.17

The 'theory of capitalist society' explanation is followed for example by Immanuel

Wallerstein in The Modern World System, in describing differentials in the political systems

of Fluropean nation-states allowing global capitalism to flourish.18 This type of

explanation must rely to some extent on base-superstructure materialism - culture as an

effect of underlying material conditions, which provide the 'explanation' for cultural

identity. This is not a position endorsed by Giddens, who insists that capitalism does not

merely 'create' the type of state it needs, indeed that military development as central to

nation-building cannot be wholly put down to capitalism. Nor is such an exaggerated

materialism endorsed by critics who stress modernism's 'reflexivity', or those described as

'postmodernists'. Philip Cooke points out that nations' central figures are typically

'cultural' ones:
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It is instructive to note that the forces directly responsible for nation-

building are seldom industrialists or bankers but often monarchs,

politicians (of course), bureaucrats, philosophers, poets, historians, and

others involved in what can be called cultural production.19

For Giddens, such civic production links global and local conditions; modernisation

systematically connects local to distant contexts, and power is remotely controlled by

disembedding mechanisms in their franchising of knowledge over time and space. A

global nation-state system thus makes autonomy and increasing uniformity simultaneous,

in somewhat Foucauldian style. Indeed the west's 'declining grip' on cultural production

is partly a result ofthe dispersion of standardised western institutions and therefore

neocolomal power, across non-western contexts.

Despite a tendency to see modernity as a stable historical cause, and unlike some

postcolonial critics who assume a moral high ground for the 'traditional', Giddens is not

pessimistic about the disembedding processes of modernity, rather seeing them as

creative of new possibilities for affirmative social action, such as 'life polities'. The

eventual break with the grand narrative of History, he describes as 'modernity coming to

understand itself, a form of'reflexivity' sometimes described as postmodernism."0 This

modernity is very close to postcoloniality, though much of the debate as to whether its

self-critiquing capability should thus be labelled 'postmodernity' as opposed to 'late

modernity' - as dramatised in the impasse between Habermas and Lyotard - distracts

from the importance of the colonial situation in its initial conditions.21 For Giddens,

'Modernity's reflexivity refers to... chronic revision in the light of new information or

knowledge', including perhaps psychoanalysis and modernist literature's reworking of the

stable forms of viewing and accruing knowledge in the Enlightenment's 'light'.2"
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Modernity thus paradoxically destroys the possibility of seeing social processes as self-

centred, and this mutation, with all of the concomitant biological metaphors which bring

it close to bodily mutation, occurs at the moment of the birth of psychoanalysis. Or to put

it in a 'theory of industnal society' context, the rationalising processes which justified the

dualising logic of colonialism, also created highly-efficient and alienating nations, the

modern mass of modernism, with which society had to 'come to terms'.

The 'terms' of this homogenisation are cntical here. Giddens, Benedict Anderson in

Imaginary Communities, and Ernest Gellner in Nations and Nationalism, all stress the

importance of the advent of printing in simultaneously addressing an emerging, time-

space distanciated citizenry not in personal contact.23 For Giddens, textual

communication legislates control of the national past; text is the site for negotiation of

access to the visible historical nation, and represents a new form of'coding' knowledge.

Symbolic economies are integrated by historical contiguity (and, as Anderson would

point out, simultaneous action), requiring identification with a national narrative visible

from all points in the nation. The disembedding of identity and local community relies

on printing's simultaneous time of remote address. New modes of communication grew

up adapting to the situation Timothy Brennan has called the "'one, yet many" oi~ national

life' objectified by the novel.2'4 In Anderson's famous account, the nation was imagined in

its development because of the potential for simultaneous remote address to overtake

personal contact - Giddens's 'time-space distanciation'.25 In Imagined Communities,

Anderson furthermore describes how the rise of the novel and the newspaper in the early

eighteenth century crystallised the identificatory simultaneity of homogenous time for

their various readers. National integration relies on this textual ordering of the

temporality of experience, and remote signification necessarily spreads the standardised

word of law into contexts with different 'places' of community, notably the colony.
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Drawing on Walter Benjamin, Anderson thus describes the novelistic form of the nation

as one of the holding of a 'people' in a single developmental narrative:

The idea of a sociological organism moving calendrically through

homogenous, empty time is a precise analogue of the nation (IC 26).

For Anderson, coterminous identity replaced hierarchical dynasties based on religious

community, strategic matrimonial ties, and what anthropologists like Sigmund Freud

have called 'kinship ties'. The dynastic world had, for Anderson, no history as sequence

of causal happenings - 'The medieval Christian mind had no conception of history as an

endless chain of cause and effect' (IC 23). Anderson's Benjamin recognises the time of

the nation built over this unsequential series of events as 'homogenous, empty time' (IC

23), or in Anderson's gloss, 'transverse, cross time' (IC 24). This concept of standardised

temporal coincidence is underlined by the invention of the clock, and by identificatory

ordering on sequential narrative. This is the beginning of the possibility of national

significance - 'What then was required was the secular transformation of fatality [or

Providence] into continuity, contingency into meaning' (IC 11). The sacral languages of

large religious communities thus lost cohesion as national borders hardened in the new

vernacular imaging of society (IC 19), and as the national narrative attempted to unify the

ungovernable effects of textual address. Borders were firmed up to enclose identity and

protection from neighbouring nations, whose identities had different narrative outcomes,

and the outwards pressure of alterity on borders required a cohesive counter-pressure

attributed to the national neighbour. For Anderson, nations thus rely on the differentiating

power of their boundaries, and 'No nation imagines itself coterminous with mankind' (IC

7). However, modernity's increase in communications, and the breakdown of colonised
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identity, subsequently introduced competition for citizens' identihcation, and widespread

identifications beyond national borders became inevitable.

In Anderson, then, the imagined nation challenges the 'realist' position of the nation as

political inevitability, and the textual spreading of national images across remote contexts

is determinant. However Anderson also points out the rapidity of changes in theories of

the nation throughout the 1980s (IC 3). For him, most ideas of the nation-state before

this time were lacking a theory of nations' 'emotional legitimacy' (IC 4), especially those

seeking to expose the nation as false consciousness - a tendency he shows soon after in

Gellner (and traceable in Tom Nairn's move from The Break-Up ofBritain in 1977 to Faces

ofNationalism in 1997).26 In Faces ofNationalism, Nairn tries to return the 'cultural nation'

or the 'civic' identity to analysis of Scotland, though this is still far from a thoroughgoing

psychosocial critique of national identity. Poststructuralist theory, largely going unnoticed

in university disciplines like sociology and politics, has taken as an object of cnticism the

supposedly transparent Enlightenment category of civic identity which Nairn in practice

accepts fairly uncntically. Furthermore, a critical reading of the founding narratives of

national identificatory communities must recognise the similarity between 'empty time',

the drained temporality of changeless national identity, on the one hand, and 'transparent

narrative' on the other. Under a deconstructive reading, this 'transparency' is the

naturalist assumption of writing without any interference from cultural medium and

contexts, and with everything visible; the national history would similarly be assumed to

be always subject to an intuitive democracy of meaning.

This is approximately the point reached in 1990 by the Homi Bhabha-edited collection

Nation and Narration, perhaps the first sustained attempt to bring national form fully

within the realm of textual criticism.27 Many of its contributors come from literary
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disciplines, and some have major concerns with British colonial discourse and the

nation's status in the emerging disciplines of postcolonial criticism and 'commonwealth

studies' within English Studies. This move towards disciplinary centrality is corroborated

by an explosive growth of postcolonial studies readers, journals, and courses produced in

Bntain and elsewhere.28 The identificatory unit of British colonial discourse was of course

Bntain, within which Scottish national identity remains both a driving force and a

blindspot, not touched on in Nation and Narration. In later chapters of this thesis we will

see that Britain as a unifier of difference was reliant on and strengthened by the regional-

national identities which were combined to make it up.29

Trying to intervene in these particularly British competing narratives of the colonial and

postcolonial nation, and thus in the national production of cultural meanings, has

throughout been of great importance to Scottish identity, but polarised opinions often

disavow one of the two sets of cultural values - Great Britain and Scotland. The broad

parameters of this field had been set out for Scotland over a decade before Nation and

Narration in 1977, by Tom Nairn's account of Scotland as a nation within the post-war

union in The Break-up ofBritain. Nairn begins by indicating an investment in materialism

and History in its full Hegelian form, quoting Hugh MacDiarmid's equation of Spirit and

'revolutionary spirit' (BUB 7). For Nairn, like Wallerstein, the growth of nationalism came

through uneven development within Europe in the nineteenth century, as 'development'

destroyed feudalism and fixed nation-states. Here the determinist idea of'ideology' relies

on the nation's imposingfalse cultural meanings - corresponding to a damaging split

between Scottish state and culture (BUB 334). For the early Nairn, capitalism needed and

created the nation-state - Giddens's 'theory of capitalist society'. In such theories of

capitalist society, and those of historical materialism in general, as Nairn notoriously

claims, 'The theory of nationalism represents marxism's great historical tailure' (BUB 329).
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Here Nairn thus famously describes nationalism as 'Janus-faced', representing both a

block to real progress and a positive force for 'less developed countries' (BUB 331).

National development, within the context of'world history' (BUB 332), sees ethnic

customs mobilised into ideology as the 'universal folklore of nationalism' (BUB 334).

National 'folklore' (pre-modem culture) gives the link between nation and nationalism a

naturalised status. Thus for the early, more marxist Nairn, nationalism does not originate

in the memory of the Volk, but comes from a knowable outside:

real origins are elsewhere. They are located not in the folk, nor in the

individual's repressed passion for some sort of wholeness or identity, but

in the machinery of world political economy... [that is, in] the uneven

development of history since the eighteenth century (BUB 335).

The economic manipulation of national Janus-facedness here requires tradition to be

reappropriated as a unifier, especially concerning the expulsion of a foreign occupier.

Again, however, the determinism of economic and class forces (downplayed in Nairn's

later work) does not address how Janus-faced national identity within the individual

shapes the nation. The early Nairn, in other words, has little time for Scottish culture -

rather than simply the behaviours of social classes and political parties - as itself

determinant. Scottish participation in the union is here only explicable as a class-

conscious middle-class Realpolitik, an Enlightenment-type ceding of volition. Reading

back over this earlier Scottish account, Timothy Brennan, in his contribution to Nation

and Narration, thus describes Nairn's 'puzzling insensitivity to the emotional response of
l 30

empire.
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David McCrone's well-known 1992 study Understanding Scotland: Sociology ofa Stateless

Nation is groundbreaking in expanding this critical focus to a thoroughgoing sociological

survey, but Nairn later rightly brackets it together with Jacques Leruez's earlier book

L'Ecosse: une nation sans etatf Like McCrone's, Leruez's account is a state-of-the-nation

attempt to distinguish state power from 'national sentiment', and its foreword sets out

the avowed aim of asking, pointedly and ambivalently, 'region or nation?' McCrone

describes Scotland as pulled both by a sense of national identity with no practical

correlative, and by the opportunity of civic identity within the United Kingdom.

Furthermore:

[because of thej separation of the state (British) from society (Scottish)...

there is a powerful sense of Scotland being "over", as belonging to the

past: the essential Scotland as consigned to history.32

But the struggle for nationhood is also a debate over the nature of sovereignty; whether

in the defacto terms of 'realist' international relations and The Break-Up ofBritain, or in the

terms of Lindsay Paterson cited by McCrone as redefining 'negotiated' sovereignty,33

determination of the self is revealed as bound to the sovereignty of the nation. In this

sense Scottish sovereignty is presided over by an unusual mixed set of circumstances,

making the task of hnding a cohesive modem national identity even harder. McCrone

wearily lists these circumstances, pointing out that there is no distinct linguistic basis for

Scottish nationalism, and nationalism repeatedly fails to correspond to SNP voting in

Westminster (which, as Nairn points out, is the only way in which Westminster is willing

to measure support for separatism).4 Scottish self-determination represents a will,

overwhelming but not homogenous in terms of interest groups, to further detach what

was already in the early McCrone a 'semi-state' — an ambivalent status recently bolstered
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by devolution. But in measuring nationhood tinally largely along the lines of ethnicity,

language, administration, religion, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the McCrone

line almost wills Scotland into 'being "over"'.

All of this points to the need for a properly theorised psychosocial nation. After

postcolonial theory - Nation and Narration, or Bhabha's rereading of Frantz Fanon35 - it is

not so easy to rely on Enlightenment views of citizenship as ownership of agreed,

inalienable rights; in a postcolonial world, the various axes of identity (ethnicity, class,

gender, religion) are no longer forced to coincide in a single national temporality, and the

national becomes rather a question of the contexts of these various axes' representation.

Moreover, uneven determinations across Scotland's various political and cultural

institutions make it difficult to make assumptions about how Great Britain's

contemporary shape might fit into those Enlightenment national forms outlined above.

Investigations into Scottishness and unionism can are thus be seen necessitating

something like a new, more 'cultural', form of politics.

Writers like McCrone and Lindsay Paterson therefore base their sociology on the

auneven spread of Scottishness and Britishness over various contexts from the union

onwards. Neal Ascherson is quoted in McCrone's Understanding Scotland as describing the

union less as a state than an identificatory habit — 'not so much a nation as a sort of

authority, a manner of speaking rather than a matter of weeping1.36 In these models, the

union since the mid-nineteenth century can be seen as a mobilising device on an

identificatory level, strategically pressed into service by British governments. However,

Scottish nationalism is generally not as well equipped as to recognise the discursive

heterogeneity of either nation - the UK or Scotland - or assess their ability to fix the

terms of nationhood. For McCrone, Scottish political parties have thus been necessarily
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deprived of any useful 'oppositional' status. Pre-devolutionary parties then found it hard

to use nationalism as an idea:

The key to understanding nationalism resides precisely in its unstable and

impermanent features, the lack of correspondence between movement

and party organization, the failure of the political party to capture the idea

of the nation. Both orthodox Nationalists and Unionists have a distorted

idea ofwhat 'national sovereignty' is, a view that it is complete and

absolute. (US 220).

McCrone looks to 'the ideological plane' for the creation and function of myths working

independently of their own truth-status. For McCrone, though, the nation is not

especially modern - there was some kind of 'national' form before I Tolk., which has

continued through history but has only recently leaked from the ethnic to the political:

'The idea of "nation" has been in vogue since the Middle Ages and used to refer to a

breed, stock or race, and only in the last few decades implied a politically organised

people' (US 204), so that 'as the traditional nation-state decays, nationalism as movement

and ideology would seem to prosper' (US 219). It may be that what analyses like those of

Nairn and McCrone miss is the psychosocial transformation which must have taken

place in the unification of nations in their present state - and these nations' regulation by

psychic economies breaking up in postcolomality. Criticism would then move towards

looking at how these remotely unified communities ol nation-states come to require

standardised identification-managing narratives, and the national de-subjectification of all

exterior identifications.
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Most traditional questions of the 'when' of modernity assume the intellectual analogy of

the Enlightenment and project forward with little sense of epistemological change. Such

an inattention to the postcolonial risks framing problems of modem history within an

endlessly containable European temporality, rather than looking at modernity's process

of displacing alterity onto colonies. Enlightenment apologists like Habermas retain faith

in the action of reason within the person as capable of the same form of criticism as

(postmodern 'reflexivity' when looking at this displacement.37 However, countering this

common-sense rationalism and following postcoloniality back to the national narrative,

deconstruction in this context begins to look like an emerging criticism of colonial

identity. Scotland's 'nationness' is inflected here, as Nairn and McCrone imply, by its

status as postcolonial nation lacking the cultural infrastructure of Enlightenment nation-

states. Indeed globally, these crises ot development come 'after' colonialism, as

postcolonial nations forget the political determination of'race' at different speeds. The

ethnic is still a repository of identification in nations like Scotland, attracting implications

of a historical Scottish 'people', or conversely being made cross-ethnic to pointedly

applaud a morally worthy stretching of an extant historical 'Scottishness', as in journalese

on Scottish diversity or the 'Asian community'. The Volk as ethnic bluepnnt of a nation,

that which formed the differentiating basis for Enlightenment nation-states, retains this

strong discursive pull, and one task of postcolonial theory is to trace that ethnocentrism

operating in cultural texts. The discursive power of Enlightenment-colonial race cannot

be fully displaced, and remains a more important problem than 'racism' as such; though

ever retreating, the Volkist horizon is the only default setting available to Enlightenment-

type nations. Or as Geoffrey Bennington puts it in Nation and Narration, 'the nation

narrates the founding moment and produces effects of legitimacy through repetition'.38
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Postcolonial nations differentially inherit this endless repetition from Enlightenment

ideas of the national citizen, and Scotland enters into this line at a time when ethnic

'Balkanisation' has been made into Europe's most pressing internal problem. Nationalism

has thus been popularly demonised, an effect which Ernest Gellner called the 'Dark

Gods' theory, and which has recently been reread by Nairn as an anxiety surrounding

post-1989 European borders.39 As partially acknowledged by McCrone, Paterson and

Nairn, an ethnic plurality in which 'minorities' are encouraged to claim a position of

resistance or marginality, is central in creating a unity of which the United Kingdom is

perhaps the classic example. In the prevailing body ot postcolonial theory which sees the

experience of the immigrant, or foreigner, or colonised, as central to metropolitan

knowledge-production, an analysis of the Scottish ambivalent relation to the British

norm is in some sense key to Bntishness itself. The above account suggests that the state

of Scottish identity is often articulated in terms of marginality, but would be better

described with reference to the discursive workings of national texts, whether cultural,

political, literary, or constitutional. In Peter Hulme, national identities work even within

British culture, by requiring identification with one pole ot a stereotypic pair of qualities.

Literature, as the textual crystallisation of identity-formation, is highly readable in these

terms of the national subject.

Thus the textual-critical collection Nation and Narration concentrates specifically on the

narrative properties of national unification. It brings not only the national culture but

also the writing of the national culture within criticism within this range. Nation and

Narration marks a departure from an older approach of scouring literary texts for defacto

national characteristics, and a move towards a criticism of nations' founding narratives in

general. Such approaches, usually identified with the figures of Homi Bhabha and Gayatri

Spivak, incorporate considerations of the social-historical conditions of nationhood, but
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also bring a close criticism to bear on cultural and social texts without disciplinary

pnvilege. Indeed, an implication of Nation and Narration is that single-disciplinary studies

have been irresponsible in ceding explanations for the makeup of the nation to another

level of authority, history, or governmentality. Bhabha opens the collection with Ernest

Renan's 1882 Sorbonne lecture, 'What is a Nation?1, an early signal of nonconformity in

refusing to accept the Volkist nation as intractably prior, and expressing its authority

through purely 'political' institutions. In Renan's now well-known account, what enables

a nation to come into being is a willed forgetting of the arbitrariness of ethnicity - a

tendency bearing strong similarities to that ot the arbitrariness of the sign. The national

narrative ot Renan's nation is woven from repetitions of past glories and projections of a

shared future. Far from being validated by a Folk history, nations thus paradoxically rely

on its destruction:

Forgetting, I would even go so far as to say historical error, is a crucial

factor in the creation of a nation (WIN 11).

Far ahead of his time in this context, Renan argued that in the formation of the nation,

race is 'made and unmade' (WIN 15) from wide-ranging ethnological material, which for

him really ought to have no 'political application' (WIN 16). Similarly, for Renan language

as the basis of a shared culture is thinly disguised ethnography (WIN 16-7), and land -

ultimate visible sign ol llie nation and one of its most common justifications — acts like

race - 'it is no more soil than it is race which makes a nation' (WIN 18). On the contrary,

nations require 'a daily plebiscite' on behalf of the people — a ceaselessly self-destructive

democracy perhaps looking towards identification, but still nevertheless somewhat

attached to the idea of a unified individual 'Will' (also quoted by Nairn in Faces of

Nationalism).40
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Bhabha's introduction to Nation and Narration studiously contemporises this line from

Renan, to describe 'the cultural representation of the ambivalence of modem society', as

readable via deconstruction, or the willingness to 'take the nation at its word'.41 Bhabha

describes this - following Nairn's discussion of Scotland - as operating in 'the Janus-faced

ambivalence of language itself in the construction of the Janus-faced discourse of the

nation'.42 The critical move here is towards representation itself, where the margin - of

colonialism and of enunciation — becomes:

a much more substantial intervention into those justifications of

modernity - progress, homogeneity, cultural organicism, the deep nation,

the long past - that rationalise the authoritarian, 'normalizing' tendencies

within cultures in the name of the national interest or the ethnic

prerogative.43

Here the instability of the identifying process, and of the writing process, is what returns

to undo the national narrative of origins, greatness, and timeless horizontal bonds. For

Timothy Brennan in the same volume, Bntishness is something primarily known by ex-

colonial immigrants and cultural experts,44 and literary criticism has grown from a

philological tradition concerned with trying to ground national cultures — a point made

more fully since by Bill Readings.45 This also fits with Lacan's call, to which I will come

later, for a return to Freudian philology in considerations of identity.46 However, since the

will of the citizen was inextricably complicated in that modernising moment itself, the

modern citizen finds his identity endlessly stretched out in a decision-making present

made of invented past and projected future. Indeed, a national control over a collective

form of'choice' is implied by the objectified presentation of the native as the opposite of
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civilization, as in Hulme's stereotypic doubling, with the nation relying on a

misrecognition of the native as a pure undivided alterity. This misrecognition is descnbed

by the modern form of identification's splitting off from the self, and thus changing the

nature of volition itself. To ensure that the whole will can be ceded to the nation, alterity

is displaced beyond borders, and colonial peoples have only second-hand access to the

national social contract, since the identifications required in space are also specitic to

European place.

This is the subjective history which poststructuralism attempted to put back into Benedict

Anderson's 'empty' time'. This respect for the historical 'becoming' of subjects is otten

damaged by its own reception, as in the disingenuous jacket notes of Robert Young's

White Mythologies, which imply that his aggressive question is 'Is History a Western

myth?'47 Bhabha in Nation and Natration enthusiastically cites the Andersonian nation, but

points out that Anderson flattens its narrative effects; for Bhabha the poststructuralist

project can try to re-engage with the materiality of that 'empty' history.48 Nation and

Narration seems then to come at the point of a move to a mapping of the form of the

nation onto literary form,49 charting the nation-as-narration's textuality, and therefore its

openness to critical reading on the same level as any other cultural text. These

interdisciplinary pulls suggest a contemporary relation of politics to aesthetics,0 and

English Studies cannot in this context block out social sciences as 'theory', or social

sciences block out literature as a cultural 'superstructure'. Rather, the condition of

modernity, as it is understood in this thesis, inexorably binds cultural identity to political

determination. Modernity's arch-reader, Anthony Giddens, uses a telling phrase in

suggesting that sociology needs to analyse 'that novel world' of the modern (my

emphasis).51 The historical groundedness of identity is stressed in these 'textual' readings of

political structures, rather than repeating the unhistorical, universalising images of empty
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time which form a hegemonic basis for the modern nation-state. Thus, on the jacket of

the Bhabha-edited collection, Gayatri Spivak is very pointedly quoted as promising that

'criticism becomes historical in Nation and Narration (their emphasis).52

Such a reading of the nation's history suggests that, as with literary criticism's current

panoply of concerns, criticism of the nation is bound to look simultaneously at its traces

of ethnicity, gender, and class. This presents problems for the discursive representation

of a national 'people', even a diverse and 'multicultural' people, whether with or without

'race'. Non-racial conflicts are inevitably created by colonial situations, since

industrialisation — seen by the 'theory of industrial society' as the measure of modernity -

imposes colonial time by dividing labour more efficiently, and thus exporting social class.

In West Indian shanty towns, a new colonial urban working class was less wealthy than

the largely independent and self-sufficient farmers it collected together.53 The 'people',

like Rousseau's collectivity of'associates', causes long-term difficulties with ethnic/ class

divisions centnng on national reorganisation of colonial territory. As I will explore with

regard to Caribbean literature, nations emerging from colonialism are missing the

infrastructure which the gradual conglomeration of self-interest, Volkism, and state

security brought to the European class system. Often conceived as existing outside of the

'modernity' as an integration of production, these are sometimes described not as nation-

states in the classical sense, but as 'state-nations', and according to Anthony Giddens, are

defined by a lack of'internal administrative co-ordination'.54 For Giddens, development

works in a mutual relationship with 'centralised administrative integration' lacked by such

emerging nations.55 However an identity politics arising from postcolonial theory

threatens to collapse this distinction, since a redefinition of the nation as psychosocial

allows for the possibility of national identification to be read as part of the process of

government, and vice-versa. Conversely, emerging postcolonial nations not paying
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adequate attention to cultural identity in policymaking risk missing the determining status

of modern forms of culture and identity — and in this aspect it is yet to be seen how

much of a national redefinition will really be effected by the new Scottish parliament.

Scotland, with its own guilty colonial history and its centrality in the Enlightenment, has

something of a track record of taking the nation as read, and then extrapolating 'a culture'

out to its imagined ethnic, linguistic, and historical borders. So although the emergence

of nations like Scotland is typically either berated as the revival of the 'Dark Gods' of

nationalism, or praised as a people finding an outlet in the political processes of state, the

process of the writing of identity is at least as determining for this nation as are historical

anecdotes of the Scottish nation.

More generally, the rapidly-constructed founding myths of postcolonial nations

necessarily follow the Enlightenment model of nationalising the visible signs of identity

in time-space distanciated societies, but telescope their development, and reveal the

uncontrollable narrative play of the colonising nations on whose 1folk myths they are

parasitic. Instead of thinking of postcolonial theory as only applying to ex-colonies, we

might therefore see it as a set of questions about politics, agency, and so on, working

through the globalised effects of differential developmental perspectives - the 'colonial

time lag'. This is legible in the continuous reinvention of Scotland as British periphery,

just as in the shabby colonial architecture of the West Indies. From this perspective, in

later chapters I turn to some of the provisional yet national identities of modern

literature and psychoanalysis, moving from the Francophone high-modernist surrealism

of Aime Cesaire, considered in Chapter Two, to the Scottish late modernism considered

in Chapters Five and Six.
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The concern here then is how the modern can be read as the reordering — or disordenng

— of the temporality of the colonial experience. Rather than equating the modern with

the onginal project ot the Enlightenment, still an association made by most of the above

sociologists, I read it rather as the break-up of its coterminous national identities,

identities which were only achieved by displacing pre-modernity onto the colony. Such a

provisional displacement is discussed in Bernard Cohn's contribution to The Invention of

Tradition', rather than proving to be a modernising process along the lines of the

integration of technical and political practices, the British colonial project in India

actually strengthened feudal practices of government.56 Similarly in Postcolonial Theory, Bart

Moore-Gilbert arrestingly points out that the dating (around 1760) of the move from

'autocratic' to (modern) 'democratic' regimes described in the work of Michel Foucault —

otherwise invaluable for describing processes of discipline by individuation — coincides

pretty exactly with the rise of'the era of modern British imperialism'.57 The image of the

pre-modem native itself then becomes part of the Indian image of Indian nativity — a type

of 'inferionsation' later picked up by Frantz Fanon. The colony thus becomes a kind of

silent partner in the creation of a global metropolitan modernity, and paradoxically

creates by itselfthe images which deny it access to the power of the metropolitan modern.

Here the analogues with Scottish self-inferionsing should already be suggesting

themselves — the simultaneous reliance on, and guilty denial of, the well-known and

hated symbols of national kitsch which are exhaustively described by David McCrone

and others.

This implication of the native in his own inferiorisation has been halfheartedly linked to

current arguments over the 'invention' of a grotesque or touristic Scottish 'heritage' (see

below). There is not much sense, however, in trying to trace a point of imposition of

inferiorist epistemology. Native historiography inevitably reconfigures one national
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history within the terms of the other, and histories come to occupy different spheres of

appropriacy. Lindsay Paterson points out that the union has largely become known as the

addressee of public/ political, rather than civic/ community matters.58 Scotland's case is

also unusual in that there is no discrete agent ot cultural imposition to find, only a semi-

volitional semi-imposition. Although still relatively silent in Scotland, postcolonial theory

ought to be uniquely effective in connecting the many identifications which make up

national identity in this case, and which typically point in opposite directions. Moreover,

postcolonial theory is where some of the most loaded debates about the function, history,

and locatedness of academic institutionality in general are taking place.59 The aim of such

a cnticism in Scotland would be to import a terminology to develop a productive cultural

politics where the postcolonial national citizen would otherwise revert to its most visible

image, and debate revert to argument over this image's truth. The Scottish nation is in

any case typically implied by default, via a regulating set of such images, familiar to most

Scots. In this media-world Scotland, James Kelman becomes a leader of the 'Glasgow

hard man' school, even though there are virtually no hard men in his fiction; Duncan

McLean writes about 'everyday life', though his characters are rarely average in any sense;

and Irvine Welsh only writes about stylish cinematic violence and not on desolation and

frustration, a Quentin Tarantmo for Northern Britain, taken up and 'rebranded' between

the novel and the film, at a time when the Edinburgh property market is expanding

quicker than the London one. I am suggesting here that this chain of associations ties up

class, race, and sexual difference into an older and genuinely disempowering terminology

of the 'marginal'.

If Scotland is postcolonial 'from below' - suffering neocolonial-type effects - it is

probably most readable not by measuring political representation or expenditure, but by

entry into this world of the modem. Much of the earliest modernism responded to a new
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sense of the mass, as in the fleeting meetings in Baudrillard's Paris (and Eliot's London),

whose citizens were funnelled like water, by modern architecture.60 The same themes

appear in 'colonial literature' - a cyclical form of myth is a concern of Caribbean and

African postcolonial literature, and also characterises the work of Euro-American

modernists like Pound and Eliot. Caribbean nations make an interesting counterpoint

since they often grew up with no clear ethnicity but clear physical boundaries. Port cities

of postcolonial literature represent shadow cities, the peripheral double, echoing colonial

architecture but lacking the identificatory infrastructure and the confidence.61 The

passage from such cities into British cultural studies is important, but so also are cultural

identities which grow from the French empire and have somehow also ended up as

'theory' relative to English Literature. It is significant that the Enlightenment's sovereign

subject finding its ultimate expression in the establishment of a republican nation-state in

the French revolution, leads to the roots of aesthetic modernism in mid-nineteenth

century France, and then to Francophone critical theory. Psychoanalysis and modernism

together demonstrate the incompleteness ot displacements of native identity in national

unification, which are implied by the French revolutionary citizen. Under discussion here

is the modern production of psychoanalytic theory as recreation of a whole (here, pre-

colonial) identity, described by the fantasy of the mirror phase in Jacques Lacan, later

taken up by Fanon. To say that this modern self is also the self of postcoloniality, is not

simply a later interpolation of 'theory', nor is it consigning alterity to a dustbin of

multiculturalism. The first attempts to incorporate psychoanalysis in this thesis are

historically bound up with modernist literature, and specifically the surrealism of Aime

Cesaire, dating from the 1930s. This is less an 'application' of psychoanalysis as

explicatory metanarrative, than 'implication', a cross-reading in the same cultural medium.

The immediate British cultural background however sees versions of psychoanalytic

terminology often used without much attention to its implications. Identification is
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colloquially used to describe behaviours and practices without reference to its workings

as a psychic process of splitting and ego-formation, fairly common when asking what

Scots 'identify with'. During a 'psychoanalytic' section ot The Break-Up ofBritain, despite

pursuing a marxist exposition of the nation as ideology, Tom Nairn inadvertently draws

the nation-state into a normative (and therefore colonising) Oedipal narrative by describing

nationalism as a whole in terms of'neurosis'.62

In cultural studies, a critical approach to the writing of the nation-state is possible if one

leans on the Lacanian reworking of culture as ongoing linguistic substitutions for an

originary lack structuring the symbolic, so that a people continuously and literally writes

and rewrites its own social relations. In Frantz Fanon there is an early recognition of this

mutual dependence of the institutional and the (Lacanian) cultural. Fanon immediately

returned culture to the colonial context, and, especially in The Wretched ofthe Earth,

worked out a theory of political structuring expressed in terms of cultural identity.63

Time-space distanciation and the interconnection of global and local contexts underline

the importance of the Fanonian insight that the modern is only conceivable as an

articulation of many different axes of cultural resistance. What is new here is a

combination, from the early Black Skin White Masks onwards, of the political with the

psychoanalytic dimension, and the recognition in The Wretched ofthe Earth of the I'oik. as

an ambivalent construct of the colonial relation. In The Wretched ofthe Earth, common-

sense appeals to the pre-colonial origins of a nation are revealed as always falling within

the extant boundaries of the coloniser/ colonised relation. But although Fanonian theory

is used below to modify a proactive — and multivalent - national Scottish postcoloniality,

it is hard to miss the fact that battles are occurring over the status of political

intervention in Fanon's work. For Brennan, for instance, Fanonian class-populism was

itself a nineteenth-century trope, based on values necessary for democracy, commerce,
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and nation-building, and the idea of a Volkf More recently, Henry Louis Gates has

influentially suggested that Fanon as a whole has been subsumed into a non-political and

merely 'critical' position.65

Within these arguments over the nature of development, the temporality of the

postcolonial is indeed troubled and the 'post-' of postcolonial nations retuses to stay

fixed as the outcome of colonial history. Although a historical category, postcoloniality

also fails to correspond completely to any simple handover of governmental power. The

'post' comes instead to stand for the breakdown of the structuring principles of colonial

temporality, beginning with its epistemology of'doubling'. Not surprisingly,

poststructuralism has its own history of the 'post', as the marginal or supplementary,

which came to haunt the 'original' term, and, as in Fanon, makes impossible any simple

epistemological continuity with the national history without reference to the effects of

the dissemination of the signs of that nationhood. Geotfrey Bennington points out that

'post-', a diagnostic and not a prescriptive marker, as prefix, in fact comes before, and

inhabits the term prefixed during the reading process.66 Indeed, he claims that the

'origins' of poststructuralism itself were discursively interpolated, since even the first

sightings of this term refer to 'so-called poststructuralism', before poststructuralism has

been so called. In Nation and Narration, these problems of the 'post' are connected - for

example after Derrida's The Post Card - to the advance of the post as a political

technology, the possibility of remote access to a national citizenry. This relies,

paradoxically, on the possibility of misplacing a letter, or the differences between nations

which ensures the differences between nations, driving individual national narratives. As

Bennington says:
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History begins to lose its grip at this point: or rather history... only

maintains its gnp by a violent reduction of the scandalous instability of

the prefix 'post-', which raises philosophical questions in excess of

history.67

This description of the 'post' in turn points to Robert Young's description of the 'post' in

theory as Nachtraglichkeit or (Freudian) deferred action within the original.68 It seems that

the 'silent hyphen' operating in the distinction between postcolonial and post-colonial

then is however not simply an absence in textual ordering. Early modernist poetry was

often interested in collapsing this gap between cultures, an incursion of the margin into

the centre, and a source of contestation in modernist idioms was the status of the image

in poetry. This has been particularly strong in Scotland, where, according to Tom Nairn,

the national image has not followed the same romantic-national tracks of establishing a

particular and discrete culture and polity. Thus the Scottish poet-sculptor Ian Hamilton

Finlay pares the nation down to the violence of the pure image - of the French guillotine,

or the German SS symbol. Nairn, on the other hand, can only read Finlay in terms of

pure intention and political commitment to those images which Finlay powerfully

deconstructs. For Nairn:

Finlay's artistic response has been a cunous cult of civic nationalism

founded upon a graphic and sculptural worship of the French

revolution's most extreme moment, the Jacobinism of Saint-Just and

Robespierre. This too is myth country, which I would not defend in any

literal sense.. ,69
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I am suggesting that arguments over Scottish identity now require a critical readership of

these contexts of national identification, and it is significant that literary disciplines have

made these incursions into politics. Moreover, since Scotland operates more or less

silently within this growth of Bntish cultural theory, it represents something like a

postcolonial blindspot itself within British knowledge-production, despite being both at

its intellectual centre and its political margins. Reading Scottish identity in these terms

will not expose the Scottish nation as based on false consciousness - a jibe still common

in the context of the Scottish nationalist-socialist cultural impasse - but will certainly imply

that the nationalism of postcolonial nations such as Scotland demands a determinant

position for cultural identity and language. In Scotland the situation leading up to the

parliament was fairly polarised, so that a rejection ot the proud history of Scottish

Enlightenment colonists (with their uncompromising siting of civic identity on a whole,

fixed, British subject) also implied a rejection of the contemporary politics of Scottish

nationhood. This point is again borne out by Donald Dewar's (nevertheless unionist)

speech at the Scottish parliament's opening, nostalgic for the time 'when the cities of

Edinburgh and Glasgow were indeed a light to Europe'.70

The political importance of the modern, post-psychoanalytic agent has been thoroughly

explored in the work of Gayatri Spivak, whose work does not seem much read in

Scotland. Again in Spivak there is a critique of the Enlightenment's subject's base of

morality through willed subjection of the whole self; Spivak's ideas of the agent negotiate

a route between unexamined claims for 'subaltern' status on the one hand - the native

cut off from effective communication who paradoxically cannot 'claim' agency at all - and

the pluralistic, and therefore ungrounded, tendencies latent in the 'subject of desire' in

Foucault and Deleuze.71 The later Spivak moreover describes deconstruction of subaltern

agency as a political responsibility, the critical act happens between the representation of
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subaltern as Darstellen, with implications of staging or metaphor, and I'ertreten, denoting

social contingency and the action of metonymy in cultural representation:

there is no Vertreten without Darstellitng, without dissimulation; the two

terms are locked in complicity with one another. '2

This is not an abandonment of ethics, of the kind sometimes feared by Scotland in a

defensive reassertion of the oldest and strongest signs of nationhood, but rather a

repositioning of ethics relative to power in modernity, and of cultural identity relative to

positioning in language. The subject is also made agent though a strategic negotiation

which overlaps with the nation's negotiation, and over which the individual can only

claim partial junsdiction:

I don't think that identity necessarily follows from identity claims. As I

have often pointed out, identity claims are political manipulations of

people who seem to share one characteristic and therefore it is a sort of

roll-call concept.. .73

Postcolonial theory after Fanon therefore has often spoken of the nation in terms of

strategies for intervening into 'colonial discourse'. Indecisively split - between national

centres and unevenly relative to political institutions on one hand, and cultural

identifications on the other - Scotland is already heavily implicated in postcolonial theory,

despite the apologetic tone of the occasional overtures towards it (see below), which

suggest that the question is one of'whether' postcolonial theory as a whole is

appropriate.74 Academic debates going on over Scottish nationalism are already

inexorably, if not always proactively, entwined with postcolonial debates, and there is no
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dividing line between 'theory' and the will to clarify the terminology of nation, ethnicity,

culture, and identity, which drives English Literature closer to the social sciences and

vice-versa. A rethinking of the Scottish nation in psychosocial (or in Fanon's terms,

sociogenic) terms, would therefore demand the permeability of university disciplinary

borders as they now stand, a point towards which rethinking of the modern nation itself

has rapidly advanced. The next critical move would be to refine the terminology of the

nation as it applies to Scotland, and look for points of intervention. The more negative

tendency which tries to work within theory yet against 'theory' as a whole, and somehow

exterior to the institutionality of the debate, is losing ground quickly.75 This negative

absorption into a moral version ot the same has had a long history, going back through

the moment ofJean-Paul Sartre's sponsorship of the most objectifiable tendencies in

insurgent nigritude, and Fanon's comment that such a reabsorption reduced native identity

to a dutiful position of 'antithesis'.76

Fanon's idea of the national individual as part of a psychosocialwhole has accelerated under

globalised conditions, since the ceding of 'Will' is dispersed throughout multiple

identifications. Here, as we shall see, the national community ot the social contract is

markedly ditterent from a national lived-experience as understood by Fanon. This is the

situation descnbed in Black Skin White Masks, and before Fanon by a tradition of

Caribbean literature, where native cultural identity is told that it is French by education,

cultural production, and economic aspiration, yet separated from the experience of living

in the nation. 'Global culture' has flattened these identities out, so that for example the

politics of Scotland's dual implication of exporting British cultural standards on the one

hand, and on the other having to live within those imported cultural standards as imported,

has become a primary structuring principle.7' It is not a question, therefore, of evaluating

whether the condition of the postcolonial is applicable state-by-state; postcoloniality is
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global, though its effects are uneven. However, this condition dictates that the often

dissonant interplay between national cultural identity and the Enlightenment-political

trappings of national citizenry, be called upon whenever the national agent is discussed.

Such a situation is pressing in Scotland, where the new parliament is still more or less

deciding on the importance of questions of identity, but where cultural identity is still

typically and counterproductively seen as subsidiary to the real business of political

institutions. The succeeding chapters of this thesis look at emerging psychosocial models

of the nation, particularly in the history of postcolonial theory which passes through

Fanon. They examine the possibilities for extricating a psychosocial agent from cultural

information, in French colonial situations, the largely postcolonial body of'French

theory', the 'British cultural studies' which it influences so strongly, and Scottish cultural

thought and literature.
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2 The Caribbean Context: Cesaire, Surrealism, and 'Identification'

Following on from Chapter One's overview, this chapter will begin a specific route into

postcoloniality by making a case study of one of postcolonial theory's onginary situations

— Caribbean nationalism, and specifically the Martinican poet Aime Cesaire. There are

two mam reasons for looking at the Canbbean here: the first is that it represents the

prehistory of the work of Fanon (as well as a line running through C.L.R. James, Stuart

Hall, and Paul Gilroy to contemporary cultural studies), and thus a prehistory of ideas of

the postcolonial, currently exerting a major influence within academic life. Secondly, the

unification of decolonising nations, which has a strong stake in conceptions of the

modern, may provide a revealing and useful way to approach Scotland's emergence in a

more recent cultural problematic. Although commentators like Tom Nairn date current

European nationalisms largely back to changing boundaries since the revolutions of 1989,

my last chapter argued for a cultural understanding of global postcoloniality, and an

influential long-term intellectual component in the colonial relationship which helped

build European nations.1

Here I compare Cesaire's best-known work Cahier d'un detour an Pays Natal to European

modernism and psychoanalysis, for example to perhaps the most recognisably canonised

modernist ol all, T.S. Eliot.' This companson implies that despite Eliot's own claims for

a cultural Anglo-traditionalism within modernism, amplified by New Criticism,

European and 'native' modernisms were actually mutually reinforcing, and grew from the

same colonial moment. The resultant forms of subjectivity read in culture in both

Europe and colony could thereafter only be understood relative to one another. This is

approximately the form of subjectivity described by psychoanalysis, and later emphasised
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by Frant2 Fanon as an inexorable epistemological break from a pre-modern assertion of

pure nativity. Here I look at some of the mutual debts of Caribbean literature, modern

European literature, psychoanalysis, and lines into cultural studies. I also outline a

context for Fanon's work, and begin to point this subject back towards modern nations

such as Scotland.

Aime Cesaire's high modernism, within the context of the snegritudi movement, also

helps to illustrate modernism's dependence on the colonial displacement of identity. His

work draws explicitly from the psychoanalysis which grew as a contemporary descnption

of this modern identity. Cesaire's work illustrates the contradictory movement of the

native modem into metropolitan modernity as a whole, and back into an institutional

position of 'resistance' — a general effect of the postcolonial.

The context of the Caribbean, if not quite a favourite tack of British postcolonial theory,

has become familiar in Britain through the direct intervention of writers like Paul Gilroy,

for whom it was the centrally determining space of 'Atlantic modernism', and Stuart Hall,

for whom it was the site of activation of Africa as the central, silent, pre-space of

diaspora.3 The decolonisation of the Caribbean also reverberated heavily in the US,

where Henry Louis Gates and others have attempted concomitant accounts of'racial'

decolonisation within the American nation.4 Caribbean nations moreover have a long

history of dccolonising without recourse to a stable ethnic ground, since slavery and

migration had already significantly diversified the islands, and many of their 'natives'

were in fact themselves recent immigrants. The early anti-colonial struggles led,

according to Selwyn R. Cudjoe and to C.L.R. James, to a tradition of trade union

agitation which continued through to the Cuban revolution.3 Records of some form ot

organised insurrection go back at least to the 1503 rebellions by joint forces of Africans
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and Indians in Cuba, which led to calls within the fledgling colonial administration for

the abolition of slavery.6 Haiti became independent as early as 1804, although it was later

occupied for periods by the US, and this early decolonisation had a major effect on

cultural identity throughout the area. C.L.R. James's account of Haitian War of

Independence in The Black jacobins indeed stands in a similar relation to metropolitan

France as does Fanon's account of the much later Algerian War of Independence. The

Caribbean island of Martinique also provides the scene for Fanon's Black Skin W-'hite

Masks, itself sometimes relegated to secondary status when Fanon's 'African' work is

celebrated.8 Although it did not eventually emerge as a nation (having something like a

devolved political structure as Departement d'Outre-mer), Martinique, like other emerging

Caribbean nations, shows well the 'shadow effects' of the terms of the French

Enlightenment. Like other Caribbean nations, or nation-regions, its physical geography —

an island - implies defacto national unification, a condition not shared by every emergent

nation.

The ethnic situation here is complicated at source, since slavery was already part of

European and Arabian economics, and was simply opportunistically speeded up by

Caribbean and African colonialism. Trade with Europe and the emerging US often

dictated the size and ethnic makeup of the slave population at any one time, and in the

colonial West Indies slaves of both Indie and African origins, as well as East Indians and

Chinese, were used together in a restructured plantation system. Since it was more

efficient to grow crops, mainly sugar, in large units, families' ownership of small, largely

self-sufficient plantations was often replaced by a single control over a much larger area.

Economic concerns were therefore moved from the level of local production to that ot

import/ export, and natives were implied in the workings of national economics as

workers and consumers. So one of the marking acts of colonialism in the Caribbean was
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to separate the native farmer from supervision of general local productivity, leaving the

colonial (ex-)slave having to aspire beyond the position of race, a class/ ethnicity split

which would later be stressed by Frantz Fanon in The Wretched ofthe Earth as the

difference between a postcolonial politics and the mere transfer of power between the

leaders ot nation-states. The ethnic mixes described in the decolonising period of

Caribbean literature are also concentrated by increasing urbanisation, where the city is a

workplace made central and efficient. As the diegetic frame moves from plantation to

city, the colonial shadow-metropolis emerges at the receiving end of metropolitan

economic problems like the US depression, a tendency typical of modern satellite

territories, with the problems of the European city projected by colonial administrations

on to the colony. Newly 'liberated' nations were also left with the continued exercise of

economic and legal structures of the colonial era, administered by managers and lawyers

of the indigenous elite; Cudjoe cites, for example, the deceptive treaties which

accompanied British rule ot Jamaica alter takeover from Spain.9

In the writers on postcoloniality I looked at in the last chapter, ethnicity was racialised or

'doubled' in the colonial relationship; correspondingly, the self-certain ethics of French

republicanism, centred on the stable, property-owning European subject, were

necessarily exported to France's colonies, a time-space distanciation beyond national place.

As Cudjoe says, discussing Juan Francisco Manzano's Early Eife ofthe Negro Poet.

In reading about the misery and pain of the millions of European

serfs in Rousseau's world, Manzano needed only to substitute

"serf" for "slave", "slavery" for "feudalism", and "feudal lord" for

"slave master", and Rousseau might have been talking about

Manzano's situtation.10
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Not all later writers would agree that race and class are so easily interchangeable, but an

acknowledgement of this distortion of the colonising nation (here, revolutionary France)

would become a condition of postcolonial national emergence in later theories. In The

Black Jacobins in 1963, C.L.R. James historicises French legal arguments over whether

Haitian mulattos were to be counted as persons, and describes the revolution relative to

arguments still taking place in Paris over 'liberty' (BJ 64-65, 72). James argues that

counter-revolution within the sweep of the French Enlightenment rewrote revolutionary

doctrine on liberty to exclude slaves:

On the other hand were the radicals, humanitarians and

philosophers, the intellectuals of the day, led by the Fnends ot

the Negro... But except for a few half-hearted attempts by the

Fnends of the Negro, everybody conspired to forget the slaves

(BJ 69-70).

French revolutionary ideals of the liberty of the individual thus changed meaning in

crossing the Atlantic, marking a colonial time-lag and the stormy genesis of Atlantic

modernism. The plantation system, however, as well as becoming important to colonial

economics, had created a new class unity at the bottom; James notes that the severity of

the system meant that even white farmers could rarely make a living independently

during the colonial plantation era (BJ 392). During the Haitian Revolution of 1792-1804,

Toussaint l'Ouverture would use this memory of slavery as a founding moment of social

change (BJ 143). As later in Fanon, a solution to the uneven double-bind of class and

race subjection is a process of identity-fixing marked by some form of cathartic violence,
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pointing up a break from the temporality of the European national narratives in which

the slaves were extrinsically caught:

burn and annihilate everything in order that those who have

come to reduce us to slavery may have before their eyes the

image of that hell which they deserve (BJ 299-300).

For James in 1963, around the time ot Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth, a West Indian

nationalism, as concretised in the political movement of negritude, was passing into a

revolutionary African phase:

The imperialists envisage an eternity of African exploitation: the

African is backward, ignorant... [but] the blacks of Africa are

more advanced, nearer ready than were the slaves of San

Domingo... [in them] burns the fire that burnt in Toussaint

L'Ouverture...

They discovered what is known today as Negritude. It is the

prevailing social ideology among politicians and intellectuals in

every part of Africa... but in its origin and development it is West

Indian, and could not have been anything else but West Indian,

the peculiar product of their peculiar history (BJ 376, 394).

However as the African Caribbean Fanon realised, the political implications of this

negritude point to the modern condition of postcoloniality, and a non-ethnic, or even

hybrid, form of nationhood. In Haiti, Jean Price-Mars's 1928 anthropological study Ainsi
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parla I'Oncle acted as an early marker tor negritude in a nation with over a century of

independence already behind it. Far from arguing on behalf of a pan-national race, Price-

Mars addressed Haitian national specificity within a Caribbean context, and argued for

attention to ethnic difference beyond received ideas of race.11 Indeed race, the form of

doubling which propped up European national self-image in the colonies, is not

favoured here even from a 'resistance' perspective:

It is, to say the least, erroneous to speak of one black race in Africa,

since it is impossible to sustain or justify this thesis from either an

historical or an anthropological point of view (APO 65).

Ainsi Parla I'Oncle addresses the nationally depressed Haiti of the 1920s, after American

worries about agitation spreading to black Americans led to the 1915 occupation. Price-

Mars was aware of the politics of minting the national narrative, and called here for a

modern reworking of Haiti's rich legacy ot 'tales and legends', read through the Oncle or

storyteller, as in the interlocutor of early slave narratives. Since folklore in Ainsiparla

I'Oncle is 'everything concerning nations', shared folklore is the key to national identity

and expresses 'our national mind' (APO 12). 'Where', he asks, 'could one find a more

genuine image of our society?' (APO 174). He shows that the retrospective appeal to

'Atrican' native culture as final arbiter is already hybrid, going to lengths to explain for

example that voodoo is a combination of Christianity and animism:

we can discern a theology... thanks to which our African

ancestors have... accounted for natural phenomena and which lies

dormantly at the base of the anarchical beliefs upon which the

hybrid Catholicism of our popular masses rests (APO 39).
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Voodoo beliefs 'whose most disturbing aspect has always seemed to us to be their link to

the African mystique' (APO 101) have however arisen through a situation where 'All

Haitians are Christian, Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman' (APO 103). Voodoo will later

become important to postcolonial literature for example in Jean Rhys's rewriting of Jane

Eyre, in Wide Sargasso Sea}2 For Price-Mars, the object of study in considering this hybrid

belief system is 'the mode of social and ethnic formation of the Haitian nation' (APO

103). This extends to the hybrid origins of Creole as a national language, 'arising from the

need of former masters and slaves to communicate their thoughts to each other' (APO

24) at national level. The Creole question is therefore not one of appeal to racial integrity

as guaranteed by a language (langne), but the negotiation in language (langage) of the

positioning of'an original literature' (APO 24). The importance to Caribbean national life

of seeing hybrid roots within language would be comparable to semi-mystical appeals for

an anterior 'Scots language' with retrospectively-claimed native roots, or a grammar

discrete from English. Price-Mars's attention to the now-important area of 'hybridity'

came over 70 years ago, and addressed the directly political context of decolonisation.

National identity in Price-Mars's post-French republican model, therefore, is a national

politics of tine 'nativity' of the 'people' always read in the same diegetic frame as the

colonial legacy. As Cudjoe says:

as Dr. Price-Mars demonstrated in his work, Haitian folklore was

both rich and diversified and provided the formal literary

structures from which a truly national literature could grow. 13
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AJnsiparla I'Oncle furthermore held sway over a whole generation of writers grouped

around the journal La Revue Indigene, who were to try to create a national identity from

Haitian myth:

Founding the journal, La Revue Indigene as their literary

mouthpiece, these writers set out "to encourage respect for the

values native to Haitians and to black people". The avowed aims

of the movement were nationalistic.14

The native move to a modern form of the nation implies a paradoxical double-move

'back' to Africa and Europe, as in Price-Mars's interest in the Christian elements in

'African' voodoo, or the American writer Claude McKay's description of West Indians in

Marseilles in 1929 in Banjo, acknowledged as an influence on Cesaire's Cahier:15 This

phase sees a growing interest in European literary form, but also in postcolonial versions

of 'native' form. There was also a European interest in voodoo, and Haiti conversely

became a prime site for the negotiation of the 'African'. The important journal La Revue

Indigene in 1927-28 looked beyond Haiti for influence, while stressing a specifically

national sense of place. Leopold Sedar Senghor's seminal'negritudd anthology Anthologie de

la nouvellepoesie negre et malagache du languefrancaise (1969) included a heavy Haitian presence.

Belinda Jack discusses this growth of journalistic production as formative of a defining

moment in West Indian negrituder. La Revue du Monde Noir, which led via an editorial

change in 1932 to the one-issue Legitime Defense, named after Andre Breton's 1926

pamphlet descnbing national identity as an effect of selfhood,16 L'Etudiant Noir, run by

West Indian students in Europe, and Tropiques, run by Aime and Suzanne Cesaire, Rene

Menil, and Aristide Maugee, at the time between the first version (1939) and the book

version (1947) of Cesaire's Cahier d'un Retourau Pays Natal." The turn to 'diaspora' laid
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the foundations for the more nationalistic moment of Tropiques, cited by James Arnold as

the point of synthesis for pan-Caribbean literature, which accepted that the link to the

past was now discontinuous. It could not simply be called up as the saving term 'Africa';

it was mediated by the temporality of colonial institutions. Nations emerging in a

postcolonial world would be based on individuals' access to the terms already legislating

institutions and incommensurate historical perspectives, rather than on the empty

Volkism of their European colonisers.

At this stage therefore the most acceptable Africa to the European establishment was a

pre-modem, or even an anti-modern, one. Rene Maran's 1921 Batouala: A True Black

Novel is one interesting attempt to reclaim blackness back as tradition from its position as

the metropolis's modern idea of tradition.18 In the introduction to the English language

Heinemann edition of the novel, Donald E. Herdeck cites Batonala as an influence on

'great writers of the nigritude school like Aime Cesaire', who 'looked back to Batouala as a

turning point in the history of their movement' (Bat 3). He also hints at an influence on

the U.S; 'And Claude McKay, the Black American poet, in 1928 proudly noted that the

book was considered "dangerous"' (Bat 4). So the novel, Herdeck says, helped with the

'intellectual groundwork for the anti-colonial revolt' (Bat 5) of the years after World War

Two. Maran's own claims for Batouala in the preface are no less ambitious: the

representation of Africa as unimpeachably native 'is completely objective' (Bat 7).

However, in French republican style, it is addressed to 'My brothers of France', and

demonstrates to that willing audience that 'the Negro question is relevant' (Bat 9).

Batouala is written as a semi-fictional description of Chad, in which the natives, who 'are

only taxable flesh' (Bat 75) to the French commandant, still harbour half-formed plans to

rout the French. Progress-free life before colonial technology is idealised, a refusal of
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'development' later seen in Aime Cesaire's 'Eia for those who have never invented

anything' (Cah 115)19:

To live from day to day without remembering yesterday, without

worrying about tomorrow, not anticipating; that is excellence,

that is perfection {Bat 17).

The appeal to a pre-colonial, pre-national past is particularly strong; 'Only the boundjous

[whites] are capable of dividing time into equal parts' - an appeal not really backed up by

the protagonist's sense of linear time {Bat 111). The theme of pre-temporal life, and the

appeal to a pre-temporal Africa, is repeated throughout Batouala until it is plainly a

wishful conjuring up of a life before the boundjous:

What beautiful days were those! Not a worry!... We thought only

about drinking, eating, sleeping, dancing, and mounting our

women {Bat 71).

The imposition of Andersonian 'clock time' seems to have demanded identifications with

Europe which, it is claimed, can simply be forgotten. There is a natural law then mapped

back on to a pre-colonial Africa, a society where 'one lives for oneself {Bat 23), and

where there is no shame in nakedness since 'Shame of the body is presumptuous and

modesty is hypocrisy' {Bat 28). In good psychoanalytic style, 'desire' structures the natural

law:

A woman should never refuse the desire of a man... That is a

functional principle, the only law is instinct {Bat 36)...
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[during the Ga'nza circumcision ceremony] Blood flowed freely

from splendid abuse. Desire was the only master (Bat 87).

There is then a wishful kind of epistemological separatism in this type of'return to

Africa' novel. Its descnptions of colonial damage resemble African

'counteranthropology' novels like those of Chinua Achebe.20 But although Batoitalds

'Africa' is often presented as discrete and recoverable, the effect of colonial influence on

identification means that 'it will be harder to fight [the boundjous] than to tight

windmills' (Bat 11). (It is interesting, though, that the windmill is also the symbol of

Heinemann Books, publishers of this and much African literature). The grasping for a

discrete and recoverable identity is something which haunts postcolonial literature of all

nations, whether in the Caribbean, Africa, or within the controlled-and-controlling

postcoloniality of Scotland.

Belinda Jack furthermore historicises Batoualds attempt to 'recover' identity relative to

the field of 'colonial writing' - first-person 'native' accounts appropnating 'lived

experience', and usually written by French colonial officials coming out in praise of the

French empire as civilising. What is notable is that Batouala as a 'True Black Novel' more

or less repeats the tropes of 'colonial writing' which placed the colonised at a first,

'nature' stage of evolution. This recalls the canonical apologist for racism and racial

development, Count Gobineau, in his 1853 Essai sur I'inegaRte des races Humaines, equating

blackness, earth, and a pnmary stage of nature.21 As Jack implies, Batonalds winning the

prestigious French Prix Goncourt did indeed take the 'colonial writing' monopoly away

from French officials, but it also made an objectified, pre-temporal view of the colonial

native recuperable in literary France. Soon after this the French newspaper Ee Temps

praised the novel, and in a comment that may have directly fed into Cesaire's famous
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declaration in Discourse on Colonialism, stated that France should 'blush for shame' at the

personal violence described (though this violence is largely in the Preface).22 The novel

was indeed soon banned in the French colonies.23 The Batouala episode is perhaps one of

the First major irruptions of postcoloniality within metropolitan literary history, but also

shows the problems of appealing to a pre-colonial past after nations' relationships with

their pasts have changed under postcolonial conditions. In Caribbean novels this was

often dramatised as the shakiness of the plantation management's authority as slaves/

workers push for 'rights'. However Batoualds success partly stems from its reinforcing a

pure native tradition, which psychoanalysis picked up from ethnology, and put to use

describing the modern ambivalence of European identity.

Indeed the centrality of the anthropology novel could hardly be emphasised more

pointedly than by Freud's 1910 Totem and Taboo.24 Here, sons deprived of the

community's women by their father rebel and kill him, and their mixture of love and hate

afterwards encourages feelings of guilt, which are concretised in the totem and the incest

taboo. As societies progress towards civilisation, the superego thus develops through the

totem, producing law and culture. The oedipal drama is dependent on a theory of

development which, like the emerging discipline of anthropology, picked out its object as

savage, in the way that clinical psychoanalysis 'uncovered' events in the civilised

unconscious:

a comparison between the psychology of primitive peoples, as it is taught

by social anthropology, and the psychology of neurotics, as it has been

revealed by psycho-analysis, will be bound to show numerous points of

agreement and will throw new light upon familiar facts in both sciences.25
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Thus the civilised superego requires the savage as its prehistory, and the savage is

excluded from the law and the symbolic. As Maggie Nolan says in her commentary:

There are suggestions that Freud's primal savage - prior to the murder of

the primal father - has no unconscious, no otherness - that the savage's

psyche inhabits a space that the death instinct aims towards - the space of

undifferentiation.

We will see this 'undifferentiation' later in Frantz Fanon's Antillean, who is locked into

the purely individual 'real' of psychoanalysis, having to operate in a symbolic to which he

has no psychic access. For Freud, the trace of the unconscious always reveals the selfs

separateness in culture. In Totem and Taboo, as in Fanon's The Wretched ofthe Earth,

development goes through three phases. Here, the animistic, religious, and scientific

societal phases correspond to the psychic phases of narcissism, object-choice, and

adjustment to external reality — this last being the work of the superego or totemised

culture. Civilisation, a uniformly positive state in Freud's teleology, requires a societal

repression of instinctual sexuality, displaced into the unconscious or the savage world,

which itself has no unconscious. As Nolan says:

In short, ifwe take civilisation to be grounded in the repression of the

instincts - and the realm of the instincts as what we only problematically

call the unconscious, then the logic of civilisation is the logic of the brutal

repression of otherness...

It is not surprising that the psychoanalytic moment should emerge at the

zenith of the imperial one.27
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This drew Freud to the image of the city of Rome as civilising/ colonising, and, as we

will see, Freud's psychoanalytic Rome is in some ways an equivalent of Eliot's literary

London, and is also echoed in Cesaire's decnptions Fort-de-France in Cahier d'un Retour

att Pays Natal. The Cahier is often cited as the archetypal work of negritude:, for C.L.R.

James it was 'the finest and most famous poem ever written about Africa',28 tor Andre

Breton, 'the finest lyrical monument of our time' and 'beautiful like nascent oxygen'.29 Its

influence helped to inspire the setup of Presence Africaine as a publishing house in Paris,

and it is still remembered as a beacon in postcolonial culture, notably recently by a

special Cesaire number of Presence Africaine?0 Indeed the Cahier probably neologised

negritude as a term, and has remained a reference point for diasporic Afro-Caribbean

writing. On the other hand, the Cahier can attract the assumption that it only points up

an ethnocentric phase of the kind we have seen in Batouala. This is surely partly because

the negritude movement as a whole came to be read within a position of clear ethnic

resistance, although many of its key works invite reading against the grain in terms of

more complex national subjects. Although the Cahier can indeed be seen in the light of a

dogged 'racial' Afrocentrism which reaches a peak in Cesaire's later Discourse on Colonialism,

filing it under the critical heading of black awareness is perhaps as telling an action as the

complex treatment of ethnicity in the Cahier itself.

Cahier d'un Retour an Pays Natal is a series of variations on a descnption of the squalor of

colonial Martinique. The poem splits broadly into three sections: the first contains a

series of images of overripeness and rottenness in the nature and social life of the island;

the second launches into a passage of self-mockery reflecting the indignity of the colonial

era, and the last attempts to build this shattered identity in a modern form from native,

European, and African myths. These myths circulate together in the post-colonial pays

with its affirmation of post-colonial blackness, in the 'it-is-beautiful-and-good-and-
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legitimate-to-be-a-nigger [negre\ -dance' {Cah 133), which is a new social cohesion, and

will 'embrace me into furious we' {Cah 133). The Martinican pays both repeats and

distorts the colonial category of race in imagining this pays. In addition, the usual

translation of natal, 'of birth', in the poem's title as 'native', does not cover the

connotations of birth and rebirth which follow the 'return'. This is the (re)birth of the

nation as colonial progeny, after sinking into squalor and subjectively rebuilding, as the

Cahleis African thematics of birth and rebirth engage with their European precursors.

During the interwar years, Apollinaire, Cendrars, and Gide all wrote on Africa,31 and I'art

negre crystallised as a fashionable movement. Leoplod Senghor would attack the scientism

in which Delafosse had found it necessary to couch his terms, and another modernist

influence, Henri Bergson, would provide ammunition for poetry as a mythical unifier of

analytical categories of space and time.32 Even Ernest Renan is quoted by Cesaire in

'Discourse on Colonialism' as claiming that:

'the regeneration of the inferior or degenerate races by the superior races

is part of the providential order of things for humanity... the life at

which our workers rebel would make a Chinese or a fellah happy... Let

each one do what he is madefor, and all mil be well.

A similar dual influence was that of Leo Frobenius. In the Cahier, Frobenius's ideas on

the cyclical nature of a universal history are tied to the theme of birth and rebirth, and

the mutation of mythical content under changing social circumstances.3' The influence

of Frobenius on Euro-American modernisms is well documented; the ideas of cyclical

mythology are also a technical basis for, for example, Pound's Cantos, where narrative

'fragments' are forced together under a myth-logic which breaks down conventional
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history.35 The Cableds poetics is also of continual fragmentation and return, with the

urgent political context of the return ot the damaged and altered postcolonial subject It

can also be read against the French intellectual investment in French Africa, Renan's

comments which make a startling contrast to the sanity of 'What is a Nation?', and the

ethnography of Gobineau, which, like Totem and Taboo, equated blackness with the

pnmitive with the natural.

But there is nothing natural about Cesairean birth, which is a rebirth not merely of a

person or even of (a) land but of a new social form, a citizenry already locked into

mutual influence with Europe.36 The Cahier stages this rebirth as a site of national origin,

reworking an ethnic unity which belongs to myth, and is brought into modernity only via

myth. So the points of national consciousness are those of Afncan-Canbbean mythology

drawn through European modernity and vice-versa, as in Cesaire's use of the bible and

the Greco-Roman classics, a mythscape later famously navigated by Derek Walcott.37

This modern pays is one to which culture and identity are violently returned, via the

Romantic tropes of the wind and sea, on the wrong side of the colonial economic divide,

as flotsam and garbage:

Another wretched sight, this beach, with its heaps of garbage

rotting away, furtive lumps relieving themselves, and the sand is

so black, so lugubrious, no one has ever seen a sand so black, and

the foam yelps as it glides over it, and the sea beats it with great

big buffets, or rather the sea is a big dog which licks and bites the

shins of the beach, and bite after bite, it will eventually devour it,

of course, the beach and all of Rue Paille along with it.
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At the brink of dawn, rising is the wind of yore, of betrayed

loyalties, of an unclear duty shying away and this other little

European dawn... (Cab 85)

The return filters even supposedly natural phenomena; the land is ancient but newly

filthy, the wind a 'wind of yore'. The 'sea' is a carrier of ongoing cultural exchanges, and

politically, there is 'one more sea to cross' (Cab 133). So black (negrt) experience is now

also an economics which has been presented back to the colonised as race, as in:

those who think that one is a nigger as one is a second-grade

clerk: it will do for now and there is a chance of promotion. (Cah

127)

A common reading of such passages overemphasises ethnic resistance; for A.James

Arnold, Cesaire revives Marcus Garvey's blackness in opposition to a mulatto

bourgeoisie, a phantom skin-colour stratification later denounced by Fanon in Black Skin

White Masks?* While it is true that negre is aggressively stamped onto the more polite noir,

rather than relying on notions of the immanent characteristics of race, the Cabier is

directly and provocatively intervening into the psychic possibilities for social being, and

speculating that such a native ontology represents both the end of race and the

beginning of the postcolonial. In this sense it represents a move away from the

possibility of Alrica as whole and prior to colonialism, a move which all postcolonial

nations will have to make to emerge. Given the status of Africa in Canbbean narratives,

modern reclamation of myth is a vitally important weapon; for the narrator of the Cahier

the river of myth goes 'inside me as deep down as the twentieth storey of the most

arrogant houses is high to protect me against the putrefying strength of twilight
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atmospheres' (Cah 73). This pays recognises that slavery interferes with the wholesale

import of African myth, as expulsion from 'humanity'. Humanity here can only return

with personal acknowledgement of the identificatory weight of slavery's exclusion - 'the

pulsing of humanity stops at the entrance of the slave compound' (Cah 105).

So as 'the old nigritude is cadaverising' (Cah 127), the native is replaced by a new I which

will become the subject of a new pays:

I am of no nationality ever provided for by the chancelleries (Cah

107).

The nation to which this narrator belongs was formed by an identificatory 'sinking'

through the distanciated and alienating colonial relationship which separates a people

from its own social; it is a 'country of suffering' (Cah 111), in which the people are

lumped together as a 'squabbling crowd so strangely swayed from its own cry' (Cah 75).

This means the painful destruction of native dependency on the colony's world-view - in

the Cahier, simply 'the End of the world' (Cah 99). After this, even nature must be

respoken into being in a new constellation of experience by a new subject - 'I would say

storm. I would say tornado. I would say leaf, I would say tree'. (Cah 87) The perception

of nature is then bound up with the mapping of identity via language in postcoloniality;

the narrator's nigritude now 'reaches down into the red flesh of the soil... reaches deep

into the blazing flesh of the sky' (Cah 115), and the nation emerges anew. In classic

modernist fashion, the political content of the Cahier is inseparable from its enunciation.

The Cahier is also high surrealist: long, declamatory lines are tied together by repetition-

with-difference. Throughout the poem, thematic sections are held to repeated openings -
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'At the brink of dawn' {Cab 73-89), 'a man alone', 'death' (Cab 91), 'those who' (Cab 111),

'come' (Cab 113), 'Eia' {Cab 115-117), 'make of me' (Cab 117), 'standing' {Cab 131), 'I give

you' {Cab 133). This pounding oratory anchors surrealist excesses back to the native

body in lines the length of breaths. The long lines tied to repetition also undergo

surrealist twists of imagery within them, and the barrage of images gains momentum,

often with sparse punctuation, until a change in tone signals a change in thematic

concern. This surrealist narration condenses time, or disrupts the colonial temporality of

progress as concretised in Gobineau's Essai, and Totem and Taboo. The early fighting

descriptions of the wreckage of Martinique particularly use this high-speed imaging:

the morne [volcanic hill]... slowly vomiting its human exhaustion,

the morne alone and its spilt blood, the morne with its bandages

of shade, the morne with its rivulets of fear, the morne with its

great hands of wind {Cab 77).

The startling images 'vomiting... human exhaustion', 'bandages of shade', 'rivulets of fear',

'hands of wind', are forced together in rapid succession, without becoming self-sufficient

images rhythmically structured around a linebreak. The images correspond to Breton's

unsettling 'humour noir' as gaining insight from unconscious and irrational thought.

Indeed, this would not be the first or last time that »o/ras a marker for subversion in

French intellectual life has shown similarities to noir meaning racially black.

If this Cesairean poetics represents an African epiphany, it is not often bracketed in

importance to modernism along with vers libre's rhythmic 'epiphany'. Other conspicuous

surrealist images throughout the poem have Martinican communal memory wearing a

'belt of corpses' {Cab 103), memory filled with (slave) blood, and the grotesque
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anthropomorphism of, in turn, buboes (Cah 77), Christmas (Cah 81), the town {Cah 83,

85), race {Cah 83), countnes {Cah 91), continents {Cah 99), silence {Cah 109), the sea {Cah

119), and the slave ship {Cah 129). Cesaire's 1946 LesArmes Miraculeuses would later make

a more concerted eftort to reconcile surrealism and an African 'world-view', relative to

the agency of decolonising struggles.39 Throughout Cesaire's journal Tropiques, modernist

aesthetics, specifically surrealism, are worked through as political practice, an immediacy

which is lost to a nation when culture and politics are separated. Lilyan Kesteloot went

on to describe surrealism as 'the only possible solution at the time for the cultural

alienation of Martinique'.40

Cesaire's participation in surrealism was influential on its own terms; the Cesairean sea

carnes both ways, via 'the sweet liquor of a Gulf Stream' {Cah 81). The troubling of

metropolitan national cultures would go well beyond negrophilia, and the Cahier even asks

for 'Pity for our omniscient and naive conquerors' {Cah 115) in a postcolonial world.

Colonial Europe is therefore a 'timid Europe/ which recovers then proudly

overestimates itself {Cah 101). For Cesaire's narrator, the identificatory movement of

myth seems to image the possibility of survival of African identity under modern

conditions, despite close descriptions of the cultural damage caused by imperialism in

Martinique. Such a modern resistance relates not only to Frobenius but also to

Gobineau's blackness as nature, which serves as a reminder that much anthropology is

merely preying on the colonial era. Senghor thus famously expressed his gratitude to

Gohineau for creating a recognisable position of resistance, and for the statement that

'art is black'.41 For Cesaire, modernist mythologising is a protection from the racist idea

that decay in Martinique arises as a 'natural' consquence of a social system preexisting

colonialism, when on the contrary much anthropology has merely spectacularised

colonial damage. Nineteenth-century ethnography, moreover, as an intellectual
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component of the colonial relation, provided a straight line into both modernisms. As

Arnold says:

The ethnography of Frobenius was quite irrationalistic in its

fundamental presuppositions. In this respect it proved to be a

vital link to the currents of European modernism, literary and

intellectual, that Cesaire was to cultivate in the thirties and

forties.42

Clayton Eschelman and Annette Smith point to Breton's 'exploding-fixed' metaphor as a

dynamic unity of dislocation of images; 'firm conflagration' and 'immobile veerition' are

given as examples of disorienting oxymoron at the ends of stanzas.43 Breton's 'Second

Manifesto of Surrealism' looks directly at such an aesthetics of dynamic synthesis.44 The

still point of inaction in the centre of colonial damage acts like a mythical reworking of

the Ethiopian 'vegetal symbolism' which they point out as vital to the Cahierh imagery,45

as in the section which begins 'Eia for those who have never invented anytiling' {Cah

117). The ambiguity of fixity and performance described by 'exploding-fixed', will return

in poststructuralist models of the nation, where the ethnic nation breaks down, and the

nation must be continually re-performed. For Cesaire, scientific rationalism can only

create division into categories, whereas the seemingly destructive process of surrealism

creates moments of identity contact; myth as a saving force for fragmented culture is of

course at the heart of the modernist project. As in modernism's take on Frobenius, even

as they break up the myths cause a new form of unity, die process of identification and

the Cahier1s 'perfect circle' (Cah 115).
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A similar aesthetics of fragmentation and unity has been celebrated over the years in

Eliot's The Waste Land, where a mythical movement strings together fragments of a

broken culture. But the crisis of decadence in The Waste lusnds London seems to have

come from inside an Anglo-European literary tradition, whereas the Cahier suggests that

this decadence and loss are indexed to the projection of the national subject on to the

testing-ground of the colony. In The Waste Land, literary figures and ideas talk down the

ages to the exploding-fixed still point of London amongst Renaissance ruins; in the

Cahier African legends and figures talk to the still point of garbage-strewn modern

Martinique. Like The Waste Land, the Cahier describes an unformed crowd swayed by its

own cultural insecurity. In the Cahier, though, the diegetic stage is not the nostalgic flow

of the domestic river, but the beach's international interface with the sea. The break-up

of identity also becomes a musical account of the most ancient and the most

contemporary; while Eliot's lonely Wagnerian Rhine-maidens sing, 'Weialala leia/ Wallala

leialala', a similar impulse sees the Cahieis narrator suddenly wail 'likwala likwala/... voum

rooh oh/ voum rooh oh' (Cah 95-97), to reach an even a more intense conclusion in the

final 'dance' section.

Musical breakdowns also occur in Eliot's 'Fragment of an Agon', where a life of pre-

modern simplicity is displaced on to a 'crocodile isle' which looks oddly like a Canbbean

colony:

Nothing to see but the palmtrees one way

And the sea the other way

Nothing to hear but the sound of the surf.

Nothing at all but three things

DORIS What things?
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SWEENEY Birth, and copulation, and death.46

This becomes pure musicality under imagined swaying branches, 'Under the bam/ Under

the boo/ Under the bamboo tree', and the complaint that life in this cultural blindspot

would be unbearable - 'Why I'd just as soon be dead'.47 The island is so blank that

Sweeney in his seduction has had to introduce the game of cannibals and missionaries -

'I'll convert you!/ Into a stew.'48 This echoes the colonial cannibal stories from

Montaigne onwards, which form some of the earliest European ideas of native identity.

The cannibal as pre-modem is also found in Cesaire's own playful yet serious ontology

of the cannibal as the ultimate unifier of subject and object,49 and the narrator's own

'cannibalistic cruelties// Bullets in the mouth' (Cah 109). Moreover in Tropiques 4 (1942),

Suzanne Cesaire famously denounces the exotic frivolity of 'doudou literature', and states

that 'Martinican poetry will be a cannibal poetry or will not be!', concluding 'damn the

hibiscus'.50 But in the 'crocodile isle' fantasy of'Fragment of an Agon', the hibiscus is

precisely what the castaways will gather on the island. Its colonial temporality wishes the

native back outside of progress and modernity. The coloniser's national 'empty time' or

'clock time' is disorientingly lost while the hibiscus is gathered:

We'll gather hibiscus flowers

For it won't be minutes but hours

For it won't be hours but years51

An opposite descent into pseudo-European musicality occurs in the Cahier, where a

description of tastes and sights of Martinique passes through the nonsense of'coconut

trees' to become a medieval Christian hymn:
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and there is laughing and there is singing

and refrains soar up like coconut trees:

Alleluia

Kyrie eleison... leison... leison,

Christe eleison... leison... leison. (Cah 81)

But where criticism has tended to see the allusiveness and tonal and rhythmic breakdown

of The Waste Tand or Pound's Cantos as both demonstrating cultural breakdown and

meriting explicatory commentary, the overwhelming political-negritude context for Cesaire

can make us read similar techniques in the Cahier as anger driven to distraction, or a

'rhythmic' African epiphany. It is interesting, though, to note that Eliot moved towards

his strong suit of narrative regulation by tonal control in TourQuartets, completed three

years after the Cahiei*s first version.52

There is a strong sociolinguistic aspect to this poetics: the 'return' of Cesaire's narrator

also returns the new pays to a reading public in a French heavily laden with Creole. As

Mireille Rosello reminds us, it is inaccurate to say that Cesaire ever simply wrote 'in

Creole';53 rather he makes a major break from Standard French in incorporating Creole

speech syntax and words. In more Lacanian terms, inclusion of speech means the

inclusion of an inadmissable, unofficial, spoken language written out from the colonial

law. What was needed, as Fanon was later to recognise in the split between the Antillean

and the African black, was the seizure of blackness in terms ol the identificatory

solidarity which functions through the experience of variations within a parent language.

Cesaire aims this at communities where large mulatto elites socially downgraded the
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status of Creole speaking and where the French of the noirwas more acceptable than that

of the negre.54

Correspondingly, the new Cesairean national subject is formed by the determination of

the colonised to enter institutional language on native terms:

We would speak. Sing. Scream.

Full voice, wide voice, you would be our right and our pointed

spear.

Words?

Oh yes, words! (Cab 93)

This access then allows for the possibility of a new national identity. Indeed it is the first

point at which it is possible to ask:

Who and what are we? Admirable question! {Cab 93)

This native entry into language, as the last chapter suggested, was not simply derivative

of, but also creative of, what we now know as modernism. Postcolonial subjects, the

'crowd' of the votive state, are thus, as in Lacanian psychoanalysis and the textuality of

Nation and Narration, made ofwords. Cesaire's narrator, sounding like the much later

Francophone writer Helene Cixous, writes 'words of fresh blood' {Cab 125), and

recognises that a subjectivity made ofwriting and suffering will form the basis of the

new pays'.
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And my original geography also: the map of the world drawn for

my own use, not dyed with the arbitrary colours of men of

science but with the geometry of my spilt blood {Cab 125).

This subjective stepping outside of the recognised symbolic is also a step into the

unknown; thus the double-edged appeal by Jean Genet, another Lacanian favourite, to

'let negroes persist to the point of madness'.55 This persistence is highly staged in the

surreal doggerel of the Cahier, and includes the middle passage's self-attacking mockery,

the description of the 'hideous nigger' on a tram (Cab 107-9). The postcolonial politics

are not 'owned' by their author, and furthermore a naturalistic reading of the Cahier as a

poet's description of'his own' national identity, invested in a land around him in full

immanent topography, is given the lie by the probable biographical reading that Cesaire

was inspired to write about Martinique by his 'return' to the area near the island of

Martinska in the Adriatic.56

The willed creation of the postcolonial subject in the Cahier thus involves both the

forcing of Creole terms into the symbolic fabric of Standard French, and a stretching of

French which uses surrealist techniques. In all, the 1995 Bloodaxe edition lists eight

pages of terms thought to require inclusion in a glossary.57 To these semantically

disruptive techniques we must add rapid changes of tone, moves from very short to very

long ('prose1) lines, selective indentation, and localised rhythmic motifs. These

disruptions are often attributed to a kind of ecstatic African epiphany, read through

Rimbaud's 'disordering of the senses', with the Cahier cenX. as a tropical Un Saison En Enfer.

Indeed, Cesaire himself later cited himself and Breton as Rimbaud's 'dual heirs' and his

own work as drawing from Rimbaud and other modernisms and psychoanalysis, as well

as the textual play of Mallarme.58 This means that Cesairean subjectivity can be placed
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within the trajectory ofJulia Kristeva's tracing of subjectivity in the poetry of Mallarme

in devolution in Poetic Language. 9 If in Mallarme, textual play shows the irruption of

semiotic energy into the symbolic, the institutional realm of language, and thus presents

risks for governance of the subject, the stakes must be even higher in a 'Mallarmean' text

in which the semiotic is flooded by pre-colonial memory recast as 'race', and repressed

by the symbolic law of colonial administration.

As well as Cesaire's aesthetics' routes into Euro-American theory via French modernism

and Fanon, we should also note that for Cesaire tire fate of the modem postcolonial

crowd was also tied to the fate of American ex-slaves, many of them also diasporic as

they left the south to join the Harlem Renaissance. The 'man-from-Harlem-who-does-

not-vote' (Cab 85) section of the Cabier was a 1947 addition, but the Harlem Renaissance

had already been influencing Martinican literary activity for some time before the original

1939 version. The writers of the black renaissance set out their founding aims in Alain

Locke's The New Negro in 1925 and, along with surrealism, were probably a direct

influence on the consciousness-raising journal Legitime Defense.60 Arnold says that:

When in 1932 the Martinicans who published Legitime Defense set

out to attack the conformist poetry of the French Antilles, they

did so using Langston Hughes and Claude McKay as models. The

communist surrealist editors of Legitime Defense adopted the

Americans... with youthful enthusiasm.61

Arnold goes on to quote Senghor congratulating Claude McKay as the inventor of

negritude, McKay himself credited Cesaire and Hughes suggested that Cesaire had merely

renamed the negritude of the Harlem Renaissance.62 In the second number of the journal
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Tropiques, Cesaire introduced the Harlem Renaissance's best-known writers and stressed

the possibility of a black soul, even a black paradise, in this collective voice.63 This would

be a voice to which the Cahiet's 'crowd which doesn't know how to be a crowd' {Cah 75)

could refer in their first attempts to write a postcolonial nation made of dual

identifications. The cross-fertilisation would much later enter American cultural studies,

as the Harlem Renaissance was reread in 'Black Studies', now central to Anglo-American

discussions of identity.

Again, Haiti was an important model for national specificity, and for European negrophilia.

In the context of growing European interest in Haiti, Cesaire's narrator therefore takes

cues from a 'crowd' which refigures an acting Caribbean subject, or in Henry Gates's

terms, demands entry into 'humanity'. Thus the Cahier speaks of:

Haiti where negritude stood up for the first time and said it

believed in its humanity {Cah 91).

But as Fanon would no doubt have pointed out, part of the importance of the lesson of

Haiti is that'negritude repeats the parenthesising of black awareness under the influence

of the mulatto insurgent, as in the revolutionary L'Ouverture:

a man alone, imprisoned by whiteness

a man alone who defies the white screams of a white death

(TOUSSAINT, TOUSSAINT LOUVERTURE) {Cah 91).
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Native experience vecue does not recognise this hierarchisation, but dictates that a new

cultural agent will be figured through texts which are always performative and never

merely spectatorial:

because life is not a spectacle, because a sea of sorrows is not a

proscenium, because a man who screams is not a dancing bear

{Cah 89).

Cesaire's modernism demonstrates its roots in the colonial dissolution of ethnic identity

with a clarity similar to that of European modernism. In some eyes the Cahier thus

became one of the most important works of surrealism, and Andre Breton, keen to keep

Cesaire for the surrealist cause, was one of its loudest supporters. Breton tied Europe in

1941 via Martinique and, after being briefly imprisoned, is said to have tound a copy of

Tropiqaes 'lying in the haberdashery'.64 Cesaire had been experimenting with surrealist

techniques since the mid-'30s, and the 1939 Cahier shows a contidence with these which

impressed Breton more than French surrealism. Breton went on to wnte 'A Great Black

Poet: Aime Cesaire' as preface to the 1947 Cahier., also published in Trvpiq/tes 11. For

Breton, Cesaire is both politically anti-colonial and aesthetically specifying culture/

language as the site ot resistance; he is:

totally engaged in adventure while utilising every possible means

of providing a basis for his intervention, not only on the plane of

aesthetics but also on the moral and social plane.65
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Breton also points out the centrality of the use of creolised French - Cesaire 'is a black

man who handles the French language as no white man can handle it today'.66 Cesaire's

French is a modernist one which wears its own ambivalence in terms of what Cesaire

himself likened to diglossia, with French and Creole in tension but corresponding to

different contexts.67 Thus, according to Breton, the Cahier 'receives its greatest value

from the transmutation which it brings into play... producing... freedom'.68 Breton partly

acknowledges the privileged place of Caribbean surrealism without fully recognising the

ambivalence in the psychoanalytic topography of'inner' and 'outer' voices of surrealism,

one which involves a mutual misrecognition of coloniser and colonised. In 'Speech To

Young Haitian Poets', he says:

"coloured" men have always enjoyed exceptional favour and

prestige in surrealism... we think that they have remained closest

to the sources, and that in the essential development of

surrealism, which has consisted of making beard the interior voice

within each human being, we have found ourselves linked from

the beginning with "primitive" thought, which remains less alien

to you than to us and otherwise demonstrates a remarkable

strength in Haitian voodoo.69

So although blackness is again equated with nature and primitive abandon, colonial

natives are also 'closest' to a modernist aesthetic of ambivalent identification as described

by psychoanalysis. Again Breton provides the most manifesto-like acclaims for this

aesthetic:
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the magnificent discoveries of Freud offer an opportune

enlightenment, a startling revelation of the depths ot the abyss

opened by this abandonment of logical thought and by suspicion

as to the fidelity of sensorial testimony.70

[Freud showed] unswerving devotion to the cause of human

emancipation in the widest sense ever conceived.71

This also signals the possibility of accessing unconscious desires and particularly dreams

(in a 'dialectic' with waking thoughts but without 'the necessarily artihcial distinction

between id, ego and superego').72 To native surrealists it offered, like Frobenius, the

opportunity of a partial disengagement of identity which would allow ethnic identity to

be 'remembered' in a particularly modem, post-ethnic, national form. Here again the

distinction between identity as outcome of identifying processes, and identity as defacto

description of social practices, becomes important. I am suggesting that Breton-Cesaire

surrealism, the case in point here, cannot be resolved into either Caribbean or European

literary history, but draws for its high modernist aesthetic on identifications which by

definition fail to fit entirely on to prior national subjects. These new ungovernable

identifications then enact the difference between the national subjects of Europe and

their exported forms in the Caribbean. Such negotiations already have a long history in

Caribbean fiction, where they have usually lacked a psychic dimension in the traditional

literary critical rubric as practices and behaviours. In the Cahier, as noted by Breton, the

colonial analysis of the nation moves down from the behaviours, practices, or stated

allegiances of the individual, to the level of identification:
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It is quite natural that militancy contends with bitterness and

sometimes even despair in the Cahier and that the author exposes

himself to the most dramatic self-examination.73

For Cesaire these surrealist-psychoanalytic techniques described the form of the

returning of in Cabier*s 'retour', a return to deepest and most primary nature. Here

'nature' is not Gobineau's black primitivism; it does not precede colonialism, but is the

modern effect of it, the relationship with nature a part of the creation of identities. As we

have seen, for much of the West Indian literati of the time, surrealism also portended

social intervention into nation-formation. In Tropiques 8-9, Suzanne Cesaire had already

offered a detence of 'young, ardent, revolutionary' surrealism, able to liberate in a

proactive politics of simultaneously holding and rejecting two contrary views, and close

to practical political questions (where it might have been dismissed as postmodern jargon

had it come 60 years later dunng a more peaceful era of postcolonial criticism):

Our surrealism delivers us sustenance from its depths. It

ultimately concerns itself with transcending present squalid

antimonies: white-black, European-African, civilised-savage.

Again the magical power of the mahoulis is found, drawn from

all living sources.74

Given the risks to the ego involved in this process, Tropiques also carries Breton's claim

(echoing Genet) that 'no fear of madness will ever put at half-mast the flag of

imagination'.75 Again, this could be read as the risk of Lacanian-Kristevan psychosis

through being forced away from symbolic, institutional language, into an over-
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personalised real, or uncontrolled semiotic, and also bears similarities to the Foucauldian

intervention into the production of the category of madness. As well as Breton's interest

in Freud, there was another important direct cross-influence between Lacan and

Salvador Dali. By the time of Lacan's doctoral thesis of 1932 on paranoia, he was already

involved with surrealist publishing, and interested in Dali's ideas on the breakup of the

ego as the inception of true signification in paranoid - or decontextualised - objects;

articles by Dali acknowledge a return of Lacan's influence.76 Although this cross-

fertilisation is strenuously repressed in Breton's marxist history of surrealism, it is hinted

at in Maurice Nadeau's.77 In a further twist, the hero of Lacan's doctoral work, taken up

by Paul Eluard, is an analsyand named Aimee - a female Aime - named after a character

in one of her own unpublished novels.78

The mutual growth of aesthetics, insurgent politics, and psychoanalysis in the early

modern period suggests that psychoanalytic models of identity and the move to

identification arose in conjunction with a new description of postcolonial national

identity. Indeed Lacan made a theme out of The Waste Land, with reference to Freud's

civilising/ colonising metropolis of Rome, in 'The Function and Field of Speech and

Language in Psychoanalyis' (the 'Rome Discourse') in 1953. Flere London/ Rome is

described not as the Unreal City but the 'Universal City'.79 With help from Eliot, Lacan

negotiates the Freudian pre-texts whose linguistic play has been defensively normalised

(away from linguistics and the work of the symbolic) in the US, 'the antipodes of the

psychoanalytic experience' (RD 37-8). For Lacan on the contrary, the imaginary - via

which the analysand is reached as individual (RD 45) - and the symbolic are not

detachable. The symbolic is accessed via the lawmaking figure of the name of the father

(RD 67), again issuing from the Oedipal drama enabled by the Freudian narrative of

'development' as in Totem and Taboo. Here, speech causes the analysand to construct
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himself for another and like another (RD 42), requinng mutual recognition as human. So

the unconscious of the subject, read through the arbtiranness of the sign from Saussure

(RD 84), is made of the other's discourse (RD 55). All speech requires a reply (RD 40),

seeks recognition, and 'always subjectively includes its own reply' (RD 85). An important

stage in this is the self-objectihcation of the mirror phase, and mutually determines the

nature of the subject (RD 86-7).

Thus, in the social symbolic, the production ground of national identifications, the

unconscious functions as a source of origin myths:

[hypnotic recollection] stands in the same relation to the waking

recollection of what is cunously called in analysis 'the material', as in the

drama in which the original myths of the City State are produced before

its assembled citizens stands in relation to a history that may well be

made up of materials, but in which a nation today learns to read the

symbols of a destiny on the march (RD 47).

For Lacan, this mythologising in the symbolic is again in strikingly Cesairean (and also

Caesarian), terms, 'like the birth of truth in speech' (RD 47).

The tigures of the veil and the mask are here used to image the reception ot speech by

Moses, constructively masking the analyst's power, and by Paul, blocking

understanding.0 Psychoanalytic truth 'throws off the mask' (RD 60) and the symptom

becomes a symbol written on a veil, entering language ambivalently (RD 69), and

covenng reality (RD 95). It is significant that the mask and the veil, also signs of the

native and the native feminine, are used here to describe the procedures, the
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identifications, of psychoanalysis, and that psychoanalyses negative theology promises

the liberation of the mask being thrown off. But in the African Caribbean tradition,

interlocutors create consciousness as a discursive continuity in these narratives (RD 49).

And if the other's unconscious is the material of the symbolic, so 'Intersubjective time...

structures human action' (RD 75). Thus 'true speech' (RD 88) is realised through

exposure to the 'primary language' of desire (RD 81), as the I versus the ego, at the edge

of symbolisation.

So, in a well-known passage of the 'Rome Discourse', the narratological event of the

symptom is structured like a language (RD 59), and the word itself is famously described

as 'a presence made of absence' (RD 65). This is similar to Freud's 'Fort! Dal' game, in

which the signifier 'Dal' replaces the absence of the mother, and is the substance of the

emerging subject as described for the 'savage' of the Caribbean.81 However, 'Dal' also

corresponds to Prajapati's triple answer to his disciples in The Waste Land, the dhvani cited

at the conclusion of the discourse (RD 82, 106-7), in which communication emerges

through not-saying, not intorming but evoking (RD 86). This is a process of

condensation or Freudian poetics, which for Lacan is the legitimate study of

psychoanalysis. Psychoanalysis then with its colonial context speaks for language as

subjective legislator, mapping the conflict between desire and the symbolic, the concern

of the Caribbean surrealists' critique of identity, and points simultaneously in the

politically contradictory directions of Cesaire and Eliot.

The 'authentic' modem ego is also the Eliotic 'shadow', cast by modem doubt in the light

ot the Enlightenment. Eliot's 'The Hollow Men' also, in a famous passage not noted by

Lacan, throws up what would be used (pejoratively) by the marxist GeorgLukacs as a

formula for modernism:
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Shape without form, shade without colour,

Paralysed force, gesture without motion;82

Within this deformed and shadowy world, and like modernist poets who prioritise

translation and sociolinguistic contexts, the analyst of the 'Rome Discourse' works as an

'interpreter' in a cacophony of languages, and poetry has a privileged place as

interrogating the symbolic (RD 83). This, according to Lacan, was realised by Freud,

who also numbered amongst his achievements an involvement in literature and

linguistics, and concomitantly, 'conquests of contemporary humanism in the domain of

ethnography' (RD 83). But it is psychoanalyses own origin myths, and the debt to

ethnography and 'conquest', which give differential perspectives to the Universal/ Unreal

City, and postcolonial cities which remain, as Franz Fanon was to demonstrate, locked

into the real.

Cesaire's Cahier is well placed to describe social bases of modern subjectivity, coming as

it does between the Caribbean tradition of 'slave identity' narratives and Fanon's

Martinican psychoanalysis, and within modernism's recycling of myth through the

subject. Typically the Cahier., both experimental and yet rooted in national materiality,

and so open to Kristevan reworking, is usually seen as a 'black writing' classic rather than

a major modernist innovation, a critical approach typical of righteous appeals on behalf

of the 'marginal'. An implication is that in the highly intentionalist criticism which

governs the literature of the birth of nations, the choice must be made between Cesaire

the race activist and Cesaire the modernist, in a single overarching 'Cesaire'. During the

more frustrated phases of the negritude movement in the 1940s, there was indeed an

increasing reliance on a universal black consciousness in terms of harmony, immanent
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spirituality, and being, again largely based on Frobenius. The 20 years or so of negritude

after the book version of the Cahier are more ready to give up the critical difficulties of

'black resistance' to hold on to negritude as political. Cesaire's 'Discourse on Colonialism'

holds up the growth of a universal black consciousness against Europe's guilt, with the

refrain 'Europe is morally, spiritually indefensible'.83 Though Europe was always the 'best

center for the redistribution of energy, given its location and thirst for exploration, it was

also, in this later account, driven by the mentality of 'tine pirate'.84 Despite the Cableds

interest in subject-formation, this phase of negritude pits an international (pan-Caribbean,

pan-African) black humanism against the European consciousness of which the nation

and the colony were merely effects. Here postcolonial agents are individual subjects

centred on morality tied to ethnicity, mirror images of European Enlightenment subjects.

This provided a focus for anti-colonial political projects but led to counterproductively

incredible claims for pre-colonial societies, a political version of Batoualds wishful

libertarianism:

They were communal societies, never societies of the many for

the few. They were societies which were not only ante-

capitalist, as has been said, but also anti-capitalist. They were

democratic societies, always.85

It is a problem in historicising negritude that diagnostic readings of 'Cesaire' throw up the

unsustainable subject of negritude as a whole, the old Enlightenment nationhood. Much of

the evidence for negritudis 'failure', moreover, has been taken from Cesaire's and

Senghor's political careers. Senghor coopted negritude as the state ideology of an

increasingly inflexible technocracy in Senegal, often used to court local Islamic

organisations.86 Martinique never became independent.
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Kesteloot's Ees Ecrivains Noirs is perhaps the first important example of figuring negritude

as a 'comprehensible and authentic literary movement' in following the West Indian

journals through to Presence Africaine, the main founders being cited as Cesaire, Senghor,

and Damas.87 Negritude functions thereafter as a 'literary-critical trope' as Belinda Jack

puts it, wilfully collapsing into an oppositional ethnicity as in Sartre's 'anti-racist racism'.88

The ethnic negritude position had always been the one favoured by Senghor, for whom

there was a discrete and speakable 'African personality' expressed by negritude, which was

or had been an active presence in the world, a way of relating, a 'humanism of the

twentieth century', and 'the sum of the cultural values of the black world'.89 Senghor

grounds this black world in the Bergsonian claim that native philosophies united matter

and energy, predating Europe, to 'reveal to us the living, throbbing unity of the

universe'.90 This was famously underwritten by Sartre in 'Black Orpheus', which forms

the introduction to Senghor's 1948 Anthologie.91 Here Sartre speaks of a 'quality common

to the thoughts and to the behaviour of Negroes and which is called Negritude',9' upon

which the 'Negro soul' will dialectically lay present experience. Although Belinda Jack

reads 'Black Orpheus' approvingly as opening up many of the debates which were

carried out in Presence Africaine over the aims of negritude, this most paradigmatic

essentialism is usually now seen post-Fanon as fixing negritude as ethnic, at a time when

French African literature was becoming established in universities.93 The reduction of the

national subject to ethnicity was sponsored by 'Black Orpheus', but not by Fanon's

reading of Sartre; national specificity would have to be extricated later from the identities

of emergent nations.

As Cesaire foresaw, these questions of negritude later reappeared in American cultural

studies, currently in debate with 'British cultural studies' over identity questions like the
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politics of Fanon. In Figures in Black, Henry Louis Gates Jr. descnbes a longer university

history where black writing — the ability to wnte - is from early stages a marker for the

'humanity' of black Americans, relative to the civilised white subject of the

Enlightenment, well-versed in 'arts and sciences'.94 As in psychoanalysis and recent

postcolonial theory, in this account citizen status is regulated by textual entry into the

social. Gates traces this history from the eighteenth-century exclusion of black

interlocutors in slave narratives, through these protagonists' mastery of the alphabet to

become 'men of letters'. The production of'black writing', and black cultural producers,

then allowed access to an institutionally accepted humanity status for black identity, with

obvious direct consequences for the study of the humanities. Gates thus follows the

trope of blackness through the African American texts forced to contend with it, the

slave negotiations for a positive ontology:

If [eighteenth century] Europeans read the individual

achievements of blacks in literature and scholarship as discrete

commentaries of Africans themselves upon the Western fiction

of the "text of blackness," then the hgure of blackness as an

absence came to occupy an ironic place in the texts of even the

most sober European philosophers.95

Gates's originary 'Black Aesthetic' is problematically 'anti-academic', implying an

authentic identity' in a new opposition to a monolithic ' Western theory'. An alternative is

offered from 'within' African tradition, is wise to the legitimating effects of repetition, as

described above by Brennan, but is 'idiomatically black':
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As Hermes is to hermeneutics, so is Esu the black art of

interpretation, Hsu-'tufunaalo... Esu the Yoruba call the figure of

indeterminacy and the figure of interpretation. Signifying) is a

uniquely black rhetorical concept, entirely textual or linguistic, by

which a second statement repeats, or tropes, or reverses the

first.96

Philosophy has therefore proceeded relative to the epistemic consquences of racial

difference, the now-familiar duality presence/ absence. 'It is', Gates concludes, 'no

surprise that black people have been theory-resistant'.97 Reading such a history of

citizenship in terms of textual address is as open to accusations of disloyalty as doing so

for Scottish nationalism. Gates wntes of all Renaissance work in terms of a 'black idiom'

outside of the literary mainstream, where black expenence acts not racially but

rhetorically, pointing to a need for a close national criticism. Less convincing is his

figuring the reader as black, and relying on a comparison with 'white criticism' and
* Western theory', against which 'we write for our own'. Gates, though, should be an

obvious figure of reconciliation with critical theory, his avowed aim to avoid 'the idea of

a transcendent signified, the belief in an essence called blackness, a presence our

tradition has of late tried to will into being'.98

But while the textual burden of 'white criticism' and ' Western theory' remain relatively

untouched in Gates, George Hutchinson in The Harlem Renaissance in Black and White

demonstrates that the growth of black writing in the first three decades of the twentieth

century can be contextualised partly in terms of the growth in American 'nativity'

encouraged by the popular successes of waters such as Whitman and Thoreau, and

American forms of provincial, or peripheral, modernism.99 In the Caribbean, this process
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had already been worked out in terms of emerging nations, the Cesairean 'crowd'. Hence

the early claim by W.E.B. Du Bois in The Souls ofBlack Folk, that black folk art represents

a more authentic Americanness.100 As in Gates's history, the (ex-) slave sees himself in

public through others, an overdetermination now familiar from Fanonian models, in

which his soul (identity) is drawn through that process of alienation. But we can see a

shift in Du Bois from the 'black souls' model to the one picked up by Gates in his

attempts to 'avoid racial essentialism'- the model of sameness across 'race' differentiated

only by lived-experience which can be elaborated through art.101 The colonial relation,

with its insistence on race, laid the foundations for a modernity in which this alienation

assumes a central position. Thus the canonical definition of modernism and realism in

contradistinction, which Lukacs finds in Eliot, obscures both the conditions for

modernity and the ambivalent identifications of modernist literature, from which African

American writing was excluded. This corresponds to colloquial definitions of the native

as outside of the processes of modernity, or even opposed to die modem, marking a

displacement of the pre-modern onto colonial contexts.

Hutchinson on the contrary tries to resurrect the status of the Harlem Renaissance

within modernism:

since the late 1930s the institutionalisation of "high" and "lost

generation" brands of modernism has done much to obscure the

affiliations between white American modernism and the Harlem

Renaissance...

The villain in the wings here is, of course, T.S. Eliot.102
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Not all critics see such potential in modernity. For Houston A. Baker Jr. in Modernism and

the Harlem Renaissance, a widespread naivety left black movements in the US unable to

follow up their textual politics into publishing institutions, and all that is left to the cntic

is to pick up a few writers from a failed social movement retrospectively constructed as a

literary movement.103 David Levering Lewis in When Harlem Was In Vogue similarly claims

that the turn to culture or 'art' for social cohesion only demonstrates the disillusion of

exclusion from American institutions in general, a disillusion which spilled over into the

1935 riots.104 The history Hutchinson writes, however, is of the interventions of African

American expenence in pragmatist philosophy and counter-racist anthropology, as well

as literature. He descnbes for example the importance to the renaissance intellectual

milieu of Franz Boas's redefinition of culture against an ethnology which had suggested

that only certain racial types were fit for American life. In Boas's work the category of

'negro' thus became sociological, like Cesaire's blackness-as-experience, and his emphasis

was on ethnic contact as creative of culture, like Lacan's mutual subjectification. This

implies that there is no pure culture readable as preceding any other, a conclusion which

survives in poststructuralism via Fanon, and upon which my proposed criticism for

postcolonial international relations rests.

In this line from the African Caribbean to American 'Black Studies', national cultural

identity is thus dependent on the breakdown of colonial race as a unifier. Of the

Americanness of America, Hutchinson says:

arguably, the African American modernists provided the most

probing questions about and the most challenging articulations

of American cultural nationalism we have prior to Ellison,

beginning with W.E.B. Du Bois's The Souls ofBlack Folk...
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the Harlem Renaissance (and not just its canonical texts) was

caught up in a struggle over the meaning and possession of

'America'.105

We could easily say the same about the colonised-colonising region of Scotland, now

being caught up in the centre of ideas of Bntishness. These provincial or decolonising

identifications proved divisive and decisive for national definition. Despite a fairly

pessimistic, anti-'Western' stand on the renaissance as a whole, Houston A. Baker has

recognised, within the more complex field of 'America', the emergence of a national

identity. This moment 'represents a unified community of national interests', speaking

with a 'black, folk, national voice'.106 Thus Alain Locke's The New Negro 'is perhaps our

first national book', in which nationhood is built on a shared community of'sounds,

songs, images, and signs'.107 However, in Baker a racial opposition guarantees that all

criticism from within the 'black tradition' is uniquely new, untouched by the West.108 This

transcendentalising gesture denies a 'dual function' to any other undercriticised national

literature, and depends on the possibility of a real moment of pre-colonial punty, like

Senghor's 'ante-capitalist... anti-capitalist' societies, simply readable as:

A shared nature as language - as a fruitful ecology of

communication [figured as Caliban's island before the arrival of

Pros pero].109

For Hutchinson, both racial difference in its post-colonial form, and the culture of

ethnic difference itself, are constitutive elements of American nationhood. This

coincides with Boas's anthropology of modern 'ethnic types' owing more to place than
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race:

The cultural "naissance" happens to match the current process

of formation of "a veritable New Negro, the American Negro"

as an indigenous physical type.110

Yet it is only recently, and largely due to postcolonial theory's insistence on the

importance of the history of the agent that we have been able to rethink modernity in

terms of its identifications. This modernity has its initial exploratory phases in the 1920s

and '30s, and continues through to more critical phases disturbing national canons —

Cesaire not as Great Black Poet, but Great Poet; the Harlem Reniassance, not Ezra

Pound, as worth more investigation as a driving force of American modernism. For

Hutchinson, as in Cesaire, the 'return' to a productive native identity is post-colonial and

modern:

the turn to cultural pluralism and affirmation of a distinctive

'racial' heritage came not as a continuation of an ancestral

orientation, but... an emphatic modernist ethnic reconstruction —

not simply a return.111

Race, then, cannot be explained away as a choice rejected by liberalism, an implication

currently familiar to us in the implied emergence of a diverse and therefore moral

Scottish nation. Rather, race is both a political and rhetorical fact within redefining

nations, a discursive essentialism requiring a kind of genealogical cnticism:

"Race" remains a powerful social determinant; it is useless to
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speak ot "transcending" it or to wish it away, however fictional

it may be. What, then, to do? A place to begin is with a

recovery of historical complexity...112

There are, then, two routes from this native modernist 'historical complexity1, into

cultural theory. The first is via the US and 'black nationalism' or black cultural studies.

The second is through the nebulously-described 'French theory', marked out by the

figure of Sartre passing in and out of favour, and by Algeria and Frantz Fanon, the

subject of my next chapter. In the year of the Cabier*s second edition, 1947, Cesaire,

Senghor, and Alioune Diop founded the publishing house and bookshop Presence

Africaine, which still stands opposite the Sorbonne on Rue des Ecoles, and continues to

exert an influence on Francophone literary study. It is likely that many of the shadow

effects working within French intellectual life arose from a specifically Caribbean context.

In the publishing and intellectual industries of Paris, the effects of negritude had been

indeed traumatic, but the oppositional ethnicity implied by political negritude was to be

even more traumatically critiqued by Fanon. Cesaire can be partly reclaimed in this

process, his differences from Senghor since recast as the difference between 'serene' and

'agitated' negritude or, as Cesaire later explained:

It seemed to me that Senghor made a kind of metaphysics out

of negritude, there we parted company. He tended rather to

construct negritude into an essentialism as though there were a

black essence, a black soul... but I never accepted this point of
113

view.
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Cesaire gained status through his collaboration with Breton, but came increasingly under

attack for downplaying creole elements in French and for his dubious achievements as

statesman for Martinique as Departement d'outre-mer, with a whole new imported French

bureaucracy. Although we can see his as a historical negritude based on shared lived-

experience, read in the Cabier as the first vital yet ambivalent ontological claims for black

nativity within the modern, negritude as a whole can appear parasitic in that it relied on

racial difference as the moral issue, forcing the postcolonial agent to act within colonial

limits. These limits were again highlighted by Sartre, who in sponsoring the new Presence

Africaine, proclaimed negritude as 'the weak stage of a dialectical progression... promising]

the way for the synthesis or the realisation of the human society without racism'.114 Faced

with the absorption of racial difference into the grand metropolitan narrative as a

solution to the colonialist problem of racism, Fanon recognised the possibility of

negritude's absorption as one discrete style in anthologies and surveys, reclaimed on an

ethnic level as a subsidiary otherness. However, in showing ethnicity and nationhood to

be dissonant in culture, Cesaire and the Caribbean context also forced the national

subject down to identification level, introducing a psychic element into future

nationalisms. For Cesaire, race's 'essentialism' is true but constructed, and something

which is easily induced to fall apart under modem conditions. In the Jacqueline Leiner

interview prefacing Tropiques, he says that:

I don't want to say that I don't believe in the importance of

race. I think that effectively you are bom black, you are born

white, and so on. But that is mixed - for me, very quickly, with

culture.115
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The tradition of the nation which I will go on to describe in Fanon, builds on a Cesaire

for whom ambivalent cultural identifications are central, in whom the analysis of the

postcolonial subject moves to identification level, but in whom the native has a positive

duty to assert native ontology within a national context.
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3 Postcolonial Psychoanalysis: Frantz Fanon and Flomi Bhabha

In the work of Frantz Fanon we find perhaps the first serious theorisation of the idea of

a postcolonial nation as describable in social-psychological and cultural terms. This

represents a starting-point for thinking about the shape of the postcolonial nation in

current international relations. However, despite a recent revival in Fanon's popularity,

and the obvious potential of his work for describing modern nations, no major study on

Scotland has so far taken the opportunity to look closely at the terms of his work and

begin to think them through in relation to the Scottish situation. Chapter Four will relate

Fanon and his influence to the cultural position in Scotland. In preparation, this chapter

is dedicated to reading Fanon's more relevant work closely, as well as indicating his

contexts and influence.

If French culture between the wars was cross-cut by an African-Caribbean negrophilia,

by the 1950s French colonial policy was largely concerned with Algeria, one of France's

oldest possessions, housing a huge settler population of over a million, and already a

highly loaded issue in French politics. Colonialist determination in Algeria was also

strengthened by losses in Indo-China, Morocco, and Tunisia, and the case for Algerian

national independence not supported by the French Communist Party (which had

supported decolonisation in Indo-China), far less by the Socialist government elected in

1956. In his 1971 book on Fanon David Caute notes how fundamental and institutional

Algena had become to France, and particularly to French workers, by the time of the

outbreak of the war of independence:
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The rebels in Indo-China had been Communists, strongly supported by both

Russia and China. The Indo-China war had not involved military

conscription, and therefore working-class boys were not involved in the

action, and the dying. Then Indo-China was far away, whereas France and

Algeria reached across the Mediterranean in a tight and painful finger-lock.

There were plenty of Arabs working in France; the French workers knew

them and despised them. An old French word for 'strike-breaker' is ybedouiri.

Even the poorest French families had relations who had settled in Algeria,

hard-working people like themselves who were 'exploiting nobody'...

The Party hesitated, equivocated, called for 'peace', but not for independence.

In March 1956 the Communist parliamentary deputies voted in favour of

special powers that enabled the Government to do virtually as it liked in

Algeria. Aime Cesaire was outraged, resigned from the Party and wrote to

Thorez: 'What I desire is that Marxism and Communism should serve the

Black people, not that the Black people should serve Marxism and

Communism'.1

The Wretched ofthe Earth is indeed concerned with French policy doing 'as it liked in

Algeria', or the policy of'pacification' of native populations.2 Selective cleansing of village

populations 'to prevent', as Caute says, 'contamination and intimidation by the geurrillas'

during the Algerian War of Independence, was designed to starve the insurgent National

Liberation Army of recruits.3 This presented a variation on clinical psychoanalysis, since

the policy marked a difference between the colonised family, split off from its usual

social tunction, and the 'universal' Oedipal drama, an incursion of the social Fanon

termed 'sociogeny'.'1 In a sense this dramatised the split between identity-formation and

social law which I have been describing in the context of the Caribbean. Psychoanalysis
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as description of modernity had to be reworked, as in Caribbean fiction, taking into

account the colonial organisation of the Algerian nation along lines of race.

The psychosocial model of nationhood which arose was one which was both a

continuation of the Cesairean-Caribbean literary thread, and a description which would

be slowly but strongly taken up by modern cultural theory as Fanon's popularity grew.

But in contradistinction to the most common images of Fanon, this Algerian activist was

a native Martinican. He was drawn to Algeria in adulthood and later more intimately

associated with the war, whereas Algeria also produced or helped to produce supposedly

'French' thinkers like Derrida and Cixous. Cultural theorists are now more aware of the

centrality of this Algerian reversal; the War of Independence is now readable as a focal

point in a history of the agent passing through Paris and therefore through 'theory' as

such. Or as Robert Young says in the first sentence of White Mythologies-.

If so-called 'so-called poststructuralism' is the product of a single historical

moment, then that moment is probably not May 1968 but rather the

Algerian war of Independence - no doubt itself both a symptom and a

product.5

Fanon the Martinican once made a Cesairean 'return' to his native land of Martinique

from France to work politically for Cesaire's election campaign of 1945, before the two

more famously argued over the limitations of nigritude. Indeed, the narrator of Fanon's

Black Skin, White Masks speaks of the identity of the Antillean negre with such specificity

that it is difficult to understand why Fanonian psychoanalysis has been so stubbornly tied

to Algeria, the concern of his later work. Black Skin, White Masks acknowledges Cesaire's

specific Martinican coming to blackness against the grain of his cultural 'aspiration', even
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though it might be easy to see Fanon rejecting Cesaire and Senghor together as a

'reactive1 form of negritude. In fact Black Skin, White Masks sees Cesaire as the inaugurator

of modern black agency - first setting up an originary black ontological resistance and

provoking the reaction 'Tiens, un negre!. This inaugurates the possibility of a black

experience (experience vecuO) operating within symbolic law, 'an ambiguity, which is...

resolved in [the negre's] concrete existence' (.BSWM 173).

Ronald Judy, writing in the collection Fanon: A Critical Keader, thus historicises Fanon in

terms of negritude and looks at the role of the body in creating consciousness after a kind

of Cesairean 'sinking'.6 In the Cesairean Fanon, lived-experience emerges as

consciousness en acte - an existentialism of experience for itself and others. Since

blackness in the colonial situation is a social marker of the denial of lived-experience,

colonial blackness can only be for others. In other words criticism is turned back onto

black consciousness's lack of ontological status. The project is to return Cesairean

ontology to a black subject operating as the absence of humanity (WE 251), as in the

'stereotypic dualism' I described in Chapter One. In the perhaps inadvertent language of

Cesairean birth and return, Judy notes that the imprecision of the Fanonian negre needs to

be 'born in mind'.7 However for Fanon, Cesairean negritude requires an absolute density, a

being filled with itself, needing a mutuation, a 'new genus' phase, in which a cnticism of

sociogeny pins experience onto its historical becoming with at least partial autonomy:

This new consciousness will be in-itself and for-itself, as well as for-

another. It recognizes this negritude as a form of consciousness, the

meeting-grounds on which the unity of the psychological to the historical

consideration of black consciousness is determined.8
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The 'returning' negre of the Cabier, who has already recognised himself as colonial object,

is also as caught within an unfolding postcolonial modernity in which self and other are

irrevocably fractured, the realm, as we have seen, of identifications. Sociogeny is thus

brought into the purely psychic account of colonial racial identity Fanon found in Octave

Mannom.9 The aim of my argument from this point is not so much to distinguish

between the 'Martinican' Fanon and the various 'Algerian' Fanons and follow their

politics through to national political outcomes, but to look, as with the literary tradition

of the Caribbean diaspora, at the national agency emerging through this incursion of

sociogeny, and at how this agency can still be read into modern nationhood more

generally.

We have seen how Flomi Bhabha's Nation and Narration picked up on the narrativity of

the national story.10 Long before this, Fanon's The Wretched ofthe Earth connects the

psychic and the social in a narrative which begins in explicitly psychoanalytic style with

the 'scene' of the colonial trauma. The placement of the narrative I in the description of

this scene triggers die (re)construction of another, more 'originary' colonial scene - yet

Fanon writes heterodiegetically, refusing to let the narrative I be pinned to a single

diagnosable position. In his Preface, Jean-Paul Sartre effectively flattens such

ambivalence; '[tjhis doctor... is merely setting out a diagnosis' (WE 9) of Europe. The I

of the Preface, addressed to 'Europeans' (WE 10), negotiates between thejon of Sartre's

imagined readership, and the he/ they of'Fanon' or the 'Third World'. For Sartre, Fanon's

I is simply a term of a dialectic allowing the book to speak to a Europeanyon while

looking back at a knowable Third World:

In short, the Third World finds itselfand speaks to itself through his voice

(WE 9, his italics).
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The Fanonian voice, philosophically best described as in-itself for-the-other,11 was

psychoanalytically innovative, but in Sartre is achieved at the expense of the

Europeanness of ayou somehow excluded from the process of Sartrean antithesis

otherwise going on:

You see, I, too, am incapable of ndding myself of subjective illusions... As a

European, I steal the enemy's book, and out of it I fashion a remedy for

Europe (WE 12).

This guilt is circumspect; in neither of Fanon's major novels does the narrator stay still in

the way Sartre's preface seems to want him to. In Black Skin, White Masks, the prevailing I

is the I of the intellectual and physician who works from 'my psychoanalytic office'

(BSWM 100) and claims, with a Freudian flourish, that 'This book is a clinical study'

(BSWM 15). This narrator 'was born in the Antilles... [and his] conclusions are valid only

for the Antilles' (BSWM 16). But both of Fanon's major novels also incorporate other

repeated and generalised anecdotes whose narration oscillates between I and he - the

Cesairean trope of the nigger on the train (which is where the traumatic scene ot

misrecognition of self as object takes place), the encounters of the returning Frenchified

graduate to an Antillean society now crippled by paranoia over colour and social position,

the fear/ desire reaction of white women to the black man in the dance hall. The

specificity of the story of the physician who 'was born in the Antilles' is generalised in

other stories and is also applicable to 'every race that has been subjected to colonisation'

(BSWM 25). For most of The Wretched ofthe Earth, moreover, the largely heterodiegetic

narrator is a native Arab - hence the dubiousness of biographical readings - describing in

detail the progression of a placeless, hypothetical decolonisation drawing trom many
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actual situations. This voice breaks down again into the professional tone of the

physician, in the chapter 'Colonial War and Medical Disorders'. This type of multiple

narration itself, contra Sartre, seems to mark an early move to an identification politics in

postcolonial situations where the psychosocial environment always renders speaking 'as a

black', or as any objectified subject, an effect of a forced misrecognition of the self in the

social.

Black Skin, White Masks sets the tone for this in pointing out that postcolonial peoples

cannot merely speak as universal humans, since this, as expained in Gates's account,

represents a misunderstanding about the historical specificity of'human' status.12 In

Fanon, however, a humanistic understanding structures the basic form of experience,

and a recent move in studies of Fanon is to revive some form of humanism as a unifier

of difference, a function which in Fanon, as we will see, is also performed by the nation.

Despite this national specificity, for the earlier, optimistic narrator of Black Skin, White

Masks, echoing negritude, 'Man is ayes that vibrates to cosmic harmonies' (BSWM 10). This

is qualified by the Cesairean criticism of humanism as an imperative in western

philosophy, in which the psychosocial effect of race is revealed as a blindspot. This

Fanonian theme has been powerfully read as outlining the colonial perspective as a future

origin of the poststructuralist project of critiquing the humanity of humanism:

Leave this Europe where they are never done talking of Man, yet murder

men everywhere they find them, at the comer of every one of their own

streets, in all the corners of the globe. For centuries they have stifled almost

the whole of humanity in the name of a so-called spiritual experience (WE

251).
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This mass misrecognition or negation (meconnaissance is variously translated as both)

excludes the colonised from the symbolic, so that both coloniser and colonised lose the

humanity which requires mutual recognition, or consciousness tor-the-other. The

thoroughgoing sociogenic restructuring of postcoloniality will allow us to 'try to create

the whole man' guaranteed by mutual recognition (WE 252). The humanyes (oui and we)

goes beyonci space and time (WE 251) in Cesairean fashion, demanding the end of the

symbolic world and of colonial temporality, a temporal restructuring elsewhere played

upon by Fanon in E'An cinq de la revolution algerienne.13

Humanity in the Black Skin, White Masks model is thus dependent on the extent ot the

self s imposition on the other's recognition (BSWM 216). The human state is one in which,

as Fanon has it quoting Hegel, "'[citizens] recognize themselves as mutually recognizing

each other'" (BSWM 217). That is, the colonial insurgent must 'make himself recognised

(BSWM 217), rather than merely accept a benevolent freeing into a neocolonial 'zone' of

nonbeing (BSWM 10). Ex-slaves who were freed by masters and thus denied this

recognition, have been known to suffer 'psychoses and sudden deaths' (BSWM 220) on

liberation. This reinforces the importance of Cesaire's insistence on black ontological

resistance, imposing itself on the recognition of the coloniser within colonial symbolic

law, in that state of cultural exchange which is modernity. Thus in Black Skin, White

Masks, the only acknowledged human right is the right to demand recognition by the

other, and the only human duty not to renounce the freedom ot mutual recognition

(BSWM 229). But of course in a colonial situation underwritten by race, a 'black' space is

already set out in the symbolic; 'the myth of the bad nigger is part of the collective

unconscious' (BSWM 92). Black consciousness only arises as a product of racial contact -

in colonialism, on a huge scale and involving violence and possession of territory - which

also displaces it dualistically into the unconscious. As we have seen with the colonial
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invention of race in the Caribbean, the fact of contact allows the contrast with the

colonial conscious, and this contrast is then manipulated by colonial institutions.

In Black Skin, White Masks, Fanon quotes Sartre on the relativity of this ontology - 'The

Jew is one whom the other men consider a Jew:... It is the anti-Semite who makes the Jew'

(BSWM 93, his italics). Likewise for Fanon, there could be no experience of blackness

through others before colonialism, no ultimately ontologically solid black experience. In

this sense, and in a term interestingly later used by Julia Kristeva, colonialism represented

an 'irruption of Europeans' (BSWM 97) into the colony, or an unstable surface-depth

model of experience operating in the colonial symbolic.14 Blackness is thus imposed from

without:

In other words, I begin to suffer from not being a white man to the degree

that the white man imposes discrimation on me, makes me a colonised

native... (BSWM 98)

The native is 'sealed into that crushing objecthood' (BSWM 109) of static marginality by

the comparison which structures colonial institutions; within this institutionality, he can

only 'experience his being through others' (BSWM 109). There is no pure ontology of

black lived-expenence; '[f|or not only must the black man be black; he must be black in

relation to the white man' ('BSWM 110). In Lacanian terms, the native is made only of the

real, that is, is incomprehensible in the symbolic, and has 'no ontological resistance in the

eyes of the white man' (BSWM 110). In the defining exchange of looks which places each

relative to the symbolic, the native is 'overdetermined from without' (BSWM 116). The

first meeting with the police is defined not by any moral reflex or even persuasion but by

pure force. In his preface, Sartre defines the specificity of the colonial situation as
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requiring intimidation from die outset, and the creation of an idea of savagery to justify

this to die settling people (echoed by the sounds of French motor homs blasting out

'Algene Francaise'). The murderous impulse in the native collective unconscious is thus

'wasted' in ritual (WT 16) and needs to find its postcolonial form. This general-specific

colonial violence has a 'complied agreement' with the world's 'peaceful violence' (WT 64)

via investment in cheap, politically subdued markets. Fanon exemplifies weapons

manufacture and French atomic tests in Africa (to which we could add the South Pacific).

In neocolonial situations, emergent nations are pressurised by their ex-colonisers; tor

example, skilled labour is removed and political stability guaranteed for private

companies by the military.

In the Fanonian exchange of looks, the native's body is invested from the outset with a

'third-person consciousness' (BSWM 110), and is understood in terms of pure image - a

'racial epidermal schema' (BSWM 112). In Jung as in Totem and Taboo, blackness is figured

as the childhood of Europe, buried by civilisation 'as every man climbs up towards

whiteness and light' (BSWM 190):

In Europe the Negro has one function: that of symbolizing the lower

emotions, the baser inclinations, the dark side of the soul (BSWM 190).

It is within this context that the cultural construction of die native's humanity is to be

understood, and is criticised by the later Fanon from the specific viewpoint of the nation.

Lewis R. Gordon situates Fanon in the middle of current contests over the 'human

sciences', and traces the symbolic overdetermination of the body right back to Du Bois

in The Souls ofBlack Folk.15 The black body is die site of an evasion, which makes it
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disappear from moral concern; it is suffocatingly 'locked in the senous, material values of

the real', 'whereas the white body can live in the symbolic alienation rich with neurotic

content and thereby serve as a foundation for psychoanalysis'.16 Thus the black is the

meaning-content of white phobic dreams,17 and psychoanalysis is dragged back through

the colonial context - 'For the black woman... The black father is the social reality of rape,

which makes her dream content concrete'.18 This is a catastrophic outcome of the

Enlightenment body politic; in which one type of body is ultra-visible as object. Like the

body of speech in the 'Rome Discourse', this body is the site ot a contest between

colonial and postcolonial experience, or a 'transformed everyday'.19

The native's choice then is between a dependency complex - acceptance of the inability

to become subject {BSWM 93) - or a usurpation of that place and destruction of the real

first-person body:

I took myself far off from my own presence, far indeed, and made myself an

object. What else could it be for me but an amputation, an excision, a

hemorrhage that spattered my whole body with black blood? But I did not

want this revision, this thematisation (BSWM 112).

So the rejection of the colonial history flooding native consciousness, is also, mapped

onto the body, the rejection of the status of war victim, amputee:

Nevertheless with all my strength I refuse to accept that amputation (BSUyM

140).
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The I of Black Skin, White Masks then feels his overdetermined corporeal black identity

threaten to explode; his race is exploratively 'secreted' (BSWM 122) but his lived-

experience routinely dissolved by lack of recognition:

I tested the limits of my essence; beyond all doubt there was not much of it

left (BSWM 130).

In his full biological immanence, the native 'feeds this cultural environment with his

blood and his essences' ('BSWM 216). This prepares the way for The Wretched ofthe Eart/r,

the ex-slave who demands to be recognised, who 'wants a conflict, a not' (BSWM 221),

will begin to create a social programme for resistance beyond the overdetermined

biological self, an attitude to the colonial 'world' which echoes Cesaire:

"The environment, society are responsible for your delusion". Once that has

been said, the rest will follow of itself, and what that is we know. The end of

the world (BSWM 216).

Through conflict, the existential demand irrupting into the social changes from 'a

transformation of subjective certainty (Gewissheit) into objective truth (Wahrheit)'

(BSWM 218) - that is, the social of a postcolonial identity. The native is caught in the

colonial dualism which fixes him into the position of resistant object, but in sociogenic

terms, '[tjhere is no Negro mission; there is no white burden' (BSWM 228), and 'the

Negro is not. Any more than the white man' (BSWM 231). Instead of these racial

identities, there is the ongoing recreation of self, both expenential - in-itself - and

necessarily exceeding itself - for-the-other - a negotiation which will become, in The

Wretched ofthe Earth, a responsibility of the national. The sociogenic collectivity known as

the nation now fixes the shared meconnaissance which structures resistance.
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The native whose lived-experience tinds no place in the social must obviate the basis of

his existing interiority complex; the reality of bodily experience must be aggressively

asserted beyond its ready-made overdetermination. This is Cesairean negritude read as a

full psychosocial matrix:

I resolved, since it was impossible for me to get away from an inborn complex,

to assert myself as a BLACK MAN. Since the other hesitated to recognise

me, there remained only one solution: to make myself known (BSWM 115).

This assertion involves an acknowledgement of the imposition of colonial time, marking

the disjunction between the symbolic and lived-experience, and a seemingly disjunctive

form of national development. We have seen already how Cesaire's modernism reworked

colonial ambivalence as the creation and destruction of myth which structures modernity.

In Black Skin, White Masks, this process is resited at the exchange of looks between

coloniser and colonised. Once the native has negotiated the choice between dependency

complex and inferiority complex, and decided to assert his lived-experience, there exists

in the nations' mutual looks a 'time-lag', which can never be fully subsumed into colonial

institutions:

The white man, I could see, was resentful. His reaction time lagged

interminably (BSWM 132).

As noted earlier, the dangers of reabsorption into the colonial same are highlighted by

Sartre, whose will to resolve the time-lag into a new form of development, famously

counters native reason with "'real reason'", and according to Fanon, gives 'no better
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response than to point out the relativity ot what they were doing1.20 Relying on a black

consciousness 'that was already there' (BSWM 134), 'Black Orpheus' thus effectively

blocks a native consciousness-in-itselfwhich is political consciousness of lived-

experience:

black consciousness is held out as an absolute density, as tilled with itself, a

stage preceding any invasion, any abolition of the ego by desire...

black consciousness is immanent in its own eyes. I am not a potentiality of

something. I am wholly what I am. I do not have to look for the universal...

My Negro consciousness does not hold itself out as a lack. It is. It is its own

follower (BSWM 134-135).

Colonial stereotypes' tendency to dualise will always make this racial opposition

discursive - the interpolated unconscious 'drives' versus the outward push of the real.

Critically in Fanon, this describes a society-wide conflict which standardises education

and culture in colonial terms. The growing Antillean of Black Skin, White Masks identifies

with the white heroes of French comic books (a 'collective catharsis' (BSWM 145)),

Tarzan in Tarzan movies, and the protagonists of European intellectual history. He will

think of himself on ego-level as European (BSWM 26), as without colour (BSWM 162),

and even internalises a stratification by skin colour, looking down on or fearing the

blacker Senegalese. If the young Antillean then travels to France to study (or in any case

the age of this realisation is placed at about 20) there is, in a reworking of the Lacanian

mirror stage, a traumatic rush of relativity in which he recognises himselt as an object in

the colonially-controlled symbolic world, already overdetermined by a white history of

blackness.
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The infant's identification with the mirror image is like the Antillean's self-knowledge,

but as we have seen, the sociogenic has been added to the subject, so that the mirror

phase's trauma structures the self-as-«fgre - where the negre in the social is nothing but image.

For Fanon, the Antilles, highly diasporic and culturally overdetermined, typify the

colonial preoccupation with a self-evaluation paranoically contingent on the other. This

makes for an overs tratified society, 'a society of comparison' (BSWM 213), without

recognition, with the other acting as a 'flawed mirror' (BSWM 212). We will see this

figure returning in British postcolonial situations, in apparently insubstantial non¬

standard speech returning through culture. In Black Skin, White Masks, under 'colonialist

subjugation' (BSWM 17), culture as the medium of enunciation separates on a symbolic

level black behaviour towards whites and towards blacks, as the Antillean 'whitens

himself (BSWM 18) by mastery of French language. This loss of'local cultural originality'

(BSWM 18) in the Frenchified Antillean is glossed, as in Freud, as biological

(evolutionary) change as his 'phenotype undergoes a... mutation' (BSWM 19). The

French-educated Antillean, whose voice sounds, like the cultural exchange in the

Cesairean tigure of the wind, like 'rustling breezes' (BSWM 20), brings back a European

appeal which in turn is 'like pure air' (BSWM 21) to the overdetermined Antillean. The

returnee in then convinced that to speak Creole is to 'jabber' (BSWM 26), an idea which

has already been planted by Antillean teachers monitoring children speaking Standard

French, the defacto dialect of symbolic law. However the narrative I at this stage is a good

psychoanalyst with 'honorary [French] citizenship' (BSWM 38) who speaks to patients in

'normal French' (BSWM 33). He even stretches the corporeal metaphor to liken pidgin

speaking to injection with dangerous foreign bodies (BSWM 36). Good French is

necessary at ego-level therefore, but feeds the cultural overdetermination of the native as

primitive. This is the familiar psychoanalytic idea of language as determinant, but with a
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sociolinguistic dimension which shows how dominant dialects force identification away

from the objects inhabiting lived-experience, towards overdetermined education and

culture:

to make him talk pidgin is to fasten him to the effigy of him, to snare him, to

impnson him, the eternal victim of an essence, of an appearance for which he

is not responsible (BSWM 35).

The colonised is thus stuck with 'a fixed concept of the Negro' (BSWSSI 35), that against

which he has identified and which has crystallised his social aspirations, until a crisis is

forced by the mirror stage, or the meconnaissance of self as object. Stuck in this economy of

colonial images, the Antillean returnee infuriates his family and friends by speaking only

French 'to emphasise the rupture that has now occurred' (BSWM 36).

Contact with the racially normalised colon then forces this native traumatically to see

himself in the colonial mirror as excluded from the symbolic:

A normal Negro child, having grown up within a normal family, will become

abnormal on the slightest contact with the white world (BSWM 143).

Growing up and developing through 'a way of thinking and seeing that are essentially

white' (BSWM 148), the Antillean child also internalises the savage we have met in Totem

and Taboo, for Fanon an 'Evil Spirit', and 'an attempt to personify the id (BSWM 148).

The id is the repository for the native as the biological, whereas ego-level, subject-

forming identification is institutionalised in culture with the symbolic. The psychosocial

disjunction between these opens up the matrix within which Fanonian postcolonial
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experience operates. So 'every abnormal manifestation... in an Antillean is the product of

his cultural situation' (BSWM 152), via that 'constellation of postulates' (BSWM 152)

which is culture. The colonised is excluded from the law of the father, identifying instead

with a foreign symbolic, and is thus excluded from normal neurotic development and

from the oedipal drama.

The Martinican returnee, then, is forced in identification to oscillate between family and

society. Indeed this ambivalence is reflected in his word-choice, between creolised

dialects of a parent language, in the acerbic exchanges between the father and son

characters ot Black Skin, White Masks. As with the broken Algerian families of The

Wretched ofthe Earth, this Antillean family fails to fit into the nation, since an identificatory

disjunction between family and nation is forced on the children; the colonising nation, on

the other hand, has the strength of many similar identifying paternal behaviours (as

paradigmatically descnbed for Germany in Wilhelm Reich's Mass Psychology ofFascism).21

Thus the colonised nation must first rebuild from identity-level, and even the most

'political' decolonisation comes to be measured in identificatory terms:

The white family is the agent of a certain system. The society is indeed the

sum of all the families in it. The family is an institution that prefigures a

broader institution: the social or the national group. Both turn on the same

axes. The white family is the workshop in which one is shaped and trained

for life in society... [but t]he Antillean has... to choose between his family and

European society; in other words, the individual who climbs up into society -

white and civilised - tends to reject his family - black and savage - on the

plane of the imagination... and the family structure is cast back into the id

(BSWM 149).
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The demands of the colonised for recognition also require the recursion of the

sociogenic into psychoanalysis as a human science. The European oedipal drama also

works through the exclusion of egos which cannot work at social level, whose humanity

then rests on their duty to demand a national identity — 'Freud and Adler and even die

cosmic Jung did not think of the Negro in all their investigations' (BSWM151). The negre

excluded from meaningful ego-identification rather becomes a repository for external

determination in terms of the biological, the drives. For this overdetermined native, and

like the connexion between Jews and money-hoarding, 'In relation to the Negro,

everything takes place on the genital level' (BSWM 157), and blackness is the beginning

of'the cycle of the biological (BSWM 161,163, his italics). Negrophobia is consequently an

area of sexual anxiety - 'To suffer from a phobia of Negroes is to be afraid of the

biological' (BSWM 165). It is also an anxious expression of the savage-as-id in the model

continued from Gobineau to Freud, in which the savage is stuck at the pre-civilised

drives and the 'nature' stage of evolution. Such savage races also promise access to

'unusual areas of sexual licence' (BSWM 165) - an image ineptly strengthened by Rene

Maran's Prix Goncourtxvmnmg novel - and so draw on the anxious myths of black sexual

potency and imagined penis size (inexplicably given in inches to three decimal places in

the English translation (BSWM 170)).

Colonial blackness also contains an unconscious masochism which drains blackness in

the symbolic ot the real violence of demanding recognition (BSWM 174, 176). The

colonised's reaching the status of humanity is therefore 'Not prohibited, but unrealisable'

(BSWM 175). The sociogenic reworking of psychoanalysis attempts to answer this with a

new identity politics of 'disalienation'. Black Skin, White Masks wants to 'be a mirror with

a progressive infrastructure' (BSWM 184). The aim is for experience vecue to intervene in
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the production of national images which then demand identification - 'the Negro would

like to be dropped, so that he may regroup his forces, his authentic forces' (BSWM 186).

This is an identity politics which comes pnor to culture as such (BSWM 187), and is what

will form decolonised nationhood. Here, a vital element of volition is reintroduced in the

setting up of lived-experience against alienated symbolic identity in competition for

national identifications.

Using the idea of sociogeny, the collective unconscious is not physiological and genetic

as in Jung (BSWM 188), but is rather 'the result of... the unreflected imposition of a

[colonial] culture' (BSWM 191). This imposition is acknowledged in the episodes of the

nigger on a tram/ train/ in a cinema/ dance hall. It is this 'cultural imposition' (BSWM

193) which locks the black into his own immanence, a corporeality which can now be

seen to be exceeded in the sociogenic identificatory process. This excess is definitely an

ethical process, but pointedly avoids Sartrean antithesis or resolution:

Moral consciousness implies a kind of scission, a fracture of consciousness

into a bright part and an opposing black part. In order to achieve morality, if

is essential that the black, the dark, the Negro vanish from consciousness.

Hence a Negro is forever in combat with his own image (BSWM 194).

Fanon's aim here is 'to reject the two terms that are equally unacceptable' (BSWM 197),

to acknowledge the grotesque symbolic image of the 'biological-sexual-sensual-genital-

nigger' (BSWM 202) yet inaugurate a new consciousness which is both in-itself and for-

the-Other. Via this demand for recognition, the transparency claimed ol imposition of

images of the native will become opaque:
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The eye is not merely a mirror, but a correcting mirror. The eye should make

it possible for us to correct cultural mirrors (BSWM 202).

Having declared himself black-skinned, white-masked and Europeanised beyond the

avowals of negritude, the native thus refuses both poles of the overdetermination of the

black (inferiority complex) and the 'epidermalisation' of resistance (dependency

complex): 'I refuse to consider the problem from the standpoint of either-or' (BSW7VL 203).

This is the problematic addressed, especially in The Wretched ofthe Earth, by a national

criticism. Insofar as the Antillean — excluded from the governing oedipal drama - is

neurotic, his neurosis is always already politicised, sociogenic, and postcolonial:

The Antillean comparison is surmounted by a third term: its governing

hction is not personal but social (BSWM 215).

Under these circumstances the individual can determine the nation, and conversely,

national liberation sets in motion a cohesion process which directly addresses the

individual. The writing of this nationhood makes protagonists of the main characters of

this drama (B44EM 248). National citizens are thus 'truly masters of the material means

which make possible the radical transformation of society1 (BSWTvI 250). The

developmental perspectives crystallised in the exchange of looks are joined in a new

temporality in renegotiating friendships. This temporality arbitrates die clash of the

native's will to achieve recognition in the other's flawed mirror, and 'the people' as a

perpetual affirmation - 'a black man and a white man hand in hand... Yes to life. Yes to love.

Yes to generosity' (BSW'TVI 222, his italics).
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Psychoanalysis again encounters its founding anthropological violence in this sense;

violence is exactly what is reinstated in parts of The Wretched ofthe Earth. In its 'clinical'

chapter, narration oddly switches to that of a high-Freudian physician. In case study A5,

a French colonial police torturer requires the narrator to cure his cruel tendencies

towards his family, in order that he be able to go on contentedly and efficiently with his

work:

As he could not see his way to stopping torturing people (that made

nonsense to him for in that case he would have to resign) he asked me

without beating about the bush to help him to go on torturing Algerian

patriots without any packings of conscience, without any behaviour

problems and with complete equanimity (WE 217).

So the enabling psychoanalysis which allows for 'cure' within the European family drama,

also institutionalises the colonial violence which places the savage, as in Totem and Taboo.

In case study Bl, the narrator listens to the account of two Algerian schoolboys of killing

a French schoolmate with whom they were on perfectly good terms. Without even

having a firm idea of death, the boys know that 'the Europeans want to kill all the Arabs'

(WE 217), and that their schoolmate's father 'is in the militia and he said we ought to

have our throats cut' (WE 218). The schoolboys have in a sense enacted a literal reading

of the description of the colonial relation in The Wretched ofthe Earth (and, to an even

greater extent, its Sartrean Preface). Yet when the boy asks the doctor, 'did they arrest a

single Frenchman for all those Algerians who were killed? (WE 219), the doctor is forced

to reply, at odds with The Wretched ofthe Earth's narration as a whole, 'I don't know' (WE

219). And again:
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'In your opinion, what should we have done?'

'I don't know' (WE 219).

Again, the narrative figure of the analyst both enables and conflicts with that of the

insurgent. In The Wretched ofthe Earth this epistemological battle between the colonialists

and the national political parties during decolonisation is also neatly imaged by the

injection of pentothal (truth serum). Indeed in his description of'preventative torture'

which intensifies the tension latent in the body of the colonised beyond the pain

threshold (WE 40, 44), Fanon describes how pentothal is used as a counter-therapy by

colonial police 'to liberate the patient of a conflict' (WE 229). This national conflict is

first described as being set upon by a 'foreign body', then as an element in personality

development. To the colonial authonties, insurgent forces thus represent a 'nationalist

virus' (WE 232) to be met with 'preventative torture', and for intellectuals, brainwashing.

Pentothal and torture, like therapy, are thus part of the 'subversive war' (WE 229).

Before this crisis in the psychosocial, however, the nation was nothing more than a 'kind

of caricature of trade unionism' (WE 52). In colonial acceptance of traditional

nationalism, a hegemonic 'sleep-cure [is] used on the people' (WE 52) by colons and

indigenous elite, and, as with surrealism, the dream is highly political:

The politicians... make the people dream dreams. They avoid the actual

overthrowing of the state (WE 53).

This dreaming involves control over the symbolic and symbolism of dreams. The people

join in a new rhythm 'in their mud huts and in their dreams' (WE 101). Dreams as the
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will to insurrection irrupting into the conscious mind (WE 107), are therefore part of the

effort towards a social unconscious always already displaced by colonial time. Of the

Malagasy massacre, the narrator says 'What must be done is to restore this dream to its

proper timi (WE 104, his italics). The collusion of the indigenous elite with the national

parties is a colonial hypnosis, monopolising control of the conscious/ unconscious

border. The colon here reverts to the colonial dualism:

The settler's work is to make even dreams of liberty impossible for the native.

The native's work is to imagine all possible methods for destroying the

settler. On the logical plane, the Manichaeism of the settler produces a

Manichaeism of the native (WE 73).

A line into deconstruction suggests itself here. Since culture, in Lacanian fashion, is also

the organisation of the gaps between signifiers, the letter of the law needs to be reworked.

Colonial rule is a fabric of war crimes (WE 80); French settlers for example were never

indicted for the murder of Algerians - also converely putting an economic and psychic

strain on the colonial police forces (WE 57), as is evidenced by the chapter on clinical

problems. The demand for recognition on the part of the colonised is always pressured

by the policing of a situation which is violent trom the first, and in which recognition by

the settler is only a recognition of native envy (WE 30). Manicheanism is the target here,

since the violent will to take over, and the unconscious will to protect, the place of the

colonised, is summed up by the colonial exchange of gazes. Decolonisation therefore

also necessarily creates 'new men' whose identities areformed through active resistance

(WE 28). From the outset, both coloniser and colonised are locked into a violent

struggle; for the latter, 'the settler has shown him the way' (WE 66), and sewn violence

into the agency taken from the social symbolic. For Sartre, this violent demand for
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recognition represented a change in the histoncal agent (WE 23), and was similarly

healing.22

Fanon puts it slightly differently; violence is the assertion which 'frees the native from the

inferiority complex' (WE 74) of Black Skin, White Masks, pushing his lived-experience

outwards to the symbolic. More problematically, in tins context violence as part of a

demand for recognition partakes of postcolonial ethics, and the economic and criminal

underclasses are joined in the national struggle (WE 104). Violence is even described as

an 'organism' which delineates the new nation, and a social cement (WE 73) which

coordinates the 'infinite unity' (WE 71-2) of Algerians. Meanwhile the political

opportunists of The Wretched ofthe Earth — the national parties - push for a form of

decolonisation which is simply a compromise between colonialists and the national

bourgeoisie. Leaders ot the national parties try to compensate for hardship during

decolonisation by asking for too much effort to bolster the 'cause of independence' (WE

76-7) in international competition, and in effect strengthen old class positions, a takeover

only answered for Fanon by the totalising moment of violence. This national bourgeoisie

make no attempts at humanity, and are stuck in a 'no-man's land' (W'E 49); insurgents

break off at this point, so that violence 'produces' the cohesion which allows the nation

to be defined as such. The strength of the nation as insurgent social unit is recognised by

colonialism, which continues to co-opt the 'separatist and regionalist' national political

parties (WE 73), and encourages rivalnes between chiefs, playing parties off against one

another. In copying the bourgeoisie of the mother country the national elite condemns

the nation to underdevelopment; 'it is senile in youth and goes straight to negation and

decadence without... exploration and invention' (WE 123). An underdeveloped politics

and continuing dependence creates a 'see-saw' effect between the need to appeal to

insurgent anti-Europeanism and a 'chauvinism' which regresses into tribalism.
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The selective exploitation ot colonial resources, as in the plantation economies of the

West Indies, makes national integration difficult. The national parties, still parasitic on

the mother country, continue to chase short-term investments, import expertise and

technology, and concentrate resources in the capital. Nationalism in these terms may be

no more than the transfer ot control of inequality trom coloniser to indigenous elite. A

danger in 'The Pitfalls of National Culture' is of the nation becoming a one party state,

'the modern form of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie' (WE 137). The new 'bourgeois

caste', still reducing nationalism to dogma, raises up a placating charismatic leader as 'a

braking-power on the awakening consciousness of the people' (WE 135), substitutes the

army for the police force, and high-prestige projects for public spending. As we have

seen, Fanon tries to answer this with a politics of experience, a mobilised consciousness

for-the-other, fixed at nation-level. The Wretched ofthe Earth's narrator, however, tends to

glaze over when discussing party loyalty, and a 'new humanism' becomes the mystical

cement which turns the party branch meeting and the committee meeting into 'liturgical

acts' and 'political education' into 'enlightenment'. In the latter stages of'The Pitfalls of

National Consciousness', agency, national control of the means of production, and work,

become the object of a political education. The nation-as-agent sometimes also assumes

the seedier function of policing ideas disruptive to the enlightening monopoly of the

party-as-agent, and political education is 'to invent souls' (WE 159). The problematic

category of violence, on the other hand, is describable as 'all-inclusive and national' (WE

74):

The practice of violence binds them together as a whole, since each

individual forms a violent link in the great chain... which has surged upwards

in reaction to the settler's violence in the beginning (WE 73).
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'Violence' is in this case a proactive reorientation of class/ race/ gender identities to a

resistance which was, according to The Wretched ofthe Earth, portended by Cesaire in

Miraculous Weapons (WE 68-9). The fruit of this violence is recognition by the settler, who

notices when 'the atmosphere becomes dramatic' (WE 56), and a 'national consciousness'

is created (WE 56). This is taken further in the argument for international shows of

aggressive intent by decolonizing nations, as epitomised in the wearing of military dress

at diplomatic meetings already angled in favour of the neocolonialists (WE 61). As in

Cesaire, the land is remade, and the native is able to feel the 'country between his bare

toes' (WE 107) during a war which takes to the hills and the countryside. And as with the

narrator of Black Skin, White Masks arguing for Antillean specihcity, that of The Wretched

ofthe Earth argues for Algerian specificity while implying generality. The narrator knows

that the Arab peasant knows that 'only violence' pays; this is 'what every Arab felt at

heart' (WE 49); but for the colonised, this ontological demand is a kind of intuition.

Here, political independence is neither the endpoint nor a justification for nationalism.

Instead, the change required in sociogeny is expressed largely in Black Skin, White Masks

as one of the collective unconscious, and largely in The Wretched ofthe Earth as one of

culture. Culture is the source of, and measure of, decolonisation: as a term of control

used by the coloniser it causes the native (here oddly echoing Goebbels) to pull out a

knife (WE 38); as adopted by the indigenous elite, it affirms the values of the coloniser.

The nation is not merely the national territory post-independence, but the minimum

demands of the colonised as expressed in cultural identity (WE 27). It is a coda of

postcolonial social change, and a level both of conscious allegiance and the negotiation

ol identity. In this epistemological battleground, the truth is national (WE 39), and the

national citizenry 'are the truth' (WE 38, his italics). Thus 'every native...[is] part of the
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nation' (WE 104), and social struggles are redefined at national level. National authority

interacts with local issues; it is both the overarching social category, and an unclassifiable

contingency, 'both radical and totalitarian' (WE 105). The nation must also get beyond

the tribal disputes which have been encouraged by neocolonialists (WE 105). Through

such a political education, eventually and not as simple retneval, '[tjraditional institutions

are reinforced' (WE 114). In addition, localised demands projected through the national

struggle have international implications (WE 59), and frontiers actually open (WE 55).

This psychosocial effort towards national determination 'sheds light' on all forms of

subject-formation (WE 115), and national identification moves this subject 'from total,

undiscnminating nationalism to social and economic awareness' (WE 115). But the

perspective offered by light also brings recognition of the demand socialised in the

nation defined in terms of contingent identity:

Consciousness dawns slowly upon truths that are only partial, limited and

unstable... These politics are national (WE 117).

The 'people' thus liberated are protected from nationalisms which are already catered for

within the negotiations of neocolonialism. They are 'inoculated against all national

anthems' (WE 108) - a medical metaphor for psychosocial depth beyond the

epidermalised native tolerated by the national political parties:

Without that struggle [in the subject], without that knowledge of the practice

of action, there's nothing but a fancy-dress parade and the blare of trumpets.

There's nothing save a minimum of readaptation, a few reforms at the top, a
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flag waving: and down there at the bottom an undivided mass, still living in

the Middle Ages, endlessly marking time (IF'E 118).

We have seen that the older, European Enlightenment-driven national identity does

indeed emerge through an effort to 'mark' time. Fanon takes a more modern line of the

visiblity of the national subject. In the chapter 'On National Culture' — perhaps the most

important for national definition here - race, Voik, and 'niggers are disappearing' (1EE

168), as are colonisers. The objectified insurgent has been kept in place by colonists and

indigenous elite to block the emergence of the nation, until demands for recognition

become postcolonial culture:

The Negro, never so much a Negro as since he has been dominated by the

whites, when he decides to prove that he has a culture and to behave like a

cultured person, comes to realise that history points out a well-defined path

to him: he must demonstrate that a negro culture exists (1TE 168).

A continental or pan-continental 'ethnic' culture will therefore always have been catered

for already by the institutionalised overdetermination of die colonised. The nation

overlays local economics (and of course experience vecue) onto the continentalist vagueness

of (Fanon's example) the African Cultural Society, die latter ofwhich will always meet

the colonial creation of the native. In this sense recognition of national identity

represents a new and nationally specific stage of Cesaire-Senghor negrituder.

But little by little the American negroes realised that the essential problems

confronting them were not the same as those that confronted the African

negroes (IVE 169).
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Like the homogenised 'Arab world' later critiqued by Edward Said, the persistence of the

idea of a single negro situation would therefore give way to the specifics of each post-

colonial nation. Decolonisation in 'On National Culture' is correspondingly outlined in

terms of three phases of national cultural evolution. First, 'the native intellectual gives

proof that he has assimilated the culture of the occupying power' (IDE 172). Creative

inspiration comes from Europe, and native culture places itself within the tradition of the

coloniser. Second, 'the native is disturbed; he decides to remember what he is' (IDE 172).

This means a distressing and disgusting retrieval of pre-colonial traditions under the

colonial psychosocial conditions which have displaced them. Finally, 'the native... will on

the contrary... shake the people... he turns himself into an awakener of the people' (IDE

173). This second phase is the Afrocentric one under which the national political parties

can take control, the third phase for Fanon 'the fighting phase' of sociogenic criticism.

The second phase, which traps all emergent nations in an Enlightenment model, heralds

an appeal to the pre-colonial past, the resistant will 'to shnnk away from that Western

culture in which they nsk being swamped' (IDE 167). This reaction is one to be outgrown,

and the third stage is enabled by and for the feeling of the 'necessity for an open and

decisive break' by 'the great majority' (IDE 173). Native intellectuals then become cultural

producers in their own right instead of parasitically denouncing the coloniser. This is the

beginning of a functioning national consciousness, the address of a new postcolonial

public not fixed in empty time but in a 'present... spread out for all to see' (IDE 179).

Despite neocolonialist attempts to revive dead cultural forms of the second type, the

downtrodden negro of trad jazz or 'ethnic' fashions, national postcolonial torms, having

been realised through a national effort, exist more 'objectively, in institutions' (IDE 180).
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So it is important for our more general rethinking of the nation to see the Fanonian

national culture as one articulation of an ongoing process also involving a class critique.

Attempts to create a national culture 'outside' of postcoloniality will trap postcolonial

nations in a second phase which regressively tries to continue pre-colonial culture.

Neocolonialism encourages this objectification of national culture by subordinating the

cultural to the economic and political.

This early critique is not completely thorough however. The Wretched ofthe Earth itself

inevitably skirts a vague reliance on the 'ethnic'; although the nation is defined in

contingent terms, a national culture in the Algerian situation is also the survival of'a

people'. There is the suggestion here, as implied in Sartre's excesses in the book's

introduction, that these terms mean different things to different people(s). The 'people'

in The Wretched ofthe Earth remain(s) caught between the ethnic and the national without a

means of articulating this diversity, and in Homi Bhabha's words 'they find themselves

on the frontiers between cultures and nations, often on the other side of the law'.23 Like

the theorists of negritude, Fanon's narrator aims at 'a new humanism', yet the dynamic

tension between resistance-as-lived-experience and national development points towards

a pragmatic subject, working though what Gayatri Spivak would later call 'strategic

essentialism'A But in the Fanonian society of nervous disorder, the postcolonial nation is

sometimes described as a 'black republic', and postcolonial culture as dependent on a

liberation of national territory, so that the psychosocial model of simultaneous psychic

and social emergence becomes questionable. In terms of Fanonian identification, the

nation does indeed encapsulate this untotalised totality, which he struggles to define as

politically national but not nationalist - if there is 'consciousness of self, then 'national

consciousness... is not nationalism' (WE 188):
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The responsibility of the native man of culture is not one vis-a-vis his

national culture, but a global responsibility with regard to the totality of the

nation... (WE 172)

More concretely, the agency wherein the nation and the individual are joined and made

valid also becomes the consciousness that work done is worthwhile when its products

are nationally owned. '[A] deserving people' knows 'that the government and the party

are at their service' (WE 160). So agency in this model is national agency incarnated in an

individual:

To educate the masses politically is to make the totality of the nation a reality

to each citizen (WEi 160)...

the living expression of the nation is the moving consciousness of the whole

of the people... [which is a] coherent, enlightened action (WE 165)...

Individual experience, because it is national and because it is a link in the

chain of national existence, ceases to be individual, limited and shrunken and

is enabled to open out into the truth of the nation and of the world (WE

161).

Conversely, in this situation individual agency only functions in national terms:

each citizen ought to continue in his real, everyday activity to associate

himself with the whole of the nation, to incarnate the continuous dialectical

truth of the nation and to will the triumph of man in his completeness here

and now (WE 160-3).
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So the Fanonian nation is both the sum of all its consciousness - in-itself - and their

action in the symbolic - for-the-other. Existing administrative borders lose their colonial

inclusive/ expulsive function, and become something more like the provisonal

boundedness of the ego at any one time, as described in Lacanian psychoanalysis. The

native's break from colonial images of his past is also a break made by Fanon from

nationalism as such, from popular intellectual ideas of insurgency, and from Cesairean

negritude. This break alienated Fanon from moral claims current in his own field. As

Edouard Glissant says in Caribbean Discourse:

It is difficult for a French Craibbean individual to be the brother, the

friend, or simply the associate or fellow countryman of Fanon, because,

of all the French Caribbean intellectuals, he is the only one to have acted

on bis ideas... to take full responsibility for a complete break.zs

The politics of this complete epistemological break have become a source ot huge debate.

Marxists have leaned on the class critique within Fanon's non-nationalist nationalism, his

other political-activist activities, and the existential solidity of the native's 'historical

becoming'; poststructuralists have stressed the mediated and textual nature of the native's

access to his past. This argument is directly relevant to the status of history within the

politics of national identity in emerging nations like Scotland. Moreover, the

postcoloniality of the Scottish nation can be thought of initially in terms of Fanon's

national sociogenic analysis and rebuilding, at the point where identifications become

identity.

In I lomi Bhabha's 'Remembenng Fanon', Fanon is famously touted as a proto-

poststructuralist, negotiating the three axes of psychoanalysis, Hegelian humanism, and
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Sartrean existentialism. 'Remembering Fanon1 is a notable move to the politics of

identification and textuality, and an important early pointer to the remarkable

psychoanalytic innovations of Black Skin, White Masks, but it was later typically accused

of theoretical excess, and of hierarchising Lacan over the traditionally more 'political'

Hegel in Fanon's work.26 Despite the repeated definitions of the nation as psychosocial in

Fanon, there is a broad movement to reclaim national expenence as political but not

open to supposedly liberalising psychoanalytic criticism. In a well-known Critical Inquiry

article in 1991, Henry Louis Gates thus described a liberalisation and institutionalisation

of Fanon studies through the 1980s, a tendency which Gates calls 'Critical Fanonism'.27

Five years later, the collection Canon: A Critical Readerwas describing itself as a 'fifth

stage' of Fanon studies.28 For these editors the preceding four stages are: firstly,

'applications... and reaction' by revolutionary politicians like Che Guevara and Fidel

Castro (again indicating the importance of the Caribbean situation); secondly, the

biographical stage, including the work of David Caute, whose contextualisation makes

possible the third stage, one of'intensive research on Fanon's significance in political

theory'.29 The fourth stage is 'postcolonial studies', here lumped together as 'Edward Said,

Homi Bhabha, Abdul JanMohamed, Gayatri Spivak, Benita Parry, Henry Louis Gates, Jr.'.

Most of these fourth-stage writers are found guilty of 'attack [ing FanonJ under a number

of fashionable political designations' — an accusation which does not seem to take

account of a Gates/ Bhabha split.30 However, many of the essays of Canon: A Critical

Reader elaborate the Fanonian identity politics which is also the concern of much of the

work of the fourth stage writers whose work has, it is claimed, 'taken the form of familiar

Lyotardian cliches'.31 The editors note how literature has become primary in readings of

Fanon; in the 'fifth stage', his 'resurgence' is felt across the disciplines. Indeed, relegation

to a single discipline is here equated with 'theoretical decadence'.32
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Gates's implications in 'Critical Fanonism' of the draining of politics by Lacanian

psychoanalysis — Bhabha is squarely in the frame here — is a fear more widely drawn on

in the recent collection FrantsfFanon: Critical Perspectives. In his contribution, Nigel Gibson

puts this scepticism about wnters like Homi Bhabha succinctly:

[Bhabha's] privileging of the politics of subversion as being more

revolutionary than the politics of revolution has resulted in a

domesticated Fanon.33

This rather pessimistic idea of intellectual neutrality flattens important Fanonian insights

about the political centrality of cultural identity, expounded at great length in Black Skin,

White Masks and The Wretched ofthe Earth. Bhabha extends and adapts Fanon's thinking

on the inexorable presence of difference within the culture of the same, in founding

modern nations. At the textual level, this is described by the relation of signifiers as

contingent on one another's immediate context, yet always straining under the weight of

national image or metaphor, as in Fanon's second phase. This often explicit use of Fanon

also makes Bhabha directly relevant to considerations of the nation by text-based

disciplines, and especially literary studies.

In Bhabha's 'Interrogating Identity', Fanon's reading of the colonial inscription of

otherness within the self is described in tellingly Eliotic terms as a 'shadow' - post-

Enlightenment man as 'tethered to... the shadow of colonised man'.34 Identification under

the conditions of colonial culture is such a process of positioning alterity, located at the

very splitting revealed by Enlightenment nations' dualism. Following Bardies, Bhabha

describes the dominant identification in this symbolic as privileging resemblence, a

making visible by analogy which presents cultural identity as outside of and preceding the
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signifying act. Any encounter with identity beyond this frame of the image of the

colonised self then leaves a trace analogous to that left by the Derridean supplement.

Here, native ontology is not static, but is a series of answers to questions of contingent

relations posed in the social. The doubling which places the colonised subject relative to

the social, is produced at the same time as the metaphors of depth which fix identity to

an image of social solidity (LC 50). This process of doubling then perpetually disturbs

the containment of a nation by the nation's visible signs. The colonial image, privileging

metaphor which summons up presence into the imaginary, must negotiate the

metonymic, the Lacanian covering-up and re-presentation of absence, which is how

cultural difference appears in the social. Identification is thus redehnable as the

negotiation of access to that national image of totality.

For Bhabha, the work of metonymy within the social image demands the perpetual

substitution of parts and wholes in the play of the supplement, a double movement of

self and view of self - or an eye for an I (LC 54-5). This produces in turn a 'doubling of

space and time' (LC 55), which:

resists the traditional causal link that explains contemporary metropolitan

racism as a result of the historical prejudices of imperialist nations. What it

does suggest is the possibility of a new understanding of both forms of

racism, based on their shared symbolic and spatial structures - Fanon's

Manichean structure - articulated within different temporal, cultural and

power relations (LC 55).

Bhabha then points to Derrida's 'passing remark' that the decentred subject's place in

European metaphysics arose concurrently with emphasis on cultural difference within
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ethnology, as we have seen in Totem and Taboo. The shadowy in-between of Bhabha's

metaphonc and metonymic poles, houses 'cultural difference as an enunciative category'

{TC 60). This in-between voice is one Bhabha brings out of Fanon, who nevertheless 'is

too quick to name the other' (TC 60) in the fraught conditions of war, and collapse into a

'banal' existentialism (TC 61). In Bhabha's reading, denial of the effect of the other

merely marks the other's traumatic mark within the self {TC 62), and the contingent

(metonymic) troubling the social image provides 'a spur to social translation' {TC 64).

The indexing of cultural production of knowledge to postcolonial identity which this

suggests, emerges in a high modernist voice recalling Eliot's 'East Coker':

This may be no place to end but it may be a place to begin {TC 65).

The Tocation ofCulture therefore sets out a 'nationness' or 'community value' which is

displaced by repetitions of the enunciative conditions of the present.35 Since 'the

epistemological "limits" of those ethnocentric ideas are also the enunciative boundaries

of a range of other dissonant, even dissident histories and voices', postcolonial identity

corresponds to the problem of knowledge under 'the postmodern condition'.36 Here

postmoderrnty acknowledges alterity's place in structuring modern experience; unlike the

'empty time' of Anderson's imagined communities, this requires acknowledgement of a

rewriting of the history of the colonised as a construct of intellectual history, as Bhabha

notes in Glyn Prakesh.3'

This is quite far removed even from older colonial discourse analysis. In 'Difference,

Discrimination, and the Discourse of Colonialism' in The Politics ofTheoryf Bhabha looks

back on Said's Orientalism's need for a single intentional origin of orientalist knowledge to

enables the colonier/ colonised duality, then expounded in high-structuralist fashion.
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Bhabha's description is rather of a simultaneous placement and disavowal of native

agency, as in Fanon's exchange of looks, causing nativity to assume the structure of a

fetish. This also distorts the agency of the coloniser, as we have seen, by demanding

libidinal investment. As Robert Young glosses this:

Colonial discourse does not merely represent the other, therefore, so much

as simultaneously project and disavow its difference, a contradictory

structure articulated according to fetishism's irreconcilable logic. Its mastery

is always slipping, ceaselessly displaced, never complete.39

As in 'Remembering Fanon', the colonising look is important here in stressing the

equivocality of colonial power, whose every attempt to fix identity is fraught with

ambiguity and paranoia. In colonial mimicry of the metropolis, the coloniser's gaze

returns in a distorted and unheimUch form which marks the tissure between the coloniser's

position of power, and himself. Across these colonial time-lags, agency becomes a

circulation and thus a perpetual contingency; pre-colonial limits bounding identity7 are

continuously exceeded, as in the necessary move from Fanon's second to third phases.

This has serious practical consequences for emerging nations and contemporary7

nationalisms. In 'The Postcolonial and the Postmodern: The Question of Agency',

Bhabhagoes to some lengths to demonstrate that agencies which overemphasise a social

image, like the pre-Fanonian or Enlightenment nation, cannot offer a challenge to

hegemony, in which many interests are held and subjected at the same time.40 The

normalising force of this pluralism is where postcoloniality must intervene; Bhabha

follows Habermas in a criticism of mapping contingencies between multiple sites of

'social pathologfy]... [and tjhese contingencies are often the grounds of historical
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necessity for elaborating, staging other social antagonisms' (LC 171). The indeterminacy

in these antagonisms' circulation is, Bhabha claims, a key to cultural strategy since it

mobilises the arbitrariness of the sign in culture. The experience of alterity is crucial, and

culture is 'transnational and translational' (LC172).

Thus marginality is, in a vital sense, central to national cultural production, and always

produces a contra-modernity, which returns via the disjunctive temporality enacted by

hegemony to undo the divisions of subject/ object and coloniser/ colonised: 'Modernity

and postmodemity are themselves constituted from the marginal perspective of cultural

difference' (LC 196). Nations with a high level of discursive ethnocentrism are always

culturally inept under modern conditions, however much they museumise their own

history in an attempt to create or recreate a national identity. Furthermore, the marginal

postcolonial can also be read as a coda of questions at the heart of metropolitan culture,

centralising Scotland within 'British postcoloniality'. This critical identification of contra-

modernity resembles Gayatri Spivak's method in 'Three Women's Texts and a Cntique of

Imperialism', in which postcolonial subjectivity is seen as the ghostly underside ot the

wholesome Enlightenment men and women of English literature. Spivak's question is,

can the subaltern spook the colonial economy endlessly played out at enunciation level?;

her answers rely on a deconstructive reading of the significatory conditions of culture.

This move to the level of text, or as Bhabha says mischievously, the will to 'resort to the

peculiarity of the language metaphor' (LC 176), can be a means of reading postcolonial

identihcations directly from literature. The others of postcolonial literature are turned

into 'subjects of their own history' (LC 178), and any kind of discrete subject, knowable

outside of its enunciation in the symbolic, is occluded. The wish to establish a partisan

criticism 'outside' of theory is read here as a paranoid need to name and contain alterity,

to establish a Sartrean antithesis:
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The contingent and the liminal become the times and the spaces for the

historical representation of the subjects of cultural difference in a

postcolonial criticism... [embodied in] what Hall calls 'arbitrary closure', like

the signifier (LC 179)...

[this agency is] a catachrestic space: words or concepts wrested from their

proper meaning, 'a concept-metaphor without an adequate referent' that

perverts its embedded context (LC 183).

Textuality becomes a crystallisation of aporetic cultural identity, and in the movement

between these liminal moments of identification, agency is perpetually falling apart and

linking up, in Lacanian terms, between signifiers. A criticism of this form has found

sympathy in quarters more famously concerned with the ethics of political commitment;

in 'Cultural Identity and Diaspora' in 1990 Stuart Hall showed his growing and

noteworthy openness to this form of the agent by similarly thinking through Afro-

Caribbean identity in terms of ongoing displacement of subjectivity, and of Fanon's

complete epistemological break with the pre-colonial past:

The past continues to speak to us. But it no longer addresses us as a simple,

factual 'past' since our relation to it, like the child's relation to the mother, is

always-already 'after the break' [...] Cultural identities are the points of

identification, the unstable points of identification or suture, which are made,

within the discourses of history and culture. Not an essence but a

positioning.42
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Where 'Difference, Discrimination, and the Discourse of Colonialism' questions a unified

source of colonial knowledge, 'The Other Question' also notes Said's unification of the

subject of colonial enunciation. The positioning of metropolitan knowledge as an entire

separate body also fails, according to Bhabha, to do justice to the specific action of the

stereotype within ambivalent postcolonial identity. The stereotype is a colonial fetish,

always exceeding proof, and breaking the metonymic cycle of cultural difference - demand,

substitution, and loss. Colonial discourse uses the fetish to produce the colonised as a

knowable other, as in Fanon's overdetermination of the native. Functioning along with

the origin-myths which set up national identification as historical, the stereotype

therefore works to normalise the Fanonian split created by a disavowal of difference.

Again the critical parameters are the metaphorical masking of absence and the

metonymic marking of absence, and the need for a pure origin repeated in the fetishistic

creation of unified alterity. The stereotype is denied the negation which, as in Fanon, is

the recognition of difference, and therefore freedom from the epidermal, overdetermined

self. Two pnmal scenes from Black Skin, White Masks are noted here: the little girl's fear,

and the production of children's fiction, in both ofwhich colonial discourse strengthens

its own self-image by normalising difference in the colonised. For Bhabha, this Fanonian

overdetermination shows the close relation of narcissism and aggressivity as the fullness

of the stereotype is always threatened by lack in social relations:

In any specific colonial discourse the metaphoric/ narcissistic and the

metonymic/ aggressive positions will function simultaneously.. .43

Colonial institutions contain other knowledges in this way through a whole chain of

stereotypes. As in Fanon, the visibility of for example skin colour, requires a

'spontaneous' recognition which torecloses cultural difference. For Bhabha, origin and
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identity are disturbed in the discursive representation of splitting, the obsessive repetition

ot the 'before and after' of races and cultures. A trace of loss always returns in colonial

meconnaissance, and the vulnerability of the colonial fantasy is in its simultaneously

presenting a teleology of progress - 'evolution as abrupt cultural transition' (LC 246) - and

spectacularising 'indigenous' separateness. This was an effect of mid-nineteenth century

ideas of racial origin, Bhabha points out in the conclusion, 'lest it be said that this

disjunctive present of modernity is merely my theoretical abstraction' (LC 246). The

stereotype partly recognises difference in its own performance; ideology and contingency

work together in colonial institutions, which are over-visible but integrated by obscured

knowledges (LC 83).

Nation-formation is therefore alternatively read as national metaphor filling a gap of

homelessness during nineteenth-century unification, the possibility of direct, vertical

identification (LC 139). Exiles, emigres, and cultural brokers however frustrate the

Enlightenment perspective described by Anderson - which is now readable as

'homogenous, visual time' (LC 141). Cultural brokers gather in the 'half-life, half-light of

foreign tongues' (LC 139), speak 'in the uncanny fluency of another's language' (LC 139),

and half-live in the nation as a reminder of its contingency - 'an obscure and ubiquitous

form of living the locality of culture' (LC 140) and 'a form of social and textual affiliation'

(LC 140). The experience vecue ol national life as we have seen involves a displacement of

the Volkist sequential ordering of events ending in corresponding temporalities at all

social levels. The anterior nation, like the stereotype, blocks this experiential double

movement between cultural formations and social processes (LC 141). Bhabha follows

Gellner in asserting that the historical necessity of the idea of the nation conflicts with

the contingent signs of affective national cultural life (LC 142), a situation which we can

follow into the problem of articulating nationhood in modern culture:
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The problematic boundaries of modernity are enacted in these ambivalent

temporalities of the nation-space... It is indeed only in the disjunctive time of

the nation's modernity - as a knowledge caught between political rationality

and its impasse, between die shreds and patches of cultural signification and

the certainties of a nationalist pedagogy - that questions of the nation as

narration came to be posed (LC 142).

Despite this, modernity and the 'mass' are often figured as homogenous by organic ideas

of culture, and by theorists 'who treat gender, class or race as social totalities' (LC 142).

The lived temporality of the national present is a distraction from a visible, metaphorical

nation exemplified by such totalities on one side, or the national landscape on the other

(LC 143). The Freudian Unheimlich describes speaking in these foreign languages, but also

the effects of repressing the liminal cultural unconscious (LC 143), which has emerged

from Fanon's overdetermined Antillean, and in the troubled dreams of his colonial

Algenan. For Bhabha similarly, the metaphoric image of the body is overdetermining in

social relations where, for the modern nation, there should only be its trace (LC 166).

In 'DissemiNation', the 'people' re-emerges 'within a range of discourses as a double

narrative movement' (LC 145), a strategy of address. This representation provokes a

crisis within the signifying process as the 'people' are both repeated and erased under the

sign of the present:

We then have a contested conceptual territory where the nation's people

must be thought in double-time; the people are the historical 'objects' of

nationalist pedagogy, giving the discourse an authority that is based on the
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pre-given or constituted histoncal ongin in thepast; the people are also the

'subjects' of a process of signification that must erase any prior or origniary

presence of the nation-people to demonstrate the prodigious, living

pnnciples of the people as contemporaneity: as that sign of the present

through which national life is redeemed and iterated as a reproductive

process (EC145).

In the production of the nation as narration, the 'people' thus become(s) an epistemic

blindspot in the symbolic, caught between a homogenised social and remote addresses to

an unequal citizenry. The contingent, metonymic movement of loss is again at work the

modern, Eliotic shadow.

The performative intervenes in the sovereignty of the nation's self-generation

by casting a shadow between the people and 'image' [metaphor] and its

signification as a differentiating sign of Self, distinct from the Other of the

Outside (EC 148).

Therefore:

The boundary that marks the nation's selfhood interrupts the self-governing

time of national production and dismpts the signification of the people as

homogenous (EC 148).

This leads, in Lacanian terms, to the creation of a 'barred Nation It/ Self (EC 148), in

Derridean terms to a national narrative functioning as a 'double-writing or dissemi-natiori

(EC 148). This nation works against claims to transcendency made by either ideology or
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counter-ideology as the writing of authentic national identity, and it is a normal aspect of

national life that the totalising boundaries of the 'people' are simultaneously evoked and

erased. The boundaries of the national subject also contain the narcissistic wound from

the confrontation with difference, allowing the projecting-beyond of aggressivity, and

echoing Fanon's paradoxical claim in the Wretched ofthe Earth that nationally decolonising

borders are especially permeable. So:

The nation is no longer the sign of modernity under which cultural

differences are homogenised in the 'horizontal' view of society. The nation

reveals, in its ambivalent and vacillating representation, an ethnography of its

own claim to being the norm of social contemporaneity (EC 149).

Ethnography also subjectivises the whole social fact, and the 'people' contains its own

otherness, an implication, as we have seen, of the history of psychoanalysis as modernity.

For Bhabha then, 'minority' voices are no longer directed at 'hegemony', since hegemony

cannot represent a discrete realm. In Foucauldian style, modern political rationality is

rather enabled by simultaneous individualisation and totalisation.44 The credit for

introducing dissonance into the national ideology of cultural history is again, however,

given to Fanon, and in 'On National Culture', national space is momentarily prised apart

from the historical institution of the state (EC 152).

So the present of the people's history involves, as in the transition from the second to the

third Fanonian phases, the measured destruction of received ideas of national culture. It

is the insistence of lived-expenence or 'living' which 'has its own ambivalent narrative'

(EC 153). Bhabha also cites Kristeva as setting up the nation as a 'repository of cultural

knowledge' (EC 153), the action of which erases the canonical, or anterior, nation.
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Cultural identification in this postcolonial time comes not from a teleology of present

and past but from the border of 'loss of identity' (Kristeva) or 'cultural undecidability'

(Fanon). Where in Anderson's imagined community 'sociological solidity' is repeated

across plural objects in bounded social space (LC 154), produced in a 'meanwhile' space

prior to signification, in Bhabha this solidity is interrupted by the 'supplementary

movement' between the people as image and sign (LC 154). This supplementarity always

forces a reassessment of the anterior nation, and is always both inside and outside the

national image. It 'antagonises the implicit power to generalise' (LC 155), and becomes

'discourses of emergent cultural identities, within a non-pluralistic politics of difference'

(LC 154).

National identity is thus effected by a narrative repetition of the enunciative conditions

history within the state, and vice-versa. Such a history refuses to stay objectified. The

problem is therefore:

How does one encounter the past as an anteriority that continually

introduces an otherness or alterity into the present? (LC 157)

Anderson's imagined community therefore misses the iterative time within which this

antagonism is enacted; and the 'meanwhile' turns into an ambivalent sign of the national

people (LC 159). As in Renan, the will to nationhood requires a negotiated 'forgetting' of

the national past. National subjectivity is produced by the circulation of the 'daily

plebiscite' (Bhabha's contingent, metonymic relations), within this will:
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The anteriority of the nation, signified in the will to forget, entirely

changes our understanding of the pastness of the past, and the

synchronous present of the will to nationhood (LC 160).

This is oddly analogous to an unwillingness in Bhabha to fully follow back the epistemic

critique to Fanon's full-blown incitement to violence, a forgetting of the slide from

psychic to social violence neccesary for 'Remembering Fanon'. In Renan, according to

Bhabha, repetition of the national sign as succession reveals a disavowal of national

memory which actually becomes the basis for remembering the nation (LC 161).

'Minority' perspectives thus show the disjunctiveness of national time otherwise

presented as an empty vessel for the free play of cultural difference-as-plurality (LC 162).

As in Gayatn Spivak, the epistemological politics of this normalising plurality is also

reflected in pedagogy; for Bhabha, interdisciplmarity is an acknowledgement of the sign as

cultural difference, making impossible 'tine implicit generalisation of knowledge' (LC 163).

So, as in Fanon, a play of parts and wholes politicises sub-individual cultural change on a

national level. Not only do signifiers slide between cultural 'objects', but the ceaseless

metonymic substitution is emphasised as the process of cultural difference:

Too often it is the slippage of signification that is celebrated in the

articulation of difference, at the expense of this disturbing process of the

overpowering of content by the signiher (LC 164).

A critical attention to the movement of metonymy also makes it possible 'to perform the

act of cultural translation' (LC 164). Those 'without' language evoke anxiety and

aggressivity by impeding the search for a narcissistic object, making the present 'strangely

familiar' (LC 166).
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And if the Eliotic trope of the shadow represents the disjunction of the anterior and

performative nations, the intellectual architecture of the city is once again built at the end

of 'DissemiNation' (in the context of a discussion of Salman Rushdie's The Satanic Verses):

it is to the city that the migrants, the minorities, the diasporic come to

change the history of the nation... in which emergent identification and

new social movements of the people are played out (LC 170).

Thus for the translation of social movements into solidarity, the epistemology of the

border regions demonstrates the uneven tit of the imaged and the contingent within the

nation. In this context, the national individual merely points up the boundedness of a

specific problem without turning the acting subject into a moral subject predicated on race

or class. In White Mythologies, Robert Young thus reads 'the ambiguity of Bhabha' in terms

of a broader deconstructive movement which becomes productive of a blindspot 'which

betrays a dissonance implicit in Western knowledge'.45 'Difference, Discrimination, and

the Discourse of Colonialism' and 'The Other Question' are read in terms of Bhabha's

stance on the fraught ethics of'placing' agency, and the (1990) high poststructuralist spin

implies that a slide from a mutually difference-oriented relation to one in which the

native is granted some exteriority to colonial discourse, and which thus leaves Bhabha

less open to accusations of merely denying insurgent agency, is a dubious capitulation:

Although no doubt more acceptable to some to the extent that it offers a

politics legible in terms of populist categories, in many ways this claim for

forms of resistance marks a retreat from Bhabha's more original argument

about ambivalence into a more conventional political topos in which a native
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otherness is constituted in a space outside the boundaries of colonial

discourse.46

The spreading of this textual politics is thus where moral demands reappear, demanding

that national resistance be transparently explicable at all times. Bhabha, however, puts

textuality at the centre of modern culture, and modem culture at the centre of modern

nationhood, a Fanonian politics which typically disappoints more traditional political

attitudes by failing to show direct results. The conclusion of The Location ofCulture returns

to Fanon, who according to Bhabha (and in a Caribbean postcolonial tradition) has

expanded politics via sociogeny, to historicise the 'man' of humanism. Indeed as we have

seen, the Cesaire-Fanon critique of the human is central to humanism itself — and

humanity here emerges from the caesura opened up anthropology's objectification of

Man:

Fanon's discourse of the 'human' emerges from that temporal break or

caesura effected in the continuist, progressivist myth of Man (LC 237).

Bhabha's Fanon thus requires us to get used to reading a nation's 'projective past' as a

Cesairean 'sinking', 'a mode of negativity', that makes the enunciatory present of

modernity disjunctive (LC 238). This cnticism is not far from Gates, Hall, or Giddens -

though a more common pejorative comparison would be with identifiably postmodern

figures like Lyotard. Interestingly, in the conclusion (having come presumably just after

the essays which make up The Location ofCulture and are dated between 1985 and 1992),

Bhabha is already defending himself against the 'postmodern' caricature of a kind of

pluralism which aligns all dissonant temporalities synchronically at an easily identifiable

present:
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This is emphatically not a post-modern [hyphen appears at the linebreak]

celebration of pluralistic identities (LC 238).

Instead, the constant reconstruction of the self in synchrony, often claimed to be an aim

of'postmodernism', rather implies a universalist epistemological moment freezing

experience into identity. This 'taking place', spatially and in visual terms, reintroduces a

synchrony into the modem, metonymic processes of splitting. A sign of the present not

based on transcendental social imaging can be established by the contramodernity which

has been found in Cesaire and Fanon to be born in the colonial city and in experience vecuer.

The power of the postcolonial translation of modernity rests in its

performative, deformative structure that does not simply revalue the contents

of a cultural tradition, or transpose values 'cross-culturally' (LC 241).

The temporal caesura found in Black Skin, White Masks:

is also the historically tran[s]formative moment, when a lagged space opens up

/^-between the z«/«r-subjective 'reality of signs... deprived of subjectivity'

and the historical development of the subject in the order of social

symbols...

Modernity as a sign of the present emerges in that process of splitting,

that lag, that gives the practice of everyday life its consistency as being

contemporary. It is because the present has the value of a 'sign' that

modernity is iterative (LC 242).
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Since the sign of the present is the content of'modern' iteration, and is a location of self

within a multiple time seen in modern aesthetics, the sign of history is itself a form of

spectacle triggered by the setting up of a 'perspective' of spatial distance from history's

objects, especially by the light of the Enlightenment. One comparison here would be

with the moment noted above in The Black Jacobins, in which French revolutionary morals

panoptically mutate into objectifying visual economies in crossing the Cesairean sea.

Progress is not seen, but only heard of in San Domingo, revealing the problem of the

disjunctive iterative moment:

What do we make of the figure of Toussaint - James invokes Phedre,

Ahab, Hamlet - at the moment when he grasps the tragic lesson that the

moral, modern disposition of mankind, enshrined in the sign of the

Revolution, only fuels the archaic racial factor in the society of slavery?

What do we learn from that split consciousness, that 'colonial' disjunction

of modern times and colonial and slave histories, where the reinvention

of the self and the remaking of the social are strictly out of joint...

modernity reveals the problem of the disjunctive moment of its utterance:

the space which enables a postcolonial contra-modernity to emerge (EC

244-5).

Thus the postmodern 'future' of modernity will have been 'a disturbing alterity in which

modern symbols are marginalised and modernity as the new is seen as requiring colonial

space as a zero-point (EC 246). Two pages after his nod to C.L.R. James, Bhabha again

suggests how, in Althusser, 'despotic time' can be read as emergng with modernity and

coloniality, in terms markedly similar to those pejoratively cited by Lukacs from 'The

Hollow Men':
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Despotic time, as Althusser has brilliantly described it, is 'space without

places, time without duration' (DC 246).

The modern disjunctive present then allows 'cultural translations across minority

discourses' and 'ensures that what seems the "same" within cultures is negotiated in the

time-lag concretised in the 'sign' which constitutes the intersubjective, social realm' (DC

247). Modernity as a written sign of non-synchronous times, is postcolonial via the time-

lag, an aporetic coexistence of the imagined community and 'the secular, homogenous,

synchronous cross-time of modernity (the present)' (DC 250). Modernity's past is thus

the inscription of this (post)colonial moment:

The history of modernity's antique dreams is to be found in the writing out

of the colonial and postcolonial moment (DC 250)...

Without the postcolonial time-lag the discourse of modernity cannot, I

believe, be written (DC 252).

This is acknowledged, Bhabha notes, in Stuart Hall's theorisation of modernity, in which

ideology cannot fix its subjects into single positions. Such a criticism involves a new

'forward' narrative movement which incorporates the time-lag 'to slow down the linear,

progressive time of modernity to reveal its "gesture"' (DC 253). The temporalities which

touch in postcoloniality overlap metonymically, with the time-lag working 'in-between'

sign and symbol in the production of national culture.

This is a politics requiring a new attitude towards the marks of national culture, since, as

Fanon showed, the national movements which are apparently the most successful are

ones which effectively transfer power from one clique to another. But this type of critical
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stance towards the visibility of emerging institutions has fuelled the now-common

accusations that Bhabha is apolitical. We have seen how Nigel Gibson and others have

recently tried to bolster Hegel against Lacan in 'Critical Fanonism'; Bhabha's

concentration on the psychoanalysis of experience has also led Neil Lazarus to describe

his reading of Fanon as 'anti-humanist', an odd claim considenng the close attention to

the idea of the human in Critical Fanonism.47 According to Lazarus Bhabha is also 'anti-

socialist' and 'anti-nationalist' — and does not appreciate Fanon's 'alternative

nationalism'.48 This is currently a fairly standard position on Bhabha within Fanon studies,

and Lazarus traces this criticism back to Benita Parry's 1987 Oxford Literary Renieir

comment that Bhabha seeks to 'annex Fanon to Bhabha's own theory'.49

Other writers, like Sonia Kruks in her contribution to Fanon: A. Critical Reader, have

acknowledged the importance of the Fanon-Bhabha line in the ascendency of a critical

identity politics. Kruks notes that "'Who are 'we'" has replaced "What is to be done" as

the primary question for the left, and links this to the Sartrean investigation of

Jewishness and the Fanonian investigation of blackness. In Sartre, the other is a threat to

be reappropnated; in psychoanalysis, it is a gateway to the symbolic which internalises the

threat of self-objectification - the 'negrophobe gaze'.50 In fairly Bhabha-like style Kruks

describes the already-political criticism of this psychic economy:

The fate of the oppressed is also "ours", not because we share a common

human "nature" but because we are embedded in one and the same

historical world.51

Pulling agency out of this area is tricky, and Kruks rightly suggests that Fanon risks

'leapfing] beyond the bounds of historical situation'5" through Sartrean freedom. She
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complains that 'Neither [Sartre nor Fanon] can analyse the dynamics that mediate

between particular existential experiences and more general historical processes'.53

In the same volume, Maurice Stevens reinforces Bhabha's point that ambivalence can

drive 'a mode of subjectivity'.54 Here, identification is both a process of objectihcation

but also the location of resistance creative of a subject:

not confined to the parameters of psychoanalytic discourse, but instead

to the subject-position with agency in the space of sociogeny. In this way,

we imagine a subject that performs self-imagining in the tension between

the lived-experience of blackness and educations to whiteness.. .55

It is within this constant re-imaging that national cultural identities function, through

identification, despite a more dominant standardising education - a proactive identifying

which can be exported to other situations like those of internal British nationalisms. For

Stevens, then, cultural identity is 'remembered' through a kind of 'counter-memory', a

shifting system of'images encoding subjectivity'.56

For Bhabha in 'Culture's In-Between', in Questions ofCultural Identity, modern hegemony

can assimilate the minority subject via standardising cultural education, to guarantee the

status of the 'true national', as in the action of the stereotype (and as in the current

apparent fashionableness of Scotland in rebranded Britain). There is an 'overvisibility' of

objectified resistance and a reliance on a pure origin or pre-text:

their recognition requires the negotiation of a dangerous indeterminacy,

since the too-visible presence of the other [as other] underwrites the
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authentic national subject but can never guarantee its visibility or truth.

The inscription of the minority subject somewhere between the too visible and

the not visible enough returns us to Eliot's sense of cultural difference [in

Notes Towards a Definition ofCulture\ and intercultural connection, as being

beyond logical demonstration. And it requires that the discriminated

subject, even in the process ofits reconstitution, be located in a present moment

that is temporarily disjunctive and effectively ambivalent.5'

Following Nicos Poulantzas, Bhabha then describes nationally homogenised time as

globally 'encoding' the distances across enunciative time-lags, a process covered over by

disavowal. As is evidenced by the current debate over identity and 'multiculturalism', this

encoded symbolic unevenness is particularly charged in 'multicultural' nations such as the

USA and the UK, privileged sites for these changing arguments within cultural studies.

So to aim a criticism at 'history' as the raison d'etat of a minority people in Great Britain, is

hardly the same as the blind 'postmodernist' celebration of ambivalence, of which

Bhabha has been typically accused. It is interesting that in the same collection, edited by

Paul du Gay and Stuart Hall, who has shifted far enough within the British left to reject

the clamour to denounce 'ambivalence', there is a highly skeptical piece by Lawrence

Grossberg about the perceived collapse of culture into cultural identity and identity

politics.58 Before going into a detailed and useful analysis of the rhetoncal figures of

identity theory, Grossberg oddly caricatures identity, based, as with the implied

implications of Robert Young's 'so-called "so-called post-structuralism'", on the influence

of'so-called postcolonial theory'.59 So, sometimes privileging otherness but suspicious of

difference as based on the as usual supposedly homogenising and unhistorical tropes of

differance, hybridity, liminality, for Grossberg modern ambivalences actually eclipse the

possibility of a politics of otherness:
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If difference is irrevocable, then modernity is inescapable...

Here the problem is to avoid starting with questions of difference; a

counter-modern politics has to elude the logic of difference, and to (re-)

capture the possibility of a politics of otherness.60

The other of this anti-modern pure alterity, as we have seen, has a long history from

'colonial writing1 to Scottish vulgar nationalism. Like most critics seeing the 'postmodern'

Bhabha as incommensurate with a critical national politics, Grossberg misses the

examination of how a politics of visual objectification conceals and normalises

developmental differences. I have already noted how spatial distance becomes

developmental in the Black Jacobins, and the mutual debt of colonial anthropology/

ethnology and psychoanalysis (for example in Totem and Taboo), where 'kinship' structures

are converted via 'development', to 'places' in the symbolic. But given the difficulty of

Bhabha's line of reading insurgency within the epistemology of the modern, the charge

that Bhabha locks insurgency into an inescapable modernity is a very common one,

usually linked to an attack on his politics of ambivalence as such. It is a charge which

seems more directed at Bhabha's elliptical style and refusal to link ambivalence to

contexts, than at his Fanonian politics of the psychosocial community. The next chapter

will go on to relate these ideas of identification, modernity, and the postcolonial, to the

present state of Scottish cultural studies, and to see whether these models, first

developed in relation to specific colonial histories, can help make more accurate the

reworking ot the founding terms of other nations in a postcolonial world.
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4 Towards a Theory of Scottish Identity

Although, as the previous chapters suggest, a central strain of postcolonial theory has

been interested in the mutual effects of colonialism and the coloniser's production of

knowledge, the effects of internal pressures in the ex-colonising British union itself have

remained a notable blank in this framework. Similarly, Scottish Cultural Studies, insofar

as it exists as a body of enquiry, often falls back on historical evidence for discrete

national traditions, disavowing the double movement of Scottish colonialism and

assimilation to the union. In Chapter One I looked at accounts of how European

nation-states' unification was indexed to colonial expansion, and suggested that splits in

their national identities could be similarly described in terms of the condition of the

postcolonial. But although colonial texts are now routinely read as exposing crises of

knowledge within the British state, there is not much theoretical interest in British

identity as an unstable mix of not only ethnicities, but also nations and regions, nor in

questions of British identity's relation to institutions which retain varying measures of

authority across different forms of administration.1 The aim of this chapter is to look

generally at various ways of thinking about the shape of the Scottish nation, and

specifically at the few links to postcolonial theory and Frantz Fanon, which imply, but

do not deliver, a reorientation to cultural politics, linguistics, and aesthetics. This

crossover area is still largely untouched, and here I can only indicate some of the

ingredients which would be needed in a methodology for reading Scotland's double-

determination.

It should be fairly obvious by now that the Scottish situation is unusual; power flows

both ways across a divide which is unevenly semi-governmental, as well as obeying the
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wider double-movement of both localising and globalising contexts. The legacy of the

separation of civic context (Scotland), and statehood (the UK), has left devolving

Scotland with the need to ask questions ot self-determination - or determination of the

self — with reference to the action of identification, which I have explored in Chapters

Two and Three. Every Briton is double-determined, since every Briton also has a

national status which is not British; Britons' national identifications necessarily move in

two directions, never simply describable as British, or English, or even Scottish.

Accounts of the identity formed by these identifications are at the heart of the

constitutional situation, and of the educational one.

As usual, disciplinary turf wars indicate a wider question of educational tradition as a

basis for national tradition. George Elder Davie's 1961 account The Democratic Intellect,

and its 1986 follow-up The Crisis ofthe Democratic Intellect, are the classic and much-

quoted claims for a historically distinct thinking in Scottish higher education.2 In Davie,

a traditional Scottish 'generalist' education (as in the General, non-Honours degree)

allowed for wider participation in contemporary intellectual questions since political

and philosophical issues were allowed to spread across disciplines not clogged up with

vocational specialisms. In some readings, this gave Scottish universities a wide-ranging

critical adeptness providing a strong alternative to a more fact-oriented approach in

Oxford and Cambridge.3 It may also have meant a more proactive civic role for Scottish

universities, in closer contact with their host towns.4 Today, the above-mentioned,

distinctly national question ot the politics of identification would be one urgent example

of a criticism having to move across disciplines and institutions.5 However, in a post-

Davie Scotland, the concerns of Cultural Studies more typically get caught within

disciplines which view its wide-ranging terminology, ironically, as a foreign theoretical

intrusion. Lacking the insights of postcolonial theory in the specific uses of terms of

power, identity, even nation, Scottish studies of culture risk being stuck in a
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terminology of the 'marginal'. As we shall see, the apparently worthy status of the

marginal, or peripheral, is reabsorbed as a matter of course into a version of the British

union which thrives on absorbing difference. It by 1986 Davie's critical tradition had

reached 'Crisis', by the devolutionary year of 1999 a total collapse of this critical

mobility has been threatened by a morally self-satisfied reliance on terminology of the

marginal, or conversely by an equally ^-confident anxiety over the future of disciplinary

borders, at the very time when critical mobility is needed most.

Educational claims for Scotland as either regional but not national, or national but not

regional, fail to address the sociological specificity of Scottish national identity. Scotland

was already both regional and national within the British union during the

Enlightenment and during British colonialism, in which it was an enthusiastic player.6

Histories ot Scotland as coloniserhnve. still to gain importance within Scottish

postcoloniality, and this thesis suggests moreover that such Scottish colonising histories

may be unlocked as ethnicity takes its place alongside gender and class, in a Fanonian

redefinition of'nation' as a moment conjoining ongoing cultural processes. In Scotland,

however, the anti-racist work of producing colonising histories is complicated by yet

more ambivalence when we map agency onto social structure: Scotland was indeed a

keen coloniser, but not as nation-state. Devolving Scotland certainly needs more

histories of Scotland's aspirational place at the forefront of colonial violence; colonial

foreign policy, however, and all decisions of state (and therefore also colonial ideology),

can only be talked about at British Union level. And as Thomas Docherty has recently

interestingly argued in Criticism and Modernity, the aspirational makeup of this union was

never as an additive unity ot partners at all, an unevenness locked into the teleology of

Enlightenment aesthetics. The assertion of a full Scottish identity within this social

symbolic is therefore, to borrow Fanon's phrase, 'not prohibited, but unrealisable'.7
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As a starting-point for a Scottish critical theory, this differs from the more common

current claims for single literary names to be recognised within English departments in

Scotland. Looking at how Scottish concerns have been central to the 'English' canon

represents a move on from the more neo-Romantic terms of the biographical status of

authors, and their accountable aesthetics. Much of what came after this in English

Studies, usually casually called 'theory', was catered for in the US within the disciplinary

flexibility of Cultural Studies. The influence of'theory' marks out Scottish writers and

critics after the manner of Eanonian returnees, unable to fit back into their 'first

language' of an interpolated but unimpeachable Scottish tradition, apparently including

commonsensical ideas of authorship and morals. Conversely, as we have seen, questions

of the action of internal British nationalisms have typically failed to make a mark on

postcolonial and cultural theory. This is puzzling given the current disciplinary and

epistemological centrality of British Cultural Studies. In his introduction to Frant^Fanon:

Critical Perspectives, Anthony Alessandrini makes a point of linking 'critical', or identity-

political, approaches to Fanon, to the context of British Cultural Studies:

[John Mowitt] suggests that critics generally fail to emphasise 'the frankly

tactical character of Bhabha's reading'. Bhabha's reading of Fanon, 1

would suggest, arises from his strategic engagement with British Cultural

Studies of the 1970s and 1980s... for example, the opening lines of

Bhabha's foreword to Black Skin, White Masks explicitly challenge the

English left's failure to engage with Fanon's work.8

Here there is a very sudden slide from 'British' to 'English', one which, despite the subtle

argument throughout this collection over the status of the nation, is not acknowledged

as disjunctive. Despite the attention to ambivalence usually demanded for example by

Bhabha, this flattening of Britishness foregoes every7 form of internal ambivalence except
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those guaranteed by visible ethnicity, an extraordinary position in a collection published

in 1999, a year in which Britain has had some of its very considerable ambivalence

played out in constitutional form. In the same collection Nigel Gibson, who is, as we

have seen, highly suspicious of the Lacanian drift of 'Critical Fanonism', nevertheless

also relates such an identity-political criticism to the specificity of the British situation.

Like Alessandrini, he describes the centrality of the British context to postcolonial

theory, as in the crossovers between Bhabha and the elder statesman of British Cultural

Studies, Stuart Hall:

Even if he wants to bring additional issues to the table, Stuart Hall (an

earlier advocate of a Gramscian cultural studies) agrees with Homi

Bhabha's approach to Fanon. The context of an elective affinity between

Cultural Studies (i.e. Hall) and postcolonial theory (i.e. Bhabha) is also

particularly important for any study of the recent dispersion of 'Black

British Cultural Studies' in the US academy.9

The dispersal from the British context to the US and elsewhere, familiar to disciplinary

historians of 'English Literature', happens largely via colonial contexts, and also via the

British aspirations of Enlightenment Scots. 10 The status of British nations is now even

more critically central, since given the existence of Scottish and Welsh assemblies,

British 'identity' is precisely the subject of the public constitutional debates over such

assemblies' raison d'etat. It may be that postcolonial writers' concentration on the Indian

subcontinent, especially in the many minor works and theses being done throughout the

UK, marks a desire to revisit those more clearly guilty knowledges from the morally

purging ground of postcolonial criticism. Robert Young's Colonial Desire is to some

extent a history ot this willed ambiguity and drive towards the reacquisition of lost

alterity.11 This tendency might help account tor the strenuous emphasis on ambiguity in
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colonial histories in some ways much less ambiguous, or more clearly politically

delineated, than that of Scotland's double-determination.

But given the current moves by British cultural institutions to rebrand Britain as

multicultural or even (somewhat illogically) 'transnational' (meaning ethnically diverse),

we might expect 'British Cultural Studies' to be concerned with the centrality of these

uniquely pressing and concrete issues of transnationalism. A quick look at recent

overviews of British Cultural Studies reveals that the academic account of the British

action of Scottish national specihcity is chequered at best. In the New Accents

collection Studying British Cultures: An Introduction, Robert Crawford has the relative

luxury of one chapter in which to simplify Scottish concerns (which however inevitably

becomes the 'Scotland chapter' as such);12 in the reader British Cultural Identities,

published by Routledge in the same year (1997), Scottish specificity gets less than one

page, written as if for infants, and even relying on a separatism centred on the weary

sub-nationalism of the ex-pat Burns Night:

the Scots have their [sic] own legal and educational systems, a stronger

Calvinist tradition than the English, and a history which has forged

closer links with the French and Irish than the English... such feelings of

belonging do not cease at the border and, in England for example, there

is a strong sense of Scottish identity - as any night on 25th January spent

at thousands of English pubs will demonstrate.13

A conference organised by the British Council in March 1997 to launch Re-I/iventing

Britain: Identity, Transnationalism and the Arts - a special number of their magazine British

Studies Now - included Homi Bhabha, Stuart Hall, and Paul Gilroy, and might have

provided a representative overview of postcolonial Britain.14 An interesting aspect of
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the publication, though, is the lack of any mention of any disjunction in internal region-

nations. No mention is made here of how the changing political and cultural landscape

of Britain itselt might contribute towards the nation's 'reinvention'. The burden of

difference within British cultural identity is thus wholly taken up by an ethnicist angle

which, even highly deconstructed (as in the recent Stuart Hall, for example), to some

extent discursively reverts to the very categories of race it works hard to exceed.

The British Council material, though providing a useful link between writers on the

postcolonial, artists, and cultural institutions, suggests that to some extent the work of

Bhabha and others is not entirely carrying through the poststructuralist project of

reading colonial discourse reflexively as a coda of anxieties within metropolitan cultural

production. It implies that the more tunding a multi-institutional project attracts, the

less the unfashionable domestic tacts of the 'transnationalism' of the British union itself

need be addressed. Questions of ethnicity, culture, and authority in Britain are largely

equated with projects underwritten by displayable, visible ethnicities, largely within

London. This is ironic for a publication banking on hgures like Homi Bhabha, typically

accused of a lack of visible politics.

Intellectuals' place in Scotland's invisible absorption into a post-union Britain, has been

extensively described by Robert Crawford in Devolving English Literatim, and by his

contributors to The Scottish Invention ofEnglish Literature.15 The strong thread of

Enlightenment which I have been assuming is central to colonial identity, breakingdown

dramatically in modern, postcolonial conditions, is here driven by Scottish reformers

working in British public life. Ian Duncan, for example, neatly histoncises the move

from classical 'rhetoric' to 'eloquence' in Hugh Blair's picking up in 1783 on Adam

Smith's Lectures in Rhetoric. In somewhat Gatesian style, such British eloquence gives a

seal of approval to Scottish intellectuals and allows them into the realm of literacy, or
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'the humanities'. As is by now well documented, this required Scots to self-monitor

non-Standard and specific modes ot speech, or 'Scotticisms'. The line from Smith — a

major figure of the Enlightenment as such — to the ethics of a Gayatri Spivak or a Homi

Bhabha, is easier to see if, like Ian Duncan, we look at the Enlightenment shift to

literary study as 'a key resources for a work of self-fashioning conceived in aesthetic

rather than ethical terms'.16 Such an aspirational shift on the part of the margins

centralises their participation in the broad sweep of Enlightenment, and such sleeping

identities are left to slowly dissolve the Volk standards of the modern British nation:

The nation-building purpose of [Smith's] lectures, as has been well noted,

was to provide post-Union Scottish students with a command of

metropolitan discourse that would enable them to enter the imperial

professions and pass as 'British' (rather than Scottish) subjects. The

making of metropolitan identity is the project of ambitious provincials

rather than those who already inhabit the metropolis.17

In short, the Scottish Enlightenment helped talk Scotland out of the more commonly

held expectations of nationhood's civic identity developing through individual social

contracts with the state. Scotland has not built nationhood on Enlightenment

subjectivity, and nation-state emergence now would have to deal with the dangers of

evolving into the ethnocentric trappings of Enlightenment citizenship. Moreover,

according to the persuasive arguments ofwriters like Lindsay Paterson and the recent

Tom Nairn, the separation of civic Scotland and British state has led to the habitual

acceptance of each occupying discrete spheres of appropriacy in the lives of Scots.18 But,

as in Thomas Docherty's account, this union has acted and still acts as absorbent

standard in this apparent conjunction of partners, and the British element ot Scots'

identity is always ex-centric. Organisations speaking to cultural identity (such as the
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British Council and the BBC) are often set at Britain-level, and Standard English is

pedagogically untouchable. The strength of the union's default settings are plain for

example in credulous Scottish attitudes to Standard English dialect,19 or by comparing

the occurrence on British TV of the phrase 'up in Scotland' with the absence of that of

'down in England'.20 There is little doubt here that it is an English standard, with its

defaulted legacy of full Enlightenment citizenship, which is doing all the seeing.

In the Fanonian tradition, the emerging nation is the sum of anti-colonial culture. In

Bhabha, this is extended to multiple identifications within the person, as measured by

the translation between cultures. Such a criticism is not so much about destroying the

historical bases of the Scottish narrative, as gaining discursive control of icons like

'tartanry' - or more seriously, icons like the Scot as dour, violent, drunk. Scotland

marketed as fashionable or even marginal fits into this image machine as well as does the

drunken misanthrope. After a career of carefully depicting the psychology of economic

dispossession, James Kelman found that most criticism of his Booker prize-winning

novel, with its new British audience, was based on the grotesqueness of the protagonist

and his use of the word 'fuck', all packaged as Northern British earthiness.21 When

Irvine Welsh's Trainspotting was turned into a film for British and international audiences,

much of the shrewdness and ambivalence of its characters was repackaged as youth

culture in a way the novel's narrators would have viewed with extreme cynicism.22

A Bhabha-type reading would not only evaluate the 'truth' of these stereotypes, but

more importantly, point to their working through cultural structures like the marketing

departments of British publishing houses. Moreover as I have shown in my reading of

The Wretched ofthe Tarth, modern institutions which reduce the nation to the (party)

political, tend to collapse back into the interests of neocolonialism or the new national

elite. A critical Scottish nationhood would simultaneously refer to Scotland as currently
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imaged, and to the various class, gender, and ethnic conflicts which make up the

performance of the nation in the Fanonian sense. In these circumstances, Fanon's and

Bhabha's concerns with subjective positioning by determined forms of seeing and

knowing, look particularly relevant, and indeed similar roots are to be found within

Scottish traditions. Almost forty years ago in The Selfas Agent, the Scottish philosopher

John Macmurray was stressing the dependency of the subject on agency, and the agent's

primacy in subject-formation.23 For Macmurray, the Other's correlate is the self, not the

subject (SA 108-110), and the self cannot maintain stability by separation from the

object or trom alterity:24

Against the assumption that the self is, at least primarily, a 'knowing

subject', 1 have maintained that its subjecthood is a derivative and

negative aspect ot its agency...

[and] personal experience is constituted by the relation of persons (SA 11 -

12).

This colonising subject therefore maintains citizenship by a stabilising economy of

images, implying the possibility of total separateness from the object.25 Macmurray, here

oddly prefiguring later poststructuralists, was able to point out the importance of

describing the ethical implications of the normalisation of knowledge as vision in a

European tradition from Plato onwards (SA 105). The visual is a metaphor with an

obvious epistemological home in the speculative and objectifying light of the

Enlightenment project, upon which modernist novels Totem and Taboo in turn tried to

'throw new light'. Macmurray notes, as in my survey ot national unification, that the

visual metaphor claims for the subject a fixed moral position not modifying the world

which it observes. The visual is a passive mode of knowledge which is also timeless and
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removes the agent from history (SA 108). The psychological processing of images

moreover requires a purely logical differentiation of light from shadow — recalling the

logical positivism which for many Scottish commentators marked the low point of

uncritical, professionalised English philosophy. This seeing-knowing Enlightenment

subject belongs to Benedict Anderson's national 'empty time' - the projection of

coterminous identities for all citizens of emerging nations, addressed simultaneously via

the advancing technology of printing.26 Around the same time as The Selfas Agent, in

Black Skin, White Masks, Fanon's psychoanalysis was critiquing a very similar subject

from an explicitly colonial perspective, but was also addressing the visual head-on, by

suggesting that a resistance built into the colonial exchange of looks, could interrupt the

empty time of the European national subject. The Selfas Agent, published in 1969, was

delivered as Macmurray's first Gifford lecture at the University of Glasgow in 1953, one

year after the publication of Pean Noire, Masques Blancs, translated as Black Skin, White

Masks in 1967. Both address the reflective subject of the European Enlightenment, the

driving force of the rationalising project. Like Fanon's, Macmurray's subject is closer to

that of the process of identification in psychoanalysis than to the colonising

Enlightenment one.

A Scottish postcolonial criticism would thus read Scotland's both regulating and being

regulated by metaphors of the nation as a clearly-defined viewable object — metaphors

which may be politically comlorting, but which also make the nation more objectively

'knowable' within the British union — a Fanonian imperative to 'climb... up towards

whiteness and light' (BSWM 190), and towards the visible and therefore the most prone

to stereotype. The Scottish nation's coming to terms with the identifications (inflected

by gender, class, ethnicity) which cross-cut the stereotype, demands a modification of

assumptions of the social solidity of nations as such. In Bhabha's terms, this critical focus

can be restated as a dual pull between the image or metaphor of the nation, and the
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narrative (or metonymic) flow of its social relations. Since the agent is placed in the

social symbolic by enunciation, enunciation is a site of emerging national identity

operating between these metaphoric and metonymic poles.27 In Bhabha the metonymic

relation always falls under, yet exceeds the national image, and this excess or

interpolated supplementarity is a location of ethics comparable to the work of

Macmurray's agent.28

The tradition of a solid selt diagnosing knowledge in a fixed relation to it, is traced back

to the heart of the Enlightenment, in Kant's critique of knowledge's preexisting the

object (SA 66). This is also comparable to Michel Foucault's reading of Kant's 'What is

Enlightenment', which identifies the Enlightenment as the moment at which discursive

knowledge points to itself as reflexive and therefore independent.29 For Macmurray,

critical acts are acts of consciousness directed by the viewing position constituted by

specific actions by specific agents, and:

knowledge cannot exist in the void; it must be somebody s knowledge (SA

78);

knowledge - which is cognitive consciousness - depends for its possibility

upon the inclusion with it of a non-cognitive or motive consciousness

(SA 130).

Indeed Macmurray's questions about the locatedness of reason are very like the founding

(Nietzschean) moment of deconstruction, in which supposedly transparent and

metaphysical ethical assumptions are traced back to a motivated genealogy.30 It follows

from the combination of'cognitive' and 'motive' consciousness that the multiply-

determined consciousness of a modern nation demands multiple identification, and the
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incorporation of altenty at the centre of reason. This undercuts, at subject-formation

level, any anterior national 'truth' - as in the truth of Scottish philosophy as a whole as a

single discrete tradition. Thus Macmurray talks of the incorporation of something like

Bhabha's performative, in 'substituting] the "I do" for the "I think" as our starting-

point' (SA 84). Knowledge as a directed act collapses the split between theory and

practice. The practicality of theory and the theoreticality of practice may be basic to the

critical pedagogy and politics of Spivak and Bhabha, but in Scotland they are strenuously

rejected by cultural nationalist works such as The Eclipse ofScottish Culture.31 In an

attempt to overhaul the terminology of the cogito, Macmurray suggests that:

'I do' overcomes the dualism of thought and action (SA 178).

However a familiar problem in bringing in Bhabha is the one of stating a national

politics 'from below' via nothing more than the effects of identification (comparable

even to Spivak's earlier criticism of Foucault and Deleuze).32 In Scotland, despite signs

of a willingness to somehow incorporate Fanon (typically at the expense of Fanon's

central concerns of psychoanalysis and sociolinguistics — see below), nationhood still

often discursively reverts to something like the ethnicist 'people'. David McCrone points

out Scotland's incorporation into a wider tendency for special pleading for one's own

nationalism irrespective of its relative discursive effects:

Even much pro-nationalist opinion in the West (such as in Scotland or

Catalunya) goes out of its way to stress how theirs is of the non-racist,

non-threatening, civic variety, while not denying the 'ethnic' character of

nationalism elsewhere, thereby accepting that nationalism can be divided

into good (civic) and bad (ethnic) forms.33
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Despite popular rhetoric about rising and being a nation again, devolving Scotland -

which never stopped being a nation - is currently undergoing processes typical of the

changes in authority in British regions, with power moving 'down' through devolution

and increasingly determinant civic contexts,34 and 'up' through internationalisation and

commitments like the EU, the UN, and NATO. The extra level of Britishness — the only

Enlightenment nation-state in play here — is where we find an overdetermination of

identity as described in Black Skin, White Masks, inscribed in the mutual misrecognition

by which Scots are defined.

In a sense, then, the devolutionary reassertion of identity represents a discursive surge of

history which is still largely written on Enlightenment terms. As banners declaring 'A

Nation Again' lined Edinburgh's Royal Mile this July, in his address at the opening of the

Scottish parliament, Donald Dewar connected the apparent renewal of democracy to

the high point of the Enlightenment, 'when Glasgow and Edinburgh were indeed a light

to Europe'.35

But if, as in Renan's groundbreaking essay, 'getting its history wrong is part ot being a

nation', Scotland's appeal to an over-visible past, Fanon's second phase, has already been

exhaustively documented as a 'historical failure of nerve'.36 As I've suggested, the

recourse to Volkism, the ontological truth of the national history, will fetishise the most

visible signs of the language, the ethnic type, and the land, precisely those which are

brought to crisis in modernism. Bhabha's description of how the nation is repeatedly

stated as a set of metaphorical images - the anterior nation - is echoed in national

landscape of the Scottish Romanticism which Tom Nairn described as incapable of a

nationalist politics. Nairn's well-known historical account in The Break-Up ofBritain,

from as long ago as 1977, describes Scottish nationalism as always struggling against a

relatively comfortable economic situation, and propped up by a feeble romanticism, a
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'neurosis' which delays the progress of socialism.37 For Nairn, Scottish nationalism is

stunted, dating not from a willed Voik as in the Andersonian imagined community, but

from the early eighteenth century, when Scotland ceded statehood but kept 'an

extraordinary amount of the institutional and psychological baggage normally associated

with independence' (BUB 129). Nairn's diagnosis that Scottish nationalism failed to

grasp civil society in the nineteenth century, is thus based on emerging Scottish

nationalism's lack ot an infrastructure of economic interest. Scotland was a satellite, but

one which was not significantly economically marginalised, and which was on the

contrary able to use the economic fact of the union to its advantage.

Correspondingly, the Edinburgh philosophes of the Scottish Enlightenment benefited

from 'the extraordinarily favourable conditions of the Union' (BUB 140). So although

the 'raw material' for revolutionary nationalism was around at the time of Robert Burns,

nationalism couldn't develop since civil society had quickly made the Scottish

bourgeoisie too comfortable and too bound up with the English bourgeoisie. For the

Scottish middle classes, the union was Realpolitik, and romanticism was left to hold onto

Scottish civic identity within it. Even amongst Anglophobic nationalisms, Nairn says,

Scotland is thus unique in its lack of a nationalist historiography. So where in Fanon,

national subjects have class duties which conversely fix their national consciousness, in

the Nairn controversy and at the 'socialist' end of the socialist-nationalist impasse, class

identity always takes precedence over national identity. In Fanon, modern nationalism is

always also class-specific; in Nairn, the Scottish intelligentsia, deprived of a collective

subversive function, revert to the 'cultural sub-nationalism' (BUB 156) of the Kailyard.

In turn, according to Nairn, the Scottish poet Hugh MacDiarmid was driven into the

cosmic by reaction to Kailyard's excessive localism. The British class system must have

predated Scottish nationalism, and foreclosed the upsurge of any national I rolk.
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In Scotland however... this promising 'raw material', this newly-

rediscovered historical character, could not possibly be developed in the

usual way. Here, such ethnic and historical differentiae could not be

mobilised and made part of a new national, romantic culture. Scottish

civil society had advanced too far, too quickly. The new bourgeois social

classes inherited a socio-economic position in history vastly more

favourable than that of any other fringe or backward nationality. They

were neither being ground down into industrial modernity, nor excluded

from it. Hence they did not perceive it as alien, as a foreign threat or a

withheld promise. Consequently they were not forced to turn to

nationalism, to redress the situation. They reacted to the inexorable and

revolutionary changes of the crucial period even more fiercely than their

English partners - with a conservatism amplified, perhaps, by the uneasy

sensation of how much more there was to repress and divert in Scotland

(BUB 145).

If for Beveridge and Turnbull in The Eclipse ofScottish Culture, the only expression of

nationalism is unified insurgence, Nairn, despite his claim that self-indulgent Scottish

intellectuals concentrate too much on culture (BUB 164), also acknowledges that

national identity is grafted onto other ongoing discourses of identity, implying the

problems with mapping a 'people' straight onto a 'nation'. Indeed, this implies that

Scotland cannot simply develop through nation-building stages like Enlightenment

nations at all:

Lowland society's modern 'problem' was constituted by its fulminating,

almost over-rapid advance unaccompanied by what were to be the

typical (national) superstructures of State and cultural hegemony;
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Highland society was incapable of 'advancing' at all, in this sense. It

started from too far back... and was then exposed too abruptly, and too

brutally, to the very dynamic capitalist societies in proximity' to it.

Ordinarily - as a typical piece of'backward' Europe, like a part of the

Balkans situated in the West - it should have reacted to the dilemma by

generating its own nationalism, upon the basis of its own marked socio-

cultural differentiae... But in fact the process was unable even to get

started in Celtic Scotland (BUB 147).

Nairn goes on to describe 'a troubled subjective posturing, to which... Scottish

intellectuals have been especially prone' (BUB 150). His claims about 'The Jekyll-and-

Hyde fragmentation of modern Scottish culture' (BUB 167) belie postcolonial theory's

insight that all modern cultures are Jekyll-and-Hyde because ot the stereotypic dualism

implied by the global system of nation-states refracting through the Enlightenment.

Despite its well-advertised antisyzygy, Caledonian identity is better described by a

concentration of postcolonial effects which are modern and global. In any case, Nairn's

explanation of the supra-national nature of antisyzygy is not really helped by his own

strained psychoanalytic metaphors, which compare the kailyard to ego, tartanry to id,

and id to 'dream-nationalism'.

Scottish national pride in its Romantic imaging is both a homegrown Scottish image and

a homegrown British touristic one. Such a Volkism of the land as nation is plainly not a

prevailing type of Scottishness tor Scots, but it feeds into the anterior nation to which

Scots refer, and continually represents the nation as discrete object. As we have seen, a

postcolonial criticism attends to the points at which this discreteness is disrupted by the

unterntorial performance of identification. In this context in Scottish Studies, however,

discussions of ambivalence or ambiguity are often viewed as a treacherous dilution of
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Scottish self-determination, a ceding of commitment to 'pluralism'. A divisive cultural

antisyzygy,38 or Jekyll-and-Hyde character, has itself become such a disempowering

critical cliche that social solidity is now more often stressed (sometimes within a wishful

pluralism itself). This results in a recourse to a very visible (and therefore, the reasoning

goes, very moral) national subject, one with which native Scottish intellectual history

itself however does not really accord. On the other hand, some Scottish critics have in

recent years felt the pressure of cultural theory sufficiently to glance towards Fanon tor

quotes on inferiorisation and culture, usually attracted more by his dubious marxism

than by his strong psychoanalysis. In 'Cultural Devolution? Representing Scotland in the

1970s', Willy Maley hints at a possible move from the traditional red/ black, socialist/

nationalist impasse (here repeated by the future foreign secretary and chancellor of the

exchequer) towards a Fanonian idea of the nation which integrates (post)colonial and

other identity perspectives:

In the early 1980s, two Labour Members of Parliament (MPs) [Robin

Cook and Gordon Brown]39 argued that the 'real divide' in Scotland was

social, and that class rather than national identity lay at the heart of the

country's problems...

This recalls Frantz Fanon's famous formulation of Marxism: 'You are

poor because you are black; you are black because you are poor'. If the

definition of Marxism needed to be stretched, in Fanon's view, to

accommodate colonialism, then labourism had to be stretched to address

the problem of Unionism, the British problem.40

In The Eclipse ofScottish Culture, Fanon is again explicitly evoked as a model. The authors

boldly state at the outset that they are 'drawing on a central concept in the work of
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Frantz Fanon', and claims to bring the Fanonian analysis of the colonised subject to bear

on Scotland;

we rely on the concept of inferiorisation, which was developed by

Frantz Fanon in his account of the psycho-cultural dimensions of

national subordination in the Third World.41

The historiography of Scotland is here compared by Bevendge and Turnbull to '"Third

World" historiography' - a term highly loaded in postcolonial theory, yet not seriously

triggenng any connections to the postcolonial (ESC 16). Claiming as it does to build on

Fanon's nationalism, The Eclipse ofScottish Culture ought to take seriously the possibility

of a critical cultural nationalism not reduced to political institutions. The authors duly

identify the unreality of the Scottish nation as a message repeatedly fed to the subject

people(s), as in The Wretched of the Earth, and as with the role of the national bourgeoisie

in The Wretched ofthe Earth, this refrain is then taken up by an Anglo-Scottish elite with

Anglicised intellectuals acting as their mouthpiece. The work of Scots critical of

unexamined appeals to national solidity is thus for The Eclipse no more than a moment

in an ongoing Anglicisation of Scottish universities which started in the mid-nineteenth

century, as described in G.E. Davie's The Democratic Intellect and The Crisis ofthe

Democratic Intellect. Beveridge and Turnbull go on to assert that this tradition has been

blocked by the Anglicisation associated in the first instance with logical positivism.

Again, Fanon is invoked in the conclusion:

In replacing and enlarging the metropolitan images of native retardation,

the Scottish intelligentsia has fulfilled the same historic function as the

colonial evolues whose sad condition was analysed by Franz Fanon (ESC

112).
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The Eclipse's account of British colonialist historiography then describes pre-Union

Scotland's association with darkness and ignorance, in contradistinction to post-Union,

post-Enlightenment Britain's light and knowledge, the well-documented schizophrenia

going back to Adam Smith and the Enlightenment. The Eclipse thus sets up a system of

contrary descriptions something after the manner of Said's Orientalism (which, however,

is not mentioned). Inferiorisation is then 'internalised' in the presentation back to

Scotland of these images of native retardation via educational institutions, and this

extends to the inculcation of the belief that Scottish heritage is made of a 'tartanry'

which can be exposed as talse by unionist sympathisers.

David McCrone's Scotland The Brand is perhaps one of the most notorious examples of

such a portrayal of Scottish national identity as the invention of a non-history, or a non-

identity, although it actually contains a useful and balanced overview of the debate.42

His Understanding Scotland is a groundbreakingly thorough description of how Scotland

appears to a sociologist, pulled both by a sense of identity which has an incomplete

practical correlative, and by lite in the British state:

[because of the] separation of state (British) from society (Scottish)...

there is a powerful sense of Scotland as being "over", as belonging to the

past: the essential Scotland as consigned to history (US 27).

Despite unsympathetic nationalist attitudes to McCrone, here Scottish nationhood

amongst other things 'implies sovereignty... the people - have a right to determine their

future' (US 200) so that, as in The Wretched of the Earth, the condition of the person — or

ot the nebulous 'people' — ought to be the fabric of which national agency is made. For

McCrone however, as for the writers he discusses in Understanding Scotland, as well as the
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assembled sociologists of The Making ofScotland, the conditions determining Scottish

subjection provoke commonsensical incredulity: there is no distinct linguistic basis for

nationalism, nationalism fails to correspond to SNP voting (Fanon's 'national parties'),

some torm ot national sentiment is felt by a 'majority' but there is no simple electoral

will to detach the government ofwhat is already a 'semi-state'. (This last is a point

which holds through to the recent Scottish Parliamentary elections, when politicians

were dismayed and puzzled that the electoral turnout was only between that of local and

British national elections).43

For McCrone, as for the recent Tom Nairn, Great Britain, with its residual nationalisms,

has also tailed to correspond to the usual nation-state unification, a similar point to the

one I have been making about the reflux of postcolonial nationalisms within

metropolitan 'centres'. McCrone has gone further elsewhere in describing nationalism in

an era of decline of the nation-state as split into 'C' (centre) and 'P' (periphery)

nationalisms.44 As I have indicated, however, Scottish national history does not

uniformly follow either McCrone's 'central' or 'penpheral' model, and critical methods

are required for addressing a double flow ot power from Scotland as colonial centre and

peripheral region. The union as a mobilising device pressed into service when needed by

British governments, is also noted by McCrone in the 'Englishing' of Britain in the 1980s,

and is more recently visible in the unionism of 'Cool Britannia' which came at the time

of devolution. This again can be read as an internalisation of inferiority from Britain-

level - though McCrone himself does not help confidence in The Making ofScotland when

he loudly describes studying Scotland as 'a bad career move'.45 London as overdeveloped

capital is equipped to soak up these cultural contradictions, and fix the terms of this

debate as peripheral aspiration versus folklore. For McCrone, political parties deprived

of proper oppositional status thus find it hard to capture nationalism as an idea:
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The key to understanding nationalism resides precisely in its unstable and

impermanent features, the lack of correspondence between movement

and party organisation, the tailure of the political party to capture the

idea of the nation. Both orthodox Nationalists and Unionists have a

distorted idea of what 'national sovereignty' is, a view that it is complete

and absolute (US 200).

In describing the action of Scottish nationalism within Britain, the Scottish nationalist

Paul H. Scott finds agreement with Linda Colley's unionist history, Britons: Forging the

Nation.46 Colley stressed the pragmatism of the new nation and its perpetual rule by

property owners, which gained acceptance by even, or perhaps especially by, peripheral

Britons throughout the nineteenth century. According to Scott, however, the four main

props of Britishness stemming from the nation-state building phase have signihcantly

weakened. The first of these is the Protestant Church's enmity with Catholic France,

which war helped establish a ratson d'etat, the second the empire - in which the Scots

invested, rather than in the parliamentary fact of the union,47 the third, the monarchy,

and the fourth, the Westminster Parliament. For Scott then, like the recent Tom Nairn,

for whom Unionist identity is in a state of chronic disrepair, 'England, like Scotland,

needs radical constitutional reform. We are in a good position to give a lead'.48 Whether

or not the bases of the union have undergone a peripheral-nationalist change, historical

authority is still being figured as the justification for a state to express Scottish national

identity. Scott here does not actually explain any other basis for Scottish national

independence as a level of'constitutional reform', beyond repeating that Scotland was

independent (though not, of course, a nation-state in the later sense) betore the union.

Colley's account of the Scottish bolstering of the union is not easy to explain away, and

remains a source of identification throughout modernity.
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Colin Kidd's Subverting Scotland's Vast describes how religious/ secular and party political

differences in the eighteenth and nineteenth century were contained in a non-

oppositional .Anglo-Scottish 'whiggishness'.49 Like Nairn's atrophied Romantic

nationalism, this allowed Scottish compromise within the economic comfort of the

union. The resultant abandonment of Scottish for English history thereafter, has been

described by Marinell Ash in The Strange Death ofScottish History, in which account

Scottish history became emotionalised and unable to survive the union in identity

terms.50 After this loss, intellectuals lined up along an authenticity scale, according to

the 'truth' of Scottish history', a duality I have already pointed out with The Eclipse of

Scottish Culture at one end, and the 'tradition of the invention of tradition' at the other.

This schism is also traced right back to the circumstances surrounding the union, by

Christopher Harvie in Scotland and Nationalism.51

In Bevendge and Turnbull's polemical reading, latter-day 'unionist' intellectuals therefore

see their role as debunking the specificities of Scottish history as nothing more than

tartanry. Recent arguments over the image of tartan specifically can be traced back to

Hugh Trevor-Roper's attempt to destroy its historical basis, in a famous essay which

became the target of countless nationalist rejoinders.52 In some respects, we can see this

cultural tradition as in the line of the early 'debunking' MacDiarmid of'Scottish

Literature and Home Rule'.53 Opinions have polarised around arguments over the

origins and authenticity of tartan and other national icons, and the 'debunking' move can

be easy to conflate with a supposedly fashionable anything-goes 'postmodernism'. The

ringleaders of the debunkers are identified in The Eclipse and ScotlandAfter Enlightenment

as David McCrone, Benedict Anderson, Tom Nairn, and indeed most historians, who for

The Eclipse self-inferiorise by exposing images of Scotland as 'false'.54
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Beveridge and Turnbull save most disdain for die 'strange case' of Tom Nairn, who is

read as part of a long unionist history of the inferiorisation of native education, history,

and philosophy; The Eclipse sees its own burden, correspondingly, as 'reasserting' the

authority of national traditions. Here, unionist historiography is an overarching

intellectual code trivialising Scottish history, a history whose validity should be re-

emphasised by nationalists. Nairn demonstrates the danger of peripheral nationalisms

being recycled purely into the British left. Scottish nationalism's status as a stumbling-

block for British socialism in The Break-Up ofBritain leads The Eclipse to denounce Nairn

as uncommitted to nationalism: 'His commitment to nationalism is pragmatic and

conditional rather than principled' (ESC 60). For Fanon's politicised national subject,

contrary to The Eclipse ofScottish Cultures condemnation of Nairn amongst others,

'conditional' and 'principled' could never have been used in Fanonian terms as opposites.

Rather they are mutually reinforcing, since the national agent is in any case perpetually

contingent and only emerges, like Macmurray's agent-subject, through liberatory action.

In other words, Beveridge and Turnbull miss the double movement between anterior

image and liberatory performance. In a postcolonial reading, the overlap of selfhood

would be better approached via the recycling and negotiation of the provisional

solidities of tartan and 'Scots language'. This overlap was already perceived by Fanon in

simultaneous identifications triggered by contradictory class/ ethnic/ gender properties.

The sociogenic field of ethical becoming cannot correspond, in other words, to The

Eclipse's demand for 'coherence' in the nation as an 'ethical system' (ESC 100). In any

case, in the light of the longstanding socialist/ nationalist arguments which are all too

familiar in Scotland and reach occasional crisis (for example in MacDiarmid), Nairn's

case looks more like a salient point in a history of cultural nationalism's old impasse,

continued in the pages of socialist-committed journals like Cencrastus. Moreover, if

evaluated in terms of the Fanonian nationalism Bevendge and Turnbull righteously
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invoke, the authors themselves would not come out on the side of the native, but on

that of the bourgeois 'national parties', or indigenous elite.

The lineage of unionist historiography to which Nairn supposedly belongs, however,

looks interestingly like a colonial dualising force. It is traced by Beveridge and Turnbull

through the acccounts of historians like T.C. Smout, A.J. Youngson, and H.G. Graham,

and their 'Manichean contrasts centring on the turn of the eighteenth century' (ESC 19).

Unionist histories, largely relying on the evidence of English travellers instead of native

interlocutors, thus image the intellectual changes following the Union ot Parliaments as

an 'Army of Light' (ESC 49). The Eclipse largely follows this analysis of the objectifying

distance of the viewer, and also underlines the light/ dark metaphors of Enlightenment

in British historiography around the time of the union, but then reverts to the

Enlightenment subject in the assumption that Scottishness exists as a moral assertion

which can be made by centred individuals, despite the interference of other

identifications. That is, The Eclipse's authors refuse to compare the 'light' of this union to

the panoptical power of the Enlightenment national subject, which can render objects

visible, yet creates troubling shadows. Despite this, they aim at straight comparisons

with colonial discourse, citing the sources of Smout's history (oddly described by Angus

Calder in another volume in the same Polygon 'determinations' series as 'delightful'),55 as

comparing the condition of Scots only just favourably to that of Africans, and of

demonstrating a similar historiography (ESC 39). They emphasise the need to 'generate...

other historical codes' (ESC 48), which reassess a Scottish moral philosophy tradition as

continuing to influence the social sciences in a way unavailable to England. They also

claim that this line through G.E. Davie (ESC 74) led to an examination of the

boundaries of subjectivity in the Scottish reception of existentialism, a resistance to

positivism, and a form of'continental' 'theory' where 'philosophy is bound up with

Kulturkritik' (ESC 76).
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This accords with Scottish views on linguistic-diagnostic positivism as separating off

language as an isolated, professionalised realm in which philosophy becomes trapped.56

In John Anderson, for example, The Eclipse tinds a conception ot knowledge similar to

that I have described in Macmurray, not demanding a detachment from the object of

study. Although falling disastrously short of its own theoretical conclusions here, The

Eclipse does imply that the idea of a discrete viewing self required by logical positivism is

indeed made impossible by the person's need for mutual recognition, or the incursion of

alterity. In other words, although empire-building was strongly supported by Scottish

aspiration, it also relied on total identity with a British sovereign self always already

being chipped away by a Scottish tradition traceable through Davie and Macmurray.

Conversely, the role of the uninvolved, uncritical philosopher professionally diagnosing

inaccuracies in method - equated in The Eclipse with that of English logical positivism -

denies the possibility of ethical judgements of the self, and is 'Deprived of the conception

of life as a narrative unity' (ESC 103-4).

The obvious problem with this 'narrative unity' is that it is itself deprived of criticism of

the role of textual address which underwrites the national social contract. We have seen

moves towards such a criticism in Nation and Narration, which repeatedly stresses the

need to read such a 'narrative unity' as contingent on the dispersal of meaning in national

address. Moreover, The Eclipse, Scotland after Enlightenment, and A.L. Walker's Davie-

inspired The Revival of the Democratic Intellect, give themselves little chance ot setting up a

convincing native Scottish tradition against a hegemonic English one, relying as they do

on an opposite logical positivism which strangely becomes a pan-historical key to

'Oxbridge views', as if logical positivism were still the dominant force in Oxbridge

colleges at the times of publication in 1989 and 1997. Later cultural theory as a whole is
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blocked out as Anglocentric and apolitical, leading to today's familiar disciplinary

anxieties which are probably roughly the opposite of what Davie wanted.57

So epistemic weight is claimed tor a Scottish intellectual tradition here only by

homogenising many decades of debate within English thought - at least as serious an

omission as for example the one made by many English universities in ignoring the place

of Scottish writers in the English literary and philosophical canons. Moreover, despite

emphasising the problems of logical positivism's professionalisation of philosophy and

stressing Scottish education's critical engagement with issues, the authors praise John

Anderson in terms of his separating off education from any specific applications:

'Education in the true sense is a separate interest' (ESC 87). The description of British

philosophy as inward-looking and unintluential, and Scottish philosophy as continental

and theoretical, belies Beveridge and Turnbull's lack of reference to the recent European

cultural theory taken tor granted by Bhabha and Spivak. Despite appeals to Fanon, there

is no acknowledgement of psychoanalysis in their two books. Despite extensive

discussions of culture and history, Foucault gets only a single mention; Lacan, and of

course Spivak, Bhabha, and postcolonial theory, none. Nor is there any

acknowledgement of Heidegger, Derrida, Kristeva, Cixous, Deleuze, or any English

philosopher after logical positivism. Fanon is neither traced through to his theoretical

heirs nor placed within a history of psychoanalysis. Instead, he is inexplicably used to

imply that perhaps moral individuals should repress the identification process within the

self in 'colonial' education, in the name of a prior 'Scotland'. Here, there is the clear

dividing line between genuine Scots and Anglo-unionists, who are seduced into a

decadent tendency to over-problematise language and identity. Such a division of players

is not very politically useful but may comfort anti-theoretical tendencies in Scottish arts

departments, engaging in single-author Scottish studies. As I have argued elsewhere, a

more sustained critical openness to contemporary cultural theory outside Scotland,
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including postcolonial theory, would help research looking into more structural

questions of signifying economy in a range of cultural texts.58 This would represent a

more proactive stance towards colonial overdetermination, where identifications are

locked into the socially isolated 'real'. Indeed, in Fanonian terms this overdetermination

ought to have been the very object of criticism; it is already taking place and creates a

preoccupation with ego-ideal as ideas of the Scot are circulated in the social symbolic.

We might say this of notable Scottish literary successes in Britain such as James Kelman's

How Hate It Was, How Late, or Irvine Welsh's Trainspotting, in which the psychological

ambivalence and desperation is squashed in popular accounts to leave an image ot the

loveable misbehaving alcoholic in the first case, lifestyle wastedness in the second, both

images as palatable to the British and international culture industries as was Maran's

Batonala to colonial France.

So although Fanon's 'interionsation of inferiority' was totally predicated on a politicised

split subject largely based on the psychoanalytic subject, The Eclipse implies repeatedly

that for 'us' Scots to be political, requires an unimpeachable unified subjectivity backing

commitment. This reaches a pitch of absurdity when, in a discussion ot the radical

psychiatrist R.D. Laing later in the book, it praises the achievements of The Divided Self,

and then remarkably turns them around to rubbish any suggestion of Scottish disunity,

as a slur on Scottish commitment to the independent nation (ESC 106). The stated

model of interiorisation of inferiority thus fails to acknowledge that the Fanonian

process ot becoming is also the wholesale internalisation of a foreign social symbolic

precipitating a crisis in the individual's relation to the social. The psychoanalytic idea of

identification, central to Fanon, necessitates an intractable ceding of part of the self,

whose wholeness these authors rely on as the mark of Scottishness. A process of

identification, however, is strongly implied in Macmurray's relation of persons, in

Davie's mutual consciousness, and, as Davie says, in Flugh MacDiarmid's poetic
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speaker.59 Commitment centred on the the visible signs of the subject's choice, on the

other hand, produces a totally biographical reading of the thinkers involved; the measure

of Scottishness in The Eclipse and in Scotland After Enlightenment is therefore found most

often not in the text being read but in the demonstrably ethnic Scottish backgrounds of

individual authors. The approach to Tom Nairn is particularly biographical, the quest for

'his own' Unionism; eventually he is denounced as 'sporting underpants stamped with a

Union jack' (ESC 60). This intentionalist emphasis, despite The Eclipse's claims for

Scottish Europhilia, actually echoes a 'Great Man' conception of history as practised by

self-confessed unionists like Hugh Trevor-Roper and Donald Dewar. It makes any

sociogenic analysis impossible, since the sociogenic model criticises splits in the

individual at society-level, whereas The Eclipse's version of political commitment relies

on a society of intention-driven individuals.

This is hardly, then, a deconstruction of Unionist historiography: 'socialist intellectuals in

Scotland ought to be involved in deconstructing tartanry' (ESC 14, 97). The Eclipse

stresses the need to 'reassert' (ESC 15) a native culture only a page later - the kind of

repetition compulsion attacked by Fanon in The Wretched ofthe Earth's 'second phase', as

embracing the colonial projection backwards of uncritical niggerdom and dead cultural

forms, a true sign of inferiorisation, and easily catered for by neocolonialism (WE 172).

The quite diflerent deconstructive turn which Bhabha extrapolated back to Fanon

criticises the materiality of the universal subject of the Enlightenment, propped up by

stereotyped oppositional images of the colonised. This criticism is mindful that full

decolonisation cannot take place within these limits, a fact known by kilted Scottish

unionists and 'Scottish Conservatives', and begging the question of the politics of

Bhabha's 'sly civility'.60 A generalised Scottish education of Davie's descnption might

therefore be more appropriately followed today by a textual politics attentive to the

cultural difference locked into the action of the sign, a critical and historical materiality
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aimed at the emptiness of national 'empty time'. As in Bhabha, movement between the

national self-as-image and the national self-as-sign, interrupts the 'sociological solidity' of

the anterior nation, into which these unquestioned images of the savage Scot, as well as

those of the tartan-clad braveheart, fit so seamlessly.

Moreover, given the importance of the subject - personal and academic - within Scottish

cultural nationalism, some disagreement about the epistemology of the Scottish

Enlightenment is built into Scottish culture. The Eclipse and ScotlandAfter Enlightenment

cite Davie as pointing out that David Hume's scepticism was important in depicting the

tension between objects and objects of perception, and led to the work of Anderson and

MacDiarmid (ESC 106). A critical perspective which sees a line of inheritance from

Hume to Reid's 'Common Sense', also encourages the democratic intellectualism of the

post-Enlightenment period. This tradition is reviewed and adapted by Davie in The

Crisis ofthe Democratic Intellect, where common sense is a cooperation of senses beyond

logic.61 In The Tradition ofScottish Philosophy, Alexander Broadie thus describes Reid's

criticism of 1 lume in detail and admits somewhat grudgingly that it was already 'in a

sense a language philosophy'.62

A linguistic analysis is not reached by Nairn and McCrone's historical super-relativism —

as in what Bruce Robbins (following Eric Hobsbawm) has recently called 'the tradition

of the invention of tradition'63 - still owes something to classical marxism's base/

superstructure model, in which 'ideology' is any culture not seen to correspond to

underlying economic conditions. Anti-debunkmg work, as in The Eclipse or the journal

Cencrastus, labours to put epistemological weight into these 'historical' images which we

might be better, however, to see as the narrative units of anterior nationhood, than a

substantial identity verifiable as historical truth or otherwise. Postcolonial Scots inhabit

these aporia ot national narratives, which have only more recently been addressed by
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criticism, as in Nation and Narration. As we have seen in Bhabha, the native 'people'

consequently occur(s) not in a bounded ethnic or political space but in this 'double

narrative movement' between the images of tartan, the hills, and so on - taken up

fetishistically as stereotype by the metropolis - and the lives of Scots which exceed those

images.

Many of the contributors to journals like Cencrastus, contrary to the Edinburgh

debunkers, show a tendency to collect defensively around images ot the national

narrative, those which are most visible and seem most to correspond to the anterior

form. The will in The Eclipse and other Scottish cultural nationalism to hunt down and

vaporise any theory which does not have a highly visible form of Scottishness fronting it,

makes it difficult to adapt the nation in its performative, 'speaking' form, to the

identities of Scots. Ironically, moves towards such an adaptation are what 'Critical

Fanonism' found in Frantz Fanon, in experience vecue, and in the sociogenic nation. But if

ethnic and territorial 'historical' nationalism is like the Fanonian second phase, Scotland

is often stuck with a static idea of the nation as historically valid, is looking for the

culture of the third phase. The point is not so much when the anterior history was

interpolated - the subject of historical accounts like Nairn's and P.H. Scott's - as that the

history is presented as completed, and untouchable by the performativity of dissonant

identifications within the nation. The more avowedly historical Scottish nationalists

often fail to acknowledge the politically determining power of cultural identity, in the

enunciative present as described by Bhabha. This especially applies to the un-cultural

uses of constitutional terms like 'authority', 'sovereignty', and 'self-determination'. In

'Autonomy and Scottish Culture', however, Angus Calder (describing Scottish culture

rather elliptically as expressing something 'distinctively Scottish') shows how equating

'authority' with any single level of institutional structure tends to ignore the relationship

between culture and tunding.64 He also repeats without much qualification the aside
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that in Scotland the arts are closer to 'the people' than in England, which reproduces the

Fanonian singularity of the people, alongside the multiple levels of authority which make

it unrealisable as a form of sovereignty.65

In The Autonomy ofModern Scotland in 1991, Lindsay Paterson charted the unevenness of

modern Scottish autonomy resulting from the uneven fit ot civic contexts. England, and

in latter days Europe, have been selectively 'used' for 'statecraft', and dependence is

weaker or stronger for different areas of governance:

Autonomy has taken many forms, and can operate in many different

ways. A society can be almost wholly independent in one aspect of its

existence (education, let us say) yet be almost wholly dependent in

another (most usually defence policy) (AMS 5).

Of course, these sites of governance are themselves shifting with constitutional changes,

as boundary disputes focus on certain policy areas such as taxation, moving both down

to Edinburgh and up to Brussels. For Paterson in 1991, the Scottish Office as centralist

focused Nationalist/ Labour arguments:

The nationalist reply [to red Clydesiders] that they were politically

schizophrenic about their Scottishness seemed simplistic and patronizing;

but so too did the stock socialist response that sensible people discard

nationalism when they grow up (AMS 7).

The complication for Paterson (as for Narin) is that Scottish society was negotiated via

civil society, as in the Scottish Office, and the creation of laws and a welfare state,

relative to the demands not of parliament but of various interest groups. 'In practice',
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Paterson says, 'claims for sovereignty did not require a separate state' (ASIS 18).

Furthermore, Scottish nationalism has often been used to ensure Scottish 'sovereignty'

within the British state:

There were frequent assertions of Scotland's national integrity and

ancient history... But they did not require any claim for independence.

They were usually, in fact, grimly unionist: the argument was that, unless

Scotland asserted its national rights, then the Union would become

instead a subordination of Scotland to England (AMS 19)...

Scottish nationalism is partly official nationalism, not only oppositionist

(the terms are from Kellas (1991)). In other words, not only did the UK

state allow diversity, it actively encouraged it...

This is why even the supporters of the constitutional status quo can use a

rhetoric that is recognisably nationalist (ASMS 24).

Nationalism, then, even when voiced as a moral claim or duty, is no guarantee of non-

unionist action. Unionist nationalism here is like the creation of the stereotype in

Bhabha, in which unexamined opposition is simply reprocessed by a dualising logic. The

political question then becomes not one ot 'proving' the elements which make up the

anterior nation (like tartan) but of examining the Scot's access to them - how they

function in the media for example, or how they can focus public opinion.

The Scottish critical subject in Davie and Macmurray thus takes quite a 'theoretical' line

on the partial mutual containment of subject and object. In MacDiarmid, Davie sees the

poetic self as accruing no free single place of vision, existing multivalently in terms ot

viewing from the mutual perspectives of other nation, other family, other planet. Davie
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shows that MacDiarmid was influenced by John Anderson, in responding to the modern

by escaping the dualism (meaning Cartesian dualism, also of course Derrida's target) in

which philosophy was entrenched. Again claiming post-Enlightenment critical

epistemology as a specifically Scottish concern, Davie sees knowledge in MacDiarmid as

contingent on a placement of the knowing subject by alienating the selfs 'familiarity'.

Davie's knowing is a knowing which is nationally specific but can only work through

others:

The starting point of the argument, what is taken for granted, is the

historic rivalry between the national groups as well as within each

national group, over the question of excellence in culture, knowledge,

thought, etc., the thing which gives human life its distinctive character...

one discovers that the kind of traditional view ot unity typified by the

thistle depends on a tradition of life as composed of mutually conflicting

forces...

First, the horizons in which one perceives the world are limited by the

behaviour pattern imposed by one's experience of being brought up in a

certain family, and the characteristics resulting from that are not

noticeable until one has experience outside the family, as in marriage.

Second, the way one perceives the world is determined by one's national

inheritance of which one cannot become conscious until one is able to

put oneself at the point of view of other nations. Thirdly, the way one

perceives the world is limited by one's terrestrial situation. That is, the

earth on which we stand exists for us only as an obscurely perceived

foreground of whatever else we perceive beyond the earth, and it is

difficult to discount or allow for this foreground if we are not able to

perceive it from the standpoint of other heavenly bodies.66
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This 'mutual consciousness' is perception inseparable from the consciousness of others,

perception 'for-the-other'. However the essay on MacDiarmid also suggests why Davie

can come across as anti-modern or anti-linguistic in his account of intellectual history;

contrasting his contextualising response to dualism, with Nietzsche's 'philological history

of the way we have understood language'.67 Heavy suspicion of Nietzsche's emphasis on

power contrasts with the French and English situation, where Nietzsche's genealogical

method provided a direct context for the poststructuralist histories of Foucault and

Derrida. These were not accounts of'misunderstanding' language, but of the historical

conditions of the creation of its truth.68

Native praise of the politics of the Scottish Enlightenment is correspondingly double-

edged: it may be a demonstrably famous and respected Scottish phenomenon, but it

grew through unionist individual aspiration, and produced the independent reflective

man of means as British national subject, in which figure Scottish culture is allowed to

survive through and because of the union.69 Thus, one line of enquiry, notably N.T.

Phillipson's well-known 1973 account, emphasises that the Scottish Enlightenment was

enabled by a strategic ceding of sovereignty (and therefore nation-statehood), which grew

partly from a governmental crisis of confidence following losses in Scotland's own

colonial Darien venture, yet was able to maintain the non-governmental authority of

Scottish law and education.70 This union, Hugh Trevor-Roper's 'great act of

statesmanship', was thus both a rationalist teleology which paradoxically split power

between metropolitan and provincial centres, and also a reaction to immediate,

contingent needs. In 'The Enlightenment', Angus Calder outlines some of the

metropolitan socioeconomic conditions of the Scottish Enlightenment, but goes on to

point out that not only the handful of internationally famous Edinburgh tigures, but

many of the Enlightenment's central characters, in fact worked in 'peripheral' regions:
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The onus is in effect thrown back on general explanations of

'Enlightenment' as a phenomenon over the whole European arena. While

Paris was certainly an epicentre of the phenomenon, and Diderot and

Voltaire were very much its citizens, it is obvious that several major

figures associated with the movement worked in 'peripheral' places. The

roll call of Scottish names is matched by the petty state of Weimar where

Goethe, Herder, and Schiller operated; Kant was aroused from his

dogmatic slumbers by reading David Hume in Koenigsberg, a town

which without him would be almost unknown to cultural history; Vico

came from Naples, Rousseau from Geneva. Even Montesquieu can be

identified with Bordeaux rather than Paris: that thriving port had an

Academy, energised by lawyers, clergy, doctors, and Royal othcials, not

altogether unlike a North American association. 1

James Mitchell's 1996 Strategiesfor Self-Government sets out into the vexatious area of

Scottish sovereignty by turning the spotlight back on the evolution of political terms as

such, and the changing definitions of democracy and self-government.72 Onto the

contemporary form of the otten perjorative and highly institutional definition of

democracy have been mapped the political strategies used to secure majority support tor

a Scottish assembly.73 Mitchell tellingly places the origins of the idea of'popular

sovereignty' at the French revolution, and recognises that 'democracy' since then has

come to problematise political 'identity' itself. Viewed from a 'political' perspective,

therefore, cultural nationalism has both enhanced and damaged 'political nationalism'.74

Correspondingly, a democratic idea of self-determination founders on explaining why

nations should be singled out as administrative priorities, a situation not helped by the

popular habit of elevating 'political nationalism' to a more practical level than 'cultural
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nationalism'. As Mitchell observes, such a form of democracy marshalls a variety of

arguments about the ability of the people to look after themselves. In Scotland, the

discursive problems to which this speaks are the old nebulous 'people', and a form of the

personal which is often squashed by a wishful populism. Scottish political unity can tend

to rely on a visible cultural unity, a reduction far from the tradition of democratic

intellectualism. The link between democratic intellectualism and intellectual

Anglicisation has become frail enough that David McCrone, writing on Scottish

universities in The Scottish Government Yearbook, can equate Anglicisation and the national

origins ot entering students.75 McCrone does however recognise that 'English' in this

context has a certain connotative power, and the issue is perhaps more one of the

unevenness of funding for education, a point made by Angus Calder about 'authority'

under a lack of integrated policy.76 Even in funding terms, Scottish culture has not been

that easily subsumed under politics, since 'Arts is the only area of internal Scottish policy

not controlled through the Scottish Office'.77 The national cultural situation can never

simply be stuck onto the constitutional one, a reduction ironically implied in the titles

'Cultural Devolution' and Devolving English Uterature by Willy Maley and Robert

Crawford.

A thorough reading of Fanon should also imply that the move 'down', Scotland's

suffering colonial-type effects on cultural identity, is also readable as an identity crisis in

the move 'up' to nation-state level and British colonialism. As we have seen in numerous

commentators, the Scottish Enlightenment's auto-destruction of Gaelic culture can be

seen as the assimilation needed for a wider unified colonialism. David Hume's essay 'On

National Character' famously cites the English character (like Standard English dialect)

as the pure standard against which other variations can be measured. The Scottish

Enlightenment's unifying epistemology is also followed through by Robert Crawford, to

show Scotland's centrality to current disciplinary histories which link the growth of the
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nation to the growth of criticism. Devolving English Literature explores the epistemology

of Scottish attitudes to Britain, within the union and from the Scottish Enlightenment

onwards, shaping the emerging discipline of English Literature - in which discipline

work like Nation and Narration has come to represent something like the norm. English

Literature grew trom a sub-discipline based on classical rhetoric, and was increasingly

intended to train students for public speaking, demanding that post-Union Scots attend

exaggeratedly to those aspects ot their own language not corresponding to what we now

recognise as Standard English. This disciplinary history illuminates a wider

Enlightenment meconnaissance of the object, constituting the selt in pedagogic and

intellectual practice. Britishness expressed via careerist Standard English is traced

through the 'cultural restructuring' (DEL 38) of notorious linguistic reformers like the

Hugh Blair influenced by Adam Smith's Lectures, and via journals like the Edinburgh

Review. The problem of Scottish dialects as a hindrance to British public life was thus

answered by 'Rhetoric and Belles Lettres' as a university course, and then by new goals

for an increasingly civic-commercial 'English' syllabus. Anglo-Scots become the most

zealous policers of their own language, and a Scottish tradition of rhetoric was pressed

into service in the emerging discipline. Thus English Literature was 'ironically, a Scottish

invention' (DEL 15).

Reading back into English Literature from a Scottish perspective thus provides a critical

method for the colonising side of Scotland's controlling/ controlled double-determination

— that is, the centrality of a Scottish Unionist epistemology to what Viswanathan and

others have described as a (Gramscian) hegemony operating in, for example, British

India.78 Such a perspective ought to work simultaneously to that 'from below' - the

regulation of Scottish regional nationhood and the native elite's paranoiac self-policing.

Such a double-criticism also appears in Gayatri Spivak's postcolonial reading back into
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English classics like Jane Eyre to provide perspectives on native metropolitan

literature.79 As Crawford says:

A devolved reading, sensitive to cultural differences within English

Literature, allows a much clearer view of that problematic area,

nineteenth-century Scottish Literature (DEE 174).

Like Fanon's Martinican, Crawford's Anglo-Scottish returnee pays for metropolitan

intellectual skills with an alienation corresponding to psychoanalyses definitions of the

self splitting relative to the social symbolic. Similarly the Oxford doctoral student in

Andrew Walker's The Revival of the Democratic Intellect must decide whether to 'go back'

to Scotland after finishing his thesis.80 Crawford traces this anxious British participation

through Anglo-Scottish literature to modernism, from Thomson's demand that Scotland

join the British empire (DEE 53), Smollett and his insistence on 'North Britain' (DEE

63), Boswell's status as manipulative interlocutor for Johnson in A. Journey to the Western

Isles (DEE 77-9), Burns as 'cultural broker' moving between accents and identities

(DEE 88-110), and Scott as anthropologist-translator (DEE 111-134). The discipline

of English Literature as it emerges is reliant on these provincial perspectives, centralising

in modernism. The appointment of Scots to English and American university positions

then disseminated this improving 'English' - a mixture, as Crawford says, of provincial

ambition and anti-provincial linguistic prejudice.

Susan Manning has further described how the work of reformers of Scotticisms such as

Blair created a counter-extreme of native defensiveness, and a see-sawing between

civilised English and 'natural' demotic, which was directly influential in the decolonising

US.81 As in Fanonian psychoanalysis, this forced misidentification had disturbing and

unheimlich results:
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All of this indicates a high degree of self-consciousness in using language,

a defensive feeling of not being 'at home' which inhibits spontaneity.82

For Manning, the English of the reformers was bound with the terms of commerce.

Comparisons between Gaelic and 'pnmitive' African languages were common, as were

internal comparisons between improving, colonialist lowlanders on one hand, and

'Indian' Highlanders, on the other.83

This Enlightenment auto-destruction also privileges writing, since accents would not

show in writing - partly explaining Anglo-Scots' early investment in English Literature.

This again implies Scots' centrality in the development of the temis ^British nation-

statehood, since national identity depended on the simultaneous address of citizens via

the printed word. Books on eloquence continued to be popular until the 1910s; in

Crawford's account the silent Scottish influence then reintervenes in 'Modernism as

Provincialism'. The native thrust of modernism is readable in the cosmic-local indexing

in MacDiarmid who (in unfortunately colonial terms) 'plants flags in innumerable

territories considered by many as alien to poetry' (DEL 250). A tradition ot provincial

modernism therefore still exists within Britishness to this day (DEL 175), although

critics have rarely connected the 'demotic presence' (DEL 265) of British provincial

modernisms (DEL 290). Crawford points to The Waste Tands drawing heavily on the

anthropology of Frazer, itself drawing on Walter Scott, and to the mixture of'savage'

and sophisticated in Pound - already seen here in Eliot and Cesaire, and a major

influence on Hugh MacDiarmid - a savagery anxiously echoed in Pound's 'Provincialism

The Enemy'.84 E.liotic modernism was thus a reactive reinvention of Englishness which

involved the simultaneous reinscription and erasure of national boundaries, leaving

alterity paradoxically both external and internal to national identity. Crawford reads the
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search for home in 'East Coker', its beginnings and ends and continual redraftings, broadly

in terms of such a contlict ot home and abroad. For Eliot the unheimlich British

modernist, pro-MacDiarmid though he may have been, Scottish literature was in

perpetual decline (DEL 254).

This should constitute a counterattack on the normalising force of Standard English

(here slightly confused with the accent, Received Pronunciation (DEL 300)). But this

model of Scotland as constitutive (//"English Studies and as having a vital stake in its future,

does not always extend to current changes in the discipline. The inaugurators of

poststructuralism, many of whom are, as we have seen, themselves biographically post-

colonial, are described at the start of the book as generally both anti-historical and as

having avoided 'issues of cultural identity' (DEL 5). A conservative implication of this

disenfranchisement - a criticism described as 'not deconstructive but constructive' (DEL

14) — is an ////Scottish one of opposing practice to theory, real history to genealogical

criticism, ironic in a work so carefully tracing the role of Scotland at the heart of a

discipline now shot through with postcolonial theory. Scottish Cultural Studies within

the devolutionary era, as during the unionising one, could be at the forefront of the

current critical dispersal of disciplines.

Recently in European English Messenger!A, Roderick Watson indicated a Scottish

interest in Fanon more serious than those seen so far, by undertaking a condensed

overview and evaluation of possible connections between Scotland and postcolonial

theory.85 Unlike some of the writers discussed (including the authors of The Eclipse of

Scottish Culture), Watson carefully refuses to be drawn on descriptions of Scotland as

colony. Here, familiarly, postcolonial theory is a 'frame' about which to make a moral

decision as it comes into English Studies, reflecting a wider Scottish will to try to

separate out a whole tendency of academic terms and hold them at the disciplinary gates
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while a moral decision is made. Watson is actually very sympathetic to links between

Scotland and postcolonial theory, and here usefully acknowledges that such connections

will also inevitably pass through the much-mistrusted, not to say lampooned, area of the

postmodern. But the question of overall applicability repeatedly begs the question of

Scotland's historical (non-)status as colony, and discursively reinstates something like a

Volk history as final arbiter. There are two interrelated problems in this reading of

Fanon - the subject of identification in psychoanalysis, unsubtly bodyswerved in The

Eclipse ofScottish Culture, and sociolinguistics, to which I now turn.

Most sociolinguists insist on the status of Scottish English as a dialect. Indeed Scottish

English is a remarkably cohesive dialect corresponding well to geographical Scotland,

with a high degree of 'dialect loyalty' linking local varieties. It is a dialect of English

language, and tests of linguistic distance or synchronic history show that its properties

are not those of a discrete language — Scots speaking to Australians are not, in general,

comparable to Germans speaking to Mexicans. The sociolinguist Peter Trudgill has long

stressed the importance of reading Standard English as itself a dialect, with material

roots and no privileged relation to correctness. He is attempting to clarify these terms

even in the same number of European English Messenger in which Watson's 'Postcolonial

Subjects?' appears.86 Trudgill has also described the relative similarity of Scottish

Englishes, and their 'linguistic distance' from Standard English (SE). In his introductory

guide Sociolinguistics,87 Trudgill describes Scottish children as 'diglossic', that is, from the

age of about six they are in command of both SE and what he and Suzanne Romaine

have described as Standard Scots English (SSE).88

However, in Roderick Watson's article on Fanon, despite citing A.J. Aitken and Janet

Menzies on Scottish English, and the proximity of Peter Trudgill's continuing campaign

to clarify the terms of the debate, 'Scots' is used in contradistinction to English, and as a
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separate language. Watson writes of'Scots in an English language text' (PS 23), 'Scots

speaking people... and their language' (PS 23), 'Scots and English... [as] co-existent' (PS

25), and in general of'the Scots language' (PS 25). The Standard dialect has its own

sociolinguistic background erased and normalised as 'the language' of English. This

normalisation is also apparently swallowed whole by the James Kelman quoted by

Watson as suggesting the possibility of choosing to write in a dialect - and by

implication, sometimes writing without a dialect at all, the Standard as default (PS 23).

Here, Standard English is exempt from dialect status, is the only indubitably correct

English. Moreover, although the article discusses only writers writing in English, it

claims to discuss 'writers who have chosen to write in Scots' (PS 21). The weight ot this

apparent act of volition in moving out of an entire language puts 'Scots' in an untenable,

super-visible, indeed overdetermined, 'resistance' position outside of English, one which,

despite Watson's nod to Fanon, would require a «cw-Fanonian cultural theory to support

it. Only a same-language, non-Standard dialect status could provide the ground for the

writing/ speech split which Watson nevertheless interestingly historicises, in which

'Scots' works like a local 'demotic' English, and a literary effort is then needed to make it

diegetic as well as decorative. Watson's reading ofA Scots Quair is thus based on

hierarchies of dialogue and diegesis within the same language but split according to

dialect, with dialects' internal baggage of location, class, and appropriacy. Indeed, part of

the richness ofA Scots Quair is its documentation of an age in which modern 'native'

dualities reached their peak, and Scottish identifications were easier to press into British

national sen-ice as identity than Scottish. This would indeed then point forward to

Kelman and Welsh, writers acutely aware of the dramatic manipulation of dialects.

The gloss of Fanonian theory as demonstrating deliberate metropolitan inferiorisation

works less well with an entirely separate language since education in a separate language,

would not encroach on native speech. Bilingualism implies a very different cultural
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placement than diglossia. Hence education in a foreign language would not precipitate

the same crises of volition - the question of'dialect loyalty' as described by sociolinguists.

In Black Skin, White Masks, the tixing category of race is made to function like class

partly by a sociolinguistic stratification which places creolised Martinican French at the

bottom of a Francophone hierarchy. But in entirely discrete languages, there are fewer

problems ofword- and structure-choice since there is no common language-base from

which to choose, and the emerging subject, formed at enunciation-level, would not

reach a crisis of volition as in Fanon. In addition, this Scottish inferiorisation has neither

an overarching colonial intention nor overarching colonial institutions behind it; who is

the agent of the 'inferiorisation' here, if not aspiring Scots themselves? These distinctions

are significant ones; the context is vital since it is where postcolonial theory begins to

cross over with the social critique of enunciation in sociolinguistics, and with Scottish

cultural identity.89 Like the dialect which in popular nationalist discourse

metamorphoses into a 'language', the problem of subjective overdetermination can only

be compounded here by a terminology of the 'marginal'. Watson encourages Scottish

writing to operate unilaterally 'from a position of linguistic and cultural difference' (PS

23), and only afterwards is the ground of this interpolated difference revealed as, of

course, 'English culture' (PS 23). This implies that Scottish identity can be different

spontaneously and by itself, and then be seen retrospectively as reliant on English

relativity. The native is then bursting with the interpolated real — metropolitan images

of the native forced into the self - in Fanon, a demand that the colonised be educated

into colonial cultural norms yet provide the visible difference which stabilises the

coloniser as same. As we have seen, the native is overdetemined from the outside by

colonial views of native properties crystallised in culture, and his lived-experience is left

in a vacuum.
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So if Scottish English slides into the more emotionally satisfying 'Scots language', the

'cultural resistance' described by Watson actually becomes infinitely harder, and Fanon is

pushed out of the picture altogether. A MacDiarmid-style final solution emerges, in

which a rigidly discrete language is a moral imperative, a decision of the entire

nationalised will of the individual, underwritten by solid images of a nation past and

fixed, and definitely without trace of English alterity. But as A.J. Aitken has shown,

versions of a 'Scots language' thus claimed for literature actually follow very closely the

grammar and syntax of Standard English, with only a few highly-educated lexical

substitutions.90 This 'language' typically makes Enlightenment-type claims for a 'people'

capable of total individual moral investment, made of subjects which are certainly not

postcolonial. Here there is an acknowledgement of Scots' participation in British

colonial projects, but not of the psychopolitics of the projection of alterity beyond

borders.91 In addition, the language/ dialect problem impinges heavily on the Fanonian

critique upon which Watson touches, a critique nevertheless demanded by the implied

norms of the status of the Scottish subject in an education system which truly is unable

to separate 'good English' and Standard English.

In 'Scots and English in Scotland', in the Trudgill-edited Language in the British Isles,

Aitken describes in detail and historically the specificity of Scottish English relative to

national borders. Scottish English, according to Aitken, was dominant in Scotland in the

sixteenth century, but lost autonomy when a '"mixed" form of literary Scots began in

the seventeenth century to be followed by a "mixed dialect" of a similar sort \92 The

situation thereafter reflects a definitely distinct sociolinguistic status as dialect, while a

political kind of linguistic 'separateness' emerges. Within Educated Standard Scottish

English (ESSE), there remain 'overt stylistic' Scotticisms, which are used to adjust

according to appropriacy, most skilfully by a native elite, as in appeals on behalf of Hugh

MacDiarmid and 'Lallans'. Thus, 'Scots language' is not by any means a cultural
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nationalist guarantee, and its over signs are rather principally assimilated to ESSE

speakers' pragmatic 'style-drifting', as Aitken explains in another essay in the same

volume:

on occasions when it seems desirable to claim membership of the in-

group of Scots, at a Burns Society meeting let us say - Scottish Standard

English speakers will intentionally depart from their regular 'English' by

selecting Scottish-marked expressions...

In addition there exist for this purpose a substantial number of

expressions which seem to occur most frequently, or only, under 'stylistic

overt Scotticism' conditions. Paradoxically, that is, there are expressions

of traditional Scottish origin, and overtly marked as of Scottish

provenance, which are employed for special stylistic purposes only by

Scots where habitual speech otherwise disfavours vernacular Scottish

elements... they are largely confined to use by 'English-speaking', not

'Scots-speaking' Scots.93

This is particularly true of literary claims for Scots, and describes even the method ot

Hugh MacDiarmid, scathing though he was about quaintness and Burns Societies

specifically (see below). Rather than demonstrating national commitment to a discrete

language, this 'Scots' testifies to the skills of SSE and ESSE1 speakers to 'style-drift' and

'dialect switch' with respect to SE. For Aitken and other sociolinguists, a mixture of

SSE and ESSE constitutes a 'national norm'. This remains national largely because the

linguistic skill and volition of the speakers, and a 'dialect loyalty' which outstrips the

more overt claims for Scots language. A national dialect is mutually comprehensible

with, but remains highly distinct from, SE, as is confirmed by comparing the linguistic
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distance of Englishes across Scotland and SE. The Englishes of England (or even

elsewhere) are markedly less far from SE:

I am asserting that the Scots use more of these non-standardisms more

often and over virtually the whole social range, than are similar non-

standardisms used elsewhere in the English-speaking world, including

creole-speaking areas.94

Given the loadedness of Scottish literary language and SSE's linguistic distance trom SE,

it is slightly surprising that more attempts have not been made to relate Scottish literary

language to the debates of Chinua Achebe and Ngugi wa Thiongo, who adopted

positions roughly pro- and anti- use of English as a literary language.95 These arguments

are famous in postcolonial theory, and would have made an interesting counterpoint to

the endless moralistic claims for Scots language in Scottish literary journals like Akros.

The difficulty, of course, the one which moves us from the comfortable terminology of

marginality to a more productive Fanonian one, is that Ngugi and Achebe were

discussing a choice between discrete language systems, which are able to absorb change

and yet remain intact as languages. Dialects on the other hand demonstrate interference

between systems, and are also highly variable according to class and gender - upon

which property the class/ race critique of Black Skin, White Masks relies. Artificial

Scottish dialects can easily become fossilised through the need tor commitment to the

anterior nation as language, and often bear only a strained resemblance to the social use

they typically claim to represent. Aitken convincingly demonstrates that artificial literary

Scots dialects, as in that of the Scottish Language Society, are in fact based on SE

grammar with some ESSE lexical substitutions, entirely bypassing SSE.96
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However for many writers on Scotland, a sliding between language (meaning dialect),

society, and historical nation, leads to the desire for a national language which provides

the most visible difference yet abdicates both the actual difference provided by a living

grammar (SE or SSE), and native access to the dialect of national institutions:

many Scots, such as Walter Scott and Hugh MacDiarmid, are very

conscious that a form of Scots formerly was (in the sixteenth century)

the full 'standard' or 'official language' of the then separate Scottish

nation. Nevertheless, though Scots in this way possesses literary status

and though some of those who (more or less) speak it are influenced by

patriotic loyalty towards it, the sole official and transactional language ot

the country today, in ordinary general reference, remains SE, and SE in

its various accents and varieties is manifestly the prestige speech.97

The 'Scots language' of a national elite thus tends to 'ignore the coarse reality of actual

performanci of SSE in favour of the comfortingly anterior form of ESSE.98 This fixing

of language (that is, dialect) onto an anterior nation blocks the sociolinguistic description

of Scottish English dialect as corresponding to Scottish national boundaries, and writes

out cultural performance. In practice, native SSE speakers usually simply regard their

own speech as bad English. Again, this is like a Fanonian projection of class onto

neocolonial contexts, in a split between a politically valorised 'Scots' and 'demotic' non¬

standard dialects.99 Diglossic children face an education which infuses their native

dialects with anxiety, the only alternative a literary ESSE sponsored by native elites.

The education of this diglossic child is a legitimately theorisable 'inferiorisation', like the

Standard French education of the creole-speaking Antillean child. This linguistic

'outside' or 'skin' overdetermines the Scot with respect to Britain, and separates off the
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social dialect-community in its relation to Britain's more full-Enlightenment social

symbolic.

In Accent, Dialect, and the School, almost three decades ago, Trudgill discussed this

educational situation explicitly, arguing extensively against the policy of trying to replace

native dialects with SE in schools.100 Even if it were desirable, such a replacement is

impossible, Trudgill claims, since dialect-learning carries all the difficulty of language-

learning, and perhaps even more so because of interference between the two dialects.

There is also a natural lack of willingness on the part of the child, who has to use the

peer dialect for psychological support. Yet elimination of the native dialect remains the

policy in Scottish schools even now. There is little discrimination between learning

outcomes across the four language skills (reading, writing, speaking, listening), and only

the literary, ESSE-based 'Scots language' is ever touted as an acceptable alternative. As

educational policy this is indeed an example of what The Eclipse described as an unclean

historiography. The self-fulfilling idea is that children must adopt the foreign SE as sole

native dialect to survive. Trudgill takes issue with this assumption for all but the writing

skill, since with reading, listening, and speaking, non-Standard dialects produce social

prejudice but very few comprehension errors - the avowed target of the educationalists.

For sociolinguists, the native dialect has the same lexical, grammatical, and logical

coherence as any other dialect of any language, but is 'inferiorised' (this word is also used

by Trudgill in 1973) by SE policy, which damages the speaker's general literacy:

The 'elimination' approach is also dangerous because it involves making it

plain to a child, whether overtly or indirectly, that his language is 'wrong'

or 'inferior'...

There is in particular the danger that, if Standard English is held up as a

superior dialect which ought to replace the child's own, the child will
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come to resent and reject anything that has to do with Standard English

- especially reading...

In Harlem, New York, for instance, it has been shown that it is precisely

those boys who are intelligent, well adjusted and well integrated who are

the worst readers.101

Since children are thus prevented from reading, they come to dislike reading, so they fail

to advance, so they dislike reading even more, and so on. This occurs on a dialect-

community basis which corresponds closely to nationhood in Scotland's case.

Adjustment up to an SE norm is not a practical purpose of what Trudgill calls the

'elimination' approach, and it only serves to 'inferiorise' Scottish children:

years of the 'elimination' approach have not succeeded in doing any

eliminating. But they have, unfortunately, succeeded in convincing a

majority of the nation's [the UK's] inhabitants that they 'can't speak

English'.102

The effects of dialect imposition are traumatic, and precipitate a crisis in the

psychosocial. The overdetermined native is denied agency in the social symbolic and

hence, full 'development':

We must remember, though, that... [the native speaker] may develop

certain problems of a psychological nature as a result of this dialect

change...

There is also a possibility that, over a period of time, a speaker will lose

fluency in his original dialect, without becoming very competent in the

new one. And for some personality types, there is apparently the danger
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that, in addition to becoming inarticulate, they may develop problems of

personal and cultural identity.103

And, ESSE-speaking teachers and lecturers notwithstanding, almost all of Scottish

children's reading material, educational and otherwise, is in SE, as much as that of

Martinican children was in the Standard French spoken by Tarzan. SSE joins Creole and

the cirives outside the social symbolic. Moreover, despite the rubric of equality for

'regional accents', non-Standard dialects (as opposed to accents) in British media in

general are often still placed to carry characteristics towards which SE is 'neutral'. The

'regional', non-Standard, forms are particularly prone to the action of the stereotype.

Subject to a 'cultural imposition' (BSWM 193), the dialect of experience is

'overdetermined from the outside' in terms of the drives, the comic, the vulgar, the

'demotic', recycled in the vulgarisation of Kelman, Welsh, and others.

That Scotland's sociolinguistic position implies a psychic split, even as part of a

proactive politics, is the conclusion resented by many cultural nationalists such as those

of The Eclipse ofScottish Culture. Yet we also find something of that kind in the work of

the somewhat notorious Scottish psychiatrist R.D. Laing, who, like John Macmurray, is

a Scottish figure in some ways comparable to Fanon. In The Divided Self, Laing also

defines the person in terms of the mutual recognition we have already seen used

extensively in Fanon, and again through Sartre.104 Laing also collaborated on a

summarising study of Sartre, Reason and Violence , which includes a foreword from the

subject and arch-foreword writer himself.105 Laing's work can be split roughly into two

phases, the first taking in The Divided Selfand culminating in the cosmic excess of The

Politics ofExperience in 1968.106 Around this time he collaborated with Alexander

Trocchi, whom we will see arguing with Hugh MacDiarmid in the same year's

Edinburgh Festival, during important rifts in Scottish modernism. Laing's later work,
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after various travels and pilgrimages, to some extent revises this excess, but even in the

early phase, his work does not suggest that there should be no standards governing

diagnosis in the subject's relation to the social, nor that schizophrenia is a state to which

to aspire. His point is more that, if patients are to be defined as 'crazy' in losing the

power of acceptable human behaviour, then psychiatric theories which reduce a patient

to a collection of symptoms, instead of addressing the human's being-in-the-world (or

experie?ice vecue), must themselves require a place for craziness in the psychic economy

(DS 22). Psychiatry bolsters itself by maintaining a system of diagnosis which is bound

to find the correct 'signs' of psychosis; for schizophrenic patients, humanity is again 'not

prohibited, but unrealisable'. As in Lacan's 'Rome Discourse', the person is in a sense

made ofspeech since speech is the intervention into the social which recognises, and thus

inaugurates the possibility of, the other as human, as a potential listener. This places the

body relative to the social symbolic since the body is the origin of speech and the site of

recognition. In Lacan, language itself signalled the originary alienation, displaced by a

chain of substituting signifiers; in Laing, language always deflects the full recognition of

the other required for the functioning of the self:

Within the context of mutual sanity there is, however, quite a wide

margin for conflict, error, misconception, in short, for a disjunction of

one kind or another between the person one is in one's own eyes (one's

being-for-oneself) and the person one is in the eyes of the other (one's

being-for-the other) and, conversely, between who or what he is tor me

and who or what he is for himself (DS 36).

Here the visual metaphor again intervenes, in the difference between self-image and the

self as object in a social economy of images. An ontological insecurity originating in a

misalignment with the social splits a person into body and mmd, recalling the dualism
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which was the target of Davie and Macmurray. The 'unembodied' individual begins to

reject the body as belonging to an alienated world, and as in Fanon, this

overdetermination proves too heavy and he retreats into an 'inner self. For Laing, the

patient whose 'inner self has retreated inwards, is obsessed with being seen (DS 122).

This is the weightless super-visibility of the Fanonian colonial subject, lacking the

recognition, or access to the symbolic, which would make it human. The architecture of

this self resembles that of the colonial city, where FLN volunteers paranoiacally hide

their meetings from French colons'.

If the whole of the individual's being cannot be defended, the individual

retracts his lines of defence until he withdraws within a central citadel...

But the central paradox is that the more the selt is defended in this way,

the more it is destroyed (DS 80-1).

The 'false self created to cover the inner selt is normal in sane individuals but is schizoid

ones is taken to extremes, becomes 'alien' (DS 109). The body attracting the false belief

system becomes a repository for the overdetermmed, id-driven, alienable, overwritten

by social institutions. In The Wretched of the Earth's 'nervous disorder', these social

institutions were routinely divided from the native's horizontal bonds of family, dialect,

and experience vecue. In his mapping of the misidentihed body, Laing's reading of Sartre is

close to Fanon's:

The body is the niveau of the false-self system but this system is conceived

by the individual to reify and extend beyond solely bodily activity. It

consists in large measure of all those aspects of his 'being' which the inner

'self repudiated as not an expression of his self. (DS 154).
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It is notable that most of Laing's literary and artistic examples come from high

modernists - Kafka, Beckett, Bacon — whose material was the alienating effects of

modernity within Europe. The key, as before, is in modernity's explosion of postcolonial

selfhood, and the strained denial of 'native' modernity — exemplified by Cesaire's ironic

reworking in the Cahier of cannibalism as recognition.107 Laing's psychotic, with an

exaggerated bodily self, 'reduces the object to nothing, without digesting it' (DS 156).

The 'inferiorised' psychotic becomes mechanical and self-hating, exaggerating the 'false-

belief system' until it threatens a complete destruction of the self. Being-in-the-world,

descnbed by Laing's patients as what is 'real' and always receding, comes indeed from the

unbearable weight of the Lacanian real, catching up the body and everyday relationships.

Writing in startlingly Eliotic terms,108 Laing thus says that the psychotic 'has become in

large measure unreal and dead (DS 155), 'empty and dry' (DS 155), seeking to 'destroy

the world by reducing it to dust and ashes' (DS 156).

Laing's Hollow Men, however, like Fanon's, find an experiential place productive of a

proactive ethics, in line with more obviously moral philosophers lauded for example by

The Eclipse ofScottish Culture. Although ScotlandAfter Enlightenment notes Laing's reliance

on ethico-religious metaphors in psychological models, it blocks the possibility of a

sociogenic analysis tracing the ethics of a self structured partly by institutions, the

discursive play of institutional and social codes on the individual body. This

commitment extends, as I have indicated, to a remarkable disavowal of the implications

of Laing's work tacked onto praise of Laing as a famous and influential Scot. Laing's

importance is also described in The Eclipse in terms of his being 'the only Scot to gain

entry into the Fontana Modern Masters pantheon' (ESC 105). Ironically, Laing's guest

appearance in the similar guidebook Foucault For Beginners, however, is as 'the English

psychiatrist R.D. Laing'.109 Serious international attention has been paid to Laing again
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recently however, most notably Zbigniew Kotowitz's careful theoretical explication

R.D. lading and the Paths ofA.nti-Psjchiatry.no

As I have argued, the psychosocial radicalism of this native Scottish tradition is often

downplayed in the name of an ethics seemingly lost to less specific Anglo-French

thought. Paradoxically, the nationalist multiply-determined subject which Davie claimed

for Hugh MacDiarmid is not far from what current popular caricature of pluralism. In

any case, such a theoretical pluralism was really more like a sustained consideration of

the ethics of locating otherness. Gayatri Spivak, herself famously sceptical about some

of the totalising possibilities of'French' theory, has been vocal in rescuing ethics, as

bound up with the agent of postcolonial theory, from such caricatures. Spivak herself

attained tame by translating OfGrammatology, a founding work of the Algerian anti-

metaphysical philosophy of deconstruction.111 In 'More on Power/ Knowledge', she

goes back to the major early works of poststructuralism to challenge the popular image

of deconstruction's reducing values to plurality, describing the (genealogical) search in

texts and subjects for the origins of metaphysical claims, which make situated demands

of the person.112 The claims for theory and counter-claims for the end of theory which

characterise some of the academic turf wars of the late '90s, can cause us to lose sight of

the problematic being addressed here. Far from being a flight from ethics, some such

readings attempt a full engagement with ethics, and so resemble the stated aspirations of

a Scottish democratic intellectual tradition. According to Spivak:

Deconstruction is not exposure of error... Deconstruction is "justice",

says Derrida. And Foucault: "My objective... has been to create a history

of the different modes of objectification which transform human beings

into subjects"...
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The next step, since the unquestioned transparent ethical subject - the

white, male, heterosexual, Christian man of property - has now been

questioned into specificity and visibility, is to measure the plurality of

ethics by researching the ways in which the subject "subjects" itself

through "ability to know" (pouvoir-savior) d13

This is indeed close to the subject of The Selfas Agent, a specification and

contextualisation of the seeing human who grounds ethical action - also particularly

relevant since Fanon's current popularity is rescuing the category of the human as

such.114 This subject is ethical and located: an absence of ethics is not implied by the

dispersal of the ethical subject, whether that 'subject' is that of the person or ot the

university discipline. This situation demands that terms move across disciplines especially

in Scotland, and to say this is more to follow the generalist impulse of writers like G.E.

Davie, than to be caught in a totalising realm of 'theory' (or even the loudly-pronounced

end of theory).

As we have seen, there is a hint of the Foucauldian network in Bhabha's careful

description of the postcolonial agent as bespoken by yet exceeding the colonial

stereotype, and the stereotype as held in place by both concepts and institutions.

Spivak's method is more influenced by deconstruction than psychoanalysis (on which

she has nonetheless written), but is not surprising that Spivak should come up in a

discussion ot Bhabha here. Not only does she address questions of ethics before most

other poststructuralists - reminding us constantly, for example, of the international

division ot labour - but the two also have some natural affinity. They are yoked together

and explored respectively in Robert Young's White Mythologies, and more recently in Bart

Moore-Gilbert's Postcolonial Theoy.115 Their passage to Scotland via Oxford and Dindon
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would also mark them out for heavy scepticism from Scottish critics, for whom ethics is

not compatible with 'theory'.

A postcolonial Scottish criticism ought to take critical advantage of these increasingly

common opportunities to recognise the place of alterity within the subject of ethics. In

her more recent preface to Imaginary Maps, Spivak hypothesises an ethics relative to the

discipline of translation. In Bhabha, translation encapsulated the peripheral-central

identity of the national postcolonial. Spivak addresses the role of the indeterminacy of

translation in preventing the museumising of the intellectual subaltern:

In fact it is impossible for all leaders (subaltern or otherwise) to engage

every subaltern... especially across the gender divide. This is why ethics

is the experience of the impossible.116

Something similar has been recognised in the Scottish philosophy in which historical

engagement is contingent on the conditions for the institutional rationality regulating

access to that history. Some Scottish attitudes allow agency to be subsumed into an

opposition to the whole of'Anglocentric' education. Spivak is more ambitious about the

politics of identificatory action, and, debt to Nietzsche via Derrida and Foucault

notwithstanding, there are strong similarities between democratic intellectualism and

her deconstructive approach. History and ethics are themselves made up of the readerly

relation and the effects of disavowal, or 'trace', of the 'historical' subjectivity produced

in the reading. In Foucauldian terms, such a critical engagement means an investigation

of the institutional management of subjective economy:
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Here indeed is the consequence of that earlier position that we could

only deduce: "pouvior-savoir is the onto-phenomenological truth of

ethics.117

This should be recognised as part of the postcolonial step onwards from opposition

within a discursive colonial duality, which is still largely repeated by Scottish cultural

nationalism. On the question of sati in 'Can The Subaltern Speak?', the third world

woman is forced to choose between the traditionalist, native perspective which sees

widows burned on the funeral pyre, and the 'feminist' point which liberates only by

erasing that native tradition.118 Peripheral centres all undergo a placement which has to

be performed as self-objectification in the 'marginal'. A danger for native Scots is of

having to choose between a morally righteous and discrete form of tradition, and

unionist advancement along Smith-Blair lines. In Bhabha, an oppositional tradition is

absorbed by a metropolis operating through a combination of national institution and

cultural image, requiring Scots to perform as the kind of Scots who are easily

incorporated into a single image, separate, and defeatist. It is important to remember

that subaltern status is marked not only by marginalisation by the metropolis, but by

demands by metropolitan and native intellectuals that the native perform as subaltern.

For Spivak, sati splits allegiances between preserving practice as authentically native,

and necessary criticism of it which risks further criticisms of embracing 'westernised'

feminism. Many theorisations of the subject end up resolving into either the Eurocentric

subject of the Enlightenment, or the over-generalised 'subject of desire' which Spivak

describes as evolving as a universalism in the micro-politics of Foucault and Deleuze.119

However, as Bart Moore-Gilbert points out in his chapter on Spivak in Postcolonial Theory,

substantial problems are generated by the troubled career of the concept of subaltern in

Spivak.120 We are often unsure about whether this subaltern is a person or a subjective
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designation, fully determined and therefore unsaveable, or outside discourse and

therefore unreachable.

A Scottish postcolonial criticism would begin by building on such similarities between

Scottish thinkers like Davie, Laing, and Macmurray, and the cultural theory of agency in

Bhabha, Spivak, Hall, and others. Macmurray's 1950s Gifford lectures were an attempt

to establish a critical, non-dualistic philosophy, which we can now see as belonging to

the same stream as the existentialism and phenomenology which fed today's literary and

Cultural Studies.121 Basic to critical theory's ethics of readerly intervention was the

assumption that texts are contingent on an agency constituted by the reading act itself,

and not by a recoverable authorial self constituted prior to the reading relation (the

subject of'empty time'). Macmurray's terms in The Selfas Agent now look similar to the

foregoing discussion of those of Sartre, Fanon, Laing, and Spivak; Macmurray's subject,

we should remember, is defined '[ajgainst the assumption that the self is, at least

primarily, a 'knowing subject', and 'subjecthood is... [an] aspect of its agency'.122

Questions of Scottish identity would begin by attending to subjectivity, politics, and

aesthetics, and how these apparently discrete realms inform one another (as in much of

what has been blocked out as 'theory') across epistemologies and university

disciplines.123 This project, as 1 have found, encounters significant defensiveness in each

area, and questions of subjective politics have rarely been asked in Scotland in any

applied sense. So this chapter, as indicated at the outset, ends up with a question rather

than a conclusion. It ends with a question because this is a question which has not been

asked in this form anywhere else to date. Or it may be that this question is itself an

answer, if the question is that interminably-repeated refrain, 'Can we apply postcolonial

theory to Scotland?' The answer-question is: how do we move towards a methodology

in which, using postcolonial theory's insights on nationhood and subjectivity, the

identity vectors of gender, class, and ethnicity and colonial violence in Scotland's own
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decolonising history, are joined in the question of national emergence? This chapter has

only begun to show some of the points of contact and difference with current critical

theory that such a devolutionary criticism will have. But although the Scottish

parliament at the time of writing is still reticent about the politics of national identity,

there have been signs that a new form of politics is emerging to break down the

distinctions between the political and the cultural. Lindsay Paterson ends his collection

of political speeches on the parliament with Neal Ascherson's account of how cultural

figures campaigned in the run-up to the referendum, inspired by Gunter Grass's idea of a

'bolder public life'.124 Literature certainly seems on the way to being determinant for

devolving Scotland, although there is no criticism yet to address that determination.

The roots of a Cesairean subjective politics do indeed exist in Scottish modernism, as we

might expect in a nation in such an ambivalent state. Like most Euro-American early

modernists, the Scottish literary icon Hugh MacDiarmid could not explicitly link the

modern mutation of the Enlightenment subject, to an ethics taking in the nation's

emergence properties in gender, class, ethnicity. In the next two chapters, I will look at

Hugh MacDiarmid and two later, more critical modern Scottish poets in terms of their

negotiation of the double movement of metaphor and metonymy, the social image and

the contingent relation. These three writers' work indicates an important relation to the

modern as such, images of the nation, and the politics of the selfs relation to culture.

Again I will briefly indicate a possible critical background history, but focus largely on

close readings of a few literary texts. In this Scottish survey I will be bearing in mind

Cesairean modernism, Fanonian nationalism, and Bhabha's ideas of visiblity, stereotype,

and the anterior and performative nations. By now, it should be reasonably apparent

how in Scotland as a postcolonial nation, there is a constant pull between visibility and

performance, a contestation which is also played out in the sociolinguistic situation.

Given the foregoing discussion of subjects emerging through enunciation and having to
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negotiate the social image within national identity, it is perhaps not surprising that poets

such as Ian Hamilton Finlay should respond by chiselling out super-visible words in

stone, or that Edwin Morgan creates narratives centred on translational play, working

towards, in Cesairean fashion, a critical modernism.
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5 Nation and Renaissance: The Unmodern Legacy of Hugh MacDiarmid

This chapter aims to relate the foregoing thinking on Scottish culture and nationhood,

with its Fanonian links, to early modern Scottish cultural history. As the title suggests it

engages with the work of Hugh MacDiarmid, the overpowering figure of the period,

and examines the hangover of his often pre-modern models within modernism.

MacDiarmid himself exerted an ambivalent influence of loathing and respect within

Scottish modern culture, and his paradoxical legacy both represents a strong provincial-

modernist response to the Scottish Enlightenment's destruction ot Scottish culture, and

at the ssame time, especially in the voices of his supporters, undoes some of the most

radical implications of that modernism.

In previous chapters I have suggested that in the colonial context, modernism signalled a

crisis in the fixity of native and metropolitan identities as anterior and opposite. In

Scotland, literary modernism was also figured as a deformation of the defensive

'kailyard' fiction ot the second half of the twentieth century, already becoming opaque

with the 'critiquing' hction of George Douglas Brown's The House With the Green Shutters

and Lewis Grassic Gibbons's A Scots Qitair} The kailyard era, now raised to a kind ot

phobia within Scottish literature, provided raw material which to some extent parallels

the English Victorian sentimentalism fed upon by T.S. Eliot and English imagism. As 1

have noted, Eliot's tendency to thematise the troubled colonising subject in Victorian

imperialism had implications well beyond the scope of his criticism. Similarly, the aim of

the readings ot Hugh MacDiarmid in this chapter is neither to re-establish nor re-doubt

MacDiarmid's literary reputation, but to relate his modernism to its intellectual contexts

and project this relation forward into later Scottish modernism. For MacDiarmid,

Edwin Morgan, and Ian Hamilton Finlay, the three writers primarily discussed in these
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last two chapters, the postcolonial bases of modernism are legible as strong themes,

though sometimes, given the nativist strictures of MacDiarmid, detection of this

requires something of an against-the-grain reading. All three of these writers have been

interested in use of non-standard dialects in literature, distortion of images of

nationhood, the mutual constitution of'native' and 'modern' national identities , and the

diacritical power of the sign itself.

We have seen that for G.E. Davie, MacDiarmid's poetic voice required an alienation of

'familiarity', a process ot writing through perspectives of nation and family not one's

own.2 Similarly in John Macmurray's terms, texts were negotiated by a self which was

constituted by the act of reading — an idea more palatable now, in days more

accustomed to the first poststructuralist dehnitions of'text'.3 For Davie, MacDiarmid

grasped these processes of modernity by allowing for the mutual constitution of

perspectives, and therefore providing a means of overcoming the curse of dualism, or

understanding tixed to an isolated viewpoint. The speaker of MacDiarmid's A Drunk.

Man Looks At The Thistle, like Macmurray, sees in the modern the need to enact an

identity beyond dualism's tendency to split off a visible object of study - 'I've nae faith in

ocht I can explain/ And stert whaur the philosophers leave atf .4

Conclusions on MacDiarmid's criticism of'dualism' are difficult. In his early thinking on

Scottish identity, MacDiarmid took up and popularised Gregory Smith's now-famous

description of the 'Caledonian Antisyzygy', a clash and synthesis of opposites - and a

contradictoriness which nevertheless leaves him open to Bevendge and Turnbull-type

accusations of Scottish schizophrenia.5 In a prose piece of 1927, MacDiarmid describes

the 'triumphant' dynamic synthesis of opposites, which strongly informs his poetic

method.6 Less jubilantly, for David Daiches in 1980:
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The aspect which he [MacDiarmid] has most consistently emphasised,

and which he teels illustrated most clearly in his own life and character,

is that incorrigible dualism, that yoking together of opposites, that

Gregory Smith called the Caledonian antisyzigy [sic].7

Daiches's dualism here is plainly not the dualism of Macmurray - the drive to stabilise

and fix an object in view. The terminology problem again points to an unwillingness to

accept a politics of a subject in process, as we have seen in some recent nationalist

definitions of commitment. For Davie and others, antisyzygy is productively brought to

crisis by the modern MacDiarmid.

1'here are a couple of Scottish precursors here. John Davidson and James Thomson are

interestingly brought together by T.S. Eliot in a 1961 selection of Davidson's verse:

Some [of my early influences] were of an earlier age - the late sixteenth

and early seventeenth centuries - some of another language; and of these,

two were Scots; the author of The City ofDreadful Night, and the author

of Thirty Bob A Week.8

Appropriately, the book jacket of this 1961 Davidson selection shows 'Melancholy

1912' by Giorgio de Chirico, an artist who was making highly-composed urban symbol-

scapes long before the more avowedly psychoanalytic Dali became famous for something

similar. Many of the images and concerns which will be exploited by Eliot as well as

MacDiarmid, appear in Thomson's The City ofDreadful Night, republished in 1990 by

Canongate, and introduced by Edwin Morgan.9 The dark, Gothic description of urban

landscape in The City ofDreadful Night'already (in 1880) contains a city imagery we might

now associate with Eliot, in which the urban landscape is uncontrollable, and
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troublingly unreal. The speaker wakes up from dream into vision, walks from shadows

to opium hallucinations, through a landscape from which Eliot seems to have lifted

directly:

Oh dark, dark, dark, withdrawn from joy and light...

Our destiny is fell;

For in this limbo we must ever dwell,

Shut out alike from Heaven and Earth and Hell...

As I came through the desert: Eyes of fire

Glared at me throbbing with starved desire.10

'Thirty Bob a Week', easily John Davidson's most anthologised poem, seems also to

offer a line into Eliot. Here we find the ballad form turned to the unbecoming subject

of the Baudelairean city, like Eliot's Sweeney poems:

For like a mole I journey in the dark,

A-travelling along the underground

From my pillar'd Halls and broad Suburbean Park,

To come the daily dull official round;

And home again at night with my pipe all alight,

A-scheming how to count ten bob a pound.11

Regarding the influence of Davidson, MacDiarmid says in this Davidson collection, that

Scots are:
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men of curious and restless learning, versatile, with little or no use for

'water-tight compartments', and likely to be found bestraddling several

disciplines at once. Davidson was of that type.12

This corresponds to Davie's arguments about despecialisation as particular to Scottish

education, and to MacDiarmid's own search for multiple keys to specialised

knowledges.13 Of Davidson's own moves towards a 'poetry of facts', MacDiarmid says

What Davidson, alone of Scottish poets, did was to enlarge the subject

matter of poetry, assimilate and utilize a great deal of new scientific and

other contemporary material... and, above all, to write urban poetry.14

MacDiarmid's phrase here 'assimilate and utilize' also appears in 'The Kind of Poetry 1

Want' (see below), and summarises his modernist aesthetic. W.N. Herbert and others

still broadly 'claim' these two Scots, but complain that Davidson lacked acknowledge of

Scottish literary traditions, and succumbed to English ones too easily.15 However

Davidson's unromantic descriptions of lives in non-Standard dialect, seems to anticipate

Auden and Orwell, and point to the ascendancy of the non-Standard in modernism-as-

provincialism.

A similar extension of ballad form is continued in MacDiarmid in A Drunk. Man laioks

At the Thistle, and also to all three 'Hymns To Lenin' - in the first, with the addition of a

DD couplet, and largely in double stanzas16 - incorporating a flood of scientific,

sociological, and political 'knowledge'. However, the most critically emphasised aspect

of this modernism is often the use of'Scots' as a literary language for this torrent of

information. The centrality of'Scots' can now be read within a more general

postcolonial context as the recursion into metropolitan knowledge of its 'counter-
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modern' (yet, as in Bhabha, still modern) supplement. A. Drunk Man shares its interest in

artificial lexicons with other canonised modernist classics like The Waste Land and

Finnegans Wake. MacDiarmid seems to have realised the potential for such a mainstream

'nativism' sporadically and suddenly: in a 1994 lecture, Robert Crawford describes

MacDiarmid's abrupt shift in 1921-2 from a position which saw Scots as obsolete, to

one which embraced the elitist resources of lexicons unavailable to most of his

readership. Crawford argues that from the early lyrics, MacDiarmid's motion is towards

a democratic mixture of knowledges expressed through an aesthetics fully engaged with

elitist metropolitan modernism:

I am emphasising this point because it helps to rid ourselves of any

lingering illusion that MacDiarmid's move into Scots was a Kelmanesque

gesture of popular identification while his move into scientihc language

was a contrasting elitist gesture.17

Some of the early works look towards a 'folk' lyricism while falling within the tradition

of The Waste Land md UljssesM Indeed if we follow the critical legacy, we might say

that the phenomenon of the MacDiarmid-inspired mid-century version of the Scottish

Renaissance was indeed triggered in a similar way to that in which the classically

canonised Eliot-Pound line triggered New Criticism, and compare their long critical

hangovers of simply tending to allusions embedded in the poetry. We see this in

Crawford's indication of MacDiarmid's suspicious admiration tor I. A. Richards, in what

looks like tin early rehearsal of the argument between Cambridge language philosophy

('Practical Criticism' - Richards), and democratic intellectualism (commitment —

MacDiarmid).19 In a postcolonial context, the centrality of language-choice to identity is

more challenging to modernism. If Scots lyric is distorted and made elitist by the

demands of modernism, it also reveals modernism's reliance on those native resources.
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which it forgets at the same time as decontextualizing and reenacting them. Thus the

elitist linguistic gesture, according to Crawford, 'subverts Anglocentrism'.20

In his introduction to Sangschaw, as unlikely a figure as John Buchan pointed to the

importance of the radical aesthetic of an artifical 'native' literary dialect:

Since there is no canon of the vernacular, he makes his own, as Burns

did... [and] selects where he pleases between Aberdeen and the Cheviots.

This audacity... is a proof that a new spirit is to-day abroad in the North,

which... is both conservative and radical - a determination to keep

Scotland in the main march of the world's interests, and at the same time

to forgo no part of her ancient heritage.21

This unionist account of affairs 'in the North' also notes that the new aesthetic which

emanates from peripheral regions, incorporates the simultaneously radical and historical

slants of modernism's new access to history. In readings which became associated with a

version of the 'Scottish Renaissance', MacDairmid's early lyrics thus singlehandedly

altered the landscape of Scottish poetry.22 This co-opts MacDiarmid's own ceaseless

advocacy of a Scottish Renaissance (centred on himself), in some senses with more

modernist aims. In 'Towards a Scottish Renaissance' in 1924, Alexander McGill

described 'a new spirit... evident in the land':

This group, to which has been given the nickname of the Scottish

Renaissance Group by Professor Denis Saurat, in an article be wrote for

the Revue Anglo-Americaine, has formed itself gradually in the last few

years round the personality of a young Scottish journalist, C.M. Grieve.23
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This Renaissance involved a thoroughgoing recycling of'native' literary resources, and

some form of commitment to the very problematic 'Scots language'. As Crawford points

out, this modernism involves not getting 'closer' to a spoken dialect, but a set of

strategies based on artihce and alienation, like Cesaire's respeakmg ot nature for a new

pays. In 1927 in 'A Theory of Scots Letters', MacDiarmid made a vehement case for the

centrality of the 'vernacular':

The Scots Vernacular is a vast storehouse of just the very peculiar and

subtle etfects which modern European literature in general is assiduously

seeking.24

In 'The Scottish Strain', he similarly points to 'the huge extent to which dialect is

entering into the stuff of modern literature in every country' - a description ot the role

of the non-Standard in nativist modernism.25 We have seen how native dialects return

and indeed provoke a subjective crisis because ot modernism's political status, and

moreover, that the selfs entry into language is skewed by non-Standard dialects at the

very site of subject-formation. It is apparent then that a nationalist modernist politics

would call for the interpolation of a non-Standard national dialect into the literary

mainstream. A big argument under modern conditions, however, is over the extremely

problematic inflexions of that dialect by class, by 'language' status claims, by problems of

volition implied by control over word-choice, all of which I explored in the last chapter.

The patriotic elements of this Renaissance influence continued post-war into the

'Second Scottish Renaissance' - a 'host' of poets including T.S. Law, Alexander Scott,

and Sydney Goodsir Smith. This influence was still prevalent at the time of the well-

known survey Hugh MacDiarmid: afestschrift in 1962, whose contributors were largely of

the second wave, although there is by this time a spread of topics and a historical
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perspective which will eventually lead to more critical readings.26 In his contribution,

George Bruce could describe MacDiarmid as 'the poet who now dominates the

imagination in Scotland'.27 Walter Kier in the same volume points to the European

modernist precursors that MacDiarmid helped to domesticate and canonise, and,

although MacDiarmid's keenness for Europe is uneven to say the least, this connection

would become important in reading back into Scottish modernism.28

MacDiarmid's personal influence was cemented by the journal Akros, largely an organ of

those 'Second Scottish Renaissance' poets. The journal's editorial aim in its early period

is unqualified personal praise for MacDiarmid, and occasionally also talks about his

poetry. In any case, the modernist aesthetic here very often tends to become lost.

Although other Scottish modernisms dented this uniformity from the late '60s, Akros

was a major MacDiarmid/ Renaissance vehicle, and is possibly the best-known Scottish

journal of the time to deal purely with poetry. The biographical praise reached a peak in

the special double number oiAkros in 1970. This contains an interview by Duncan Glen,

which runs to 63 pages including photographs, full-page close-ups of the living room

ornaments and thistle door-knocker, and the same portraits sometimes repeated over

consecutive pages.29 'He influences all literate Scotsmen', Glen says in part two.30 Even

relatively late in this tradition, after MacDiarmid's death in 1978, 'personality' and

'technique' reinforce one another. In Tom Scott's contribution to The Age ofMacD/armid

in 1980, the authenticity of MacDiarmid's (Poundian) technique is held up against

'criticasting theorizing', bolstering his ideologue status free of all determining intellectual

systems. But also typical, even at this late stage, is the lack of discussion ot technique at

all beyond confirming that it is indeed 'MacDiarmid's technique', and claiming not

specific textual practices but a 'general avant-garde stance'.31
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Despite the implications of MacDiarmid's modernism here, we are stuck in an ultra-

biographical criticism where thefigure of the poet guarantees the aesthetics, a process

counter to the identihcatory politics of postcolonial nationhood and Cesairean

surrealism. In a special number ot the poetry journal Aquarius in 1969 (perhaps made

most famous by Edwin Morgan's contribution, discussed below) in which poets were

asked a number of fairly vague questions about MacDiarmid's influence and 'what it

feels like to be a Scottish poet', Douglas Dunn replied that 'Rightly or wrongly, for good

or ill, that career is the backbone of modern Scottish literature'.32 Descnbing

MacDiarmid, the phrase 'that career' is apt - it is only relatively recently that sustained

efforts can be found to distinguish between life and work. We know by now that the

'Great Men' tradition which praises 'intellectual leaders' like MacDiarmid,33 also

apologses for figures like David Hume and Adam Smith. This biographical,

theoryphobic politics simply feeds into a national defeatism, which Cairns Craig

describes this way:

Scottish culture has cowered in the consciousness of its own inadequacy,

recognising the achievements of individual Scots simply as proof of the

failure of the culture as a whole. Succeed, and you are no longer Scottish

(not really Scottish) - you are like David Hume or Muriel Spark,

someone who has leapt beyond the bounds set by Scottishness.34

MacDiarmid and his critics were enthusiastic about the cult of personality, and found

models in a certain strong-ego form of modernism. In the 1970 Akros interview

MacDiarmid states that 'my man is Pound', and claims for himself a similar 'bardic'

position in society - perhaps also calling the other paradoxically 'cult' tigure ot Robert

Bums into the modern fray.35 The bard, he explains, is the figure that 'the people' turn

to when they lose faith in God; Hugh is therefore a more fitting literary name than
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Christopher, since it denotes the poet's own divine wisdom, rather than that of

Christianity.36 The Poundian biographico-poetics intensifies from MacDiarmid's mid-

period onwards; despite the clue about the flimsiness of the Burns Cult in A Drunk Man

Looks at the Thistle, the main lesson taken from the Renaissance MacDiarmid Cult is that

to write legitimately is to write in 'the Scots language', about a Scotland whose qualities

are simply already there. In this, as in some of Pound's rantmgs, the author becomes the

unimpeachable standard of literary value amongst the fragments, a cultural guardian or

superman, a tradition titting well with the cult of personality around MacDiarmid's

Individual Talent as representative of a Scottish race. The aesthetic is heavily

underwritten by the personal, and readers are necessarily engaging with 'the man'. In a

late interview reworked as 'Valedictory', MacDiarmid stated further that:

The poetry you are looking for is the poetry of the whole man. Not a

traction of a man who is a good citizen or a good father or something

like that but a real man. We're a hard drinking, woman loving race of

people — the Scots.37

The replacement of the human with 'man' here is not easy to explain away here with

apologies for the older normalisation of personal pronouns (on which basis I have been

reading Fanon - who nevertheless has a very challenging gender politics). MacDiarmid's

specific individual's specifically masculine poetic intelligence is charged with holding

fragments of the 'race' together in the empty time of the Scottish nation on its journey

through modernity. Above, this national man does not even have time for the national

as civic, does not place importance on being a 'citizen'. The early lyrics were replaced in

the mid-period with such a dynamic cohesive force, as MacDiarmid's poems became less

and less publishable through the '30s.38 Despite the inclusion of fragments by European

modernists in the mid- and late-period poetry, and despite Alan Riach's insistence that
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we read the work alongside Mayakovsky, Nazim Hikmet, Neruda, and David Jones,39

by the time of'The Kind of Poetry I Want', the overwhelming model is Pound. The

synthesising modern subject is combined with the tigure of the strong poetic ego, and

under these conditions, an assumed historical Scottishness has cultural arguments drawn

to it under the assumed qualities of true-bred Scots men. A less biographical reading of

MacDiarmid has more recently begun to address this, in a move away from the

MacDiarmid Cult's anti-intellectualism. But for much of the mid-century this anti-

intellectualism blocked serious synthesis between MacDiarmid's poetry of knowledge

with intellectuals like Davie and Macmurray, which might have produced a Scottish

politics of experience. This movement in other words overaccentuated visible

nationhood so as to equate the cultural product and the author's personal 'national'

ethnicity and language - Frantz Fanon's retrogressive 'second phase'. But by the time of

the second special Akros timed for MacDiarmid's 85th birthday in 1977, Duncan Glen

admitted that 'The days of our needing to defend or propagandise "Flugh MacDiarmid"

are over' (though this assurance comes just before inevitably 'indulging in a few personal

memories and quotations').40 The mid-century appropriation of MacDiarmid is

comparable to that of'political nigritude, endangering a criticism of the effects of the

Synthetic Scots experiment and Scottish 'provincial modernism' on national identity.41

Despite this, MacDiarmid's aesthetic politics are still legible as (or within) a turning-

point for Scottish identity, described by Kenneth Buthlay in the same Akros as

'Shibboleths ot the Scots'.42

If for Cesaire and Eliot, international waters carried postcolonial culture, W.N. Herbert

describes Synthetic Scots as in the Scottish modern watershed, this time a 'Shibboloch',

in the editorial of a MacDiarmid number of Gairfish.43 The slightly acerbic appreciation

shown by Herbert - one of the most notable poets to neologise from a Scottish dialect

these days - is not of the same order as that shown by the Scottish Renaissance. As in his
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study To Circumjack MacDiarmid, Herbert contirms a move away from the certainties of

biographical praise, and recognises some of MacDiarmid's more chauvenistic

limitations.44 It is difficult, however, to follow Herbert all the way to his conclusions

that MacDiarmid 'anticipates with surprising accuracy' the French Situationists of the

1960s, employing a radically obstructive form of anarchist mischief in a linguistic

'drifting' through dictionaries, and in deliberately overlong poems, or even that some of

MacDiarmid's early work is 'proto-Futurist'.45 At times MacDiarmid's pronouncements

sound less like the playful radicalism of situationism than the crazed egotism of a James

Bond villain: 'If I write in a language I invent wholly myself and insist upon calling it

Scots in defiance of all precedents, nothing you can do can prevent my ultimate

success'.46

However, the context of linguistic artifice is important as modernist strategy, and had

been described just before W.N. Herbert by Kenneth Buthlay in a Nancy Gish-edited

collection, with close reference to the Scots dictionaries drawn in by MacDiarmid's

encyclopaedic technique.47 Also problematic is Herbert's implication that obscurantist

linguistic resistance is directly tied to Scottish political resistance, implying an empty

poetics ot pure difficulty. On the centrewards push of peripheral dialects, I Ierbert

argues:

While the Situationists found the spectacle to be inescapably operative in

poetry like other media, MacDiarmid maintained faith in his craft,

seeking to oppose all conventional thinking by a variety of strategies.

Principal among these was the selection of Synthetic Scots.48

This contextualisation of MacDiarmid's 'strategies' recognises that the cult ot personality

which surrounded MacDiarmid hides the productive, strategic ambivalence running
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through his modernism. The poetics of a non-Standard dialect looking outwards for

information injects problems of meaning into the gaps between the signihers of the

national narrative. That the figure of MacDiarmid should have been used so uniformly

and until so recently to bolster the celebration of a nation with no threat from its own

cultural performance, is no doubt partly due to the Poundian, strong-ego stance,

hardened over time, and taken up by some Renaissance figures as a guarantee of

orthodoxy and Scottish poetic legitimacy. But it is also ironic given the modernist drive

towards the politicisation of the experience of alterity, and, in Davie's take on

MacDiarmid, its impact on the identifying individual.

The effect of the object on MacDiarmid's poetic ego remains problematic. We do have

some indication of the wider effects of nationally-triggered identity, as crystallised in the

person's ability to synthesise information. To help appreciate this legacy, we should also

remember that, despite an intellectual literary history which favours Conrad, Auden,

Eliot, imagism, Blast!, and Bloomsbury, the prevailing British poetic mood at the time

was neo-Georgian. In his introduction to the 1996 Carcanet Selected Prose, Alan Riach

describes the effects ot this modernist impact on national identity:

At the heart of the debate in Scottish intellectual life in the period

between the wars are the questions of identity defined by language,

nation, and class.49

This is strongly at odds with the Belles-Lettristes and reformers who tried to ensure that

'questions ot identity' were squashed in perpetuity by the equivalence of Standard

English, Anglo-Unionism, and success in public life. Elsewhere Riach draws attention to

MacDiarmid's (in fact rather passing) interest in Arne Garborg and die development of

Nynorsk,50 and W.N. Herbert's reading of Synthetic Scots is similar to my own reading
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of Cesairean Creole as a strategic stance towards the centring of native culture. In Cesaire

this was a conscious, yet subjectively divisive, methodology ot artifice — an act of

destruction, a 'sinking', followed by a rebirth of the national individual. Already forced

into a literary-modern form, these modern native literary forms have always already

foregone their similarities to native speech. Correspondingly, a strong modernist

aesthetic ofA. Drunk Man is the overlapping of deformed ballad and nativised intellect.

Riach again:

It A Drunk Alan is modernist in its use of a synthetic language and its

composition from smaller, separable poems, it equally partakes of the

immediacy and directness of the Border ballads...

For MacDiarmid, the regularity and uniformity imposed by neo-Georgian

modes of English was broken by a different impetus, one that involved

the reappraisal of traditional national forms such as that of the ballads, as

much as it demanded an intellectual toughness similar to that of

Pound's.51

This duality of the outer and inner, unresolved as in Macmurray, or addressed

dramatically and painfully as in modernism, gathers in the ethics of peripheral or

postcolonial regions. According to John Herdman, this manifestation of Gregory Smith's

antisyzygy is what is to be overcome in a Dostoevskian national search for a national God,

leaving ethics as a pure ethnic-native endeavour.52 I do not know much about gods, but

it seems that any 'national' god in MacDiarmid or Eliot, is only revealed through trans¬

national flow of identification in the creation of national subjectivities. Yet we find this

passage in A. Drunk Man:

Thou, Dostoevski, understood,
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Wha had your ain land in your bluid,

And into it as in a mould

The passion o' your bein' rolled,

Inherited in turn frae Heaven

Or sources fer abune it even.53

This great epic speaker is also a nostalgic drunk with contradictor)' feelings about

Scottish heritage/ history. However he does focus the contradictions in Scottish

criticism between great poet (Burns) and dangers of selling out such figures to what we

have seen later described as 'tartanry' (Burns cult). The drunk man is not so drunk that

he cannot give a reasonably serious statement of the Scottish provincial take on the

modernist project. Indeed Alan Bold described MacDiarmid's voice in A Drunk Man as

the visionary vindication of Synthetic Scots, and 'Scotland's aggressive answer to the

defeatist mood of Eliot's "The Waste Land'" (which is pastiched in A Drunk Man).54

For Duncan Glen, ^-4 Drunk Man is 'the greatest poem in Scottish poetry'.55 Again there

are some serious questions about the figure of MacDiarmid here, since the drunk speaker

is famously insightful about the abuses of native culture, and is astute enough to offer an

important and focal formula for Scottish modernism, but then follows it up with a

xenophobic popular defence of the native conceived as pre-modern, authentic, anterior

and pure:

(To prove my saul is Scots I maun begin

Wi' what's still deemed Scots and the folk expect,

And spire up syne by visible degrees

To heichts whereo' the fules ha'e never recked.
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You canna gang to a Burns supper even

Wi'oot some wizened scrunt o' a knock-knee

Chinee turns roon to say, "Him Haggis - velly goot!"

And ten to wan the piper is a Cockney.

No' wan in fifty kens a wurd Burns wrote

But misapplied is a'body's property,

And gin there was his like alive the day

They'd be the last a kennin' haund to gi'e -

Croose London Scotties wi' their braw shirt fronts

And a' their fancy freen's, rejoicm1

That similah gatherings in Timbuctoo,

Bagdad - and Hell, nae doot - are voicin'

Burns' sentiments o' universal love,

In pidgin' English or in wild-fowl Scots,

And toastin' ane wha's nocht to them but an

Excuse tor faitherin' Genius wi' their thochts.56

The first stanza here begins with a Cesairean assertion of nativity, tied to the ethnic

nation — 'my Saul is Scots' — but which immediately becomes contingent — 'what's still

deemed Scots'. It also brings in the necessarily trans-national performance of nativity,

the 'heichts whereo" the fules ha'e never recked'. This is the Fanonian movement

through the initial demand for ontological resistance — aggressively pushing the Scottish

native real towards the symbolic - followed by a more recalcitrant 'sinking', and the
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making of a new national ontology, as in the first to third phases of The Wretched ofthe

Earth. But as the speaker rambles over various issues of culture and politics, he provides

models of pure nativity for the mid-century MacDiarmid cult — and becomes

increasingly Poundian in his stance towards learning. This is especially evident when the

quatrain, or ballad, form breaks down. Despite this, A Drank Man offers a perspective

on the modernist poetic method in which foreign knowledges are both processed by,

and alter, the native voice.

An explicit statement on the aesthetics of the synthesising of knowledge comes later in

'The Kind of Poetry I Want'. For Roderick Watson in the double Akros of 1970,

MacDiarmid's poetics as it progressed through the late '30s and '40s towards a 'poetry of

facts' saw 'language itself as a possible new content.57 For Watson, in MacDiarmid's

move towards a 'poetry of facts', words became merely representative, a retreat from the

interface where waves of identification lap against the shores of language. Where for

postcolonial writers the 'transnational, translational' activity is central, the mid-period

MacDiarmid:

Uses language merely to indicate the object of his concern, without

attempting to 'translate' the object, or the idea of the object.58

And where Macmurray stressed an engagement with the object, and therefore paved the

way tor an acknowledgement of the role of identification in national identity, this

MacDiarmid often displays a modern mix of knowledges served by a modernist strong-

ego. Such an ego is actually domesticated from the most canonised, most Victorian

Amencan tradition, but is also comparable to myths of native pride to be taken up by the

cultural polemic of The Eclipse ofScottish Culture. Here linebreak is virtually abandoned as

rhythmic unit, and lines are presented blandly split, not with the technical subtlety of
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touch of the linebreak of the 'native modernism' of William Carlos Williams — another

object of MacDiarmid's ire59 - but instead as a kind of Poundian listing.

The poetry of 'The Kind of Poetry I Want' is a programmatic list of aesthetic

comparisons, and a description of a poetics for glueing the compared fragments back

together. It is also therefore a guide to strategies of living for a modern man charged

with looking after the race's cultural wellbeing, and is largely a stretching of early

modernism, despite the publication date of 1961. Its formal modernism, like that of the

Cahier and the Cantos, subjugates linebreak to whole statements or at least long clauses,

so that the list of fragments stretches out in huge vertical sentences, not breaking the

paragraph for much of its length. This form indeed is sometimes taken to demonstrate

MacDiarmid's mastery over the long poem or even, in a Poundian line of argument, the

'epic'.

The kind of poetry the speaker wants is nothing less than 'A poetry with the power of

assimilating foreign influences' (TKOP 1011) into a self unspoilt and untroubled by

identification, not altered by these influences, and capable of perception of 'the whole':

poems concerned with technical matters

[...]

And all the other manifestations

Of cultismo and concettista through the ages (TKOP 1005)

In this MacDiarmid, the overarching metaphor of scientific classification contains all

flower imagery:

the botanist's knowledge
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Of the complete structure (TKOP 1005)

We are, after all, a 'race' of encyclopaedists, compulsive listers in a modern era in which

mass communications have reproduced so much information worth listing. We are also a

masculine race of scientists and technicians, always pushing for totalisation of the

information available:

A poetry concerned with all that is needed

Of the sum of human knowledge and expression,

The sustaining consciousness,

The reasonable will of our race,

To produce this super-individuality, Man (TKOP 1004)

[...]

the specific man in us

Has the power to assimilate, utilize, override, and fuse

All our individual divergencies (TKOP 1005)

The intelligence of this Scottish superman, 'the specific man', is nevertheless localised in

the body, as in the Fanonian social which overdetermined the native body. The speaker

needs:

... a brain and an imagination that takes

Every grade without changing gears (TKOP 1006)

Political commitment comes down to recognising that all things are connected by the

gaze of the unifying individual, when:
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We see them as part of this world

And understand their role in it (TKOP 1023)

We see and understand this, but in the MacDiarmid epiphany, cannot identify with the

object, so that experience is both whole (and therefore wholly inside or outside of

Scottish authenticity), and systematic. This recalls the definition of the stones in 'On a

Raised Beach', in which the stones and the man are both unmoved by one another's will,

yet connected:

It is not

The reality of life that is hard to know.

It is nearest of all and easiest to grasp.

But you must participate in it to proclaim it.60

The specific man of 'The Kind of Poetry I Want' is then a culturally privileged educator

from the indigenous elite — virtually the opposite of the claims W.N. Herbert makes for

MacDiarmid's Synthetic Scots, and oddly close to descriptions of cultural assimilation in

(for example) British India.61 'I have known all the poets of the world, I think' (TKOP

1032), claims the speaker with a paranoiac flourish. As in Pound-Eliot modernism, the

building-blocks of Romanticism (Nairn's stunted nationalism) reappear within this

speaker:

A deep religious impulse moving us...

Coleridge's 'esemplasy and coadunation',

Multeity in unity
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For, as Rilke says, the poet must know everything (TKOP 1016)

[and] the artist is happiest

With an idea which can become

All emotion, and an emotion all idea (TKOP 1021)

For these unacknowledged legislators, 'Pure setting.../ .. .is extremely important'

(TKOP 1022). Their manipulation of fragments under a tight tonal control certainly

recalls Eliot, and sometimes, the procedure of argument lightly and pedantically across

linebreak looks remarkably like FourQuartets. Indeed much of MacDiarmid's late poetry

was written before FourQuartets, but published after it. 'The Kind of Poetry I Want'

wants:

A poetry at the worst adept

In the artful tesselation of commonplaces

Expressed with so exact a magnificence

That they seem — and sometimes are — profound (TKOP 1013)

And 'The Kind of Poetry' aims, like the mystical Quartets, at 'The outer magic and the

inward mystery imaginatively reconciled' (TKOP 1026). The discussion after this of

flowers, leaves, and symbols, recalls MacDiarmid's Yeatsian introduction of the rose as

symbol, in ' The Little White Rose'. The thistle, indeed, is a kind of shadow-image of the

rose in Scottish modernism, like the hibiscus echoing across the Atlantic and challenged

in Tropiques.62 Large thistle models now stand at the top of the stairs of the new

Scottish Poetry Library. But again, the explanation of symbols as symbols might almost

be a gloss on Eliot's symbolism and symbolisme — the image functioning intertextually to
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connote specific human responses to a modernist aesthetic. The following lines of 'The

Kind of Poetry I Want' are very comparable to FourQuartets-.

one of the great triumphs

Of poetic insight was the way in which

It prepared the minds of many

For the conception of evolution...

Until, for example, flowers

Can never be thought of again

In a generalised way...

.. .the flower regarded as symbol

Rescued our forefathers from those horticultural patterns

And brought man and flower

Into a new relation (TKOP 1027-1028)

As well as the very Eliotic feel of the tone and turning of these lines, we should

remember FourQuartet? final, defining lines, which want to equate this symbol as

symbol, and the purging fire:

And all shall be well and

All manner of thing shall be well

When the images of flame are in-folded

Into the crowded knot of fire

And the fire and the rose are one.63
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The flower-as-symbol is also highly place-specific and not too insubstantial to be read

politically; MacDiarmid's oft-cited thistle can compete with tartan as overarching

symbol of Scottish nationhood. In Eliot's context, on the publication of'Little Gidding',

the rose of England had just emerged from the fire of World War Two.

This move, then, is towards the accumulation of scientific knowledges, a clinical, quasi-

objective, by implication masculine activity, from which W.N. Herbert, Robert

Crawford, and Richard Price sometimes draw a line to an 'Intormationists' group within

Scottish poetry.64 Given the reception to the later MacDiarmid's tendency to intimidate

with a sheer, Poundian surface of dubious learning, this apparent control over

knowledge was a big part of MacDiarmid's prevailing appeal to Scottish Renaissance

followers. In his contribution to Hugh MacDiarmid: afestschrift, Maurice Lindsay speaks

credulously ot:

Polyglot poetry... The exhaustion incurred, however, is wonderfully

compensated for by the grandeur of the intellectual landscape, and by the

frequent discovery of brilliant isolated flower-clusters of pure poetry.65

As Riach notes, the modernism which sought to evade Victorian Romanticism by

presenting an impersonal series of fragments, in practice often reinstated the brilliant

individual (author or critic) as a measure of value in synthesising them.66 This reliance

on a native elite makes for a problem in demonstrating 'the possibility of a great Scottish

literary Renaissance... from the resources that lie latent in the vernacular'.67 And even

the most untheoretical critic would now notice the reinstatement ot the synthesising

individual as guarantor of value in The Waste Land, 'Tradition and the Individual Talent',

and the Cantos.68 Riach argues in the final chapter of his study Hugh MacDiarmid's Epic

Poetry, that this placement of strong, fixed ego is merely a question of deictics, calling up
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literary models from Geoffrey Chaucer to Jonathan Culler to show that MacDiarmid's 'I'

and 'we' are carefully constituted, intertextual, and inclusive.69 The MacDiarmid 'I', as

Riach argues elsewhere, in contradistinction to Eliot and Pound but like native forms, is

'The sociolect that survived the course of poetry as ideolect'd° Although there are

interesting deictic effects in all postcolonial literature, making claims for a writerly 'I' or

'we' does not address MacDiarmid's strong push to manipulate knowledge on the basis

of a prior authority — a position similar to that of New Criticism. 1 There does not seem

much reason to see the incorporative 'I' as being any more sensitive to readerly

identification, however, than that of The Waste La/id. W.N. Herbert made a similar

point in trying to rescue MacDiarmid by claiming a readerly 'I' and new linguistic 'indices

of possibilities' shared by common reference. He says that:

Pound and Eliot provide jobs within an industry, not living models of

rebellion. But MacDiarmid... has evaded this industry and effectively

prolonged his shelf life.72

But although MacDiarmid's modernism called for a poetry 'rich in all... historical and

linguistic knowledge' (TKOP 1030), and attempted to discuss linguistics at length in 'In

Memoriam James Joyce',73 the terms of this linguistic vocabulary are quite fuzzy, and

become prohibitively so when the solidarity movement of the Renaissance enacts a kind

of Scottish negritude on MacDiarmid's aesthetics.74 In the last chapter 1 discussed how

literary Lallans or Synthetic Scots, turns out to be mostly Standard English with lexical

substitutions, and how Standard Scottish English is most powerfully studied as a

relatively discrete dialect. Despite the early recognition of the radical strategy of artifice

by even as un-radical a figure as Buchan, this artihcal dialect is also mapped onto, and

rarely distinguished from, 'Scots'. Scots in turn is held to be a pre-existing, discrete

'language', uniform across speech and writing, itselt relatively classist but making moral
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claims. Thus the editors of The Age ofMacDiarmid agonise over their stances towards the

figure of MacDiarmid, and the abilities of each critic to speak Scots.75 At the same time,

the interviews reveal the figure ofMacDiarmid, the guarantor of Scots authenticity, to

speak in an ideolect closer to Standard English than do most Scottish people. Moreover,

the essay 'A Theory of Scots Letters' pitches the difference between authentic vernacular

and inauthentic doggerel, as an 'educated knowledge', corresponding to the sliding of

Standard Scottish English (SSE) under Educated Standard Scottish English (ESSE).76

This means that Fanonian nation/class splits in Scottish literary language are likely to be

seriously damaging, and there is a danger of power simply passing to the 'national parties',

the 'indigenous elite' described by postcolonial theory.

It is therefore important to remember, despite the weight of Renaissance assumptions,

that MacDiarmid wrote in varieties of English. Synthetic Scots is limited by pointing to

the native resources which make up a modernist poetics largely by word-choice. It does

not form a separate dialect or correspond to SSE (often described by MacDiarmid and

the Renaissance as the Scots Vernacular), but may try to mirror spoken dialect rhythms,

a Romantic idea which can be traced back to Wordsworth's Prelude and beyond.77 Such

an idea is restated by none other than T.S. Eliot in 'The Music of Poetry':

One law of nature... the law that poetry must not stray too far from the

ordinary, everyday language which we use and hear.78

Additionally, in MacDiarmid's Scots, the sense of lexical substitution for Standard

English is heightened by the use of apostrophes to indicate contractions from the

Standard, and therefore correct, form. Thus in the above extended quotation from A

Drunk Man, we have 'gi'e' for 'give', 'a" tor 'all', 'freen's' for 'friends', and so on. This

interpolation of a sanctioned 'everyday language' is not necessarily the most natural way
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to write Scottish dialects and is not the way used by recent writers like Tom Leonard,

James Kelman, or Irvine Welsh. MacDiarmid's method of simple substitution for SE

with apostrophes leads to odd examples — 'pidgin", in the 1926 first edition, as a

contraction for a phantom gerund 'pidging'.79 The drunk/ poet certainly paints with a

broad brush, as in the 'wizened scrunt o' a knock-knee/ Chinee"s unlikely mistake of a

gendered pronoun for 'haggis'. If this wizened scrunt is not given much room here to see

the Scot in the fullness required by MacDiarmid, similarly the supposedly more precise

Chinese character was famously fetishised by MacDiarmid's avowed master, Pound.

Pound's Chinese 'pictogram' was at the centre of the modernist image's claims to inhabit

the object, and the Chinese character for Pound unreflectively and unsymbolically

depicts the object differently than does any European language. Like Freud's savage who

himself has no unconscious, 'the Chinese language naturally knows no grammar'.80

The comparison made by a Scottish criticism should be between dialects, not between

languages which are held to have different means of representation. MacDiarmid's

resolution by apostrophe of'pidgin' to the phantom SE form 'pidging' is particularly

ironic, since 'pidgin', here ascribed to the oriental, describes a dialect, especially in island

communities like in the Caribbean, before it creolises. In MacDiarmid's early lyrics,

gestures towards Scottish native speech are used for texture and feeling, in later work,

for tonal control, like the rapid shifts of The Waste Tand and FourQuartets, or the

discursive crazy-paving of Pound's Cantos. But as we know from The Waste Tand, these

gestures also demand an anamnesis of an anterior national form, of a time before

foreigners pidged the native language. This is easily turned to Anglophobia by the

speaker ofA Drunk Man, and, unfortunately, by most of MacDiarmid's other speakers.

But the MacDiarmid Cult response was to amplify MacDiarmid's resistance to

metropolitan modernism, and sometimes to modernism as such. The railing Drunk Man
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was indeed speaking to a literature which was only just post-kailyard, within a

modernity Macmurray was hnally unable to accept, and an education system apparently

traumatised by the changes descnbed by Davie. According to John Manson in the

context of another Akros discussion of MacDiarmid from 1968, and of the persistence

of the ghosts of kailyard:

One's education had made one able to discuss the problems of Hamlet

but it had failed completely to make one understand the problems of

one's own people as an intelligent study of The House With the Green

Shutters or A Scots Qjtair might have done.81

Although neither of these particular novels hnds room amongst the English Romantics

of'The Kind of Poetry I Want', MacDiarmid's modernist willingness to integrate many

disciplines' knowledges could also distort the 'native' canons, and puts him at the centre

of Scottish educational debates. Indeed, in the long Akros interview MacDiarmid claims

joint credit with Davie for marketing the 'Democratic Intellect' idea.82

This aspect of MacDiarmid's importance may help to explain some of the critical

patience with the Anglophobia and sexism of his work. As well as drawing attention to

the non-Standard basis of modernist practice, the poetry of knowledge implies a future

in which literatures and academic faculties are interreliant and open to breaking up as

such.83 Unlike most current political nationalists claiming an interest in culture, and

despite being a member of the National Party for Scotland for some time, MacDiarmid

does argue against simply reading a cultural superstructure in terms of extant political

categories. In a sense his modernism represents the aesthetics of the interconnectedness

of knowledges, an idea worth holding on to at a time when many see the discipline of

English Literature — or even Scottish Literature — as under threat from Cultural Studies
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or 'theory'. Perhaps Alan Riach captures the moment in tying up commentary on the

modern crisis in metropolitan knowledge, with the more traditional veneration for

MacDiarmid as man:

MacDiarmid took hold of the entire cultural situation in Scotland in the

1920s and the pillars which upheld it and he did the job of Samson. He

brought the whole thing down. Of course it's bigger than MacDiarmid —

what happened was a change in the Zeitgeist — but he was onto it, he

knew it was happening and he helped to bring it about.84

MacDiarmid's 'Glasgow, I960' is probably the most famous comment on the possibilities

for civic knowledge of a critically-engaged general education.85 It also shows the

breaking-point of the modern love of technology, in the city's 'mass' population — 'Buses

and trams.../ .. .packed tight as they'd hold with folks' — yet we imagine them saved:

The cause o' the stir

Is a debate on "la loi de l'effort converti"

Between Professor MacFadyean and a Spainish pairty.'86

The burden of sarcasm here is not only on an undereducated mass, but on the failures of

cultural representatives, Anglicised and unwilling to take responsibility for a general

education. Elsewhere MacDiarmid admits that the interdisciplinary education required

in a native cultural tradition, also demands an element of foreignness ignored by the

representatives, or as Edwin Morgan has said, 'a magic construct' created 'especially from

the imagery of light and water' (or Enlightenment light plus cultural exchange).87
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A modern, postcolonial, technology is implicated, and drawn up into the poetics. In part

this corresponds to Edwin Morgan's translation of Mayakovsky's earlier appreciation of

Brooklyn Bridge, to which I will come later. There is, moreover, something like a

definition of the useful incorporation of knowledges, which is scientific in 'In

Memonam James Joyce', whose speaker is looking for:

The point where science and art can meet,

For there are two kinds of knowledge,

Knowing about things and knowing things,

Scientific data and aesthetic realization,

And I seek their perfect union in my work.88

Of this fusion, speaking of the fantastic poetics of bringing together the 'fragmentation

of human cultures', following an earlier essay of as early as 1956,89 Morgan says:

But this science-fiction mood is not so typical as his concentration on

present knowledge (and theory) and his attempts to relate this to human

experience and to his own aesthetics.90

I think we can go further and say that there is a pulling away from the full consequences

of modernisation, as conceived in either sociological or subjective terms. Not only are

people forced together in monoculture-type industrial masses, there is also a clouding-

over of the anterior view of the Scottish nation which MacDiarmid requires. The

postcolonial community is the site of collective action of the West Indian plantation,

but is also a Blakean image of urban hell readable in the Victorian sensibility of The

Waste Land. Although 'Personalities and the Machine Age' shows a qualified optimism

for the paraphernalia of modernisation as democratising knowledge - where technicians
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'are much more closely in touch/ With the ramifications of modern life'91 - there is also

throughout the Selected Poems a fair amount of distaste about modernised lowland

Scotland as part of the nation. It is sometimes difficult to work out whether the central

belt qualifies as part of MacDiarmid's Scotland, failing as it does to correspond to a

much older I oZGethnicist picture of sturdy mountain-dwelling natives. The paradoxical

conclusion of the liberating modernisation process, and one for which MacDiarmid has

no answer, is a stand-off between 'Gaelic culture' and 'English culture'. The obvious

Romantic risk running through this modernism is ot authentic Scotland collapsed back

into a Walter Scott-like Highland form on the one hand, and Anglo-Europe on the

other. This is a Europhobia which would be deaf to even The Eclipse ofScottish Cultures

quaint conception of'continental theory', and certainly to a Parisian reflux of Algerian

philosophy. In one of MacDiarmid's own contributions to the special MacDiarmid

Agenda, alarmingly titled 'Credo for a Celtic Poet':

Lowland Scotland is a battle-ground

Between Europe and Gaeldom.92

The status of a national language is also critical here - the (modernist intellectual) drunk

man ofA Drunk Man heaps metaphysical claims onto Gaelic, yet speaks in Scottish

English; 'A Theory of Scots Letters' is not sure whether its claims are being made for an

English dialect, 'Scottish', the 'Vernacular', or 'Doric', and can only decide that it is not

uneducated 'patois'.93 This shows a wavering typical of cultural nationalism unable to

grasp those most visible and 'committed' forms:

The Scottish Vernacular [we can read, SSE] is the only language in

Western Europe instinct [sic] with those uncanny spiritual and
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pathological perceptions alike which constitute the uniqueness of

Dostoevsky's work.94

This wavering, we should recall, is despite huge claims for linguistic authority, and

disavows the crisis within the subject which we have seen that dialect-choice brings.

And the subject in MacDiarmid must remain strong: Riach and others struggle with his

resistance to a splitting off of ego in poetic method, as would have been implied by

Davie's reading of MacDiarmid, or a modernism which could cope with psychoanalysis.

Unsurprisingly, MacDiarmid shows great hostility to psychoanalysis when he encounters

it in 1924, in 'Abracabra Plus X'.95 Despite MacDiarmid's long poem's insights, the

Drunk Man's modernism is so defensive that it almost seems to contain its own

resistance to theory for the sake of convenience. What is noticeable, and perhaps even

influential, is the strained authority of the poetic voice which is both avowedly

assimilationist towards foreignness, and must also rubbish Scottish ideas abroad (the

foreign tendency towards 'Burns Cults') in order to maintain that authority. It may be

that rigorous modernist readings of MacDiarmid were blocked by his long being

indispensable to Scottish Literature, as guaranteed by that mid-century phase of the

Scottish Renaissance. Surveying the MacDiarmid critical hegemony in Scotland over the

past fifty years or so, it is not easy to believe that his work has not provided, as Herbert

put it, 'jobs within an industry' of at least modest proportions. The task of more recent

years seems to have been to save from all of this a modernist poetics which speaks to a

responsibly postcolonial Scotland. This is the importance of rereading the critical history,

and from around the mid-80s, MacDiarmid's elitist and national gesture has begun to be

seen in perspective. As Robert Crawford put it in 1994:

His early work in Scots destabilises Anglocentrism through deliberate ex-

centricity, addressing itself to a minority audience. Yet the more time
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that passes, the more we sense that Scots reaching out to Caribbean

nation language and postcolonial dialects, to the predicament of Irish and

Australian writers, for instance.96

The critical fall-out of the events in 1960s Scottish modernism was assessed throughout

the 1970s and '80s. The second special MacDiarmid Akros of 1977 promised more of a

textual emphasis, and critical concern lumbered towards this emphasis in the 1980s.

Elsewhere, in the special Chapman on Edwin Morgan in 1991, Crawford had been able

to point out that the whole area of MacDiarmid's indispensibility to critical judgements

on Scottish culture had already been rethought:

Where 18th-century Scots strove to create a British (as distinct from

English) literature, 20th-century Scottish writers aim, on the whole, for

a post-British identity that is particularly Scottish in a new way.

MacDiarmid's way was Anglophobic, a strident rewriting of the story of

Scotland as encyclopaedic and fierce, internationally-oriented and

chauvinistically macho. MacDiarmid's Scotland now appears curiously

antique, its anachronistic nature highlighted in his eulogy of authentically

'Scottish' pubs which are "men only", as opposed to "meretricious

deScotticised" bars where "Men (if you can call them that) even take

their wives and daughters along with them".97

As Crawford has shown, the work of Edwin Morgan has helped to force a rethinking of

this ambivalent legacy. The focus in Crawford's article above is on Morgan's ideas for a

Scottish literary history, and we might add that such a history would today would have

its conclusion somewhere at the other end of the modernism from that used by

MacDiarmid to bring Scottish identity to productive crisis. It would end up, indeed,
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somewhere in that nebulously and pejoratively named field of'theory', which came to

dominate English Studies but is still widely disavowed in Scottish Studies.98 Crawford's

prevailing Morgan here, though, is one 'ignoring die -isms'.99 He points out that this is

undoubtedly reassuring to many Scottish critics, writing on a comfortingly 'Scottish'

Morgan. But the project of creating a national literary history only has to resist 'theory'

in an environment where there is a prior, unimpeachable and chauvinistically native idea

of the national history, where 'theory' is unhistorical and irresponsible, and 'ethics'

forecloses and possibility of conflict within the multiply-determined, globalised person.

This may correspond roughly to the picture many critics have in the shadow of the

Renaissances, but it contrasts with the way in which Morgan, like other postcolonial

writers, mixes a sense of cultural memory with an interest in language and subjectivity.

A reassessment of this particular debate is important if Scottish criticism is to accept the

terms of cultural theory into readings of Scottish cultural texts, whose vectors of

ethnicity, class, and gender, are all effectively squashed in MacDiarmid's 'language' and

'nation' as flat as they are in the Rene Maran of Batouala, or in the realpolitik populist

Leopold Sedar Senghor.

In the 1960s, the 'Second Scottish Renaissance' hegemony was seriously threatened by

more critical strains. Ian Hamilton Finlay's Glasgow Beasts refused the overblown and

inaccurate 'Synthetic Scots' model and offered a bestiary of bachles accompanied by

papercut pictures.100 His stanzaic book The Dancers Inherit the Party appeared at the same

time, and he went on to produce concrete poetry from around 1962, and sculpture from

around 1966. Edwin Morgan's concrete poetry also became known throughout the '60s,

consolidating his non-concrete work. Morgan's earlier translations go back as far as the

late '30s. His collection The Second Life appeared in 1968,101 the year of the May

uprisings in Paris and, almost unbelievably, of MacDiarmid's 'Credo for a Scottish Poet',

quoted above. In 1970, Akrosacceded to a special 'Visual Number', publishing Morgan's
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new essay 'Into the Constellation'.102 By this time MacDiarmid's detensiveness towards

this critical modernism had developed into something resembling open warfare. His

internationalist nationalism, already seen as risking racist, sexist control by a

standardised elite, completely breaks down around the time of MacDiarmid's pointed

objections to the foundation of Scottish International magazine, in 1968.103 These

skirmishes had been brewing throughout the '60s: when Edwin Morgan reviewed

Glasgow Beasts for New Saltire in 1961, he asked 'Who will publish Scottish poetry?',

suggesting the urgent need for publishing reform within the grip of a Renaissance mafia

closed to experiment. Describing Ian Hamilton Finlay, Morgan wrote of:

Work which anyone who is interested in Scottish writing should know

about... Yet they... have to make their way by word of mouth, or by a

very rare review.104

The embittered retort by MacDiarmid came two editions later:

Is there even ane o' thae Beatnik poets

Wi' which the place is sae raji rife

Da'en mair than juist feelin' a lassie's bloomers

And thinkin' he's seen life.105

Apart from the dramatic misjudgement of linking Edwin Morgan to lassies' bloomers,

what this shows is a grasping for 'Life' as the really real, which would not look out of

place in a D.H. Lawrence novel. Already prisoners of the psychoanalytic real,

postcolonial post-Renaissance writers would continue to review modernist techniques -

particularly a troubling of the social image and the psychosocial ground of language - but
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could no longer be harried into simply repeating those which reinstate a prior national

subject.

MacDiarmid's resistance spilled over during an international writers' meeting at the

'Writers' Conference' of the Edinburgh Festival in 1962, where he personally harangued

as feckless and unpatriotic bohemians the writers Alexander Trocchi (who collaborated

with R.D. Laing later in the '60s),106 and William Burroughs.107 The 'beatnik' jibe would

later be taken up by Morgan in 'The Beatnik in the Kailyard', the attack on Finlay

intensified by MacDiarmid in the ugly birds without wings.109. In the web journalflashpoint,

Mark Scroggins quotes MacDiarmid in the Letters attacking Ian Hamilton Finlay's

Glasgow Beasts, and defending the Synthetic Scots experiment at all costs - and thus the

now rather panicky and reactionary turn of its 'radical' elitism:

[Finlay's Glasgow Beasts is] not the kind of Scots in which high poetry can

be written, and what can be done to it... is qualitatively little, if at all,

above Kailyard level.109

We will see that Edwin Morgan has often spoken about the ambivalent osmotic

influence of MacDiarmid; he is quoted above acknowledging his importance in terms

more qualified than those of the Second Renaissance. Morgan however also shares the

project of going back through Scottish literature extensively and critically, and

experimenting with 'vernacular' dialects. As Robert Crawford argues in the special

Morgan Chapman, Morgan's work has in fact been a unifier for post-Renaissance Scottish

culture.110 It may indeed eventually be judged to have been more of a part of the

makeup of the Scottish cultural landscape in the twentieth century than was that of

MacDiarmid.111 Morgan's work in a sense provides a bridge from MacDiarmid's early

modernism to the demands of the cnticism of the devolutionary era — or, as in one of
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the Morgan's many interviews - a combination of Edwin Muir's warmth and

MacDiarmid's techno philia.112

That is indeed one kind of'critical modernism', but a description in which 1 would be

more specifically interested here is that of high modernism reread as postcolonial and

vice-versa, and reliant on the colonial enactment of the Enlightenment subject. 1 am

looking, then, for something more like a Scottish experience vecue, able both to speak

directly from a non-Standard tradition, and trigger a critique of Scotland's own

ambivalent European national history. As in Fanon, in early modernism like that of

MacDiarmid, a clash between experience and culture often results in the resurrection of

'native' cultural forms which seem to be closer to real life, but are actually trapped in the

'real' of Lacanian-Fanonian psychoanalysis. Morgan's oeuvre, insofar as it shows anything

as a whole, points usefully to the position of the Scottish writer in this situation - there

is on one hand the negotiation of a globalised, 'post-British identity' (as Crawford has

called it), on the other the interference of demands to reproduce the most visible aspects

of Scottishness adaptable as national morale-boosters within the native critical

community. The insistent voice of'tradition' in the available images of Scotland

interferes with poetic voice so that neither can be fully embraced nor fully resisted.

Edwin Morgan, again in the interviews, hints at the exile's truism that Scottish cultural

traditions, lauded for critical engagement, are however felt most accurately from the

perspective of distance.113 I turn next to the search to establish a specifically Scottish

voice within late modernism's productive auto-criticism, which acknowledges the

incursion of alterity, and also retains a spirit of invention within the shadow of Scottish

Renaissance critical behaviour. The last chapter of this thesis therefore looks at how

Edwin Morgan and Ian Hamilton Finlay produce late modernist, critical perspectives on

early modernism. These perspectives are eminently readable within definitions of the
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nation and national identity in the critical stream of thought which came to be known

as postcolonial theory.
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6 Critical Modernism

i

In the 1960s Edwin Morgan's The Second Life and Ian Hamilton Finlay's The Dancers

Inherit the Tarty and Poor. Old. Tired. Horse, journal announced a departure from the grip

of the 'Second Scottish Renaissance'.1 Although Morgan's work provides some of the

more interesting and sympathetic rejoinders to the work of MacDiarmid, for example

praising MacDiarmid's interdisciplinarity in essays collected in Crossing the Border2, he

moves, especially after The Second Life, towards a more direct thematics of language and

identity, which also helps put MacDiarmid into historical perspective. Rather than

repeat the reassuring given images of Scotland, Morgan brings modernist aesthetics, and

culture in general, into a central critical position in reading the social. His influences

include not only surrealism - politically important to the decolonising Caribbean - but

also Russian constructivism and Brazilian concrete, all with a critical and engaged

attitude towards nationhood.

Concrete poetry returns critically to some of the founding moments of high modernism

— both the word-images of Russian constructivism as described by Morgan in 'Into the

Constellation' - and to Pound's reading of Fenollosa on the Chinese character, alluded to

in the previous chapter.3 At the heart of Pound's imagism was the idea of the Chinese

character as 'iconic' rather than 'symbolic', and therefore more accurate. The poet,

according to Pound, has the gift and responsibility of apprehending the sign as a pictorial

whole.4 Contrary to the founding explanation of Saussure (of course unavailable to early

modernists) this implies that the relationship of signifier to signified in some languages is
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less arbitrary than others, and the signiher in some languages can act more like a

photographic representation of the object. In poststructuralist times it is easy to see this

objectivising idea of the Poundian image as dated, as a kind of Swiftean comic

reworking of the colonialist truism that native cultures look beautitully unsophisticated

when viewed from the outside. But these Poundian concerns of the visualness of poetic

form did indicate an aesthetic-subjective crisis in the viewing position of the subject of

the Enlightenment.

There are connections between such concerns and what is described in Anthony

Easthope's more famous account of poetics, Poetry as Discourse (belonging to the same

'New Accents' series as Studying British Cultures) .5 Borrowing heavily from structuralist

linguistics, Easthope describes poetic discourse in terms of 'paradigmatic' and

'syntagmatic' axes - also central, as Chapter Three has described, to Bhabha's description

of modernity. The 'paradigmatic' in Easthope, loosely based on a Barthesian model of

the sign,6 is 'connotative', connects 'vertically' to social meanings, and corresponds in

postcolonial theory to the social image — the nation as an image of the social. We should

remember that in Bhabha this connotative metaphor forms the basis of a stereotype when

imposed on signs circulating metonymically in the social. Indeed similar structuralist

theory is used by Steven Scobie to read the negotiation of social meaning in Ian

Hamilton Finlay in 1985 — although he does not take the next step ot linking the

paradigmatic metaphor and the image of the nation.' The paradigmatic works at 'right

angles' to the syntagmatic movement of the line, that is, the contingent forward drive of

the narrative. The conjunction of the paradigmatic and syntagmatic thereby regulates

poetic form and corresponds roughly to the interconnection of the metaphoric and

metonymic poles in Roman Jakobson, in an essay now well-known to literary critics.8

The poetic voice then compromises contingent narrative movement with the 'form' of

social meanings. In Easthope, the paradigmatic burden appears via poetic form in
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linebreak and rhythm, which interrupt the syntagmatic movement of speech.

Enunciative subjectivity is then an aesthetic mapping of the absorption of images into

the discursive makeup of identity. I have already looked at psychoanalytic accounts of

how such 'vertical' identifications with the social image are demanded by nations, but

also imply subjective incompleteness at any one time, or, as Easthope describes it:

The openness of the syntagmatic chain to paradigmatic substitutions

acknowledges dependence of the ego on the discourse which produces

it...

A necessary condition for this effect is the use of'free verse'.9

Modernism tends to spread the linebreak anxiously throughout the text in the perpetual

re-identifications, dramatising the break-up of the viewing subject's stable distance from

the object. Despite contrary claims made repeatedly throughout the century, 'free verse',

soberingly described by Charles O. Hartman as 'rhythmic organisation by other than

numerical modes', has no simple relation to freedom, far less to breaking powerful

cultural structures.10 In tree verse, the same range of feet are arranged without

numerical regularity relative to the linebreak, and linebreak - the action of the social

metaphor cutting lines — is diffused throughout the poem, a 'crisis of the image' which is

pushed to extremes in concrete poetry. This modernist crisis ot the image was eventually

answered by the supenmposition of ironic or super-visible forms, Hartman's 'numerical

modes', as in later 'serialism' which uses predefined series on top of often very

semantically disordered poetry. The same impulse appears in Ian Hamilton h'inlay and

also in the post-concrete Morgan of'Glasgow Sonnets', in which we will see that the

sonnet form is laid like an exoskeleton on high modernist discord.11
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It is significant therefore that concrete poetry tirst arrived in Western Europe in

Scotland, since in these terms it represents a critical modernism in which every sign

partakes ot the 'metaphorical' image during the reading process. Its poems are either

ideally isomorphic (content=form), especially in concrete poetry's early days, or, in a

more critical mode, ironically and often humorously image-heavy. The narrative,

syntagmatic movement of the life of the people is forced to negotiate the anterior image

at every point. In its 1960s Scottish incarnation, high modernism's will to create images

and 'break the pentameter', as in Pound, is not just obeyed but negotiated, with 'form'

highly visible throughout the distortingof reading. An extreme example is

Morgan's 'The Chaffinch Map of Scotland', in which dialect differences in a single word

— 'chaffinch' — are arranged into the shape of a physical map of Scotland, an insistence of

the paradigmatic which is literally an image ofthe nation}2

Concrete poetry's joke in this context is that, as with the poststructuralist model —

Bhabha's reading of Derrida — attempts to fix a knowable object constituted by nothing

more than a circulating anxiety, and any look at the anterior nation is also performative.

The image-distorting supplement is the always-already of the postcolonial; the nation's

image rises from the extra-national sea, as in the opening of Morgan's Sonnets From

Scotland:

There is no beginning. We saw Lewis

Laid down, when there was not much but thunder

And volcanic fires; watched long seas plunder

Faults; laughed as Staffa cooled.13

Similarly, in one of Morgan's 'found' concrete poems, 'Legend', the land is formed from

myths themselves growing from the sea:
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Mull is

A whale14

Morgan also points to a very early interest in the possibilities of visual layout within

Russian modernism, an alternative and earlier source of'visual poetry' than the Brazilian

one usually cited. Though the origins of modernist visual experiment are often placed

much later, in 'Into the Constellation' Morgan points to 'Kamensky's "ferroconcrete"

poems (the name curiously prophetic of the concrete poetry of recent years)'15. Morgan's

concrete poetry, in addition, in contextualising questions of language and (cultural)

translation, also touches on the responsibilities of a national synthetic dialect. Much of

the force of his translation comes from the 'metaphorical' interference of language-ideal

with the sometimes shambolic forward movement of dramatic descriptions. The array of

sources displayed in his Collected Translations is huge, and ranges from St. Columba to

Gennady Aigi, from Claudian to Otto Orban.16 It is impossible in the midst of such a

range of sociolinguistic contexts, not to be sensitised to the relation of dialect to identity

and power, and the translator's responsibilities in this.

For Morgan, translation is just this kind of direct critical intervention into the modern

formation of identities. Alec Finlay writes that:

Under MacDiarmid's influence, translation, so often a crucial aspect in

the renewal of a language or culture, underwent a revival...

However, the formal and experimental influences that were absorbed as

a result were much less than might be expected. In their turn Morgan

and Finlay, intent on creating a new popular and modern movement

turned their attention overseas. Their success in placing their work and
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that of other young Scottish poets within an international context

depended on the virtuoso skills of Edwin Morgan, the great translator of

the period.17

Responsibilities that require a commitment to an authenticity beyond the textually

programmatic are also a part of the textual work of anti-metaphysical deconstruction. In

'The translation of poetry', Morgan follows the poststructuralists' favourite Walter

Benjamin in describing the translator's art as 'bound' to the pains of the discovery of

'true' language.18 This is not far from the insistence on the importance of ethics made

latterly in deconstruction, or a 'negative theology' of the text with all metaphysical

claims cleared away.19 In Morgan, the true language requires, but is not reducible to, a

knowledge of linguistics, and does not produce a set of national linguistic 'rules':

the poem itself... has attained some sort of non-verbal interlinguistic

existence in the mind... there does seem to be some sense... in which the

poem exists independently of the language of its composition.20

The true language, though bound to the materiality of enunciation, is like an ethics of

the mutual recognition which for Fanon creates a space for lived-experience. For

Morgan, translation 'repeats' the original but performatively distorts it, and this

performance allows for a decontextualised form of recognition.

Translation and the experience of alterity, in other words, are as important to Edwin

Morgan's poetics as they are to Flomi Bhabha's. In Morgan, the distortions of translation

are typically thematised in his concrete and 'emergent' poems, to which I will come later.

The 'becoming' of cultural identity in such working translations is both anterior and

performative relative to 'the people' in the nation:
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at times when states are anxious to establish their national identity and

to prove the virtues of their language, they have very often in history

indulged in widespread translation from other cultures; yet in the process

ot doing they subtly alter their own language, joining it in many

unforeseen ways to a greater continent of almost undefined and non¬

specific human expression.21

Part of being 'authentically' Scottish, Morgan's work bears out again and again in a post-

Renaissance context, is a responsiblity for doing such translation; indeed the Scottish

agent is politically transformed by this process of translation and becomes, as in Lacan

and Fanon as well as in Benjamin, 'no longer himself.22

Morgan gets explicitly close to a Lacanian stress on enunciative identity when he

discusses in Chapman 64 the ' [Sapir-]Whorf hypothesis' of languages as corresponding to

separate understandings of the world, since if we take away the idea of languages as

single discrete world-views, experience is mapped out by language in general (langue) .23

As we have seen, an engagement with the sociolinguistic area ot crossover, or at least an

interest in communicative variants, speaks especially urgently to identity in an area of

non-Standard dialects. Yet Morgan seems to be one of very few twentieth-century

Scottish poets to have taken linguistics seriously beyond MacDiarmid-like claims for

infinite knowledge. So central is translation to Morgan's poetics that it seems at times to

assume the proportions of the psychoanalytic-Fanonian human, flowing, as we have seen

above, from Hegelian recognition, taking in Sartre and Laing (and, as Morgan shows,

Benjamin). In Morgan, as in the largely unMacDiarmid-like Scottish philosophical

tradition, identity is not simply down to the action of a seeing-knowing subject at the
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defaulted centre of knowledge-production. He converts this into an innovative and

humorous drive to devolve poetic voices from received definitions of humanity:

the idea of bringing things together and of giving things a voice through

what I write, even if they don't have an actual voice - giving animals or

inanimate objects a voice - that attracts me a lot, and I suppose that is a

kind of translation in a way. If I write a poem called 'The Apple's Song',

the apple is being translated if you like into human language.24

This also helps to explain Morgan's interest in technology — partly the logical extension

of MacDiarmid's overtures, and partly a contrary commitment to criticism of the limits

of humanity. In 'Poetry and Translation', Morgan speculates (deconstructively) that

those aspects of translation thought of as the most 'mechanical' and those thought of as

he most 'artistic', may not be so easily separated. An older humanist resistance to

'machine translation' would always want to put a defaulted form of human judgement at

the centre of every activity.25

As I have argued, the postcolonial recursion of this identity is more like a repeated

performance of the gap between citizen status and cultural identity, indexed in

modernist aesthetics. We have seen that a number of figures linked to the MacDiarmid

Cult tended to assume that national identity implied a coherent cultural identity and

vice-versa. However, recognising that 'native' cultural identity must be to some extent

always partly exterior to even the native's own idea of native culture, is needed to free

national identity from Fanon's retrogressive 'second phase'. The devolutionary era may

release this debate from a 'political nationalist' model of cultural identity. As Morgan

says in 1969 in 'What if feels like to be a Scottish poet':
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If Scotland became independent tomorrow, there is no guarantee that it

would enter a golden age of literary expression. Yet I am sure I am not

mistaken in sensing, even among those who are less than sympathetic to

devolutionary or wider political change, an awareness of such change

which in subtle ways affects creative endeavour.26

In the previous chapter I noted Douglas Dunn's straightfacedly referencing MacDiarmid

in response to this question. Morgan's response is more oblique and more distorted. The

title of this essay in the Polygon edition, on both contents page and essay itself - 'What if

feels like to be a Scottish poet' - inadvertently substitutes the more contingent 'if for 'it'

- is an interesting 'interference' effect like Morgan's 'interferences' poems.27

Given the centrality of the 'translational, transnational', Morgan's handsomely-collected

Collected Translations is a serious canonical intervention, offering translations of, and

critical perspectives on, varieties of European modernism so far little read in Britain.

Although this rereading is a specihcally late modernist project, Morgan's work shows not

a retarded wish to repeat modernism out ol time, as is occasionally assumed, but rather

the realisation that the politics of the technical innovations of high modernism require a

contemporary criticism. The 'colonial time-lag' here is a critical one. The relation of

'Scots' and Scottish English to Standard English is also critical here. For his now-tamous

translation of'With the Whole Voice' by a Vladimir Mayakovsky 'who is a very

inventive, accomplished, unusual user of his own language',28 Morgan chose not

Standard English but a reworked version of 'Synthetic Scots'. This is not quite like

MacDiarmid Cult flagwaving for native traditions; Morgan repeatedly shows an

awareness of the dangers of feeling forced to write in artificial Scots amongst his

contemporaries. But the Russian translations' poetics rely on non-Standard dialects'

privileged place in showing connections between language and cultural identity.
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(Elsewhere, he more ambivalently describes 'a mixture of artistic and political motives

at work').29 As in Fanon, native speech is politicised in the gap between experience and

system. These cultural politics have to be spelt out for Anglophone audiences since

Russian modernism, as Morgan points out, had much more ot an explicit stake in the

political process than the Anglo-American modernism which largely refused any

radicalism in cultural identity.

There is a strong resonance here with the non-Standard Scotland I described in the last

chapter. Elsewhere comparing Mayakovsky's linguistic effects to the effects of Scots,

Morgan argues interestingly for the reworking of MacDiarmid-like techniques ot

linguistic artifice in the target dialogue for translation:

You have to use the MacDiarmid method rather than a method which

would be strictly following some local dialect.30

Although in a (less prescriptive) version of Synthetic Scots, Morgan's translation of

Mayakovsky has more or less become the definitive Anglophone translation; the only

other readily-available English translation is a turgid Soviet volume of 1972.31 Morgan

follows Mayakovsky's manifesto-like, extensive use of the second person, to address tor

example the bourgeiosie — 'Mandament No.2 to the Army o the Arts' — or a poetic

audience — 'Goavy-Dick'. Irregular indentation is used rhythmically and visually, and

short, repetitive lines are followed by long, statement-length lines, fragmented single

words or lines the length ot a breath.

'I'm Aff is the first in the collection to use indentation, and the tirst to mention the

speaker's trip to France. One to four lines are indented from the left margin, and this

visual-rhythmic ('paradigmatic') linebreak is mixed with internal possibilities for rhyme —
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'pow/ a toon/ and a mou', 'that fash/ and slash the hert/ o the Russkatoon' (CT 132) —

and consonance - 'beslaistered at best/ by the selsame/ telltale cosmetical lowe' (CT

131). The spread of poetic effects follows Mayakovsky in overlaying narrative and

images across the page. The movement of the narrative contingent ('syntagmatic') is
interwoven with the overarching images of a national future:

Caa

The-day

Wur weirdie-heidit guest,

But gie fair focus

To the morn's morn's pow (CT 131).

'Mayakonferensky's Anectidote', not in the Soviet collection, similarly mixes a close

description of human activity with a slightly disenchanted view of the bureaucracy
which is the defacto life of the nation. It opens with the kind of repetition familiar from

Cesairean surrealism, with Synthetic Scots forced up against the 'artificial dialect' of

bureaucracy:

folk to CENTGEM

folk to GENCOM

folk to COMPOLIT

folk to POLITCENT

the boys wi the pens are gane like whittricks

to committees and cognostins and burroos and statistics (CT 129).
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It is impossible for Scottish readers to read 'burroos' without a vivid sense of the

grimness of British Social Security offices, and the alternative given in the footnotes -

'offices' - indicates the inadequacy of the Standard English. Fanonian class associations

are triggered by dialect associations, as in the precedent ot MacDiarmid's writing on the

'Vernacular'. Driven by a strong and often unromantic ear, Morgan is close to

Mayakovsky's comic and slightly desperate sense of dispossession with which people are

shuffled around the government agencies, 'cognostins and burroos'. In Mayakovsky,

Morgan finds a separating off by class, which is enacted via British national institutions,

and the register of those who are in James Kelman's phrase, 'required to perambulate to

a distant broo'.32

In the Mayakovsky translation 'Anent the Difference o Tastes', there is an interesting

meconnaisance of the animal kingdom, 'A cuddy,/ goavin at a camel' (CT 151), which

corresponds to this dialect/ class divide. This is within that Scottish 'bestiary' tradition

which stretches from Robert Henryson to Ian Hamilton Finlay and sits at an angle to

received humanism. In 'A Richt Respeck for Cuddies', the same cuddy-proletarian's

experience is given social meaning by recognition:

Feelin in his bones able

To dree the darg and the dowie

For the life that's worth it aa (CT 121).

This subaltern cuddy can speak, and speaks to the 'bestiary' fable tradition (and we

might also remember here that the archetypal proletarian worker of Orwell's Animal

Farmwas a cuddy). The difference between horse and cuddy, the Standard English and

the Scottish English, is one of bathos and immediacy. The 'MacDiarmid method' in

Morgan's hands unlocks the abrasive humour of the Mayakovskyan original, as the
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hooves go 'crippity/ crappity/ croupity/ crunt' (CT 120). The power of the humour and

the rhythmic and tonal control is easy to see ifwe compare Morgan's version to the

lukewarm moralising of the Soviet nags of 1972. The same poem is translated limply as

'Kindness to Horses':

They're human,

But why do you suppose you're worse?

Pet,

We're all of us a little bit horses,

Each of us in his own way's a horse (CT 36)

[...]

she felt a colt - just two years maybe -

and life worth living

despite it all (CT 37).

There is thereafter a dialogue ot images and shadows, as in Mayakovsky's speaker who is

in dialogue with the sun (CT 124). The persistence of the image vies with the

metonymic flow of speech, narrative, and much of the humour of Morgan's work. In his

essay in About Edwin Morgan, Robert Crawford thus claims that the backward/ forward

interruptions are the true narrative movement of the poems which were inspired by the

fashion for scratch videos.33 This is a critical-modernist redefinition of narrative as

negotiation of syntagmatic and paradigmatic, fixed image and performance, and is not

simply a postmodern 'destruction' of narrative. It has visible roots in concrete poetry,

which demands a readerly renegotiation ot narrative along with overemphasised images.

Morgan often adds to his concrete poems a joke comprehensible to a Scottish public,

and conhrms that some of his concrete is 'a compromise in readability'.34 They are

indeed quite far from the minimal examples of formative concrete which he gives in
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'Into the Constellation', and make humorous interventions into paradigmatic nation. The

distortion or translation of the type of images which integrative national communities

solidify, becomes a basis for criticism, or as in 'Glasgow Sonnets', 'The images are ageless

but the thing/ is now' (GS vi 9-10).

The bureaucratic certainties of Mayakovsky's national institutions thus become

uncertain in narrative flow and in the human sea of'The Atlantic', the same ocean of the

colonial French-revolutionary time-lag in C.L.R. James, and the bringer of waves of

cultural junk in Cesaire. The speaker here describes that confusing and sickening sense of

dislocation:

I want it — droont,

I want it — I dinna, though (CT 138).

And indeed identity in the emerging Soviet state, both an image of hope and a comic

bureaucracy, appears as an issue of control over the sea:

And the waves

sweer

to the central widewater-committee:

Storm-wappins'll never

Be quaet until we've won! (CT 140).

It is interesting that the object of the most visibly technophile of this collection — and

perhaps the best known — 'Brooklyn Brig' - seems to offer a connection of national land

and trans-national sea; the bridge 'jyned/ the prairies to the seas' (CT 144). The thrust

though is towards an aesthetics of industrial modernisation, where The Waste hand (and
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in 'The Kind of Poetry I Want') validated a privileging of style within a cynicism about

ethical content. Although the poem is highly 'constructed' in the sense of indentation

and extreme linbreaks — 's-/ uperunited' (CT 142) - and the spreading of lines across

indentations, the rejoicing in 'technical' innovation retains a sense of historical vision:

It's prood I am

o this

wan mile o steel,

my veesions here

tak vive and forcy form —

a fecht

for construction

abune flims o style,

a Strang

trig-riveted grid,

juist whit steel's for! (CT 143-4)

In Morgan's Mayakovsky, modern identity in the emerging nation is such 'a fecht/ for

construction'. In 'Three Views of Brooklyn Bridge', Morgan compares poems about the

bndge by Mayakovsky, Hart Crane, and Lorca, the first two seemingly having responded

very similarly but independently to the bridge at about the same time. Morgan quotes

and comments on Mayakovsky's ideas of modernism's human impact:

not the celebration of technology but the harnessing ot it in the

name of the interests of humanity — not the aesthetic enjoyment

of iron fire-escapes on skyscrapers but the simple organisation of

living quarters.
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This last recommendation is in fact not very far from Hart Crane's

remarks in his essay 'Modern Poetry',

[...] the creative promise to poetry [.. .of] the familiar gesture of a

motorist in the modest act of shifting gears.35

We have seen that the image of shifting gears as an intellectual activity has also been

used by MacDiarmid in 'The Kind of Poetry I Want', and also corresponds to an older

futurist machine imagery. The line from MacDiarmid demonstrates that 'native'

linguistic resources bring out the linguistic play of the original modernism - especially if

modernism is conceived as a provincial-national reaction to the standardising drive of

the Enlightenment. Remarkably, the Scots translation appears in the National Library of

Scotland catalogue as the standard edition.

As in the Canbbean example, control of the modernisation of industry is also being

described here. As with the Caribbean line which led to the high-surrealist Tropiqites,

Mayakovsky's manifesto-like, direct-address, often grotesque, futurism joins surrealism

as an influence on Morgan. In 'Into the Constellation', Morgan also cites Russian

futurists' interest in imaginary languages, and extending linguistic play beyond the mere

diagnosis of 'signification' which he detests in logical positivism. This happens in

'Kruchonykh's splendidly unWittgensteinian slogan... "the word is broader than the

meaning'" (CT 110). As in Cesaire, in Morgan's Mayakovsky surrealist images are

brought out in the long, single-image lines. 'For All That' is a fantasy of absolute power

condensing grotesque images into single lines - 'The street's caved in like a syphilitic's

nose./ The river's a libidinous ripple of spittle' (CT 337). Very short and very long lines

are mixed, the line heightened by a full stop and the one broken mid-word, and regular

and irregular patterns of indentation.
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It is surely no coincidence that Morgan goes back to the whole area of disturbance of

the image in late modern Scotland, where levels of nation-statehood are being

renegotiated with devolved constitutional structure. What he found in Russian high

modernism was an engagement with those issues of identity, where the Anglo-American

New Critical canon - with T.S. Eliot as ever a pivotal figure, and Pound the ideologue-

king of strong-ego — turned them into a lament appealing back to a lost great tradition:

Ezra Pound was once, like Mayakovsky, extremely active in telling

people to 'make it new', yet with the passage of time Pound's work

seems more and more to be being sucked back into the late Victorian

romanticism it tries to burst out of. Pound, of course, although he

contributed to Wyndham Lewis's vorticist, sub-futurist magazine Blast in

1914-15, was no futurist, and Wyndham Lewis's description of him as

'demon pantechnicon driver, busy with the removal of old world into

new quarters' is a telling pointer to the gulf between Pound's modernism

and that of his Russian contemporaries.36

In his introduction to his other Russian translations 'Sovpoems', Morgan indicates that

although eastern and western Europe faced the same possibilities around the time of the

breaking of high modernism, the eastern varieties showed more of a will to put these

aesthetics m human context.37 In Morgan, this represents a critical rereading of the

postcolonial influence which reached Eliot's Thames, and an ingenious cultural

compromise of the problematic and the narrative, the painterly experiment and the

experience, and, as in Bhabha, the anterior 'image' and the performative 'vision':
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Imagery yields to statement, ambiguity to clarity, technical surcness and

literary knowledgeableness to qualities of vision and spirit and character

and purpose (CT 28).

Morgan here aims criticism at a form of the modem resembling that of Anthony

Giddens, packaging space and time. We can also see the prevailing reading of Eliotic

modernism as the end of history, as itself the beginning of anti-theoretical claims that

questions over our own relation to the social are 'ahistorical'. The modernism which I

have laid out is partly an effect of the postcolonial, and itself forms a kind of history of

the production of national histories. In Morgan's account:

The modern movement was tested in the 1930s, found wanting during

World War II, and shelved in the 1950s (though its ghostly

blandishments still linger in American academic quarterlies)... But ciunng

this same period the modern movement was more successfully absorbed

by... poets whose position in society might be thought to be more

difficult and unpromising... [For example Pasternak's and the later

Neruda's poetry] is poetry with a sense of history, and it is suffused -

ironic lesson to the West - with an awareness of the individual's place in

history... [they] produced a new poetry in which the influences of the

modern movement remain but have subsided to an almost invisible sap...

This sinewy, speaking, history-conscious modernity - a modernity which

has 'come through'... can also be seen in work by Apollinaire,

MacDiarmid, and Quasimodo (CT 29).

This is Morgan's critical modernism, an aesthetics which has 'come through' the

postcolonial return into the modern, a 'speaking, history-conscious modernity'. This
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modernism fixes human experience onto a modern aesthetic of identification, and

reorients it to human speech. Humanism indeed is 'what modern Western or bourgeois

poetry has most lacked and must now painfully recover1 (CT 30). As in twentieth-

century democratic intellectualism, this is ranged against 'logical positivism (i.e.

philosophical negativism), political negativism (e.g. calling anti-communism a positive

doctrine) [etc.] ... which have gradually accumulated in our society an atmosphere of

cultural withdrawal' (CT 31).

So the influences here are the native voice, corresponding in some senses to negritndes

ontological demand, a wary reading of MacDiarmid, and the various phases of European

modernism. A 'cultural withdrawal' can be seen in relation to Morgan himself however,

in the frequent critical retreats into brief biopics of the same set of facts, university and

army, and how well he still looks, a neo-Romantic reliance on the aesthetic

accountability of authors.38 As in Scottish Renaissance uses of MacDiarmid, his

modernist mix has often been critically boiled down to a wacky obsession with

experiment and 'doggerel' describable as the really real. In an essay in the special Morgan

Chapman five years before the Collected Translations but almost twenty after Wi the Haill

I Pice, despite citing influences old and recent, Angus Calder seems to be happiest with

Morgan's 'thirties influence', meaning surrealism.39 Surrealism was only one of a range of

often clashing modernist influences, but it was an important one given its tendency to

politicise the (psychoanalytic) agent, and its centrality to colonial contexts. Calder,

though, is overwhelmingly concerned to relate Morgan negatively to recent 'theoretical'

contexts, contrary to the push of most of Morgan's poetry. A popular appeal is to a

Morgan very much of his generation, and pegged back to New Critical notions of innate

literary value. This caricature of a theoryproof Morgan is both mangled and yet familiar:
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[Nothing Not Giving Messages is not the work of| one of those tricksy

theoretical critics who aver that authors are written by texts and that the

vaunted subjectivities of the former are merely ideological constructions.

Of this kind of'criticism' Morgan will have none.40

Morgan's interest in reconstructing a person behind a poem is as easy to contrast with

this caricature of contemporary approaches to literature, as 'real commitment' is to 'so-

called "poststructuralisrri". In this familiar yet swiping account Calder implies the person

as interpolated ideology, going back to Althusser, and hinting at familiarity only with

Terry Eagleton's introductory guides to literary theory.41 The idea being played for

laughs by Calder, that literature is being swamped by malevolent and absurdist theorists

who assert that texts are not written by people, actually runs contrary to Morgan's

persistent project of resurrecting a speaking subject from the debris of modernism. The

Cesairean concern with the assertion of experience within such a postcolonial aesthetics,

could better be seen as placing Morgan within a path of critical humanism which leads

through Macmurray, Sartre, and Laing. The effects of textual transmission and place are

central to this criticism, as is implied by Morgan's intertwining of language and

experience. He is extremely sceptical about logical positivism - defined above as

'philosophical negativism', and mocked in an 'emergent poem' where a wandering

Wittgenstein is made to mutter 'hold everything'.42 But language is not simply an

optional analytical category, and 'tricksy theorists]' are not the illegitimate offspring of

logical positivism. Morgan's work on the contrary demands that the language of remote

address is a structuring principle of the social; he may indeed be judged retrospectively ,

by a more mature criticism, as having triggered a non-tricksy form of Lacanian theory

related to Scotland.
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In a 1988 interview in I rerse, Robert Crawford puts to Morgan an overheard comment

that he represents 'modernism at its most acceptable'.43 This tongue-in-cheek

compliment indicates the effort Morgan has had to make to break into a critical

environment dominated by the 'Second Scottish Renaissance'. In the interview Morgan

replies by describing his memories of being puzzled at the relative lack of modern

architecture in Glasgow, compared to other European cities. The point here of course is

that Morgan has been instrumental in returning modernism to a (postcolonial) Scottish

context, and this has only been acknowledged relatively recently. Ironically, Morgan's

legacy for a late-modern Glasgow was perhaps most acutely observed by Calder in the

article above, where he discusses the 'Morganmania' which surrounded Glasgow's

looking at itself as European City of Culture. Raymond Ross expresses a similar point in

the editorial of the 1990/91 special number of Cencrastus when he says

One independent Glasgow voice that has long spoken internationally is

that of the poet and translator, professor and critic, essayist and

broadcaster, Edwin Morgan. Long before 'official' cities of culture were

dreamed up Eddie Morgan was placing Glasgow on the international

map.44

As yet the Scottish critical community has no coherent answer to poets either radically

rethinking modernism, or worse still, interested in describing modern culture in

'theoretical' terms. About Edwin Morgan is perhaps the first attempt to bring together a

body of critical work on Morgan. In a collection which, as the editors conspicuously

note, is 'groundbreaking'45 and therefore has to set out a new field, many of the essays in

About Edwin Morgan still try to summarise Morgan the whole man, binding up creative

work and biography into a coherent whole which is reassuringly theoryproot, and

neutralises some of the implications of Morgan's language. Most of tine essays avoid close
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readings, although there are notable exceptions in the contributions by Douglas Dunn

and W.N. Herbert. Even the chapter by Robyn Marsack, which demands considerable

readerly knowledge of the history of poetic concerns, seems to want to tie up the

Morgan oeuvre into a bite-sized whole, with a fairly flimsy idea of a Scottish 'tendency

towards separation'.46 This is unfortunate given the important and noteworthy thrust of

Marsack's argument, which sees Morgan as charting a path between the detached stance

of Harrison, Dunn, and even Roy Fisher on the one hand, and the cringeing appeal of

the 'Liverpool poets' and Michael Horowitz's Children ofAlbion on the other. 47 Marsack

arrestingly describes Morgan's uniquely Scottish take on modernism as coming before any

comparable English happening:

His English contemporaries, it is perhaps surprising to realise, were the

celebrated Movement poets. They wrote in 'regular modes', unobscured

by bardic gestures, untroubled by the feverish or chilly dreams of

surrealism... [and were] fixed in the aspic of Kingsley Amis's ban on

foreign cities, philosophy and art galleries as fit subjects for poetry 48

In the poem 'Interview', Morgan comments on the 'interview' tradition of criticism of

work which seemed to be arising before the more critical About Edivin Morgan.49 Here he

answers inane and biographical questions put to him in the 'imaginary language' of

sound-poetry, which only half-survives the process of'translation'. But the older

criticism's often-repeated reassurance that there will follow nothing so decadently

Anglo-French as a discussion of ideas, is typically exceeded by Morgan's will to

incorporate lived-experience. A 'great man' criticism, indeed, is reinforced by some of

Morgan's own comments which search for a vision of a person behind a text. Critics are

left with an uninspired repetition of Morgan's eclecticism, internationalism, and - in its

wishfully real form - humanism. There is a sense in this criticism that some -isms are
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more equal than others. Furthermore, in Scotland the naturalist imperative can resolve

into an aggressively masculine rejection of ideas which connect disciplines and require

the use of allegedly fashionable terminology, a disciplinary and gender boundary dispute

which could easily extend to the reception of successful recent writers like James

Kelman and Alisdair Gray.

In the Morgan Chapman, Robert Crawford indicates how much of Morgan's verse can be

related to theory more readily than a poetry ignoring the -isms might suggest:

his verse choreographs many preoccupations of the Structuralists, while

gesturing towards the ludic aspect of Post-structuralism.50

The working out of an identity in the social, dehned via language, suggests the

psychoanalysis of Lacan, itself partly derived trom Levi-Strauss and colonial

anthropology. Algerian poststructuralism arrives at the point of showing how this

identity distorts and fails to correspond to national images, also the point at which

modern cultural identity is revealed as always containing a (textual) trace of

postcoloniality. A corresponding simultaneous display and dispersal of the image is

readable in Morgan's concrete poetry. In the 'emergent poems', Morgan takes a single-

sentence quotation and breaks it up visually - each line offering a different line 'found' in

the poem. This reveals latent possibilities within the original sentence, and skews them

across the conscious/ unconscious border. So despite the almost universal misuse of the

term 'deconstruction' in relation to Scottish writers, Colin Nicholson is not far offwhen,

in his essay in the special Cencrastus he describes Morgan as 'playfully deconstruct|ing]'

the original.51 In the 'emergent' poem 'Levi-Strauss at the Lie-Detector', Levi-Strauss's

'any classification is superior to chaos' is gradually revealed as, or deconstructed as, 'class

fiction is superior to chaos'.52 This sarcastic reworking of origns repeats the structuring
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principle oi 'class taction' which became a 'nervous disorder' in Fanon's patients. The

structuralist anthropology of The Savage Mind from which this comes was, as we have

seen, presaged by Freudian anthropology in Totem and Taboo and Civilisation and its

Discontents, which required the native to remain pre- modern, as the undivided drives.

Fanon's reading of this psychoanalysis of discrete social structures speaks to the

redefinition of the nation-state beyond an ethnic unity. In 'Levi-Strauss at the lie-

Detector', an increasingly frustrated Levi-Strauss exclaims in a Scottish accent - 'och/

och/ och' - and desperately harks back to a mythical Yolk - 'clan is tao/ nation is tao'.

In another ot the interviews, Morgan actually repeats the scene of the colonial exchange

of looks in remarkably Fanonian terms in Glasgow, when he describes the look as

charged almost like a nervous disorder:

To look too long at anyone is dangerous (in Glasgow at any rate - I don't

know about other places), and so the rapid flickering scan is

characteristic of the urban poet.53

In 'The First Men on Mercury', Morgan dramatises the identificatory exchange of

enunciative positions across this gaze, in that location which has become such a potent

source of postcolonial metaphor in science fiction — an extra-terrestrial planet (also, we

should remember, one of G.E. Davie's hypothetical loci of mutual subjective placement).

Here, agency passes between the visiting astronauts and the native Mercurian, and the

poem's narrative throws insurgent agency back at the earthmen with unexpected weight.

The poem gradually 'translates' from English to 'sound' and back, as the enunciative

(subjective) positions of the earthmen and the natives are exchanged:

-We come in peace from the third planet.
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Would you take us to your leader?

-Bawr stretter! Bawr. Bawr. Stretterhawl?

[•••]

-Atoms are peacegawl in our harraban.

Menbatworrabost from tan hannahanna.

-You men we know bawrhossoptant. Bawr.

We know yuleeda. Go strawg backspetter quick.

-We cantantabawr, tantingko backspetter now!

-Banghapper now! Yes, third planet back.

Yuleeda will go back blue, white, brown

nowhanna! There is no more talk.

-Gawl han fasthapper?

-No. You must go back to your planet.

Go back in peace, take what you have gained

but quickly.

-Stretterworra gawl, gawl...

-Of course, but nothing is ever the same,
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now is it? You'll remember Mercury.54

Here, despite the astronauts' attempts to control the terms and language of the debate,

on Mercury identifications are mutual and irremediable. The language of the other is

already present in the language of the same, and the earthmen are told that they will

'remember', that they will be unable to forget, the interconnectedness of the two

knowledges or identities. Also interesting though is the way the non-English of the

poem seems to resemble other earth languages, an etfect exploited by Morgan in his

sound poetry, 'found' poetry, and translations. As W.N. Herbert argued in 'Morgan's

Words', the Mercurian (and mercurial?) language also bears notable phonic similarities to

Glasgow dialect, especially Glasgow dialect as handled elsewhere by Morgan.55 Herbert

argues this specifically in relation to the 1989 Cox Report, which recommends teaching

some linguistic theory to schoolchildren. Phonetically and even grammatically the

Mercurian bears an uncanny resemblance to the broadest Glaswegian — 'Stretterworra

gawl, gawl'. Herbert's critical approach, though, is contending with, for example, Philip

Hobsbawm's Herald review ofAbout Edwin Morgan (in which 'Morgan's Words' was

collected).56 Hobsbaum describes Morgan's poem under Herbert's companson as

'crushed by the weight ot comment', and again pins Morgan back down to the

biographical circumstances of his upbringing and his generation, himself crushing the

kind of social intervention Morgan's poetry seems to demand.

And unlike some Scottish poets, Morgan throws himself into the social. Like T.S. Eliot's,

Morgan's city poetry to some extent echoes Baudelaire, but takes an alternative line - in

the Verse interview Robert Crawford pointedly suggests a lineage passing from James

Thomson to MacDiarmid to Morgan.57 The image of people-as-sea which appears in

Eliot as a fear of the mass, and also in Cesaire as the medium of transnationalism,

reappears in Edwin Morgan, as in his finding in Mayakovsky images of the Atlantic as
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confusion and social reorganisation. Roderick Watson's contribution to the Morgan

number of Chapman bears the Cesairean title 'An Island in the City', and also traces

modernism's city metaphors, which describe mass identities overwhelming individual

ones.58 For Watson the city-as-sea goes as far back as Book VII of the Prelude, when

Wordsworth's narrator speaks of'overflowing streets' where "'the face of every one/

That passes by me is a mystery'".59 The next step, after Baudelaire's startling images of

alienation and his "'sailors forgotten on a desert island'", is high modernism, including

James Thomson:

In this context the roots of modernism can be traced back through

Dickens to Dostoevsky and Thomson's City ofDreadful Night...60

The modernist aesthetics of the (post)colonial city, like the extended and close

description of the beach shanties in Cesaire, are especially revealing. Writing from a

double-determined postcolonial position, Morgan has made positive much of the grim

imagery which in Eliot and others was dark and guilty, fitting into a descent from

Mayakovsky and Russian, European, and South American modernism, yet fixed to a

Scottish experience vecue:

[in The Second Life] Wordsworth's daffodils and Baudelaire's building sites

rub shoulders with "yellow tower cranes", and Morgan can find the

capacity for wonder and delight in them all.61

As in Cesaire, the city is double-edged, a source of pride and horror, bearing an

architecture fitted to the social symbolic of another nation (here, the UK). As Watson

puts it:
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This vision of a "second life" stemmed from Glasgow's urban renewal of

the mid-60s, and Morgan has since recognised that that renewal was not

without its own destructive costs. We know more now about the

alienation of high-rise tower blocks, and the cost of motorways in place

of (or on top of) once-lived-in streets.62

This cityscape is familiar to many schoolchildren, since school anthologies have carried

'In the Snack-bar', 'Trio', and even, remarkably, the rape scene of'Glasgow Green', all

from The Second Life. These three poems, representative of Morgan's work but also easily

separable, and therefore anthology-friendly, show so well the long line also seen in

Cesaire, a stretching of the contingent (syntagmatic) form. This is different from the

critical reworking of the image (paradigmatic) in the concrete poetry and later sonnets.

It is downbeat yet passionate modernism, establishing the poet's ancestry; like the Cahier

it involves exclamation, close description, occasional sudden indentation, uncapitalised

lines, and direct address. 'Trio' is a postcolonial-Europeanised poetry of the city —

Buchanan Street — which is as far from the crumbing, distant authority of an unreal city

as could be imagined:

the baby in its white shawl is all bright eyes and mouth like favours in

a fresh sweet cake,

the guitar swells out under its milky plastic cover, ties at the neck with

silver tinsel tape and a brisk sprig of mistletoe.

Orphean sprig! Melting baby! Warm chihuahua!

The vale of tears is powerless before you.

Whether Christ is born, or not bom, you

put paid to fate, it abdicates

under the Christmas lights.63
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The 'alienation' Watson speaks here of was fully worked out in Morgan's most Cesairean

work, 'Glasgow Sonnets', in which Scotland and Glasgow are the immediate local

contexts around which a postcolonial architecture is falling apart. The panoptical tower-

blocks of British rationalising policies have degenerated into vertical slums. They look

onto the docks, which are like a Cesairean beach, or interface between the natives and

workers of Glasgow and the postcolonial flotsam of other nations. The image of the

tower-block is as important in Morgan as that of the shanty-town in Cesaire, and that of

the docks in Morgan as important as that of the seaside in Cesaire. It is significant that

Roderick Watson mentions the "'yellow tower cranes'" of the border region of the docks

in summarising Morgan's imagery, and that the Carcanet Selected Poems features dockyard

cranes on its front cover.64

As in Cesaire's Cahier, 'Glasgow Sonnets' involves a vivid and direct description of the

native housing which is left after the homogenisation of populations. Indeed Morgan

may have 'found' or 'translated' these descriptions partly from a report by the housing

charity Shelter.65 The blocks are at base Enlightenment-colonial designs, are 'Play-

fortresses' (GS i, 3), designed for surveillance yet unsafe tor their inhabitants, casting

Eliotic shadows which hide their danger. They are prisons in which the occupants do

life sentences instead of second lives; they are 'condemned to stand, not crash' (GS i, 8)

Morgan's close description is similar to Cesaire's despairing, domestic portrayal of the

interiors of slum houses in Martinique:

Four storeys have no windows left to smash,

but on the fifth a chipped sill buttresses

mother and daughter...
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Around them the cracks deepen, the rats crawl.

The kettle whimpers on a crazy hob.

Roses of mould grow from ceiling to wall (GS i, 5-7, 9-11).

These 'Roses of mould' might be a Scottish form of Eliot's rose or Suzanne Cesaire's

frou-frou hyacinth, decorating a life of squalor as exotica, again recalling the rose

imagery of FourQuartets. Where in the Cahier water-as-culture is garbage-strewn as it

reaches the shores of Martinique, in Glasgow Sonnets human water - culture, or here, tears

- doesn't flow properly down Greenwich Reach into the sea and up to Clyde dockyards.

The blocks' unrecognised Glaswegians are now without livelihoods:

Ministers' tears might well have launched a herd

Of bucking tankers if they'd been transferred

From Whitehall to the Clyde (GS v, 6-8).

Eliot's Thames flowed blithely but anonymously to the sea, but in the more overtly

postcolonial modernism of Cesaire, and in Morgan's critical modernism, cultural rivers

cannot so easily be disavowed as neutral. When North Sea oil threatens unaddressed

internal divisions in Scotland, 'the great sick Clyde shivers in its bed' (vi, 2). If water

flows like people, its postcolonial condition can make it 'sick', and the sestet of this

sonnet turns around to describe the human costs of this distortion by poverty, leaving

nothing but 'images' of Scotland:

The images are ageless but the thing

is now. Without my images the men

ration their cigarettes, their children cling

to broken toys, their women wonder when
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the doors will bang on laughter and awing

over the firth be simply joy again, (vi, 9-14)

'Glasgow Sonnets', like many of the translations, has digested experimental innovations

from futurism to concrete, overlain them to some extent with a more narrative impulse,

and fixed them onto a definite social context. Here the sonnet form with its exacting

demands for strict narrative control over linebreak, acts as a brake to more unsettled

linebreaks, and the dispersion of the paradigmatic image throughout the poem. The

sonnet torm keeps this within very overt limits, as with the postmodern formalising

techniques situated after free verse — Hartman's 'numerical modes'. As in the translations

of Mayakovsky, the paradigmatic, or the fixity of the anterior, reappears as disturbance

in accentuated linebreaks sometimes occurring mid-phrase or mid-word, - 'libera nos/ a

maid (GS ii, 4-5), 'fled-/ from' (GS vi, 3-4). In other places the paradigmatic thuds into

place, as in the exaggerated feminine rhymes 'mattresses/ fortresses' (GS i, 2-3),

'demolition?/ proposition/ position/ omission' (GS iii, 1, 4-5, 8), 'deferred/ preferred/

transferred' (GS v, 2-3, 7), 'ecologists/ somnambulists' (GS vii, 1, 5), 'Toshy/ wishy-

washy/ Haugh, she/ sploshy' (GS viii, 2-3, 6-7), 'refrain/ counterpane' (GS ix, 3, 7). It

is emphasised in long sentences slumping down to abrupt rhymes — 'too poor to rob' (GS

i, 14), 'that's the ugly bit' (GS v, 5). The same might be said of Scottish dialect words

which halt the syntagmatic flow and emphasise vivid images of the nation with some

anger in an otherwise very mannered style — 'lucre' for money, 'frozen' for freezing (GS

iv, 6), 'ye' for you (GS iv, 13), 'bewying' for drinking (GS v, 9). This late modernism

ranges linebreak across sentences, technical demands elsewhere met in Morgan's

translations of Renaissance love poems, but it also strategically accentuates linebreaks and

rhymes. Although many readings of Morgan see him merely falling in with modernism,

or labouring under a '30s influence', I am suggesting that 'Glasgow Sonnets' (and others

of his) are in a sense a reply to the image in high modernism. The return of the sonnet
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form dramatises the end of the 'exploratory' phase of modernism, and a reworking of the

modern image within the traditions of poetic form. This is a moment which could be

described as postmodern, or equally as a picking up on postcolonial modernity's

tendency to auto-critique. For Cesaire and high modernism, narrative is a sequence of

images; for Morgan with a view of narrativity ot the image, there is enough critical

distance within the broad tradition of modernism to speak to the social conditions of

this fragmentation. Indeed the literary conceit of sonnet x plays on this distortion of

critical form, and insists on its connection to the effects of modernisation:

A multi is a sonnet stretched to an ode

And some say that's no joke (x, 4-5).

In this critical-modern, or postmodern turn, one of literature's most classical and

technically demanding forms has been adapted from the subject of courtly love to that

of experience vecue. Roderick Watson points out that the city of Glasgow is also the locus

for many of Morgan's love poems.66 Where in Morgan, as in Cesaire, the city is an

exchange-point mixing language and cultures, Watson reminds us that the combination

of tenderness and vulnerability felt by city dwellers also provides an important human

background for the love lyrics. It is interesting that for this argument he cites the poem

'Absence' from The Second Tife, which extensively evokes the (Eliotan) 'shadow' as the

evanescent presence of the loved other within the city context.67 For Ian Hamilton

Finlay, as quoted by a somewhat puzzled Tom Nairn, the whole of Scotland is a

difficult subject since it is a 'shadow on my heart'.68

Thus the initially unpromising area of Glasgow develops an image of itself as having an

experience vecue worthy of poetry. This became crucial, as Calder says, in the reassessment

which came in the European City of Culture year. The result was a mixture ot
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enthusiasm for local history and scepticism about the yuppie redevelopment grand

schemes of Culture Cities, which are too redolent of the underfunded parodies of

Thames Estuary planning which are the worst of the tower-blocks:

Less is not more, and garden cities are

the flimsiest oxymoron to distil to. (GS viii, 9-10)

A Scottish tradition of modernist writing about the city can then be traced back from

Thomson and Davidson, through MacDiarmid's 'Glasgow I960' and Edwin Morgan. It

continues in Inane Welsh's transplantation of Kafka's Prague to Edinburgh in The Acid

House,69 and the grim coded threats which adorn the doors of Edinburgh schemes

inTrainspotting as AW PARTICK TOI' (GS ii, 3) does in Morgan's Glasgow schemes:

It's a prison. It's no really the council's fault; the Government made them

sell off all the good hooses, leaving the dross for the likes ay Tommy...

PLAGUER wis painted on the heavy plywood-enforced door in big,

black letters. Also HIVER and JUNKY.70

Morgan's primary influence of the unsystematic, humanised social images in concrete

poetry - 'dusty concrete' - is the actual substance of 'Glasgow Sonnets" smashed tower

blocks reduced to rubble, described in Trainspotting as 'varicose vein' flats.

Already in Morgan's mixing of concrete in the '60s, there was an awareness both the

anterior image and the performative distortion. For him, the controlling voice of the

author as performer of the image - or interface to the social symbolic - was a subject of

disagreement amongst concrete poets, varying from time to time and place to place. In

'A Poetry Before Poetry', Morgan stresses the importance of both the 'structural idea'
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and the uncontrollable effects of'play'.71 Elsewhere Morgan defends 'play' in modernism

outwith the Anglo-American context, in which play is often regarded as a decandent

opposite of political engagement.72 Again as in the history of Cesairean surrealism, Eliot

appears here as a fixing force in modernism, counterposed with the humanistic reading

of modernism in Mayakovsky and Crane. In the interviews, despite the standard

description of Morgan the man as placid, he becomes agitated discussing the high-

modem Eliot's insistence on the pure system, the 'unreal':

What an extraordinary thing to say that London is an unreal city! This is

the kind of thing that really riles me about Eliot! Crane gives us a very

real bridge in the city of New York but Eliot looks at the crowds going

over London Bridge and hnds it unreal! Can you believe it? Can you

believe that a man like that existed? Did he actually walk in these

crowds? Was he reading Dante... or did those feet in ancient time...

extraordinary!73

The Gothic splendour of the Eliotic urban 'shadow' distinguishes Euro-American

modernism from its provincial-modern counterparts, whose social milieux were already,

all too familiarly, made ofshadows, the experience vecue caught in Glasgow tower blocks'

closemouths. Rather than being an 'unreal' city, Glasgow would be, like Cesaire's Fort-

de-France, overdetermined by the real, unable to escape the interpolation of the body,

locked out of the meaningful social symbolic by a colonial dualism. When Morgan in

Virtual and Other Realities does get around to describing people as 'phantoms', it is with a

sense of heaviness, and responsibility for the contexts in which these people lose

recognition, and thus human status.74 This sense of the unbearable weight ot unsymbolic

experience vecne aligns him with Scottish humanist readings of Sartrean existentialism —
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Laing and Macmurray - and points to engagement with the questions of subjectivity

posed by literary theory.

ii

Like Morgan, Ian Hamilton Finlay is subject to frequent biopics from Scottish cultural

commentators. With Morgan we have seen that critical essays of the immediately post-

Renaissance period tend to boil down to a compressed CV and praise for his

sprightlmess. But if Morgan is treated like an unimpeachable queen mother of the poetic

scene, in equivalent special numbers of Chapman and Cencrastus Ian Hamilton Finlay is

granted the independence to be argumentative and even catankerous, and also to be

theorisable. This may reflect an older Anglo-American superstition that visual art is

more legitimately open to ideas, and a newer Scottish one that Finlay might be best left

to the art galleries. But Finlay, in his stormy passage through concrete poetry to plastic

art in the 1960s, throws open the whole question of the materiality of text in ways that

are more subtle than do critical truisms about a continuum between text and image. In

'Into the Constellation' Morgan took concrete back to constructivism, describing text/

image combinations as an aesthetics of formal organisation which survived in Russia, in

film, sculpture, art deco, at least until the mid-'30s (at which time the Russian situation

becomes less clear). Constructivism then becomes an influence along with surrealism —

'formalist' and 'organic' tendencies within modernism. In order to work out how and

why the fabric of modernism should be stretched in Scotland by Morgan and Finlay, it is

worth going back briefly into the historical context of concrete poetry as such.

Although a cursory look at 'Into the Constellation' and Morgan's '60s concrete work

might suggest that the formalist-modernist influence had simply disappeared until about

1962, Morgan is aware of having grown up aesthetically in a time when constructivism
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was around and available. MacDiarmid's extensive references to modern Russian

literature and especially Mayakovsky, echo in the 'clean-edged' collage technique which

goes back to his early lyrics. Correspondingly, the 1938 Glasgow exhibition showed a

strong architectural constructivist influence, especially in Tait's Tower.75

In the early '40s, a tradition of'concrete art' grew up around Max Bill, who would later

take a figure of direct influence on Morgan, Eugen Gomnnger as his secretary. In 1944

Carlo Belloli was writing 'mural text-poems', which organise text spatially like a proto-

concrete work.76 In 1947 Gomringer declared an interest in concrete art, followed six

years later by his first book of'Constellations', a term taken from the work of Hans

Arp.77 A year before this, the Swedish poet Oyvind Fahlstrom had written his

'Manifesto for Concrete Poetry', in which translation and language are bound up with

spatial ordering and control over the materiality of the image:

Ideas to renew grammatical structures are bound to emerge it you make

comparisons with foreign languages...

A declaration of all language material and working means... [and]

an interterence with the language itself.78

In 1954 Gomringer produced the first of his own manifestos, 'From Line To

Constellation', regarded by many poets in the '60s as the beginning of concrete poetry,

and bearing more than a passing resemblance to Morgan's 'Into the Constellation'. Here

Gomringer encourages a 'concentration and simplification' of language;79 he will later

describe this as 'an accumulation, distribution, analysis, synthesis and arrangement of

linguistic signs' — terms relating to spatial arrangement but not far from MacDiarmid's

'assimilate and utilize'.80 This is both 'ideogrammatic' as in early modernism's ambitions
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for language to attain objecthood, and formalist, engaged with the materiality of its

enunciation via mass media, as in 'Critical' modernism:

The constellation is the simplest kind of configuration in poetry which

has for its basic unit the word, it encloses a group of words as if it were

drawing stars together to form a cluster...

An arrangement, and at the same time a play-area of fixed dimensions...

In the constellation something is brought into the world. It is a reality in

itself and not a poem about something or other.81

Similar developments at the same time in Brazil also grew from friction with a

surrealist-modernist bedrock and, importantly, a push for national definition. The name

'Noigandres' taken by the collaborative group of Haroldo de Campos, Augusto de

Campos, and Decio Pignitari, comes directly from Pound's Canto XX, in Pound another

unglossable reference to an imaginary group. Mary Ellen Solt points out that their 1950-

1953 production Poetamenos was in a direct line from the Poundian ideogram:

Gomringer's concept of the constellation emphasised the visual. The

Noigandres concept of the ideogram conceives of the word as three-

dimensional: 'verbivocovisual'. This realisation, which derives from Joyce,

makes it possible for the concrete poem to partake of'the advantages of

nonverbal communication' without sacrificing the 'virtualities' of the

word.82

In their 'Pilot Plan for a Concrete Poetry', the Noigandres group thus describe concrete

as 'the product of a critical evolution of forms', and again stress 'the importance of the

ideogram concept'.83 The Noigandres group's interest in the interaction of language and
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its concrete existence in the social, extending as far as their production of'poster poems'

from 1956, exerted a powerful influence on Edwin Morgan from 1961 onwards. Decio

Pignatari's famous 'beba coca cola' uses the linguistic possibilities of the advertising

slogan 'Drink Coca-Cola' to make contrary shadow-messages appear within the overall

'iconic' form,84 a technique again seen in Morgan's Emergent Poems or Newspoems.

Morgan's introduction to concrete poetry came when a now-famous letter from E.M. de

Melo e Castro appeared in the Times Uterary Supplement of 25th May 1962, introducing

the Noigandres movement.85 Morgan replied the same day,86 and Castro in turn replied

on 3rd June enclosing a copy of the Brazilian anthology Poesia ConcretaS1 Later that year

Morgan passed on the TES letter to Ian Hamilton Finlay, at that time unaware of

concrete poetry.88 In March 1963, Morgan began to experiment with concrete, and the

same month Finlay's journal Poor. Old. Tired. Horse published, amongst others, Augusto

de Campos and Pedro Xisto.89 Concrete poetry by Scottish waters appeared in Finlay's

single-sheet (and single-issue) publicationfishsheet in June 1963.90 As well as the

Brazilian connection, Morgan also retained the influence of Gomnnger and his

'Constellation' and interest in the spatial arrangement of text. Gomringer published

Morgan's pamphlet Starryveldt in 1965.91 For Finlay, the Brazilian influence was not so

pervasive, and cracks appeared separating 'clean' and 'dusty' concrete, corresponding

roughly to the lines taken from Gomringer or Noigandres. Indeed a wish to dissociate

with the 'patterning' tendencies of the late '60s helped lead to Finlay's virtual

abandonment of concrete around 1968, and a rethinking of the poetic 'ideogram', with

implications for his modern criticism of the social image, and also tor the imaging of the

nation in Scottish cultural identity.

By the turn of the '60s, Finlay had been submitting to journals poems from what would

become the now reprinted and well-known The Dancers Inherit the Party. There is a direct,

if faint, relation between Finlay and the Olsonian-Creeleyan environment, which set up
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an American postmodernist interest in Finlay to some extent preceding British

appreciation. Gael Turnbull describes Finlay's submitting to his American-based journal

Migrant via Michael Shayer in England. Shayer replied to Finlay with comments on the

traditionalism of his metre, 'only to have my balls chewed off by return for being

patronizing'.92 Four of Finlay's poems duly appeared in Migrant 7 and 8, and of these

'Orkney Interior' would later be one of the most striking entries in the mess of British

sub-avantgardes which was Horovitz's Children ofAlbion.91' 'Orkney Interior' reveals a

poet who already has a high control of tone, linebreaks and stanza breaks. Its measured,

low-toned images slide into one another in a narrative which is both domestic and

deranged. The tonal control of these earlier stanzaic poems was not simply abandoned in

concrete, but that the postmodern deployment of overlapping images provides a native

base tor it.

Finlay's journal Poor.Old.Tired.Horse., named after a poem by Creeley but with strong

echoes of the Mayakovskian cuddy, was active from 1962 to 1967, and provided a

Scottish outlet for American late modernists like Lorine Niedecker, Robert Creeley,

Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and Larry Eigner, as well as an extraordinary array of

international stars and such respectable Scottish tigures as Robert Garioch and Helen

Cruickshank. After POTH 6's publishing Brazilian concrete for the first time, Finlay

followed the line back in number 8 to showcase Russian constructivists. The journal

retained a heavily concrete tendency throughout, and 10, 12, 14, and 24 were more or

less explicitly concrete-anthologising numbers. The worldwide importance of

Poor.Old.Tired.Horse as concrete forum is now better recognised, and there is no question

of Scotland's centrality to this image-centred poetry. But to corroborate Finlay's own

persistent and traditionally 'avant-garde' complaint that he comes up with projects ten

years before they are acceptable, most copies of POTH seem to have been simply binned
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by the recipients at the time — though this does seem incredible given even the most

cursory look at the list of contributors.94

Finlay continued to use his Scottish-American connections to combine concrete work

with the Creeleyan objectivism in which he was becoming immersed around the time of

The Dancers Inherit the Party. These connections have remained to the extent that Finaly

is the only Scottish poet mentioned in what is probably the classic explication of

American late-modem poetics, Marjorie Perloffs Radical Artifice.95 The new

postmodernism, which reasserts form beyond the final or 'exploratory' phase of

modernism, leans on native contexts like the Scottish one, as an earlier phase had

required the artificial 'nativity' of MacDiarmid. As early as 1971, Mary Ellen Solt

described Finlay as 'the concrete poet who has been most imaginative [in the world] in

his use of materials'.96 And despite the datedness of some of her collection's manifesto-

style praise for iconic patterning as a revolutionary aesthetics, she partially anticipates

Perloffs argument in Radical Artifice about how the mass media — self-maximising

remote access to a citizenry — has exploded poetry by reproducing the site of enunciation

identity:

The realisation that the usages of language in poetry of the traditional

type are not keeping pace with live processes of language and rapid

method of communication at work in our contemporary world.97

Perloffs Radical Artifice emerged from the University of Chicago three years before

Bhabha's The Tocation of Culture, and also contains a chapter entitled 'Signs Are Taken

For Wonders'. Her thesis, somewhat familiar from my discussion of the nation's remote

address, is that, during the course of modernism, mass media reproduction has shifted

the scene of writing, multiplying and standardising the sites of enunciation, and warping
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the specihcity of the Poundian image - 'that which presents an intellectual and

emotional complex in an instant of time'. Typographic art and 'found poetry' in

advertising feed into the poet's source material, and attention shifts to the formal

production of images. The ideogram is thus commodified in L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E

poetry, and becomes part of the production of deliberately crystallised images drawing

on the late-modern poem-image. Perloff dates this at the time of George Oppen's The

Materials, but it could equally well be dated at the time of Finlay's passage into and out

of concrete.98 By around 1967 Finlay was exploring the materiality of the concrete

image, and a criticism of the ideally isomorphic form. Perloft notes with rather

lukewarm praise Finlay's 'wave-rock' poem-scuplture from around that time, perhaps

not the greatest example, but one conveniently installed in California, 'wave-rock' is text

sandblasted onto glass in Pignatari's 'beba coca cola' font; the two words clash to

produce the middle word 'wrack' straddled across wave and rock. For Perloff, the

simple demonstrativeness of this phase of Finlay's work can be reductive, and is 'perhaps

too comfortable a retreat from what Stevens called the 'pressure of reality'.99

Again we are trapped in the real, here by the unlikely combination of Wallace Stevens

and Marjorie Perloff. The split between the typographically exploratory work of early

L=A=N=G = U=A=G=E poets like P. Inman and Joanna Drucker on the one hand,

and the neater sandblasting Finlay on the other, is in a sense a continuation of the classic

clean/ dusty one in concrete poetry.

Alec Finlay's atterword to The Dancers Inherit the Tarty also describes Finlay's links to

American Objectivism - and thus his differential entry into the line of Poundian

modernism so vociferously championed by MacDiarmid, although Finlay's entry comes

at a later date at which Poundian modernism is waning. In Scotland, the path of Finlay's

acceptance, in anthologies, has been chequered. Recognition has come recently through
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the slightly oblique routes of Yves Abrioux's 1985 collection Ian Hamilton ¥inlay: A

Visual Primer, and the critical collection Wood Notes Wild, edited by Alec Finlay.100

Finlay is however included without qualms in an important forthcoming American

anthology of 'modernist and post-modernist poetry', otherwise very American-

centred.101 This anthology, produced by University of Califormia Press, is both academic

and experimental, official and subversive in a way unimaginable in either Scottish or

British presses under the present circumstances. And again from the American side,

Mark Scroggins is able, in 'The Piety of Terror', to rely on some of the most graphic

accounts of the MacDiarmid-Finlay skirmishes as found in Finlay's correspondence with

Lonne Niedecker, now a canonical Olsonian modernist.102

Kenneth White, also keen to establish the line to American objectivism/ projectivism in

his contribution to Cencrastus 22, connects Finlay to Olsonian Projective Verse, a 'high

energy' modernism itself in dialogue with the Pound-Fenollosa ideogram. White

therefore makes a move towards describing Finlay's poetics in terms of space and

'grounding', terms which should reveal the effects of a postcolonial time-lag.103 But

important as grounding is for a poet requiring specific environmental interactions,

White's account drags Finlay back to an iconic late modernism which exploratively

'projects' ego out into space. This poetics, traceable though Melville, Whitman and

Pound, is indeed territory-obsessed, as we have seen with views of the nation as anterior,

actually critiqued within modernism. 'I take SPACE to be the central fact to man born in

America' White quotes of Olson unquestioningly.104 But images of the land and its

cultivation, nature and culture, are of course especially charged in Scotland, if we are to

follow the indications of either postcolonial theory or even of older cultural nationalism

like The Eclipse ofScottish Culture. To some extent, Finlay can be seen as ending the per-

union images contrasting the wild and dark Scottish garden to the ornate and cultured

English one. Images of Scottish wildness are still however sometimes stretched out to
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describe Finlay's landscapes, images, and language — of Little Sparta, in his essay in Wood

Notes Wild, Charles Jencks says incredulously:

Many visitors find the treeless vistas and wind-swept landscape very

beautiful. It is also frightening and, like his work, sometimes sublime.

Personally I find it, like death, rather boring when it extends indefinitely,

and, although it has inspired Finlay's taste for sublime terror, I suspect

that the creation of his garden was meant to be an antidote to infinite

beauty.105

Finlay's work does not bear out this opposition of bleak nature gone wild, and classical

cultivation. Classical images are deliberately bound up with natural ones, Roman and

Nazi imagety, pastoral and modern weaponry, images of culture as nature and vice-versa.

Looking at the Abrioux selection allows us to trace Finlay's textual imaging, and we can

identify (at least) six overlapping phases of Finlay's move away from concrete poetry. By

the mid-60s, Finlay was experimenting with the book form, as in a collaboration with

Audrey Walker in 1966, 'Autumn Poem' (AIT 228), the screenprint 'Acrobats' (1966,

Tarasque Press), the 'floating poem' 'frogbit' (1968, AVP 11), and in the many home¬

made formats used by Poor. Old. Tired. Horse. Perhaps more importantly, words gained

the tension of materiality with his sculpted words and inscriptions, for example 'Four

Sails' from 1967 (sandblasted glass with Edward Wright). Perhaps a better example than

'wave-rock', 'Four Sails' is inscribed 'rosy far black/ patched broken faded/ green fainter

loath/ lucky full'; at this point poetic form is breaking down but also being

foregrounded as pure form with an inscription which portends to 'explain' but only

objectifies. 'Drift' and 'Starlit Waters' from the 'Boat names and numbers' series, are

words sculpted from wood and covered with fishing nets. Perhaps better known are the

lettered slabs which lie in the front garden at Stonypath (cast concrete with Michael
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Harvey, 1974, Al T 51). 'The Present Order' is a similar piece which is taken as the

cover of Cairns Craig's book Out ofHistory (stone with Nicholas Sloan, 1983, AIT 46),

inscriptions in the stone temple, there is also the garden sundial 'Tristram's Sail' (slate

and stone with Michael Harvey, 1971, Al T 49), the 'Elegaic Inscription' 'Bring back

the birch' (1971, stone with Michael Harvey), and the 'Pond Inscription' 'Hie Iacet

Parvulum Quoddam Ex . Aqua Longiore Excerptum' (stone with Maxwell Allan, 1969,

AIT 42). These are typically inscribed with words in roman script, enough in a tense

relationship with their background at the same time as 'indicating' their function. They

are, in other words, classically postmodern and classically neoclassical, otten at an

extremely early date. The third development of Finlay's concrete would be simple and

very composed colour-shape-word pieces on paper, for example 'Marine' from 1968

(AIT 160), 'The Sign of the Nudge' from 1971 (AVP 31). Fourthly, Finlay moved into

words in neon, in a style which would become associated with American art;

'Windflower' (with Ron Costley, 1976, Al T 18), 'Strawberry Camouflage' (with Ron

Costley and Merson signs, 1976, AIT 77). Fifthly, he mixed images of 'nature' and

'culture' which were, unpopular as the terminology may have become, deconstructive.

The weaponry concealed in pastoral locations of the garden has been celebrated;

examples might be 'Aircraft carrier Bird-table' (1972, AVP 74-5), Aircraft carrier

fountain (1972, bronze), ST — a booklet with George L. Thomson on the SS slash (1978,

Al T 231), and 'Lyre' — really a depiction of a gun (metal and inscribed slate, with John

Andrew, 1977, Al T 187). The chilling 'Nuclear Sail', a rounded monolith in slate, of

which there are two photographs in Abrioux, plays out Finlay's 'sail' imagery in darker

circumstances. Lastly, Finlay has a number of pure neoclassical sculptures - 'Epicurus

Hern' (stone, with John Andrew, 1982), and postmodern or deconstructive themes on

the French Revolution.
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In a deliberately discordant yet pastoral relationship with the land, many of Finlay's

images thus look back over images of the republic as social construct, most obviously

interest in the French Revolution. The simultaneity of natural and cultural text/ images

corresponds to a radical reading of the national which also sees the nation-as-metaphor

('paradigmatic') as also endlessly contingent ('syntagmatic'). The point here is not to

expose the ideological conditions of national creation as true or false, as in the Scottish

history/ heritage debate; it is to make a critical approach on those images of identity

which contain all the other natural impulses. Finlay's lettering is frequently Roman, his

sculpture neoclassical, and in this postmodern aesthetic, the various national models are

contemporary 'models of order' — a phrase taken up by Scobie after Finlay's 1991

emblem 'A Model of Order', which depicts a guillotine as the primary image of social

ideal for the French Revolution.106 We have seen how much this particular model of

order requires and represses alterity beyond its borders, which are tightened by the

national effort of warfare, and this process is cntically framed by Finlay.

This fits with the Perloff aesthetic, and also with the Fanonian nation, in which the

social as sum of identifications is pragmatically frozen, and the action of that freezing-

becomes identificatory content. In a world in which the term 'postmodernism' had not

been coopted, as cris cheek says, 'to embarrass academics under a certain age into

keeping quiet',107 we could contextualise Finlay's neoclassicism to the explicitly

postmodern art which came after him. In his essay 'Adorno's Hut: Ian Hamilton Finlay's

Rearmament Programme', Drew Milne goes most of the way towards recognising

Finlay's neoclassical poetics beyond the organic, romantic aesthetics of national images:

in general terms, then, Finlay's work represents the unnatural history of

aesthetic domination through a transhistorical classicism, a mode of
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Eurocentric internationalism whose faith in aesthetic clarity is satirical,

objective, and anti-romantic in tendency...

a concrete poetry which is critical of modernist aesthetics.108

Where Milne stops short though is at Finlay's 'irony' — 'when I hear the words Scottish

Arts Council, I reach for my water pistol' - which, he argues, breaks down when pressed,

'can only suggest a witty parody of politics'.109 This is actually a well-worn complaint

about irony in postmodernism which holds authors responsible for being able to see all

the consequences of all acts flowing from their work. Finlay is more mindful of the

ambivalence of his medium; if Mayakovsky had his Soviet ship on the Atlantic, Finlay

sets out in only little carved boats, onto what Morgan called the 'languageless sea' in one

of the prose pieces which form the centre of Graham Murray Galleries' production of

Finlay's Evening Will Come.no

Gavin Bowd relates Finlay's French Revolutionary work to France's post-'68 intellectual

scene, and via this defining 'prism of very contemporary concerns' to the revolution

itself.111 For Bowd, this expression of Enlightenment 'certainly did not leave Scotland

indifferent' (CH 1), and at one point looked like providing a political republican model

for writers like Burns. 1980s France decried Finlay's proposed bicentenary celebrations

of the revolution, a move which ought to be read in terms of his straightfaced

representation of the revolutionary violence of the Revolutionary Terror:

The 1970s and 1980s had seen the revision of the history of the French

Revolution, to the detriment of the Jacobin Terror. This coincided with

the retreat of Marxism among French intellectuals (CFI 15).
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Bowd thus describes the largely inaccurate body of liberal left opinion which surrounded

Finlay's works incorporating the SS slash (one of which was recently included by Robert

Crawford and Simon Armitage as part of the Finlay entry in The Penguin Book ofPoetry

from Britain and Ireland Since 1945, where many previous anthologies had simply ignored

him).112 Lacking a proper criticism, Finlay looked to the French left like a neo-Nazi,

and the argument escalated to debates on Titrope 1 — with academics and a

representative of the French Ministry of Culture (CFT 12), and on a radio special which

edited out pro-Finlay information (CFI 13). The consensus was that Finlay was unfit to

commemorate the French republic, becoming, as Bowd says, 'a symbolic victim of anti-

anti-semitism and the dominant view of the Jacobin Terror' (CF1 19). This most

Enlightenment republic of France is of course also the most prone to Renan's national

forgetting:

France's preoccupation with the cruelty of Flistory touches on a neurosis

of French society, its will to forget violence in the past and present...

[like the] episodes of Vichy France and the Algerian War... [and] a

considerable conventional and nuclear arsenal, deployed in the Gulf war

and tested in the South Pacific (CFI 21-2).

The point which Bowd goes on to make should suggest itself from my previous chapters:

Terror as method is not questioned in Finlay's work: there is no

discussion of whether politics should become Nature. This attitude can be

compared to Frantz Fanon's notion, promoted by Jean-Paul Sartre, ot

the purificatory function of violence (CFI 26).
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It is notable that a Scot should thus tind his greatest renown in the two nations touched

most strongly by the Enlightenment — France and the USA - and attract criticism in a

postcolonial context. In Scotland, aesthetic questions of the image of the nation are

becoming vital to redefinition in a devolutionary era; in France, Finlay is still, as Bowd

says, too close to the bone, his Nuclear Sails sailing too close to colonial history. A

central assumption of this thesis is that Finlay has exercised an international influence

which will only over time become historicised into Scottish national identity. His work

does not equate the land and national form, but acknowledges 'form' as imposed from a

perpetually exterior present. It is ironic that this insight into the nation is sometimes

simply projected back onto the land in a bid to 'claim' Finlay. There is a fairly clear

example of such a projection back to the national land in the introduction to Wood Notes

Wild:

If you enter Scotland over the Cheviot Hills, at the top of Carter Bar a

breathtaking landscape opens before you. After the barren moors of

north Northumberland, especially if it is a summer's evening, as you look

down on the lush Border countryside, it is as though Scotland is a garden

that you are entering and you seem to encompass the whole country in a

single glance. You apprehend in a second what you can study for a

lifetime and still understand only imperfectly. Ian Hamilton Finlay's art is

like this.113

However, Finlay's modifications of concrete were an unwillingness to accept a certain

strain of concrete poetry's Poundian tendency to bind up entire metaphorical societies

into a single image, for example of the land, a type of image also ironised by

L=A=N=G = U=A=G=E poetry. In Solt's concrete poetry history/ anthology, Kitasono

Katsue's 'White' also ironically reverses the Poundian idea of a perfect image 'contained'
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within Chinese characters or 'ideogram', by 'writing' colours, in which the border —

white — always insists into the image —black - however colourful, neat, beautiful, or

perfect — 'White/ in white/ in black'.114

Although some postmodern history persists with a form of the 'ideogram', it is

remarkable that such critical questions of image and language have appeared early in

Scotland, via not one but two poets central to Scottish literary history. Some 'image-

based' poetry, like that of American haikuists, tended to take at face value a

constellation which bound up calm, neatness, and cherry blossoms, a tendency not

shared by Scottish concrete. Yet images of Scotland can be overdetermined in the same

manner. A little-discussed aspect of the Niedecker letters is the American tendency at

the time to see Finlay's dialects as quaint and earthy, and comparable to Bums's

'delightful' language, spookily portending a 'Finlay Culf, and the sense that any quaint

and Scotch author will do.115 After this, whether Finlay's dreadful translations into

'Scots' which Niedecker describes in 'A Posse of Two' are sincere or parodic, is unclear.

In a letter to Louis Zukofsky, Niedecker says:

Ian's Glasgow Beats (funny he didn't write beast/A - Burns would have??)

came, a tiny book - O wee, is of course what I should say. Charming,

charming illustrations (papercuts) and Ian's wee verses - I hope they don't

alienate him forever from his Highlanders! I notice the common folk

over there say minnie for minnow - just like here!116

The temptations of post-MacDiarmid anti-epic run the risk of repeating this smallness

and quaintness — the 'reductive' diagnosis given by Perloff, and the drive of the

Poundian ideogram to bind up entire cultures into images which the poetic ego then

tries and fails to hold. Following concrete's sub-haiku tendency to bind up a cultural or
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national stereotype in a small but perfectly formed poem, a 'Scots character' would seem

to be a danger in simply reading Finlay's work as a collection of charming oddities able

to capture a feeling or sense. Here I am thinking also of suggestions about a book of

one-word poems featuring Finlay and following the format of POTH 25.117 As one of

Tom Leonard's speakers says, 'What's your tavourite word, dearie?/ 1 hope it's wee'.118

1 have been arguing that postcolonial effects go some of the way to explaining the near-

simultaneous appearance of Glasgow Beasts, The Second Life, and Scottish concrete — not

simply a new twist in Romantic trope of being close to speech, as in MacDiarmid's

experiment, but an effect of the globalising identity of a region-nation in which the

national image is particularly fraught. Moreover the disappearance of comparable poets

into post-Children ofAlbion obscurity corroborates the specific importance of Finlay's

similarly un-mainstream work to Scotland. What is missing from the readings by

Language-poetry critics, and from the Scobie of 1985 who could not have foreseen the

increasing importance of postcolonial theory in 'theory', is a description of how the

postmodern rereading of the Poundian image speaks to social images defined in the

Enlightenment as the nation. We find another especially clear link in Finlay's Heroic

Emblems.119 Heroic Emblems is classically postmodern; the typesets are again Roman, or

runic, and the text/ image combinations match heroic scenes with pastoral ones.

Sometimes inscriptions are in Latin — 'Et In Arcadia Ego' (HE 7), 'Hinc Clarior' (HE 19),

sometimes English — 'Thunderbolt Steers All' (HE 1), 'Out Of The Strong Came Forth

Sweetness' (HE 37). Second world war motifs are mixed with arcadian, 'neopreSocratic'

ones, the founding political ideas of social structures and their boundaries. The

isomorphic ideals of concrete are ironised by the replete 'medallion' form, an imposed

classical shape. Finlay's Little Sparta project takes on the whole violence of the pouring

of pastoral I 'oiks into national states, declaring independence, battling with

neighbouring 'states' (Strathclyde Regional Council), and striking medals and erecting
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memorials. The imposed form of the found object has the relation to the social of a kind

of symbolic map, as in the allegorical medieval-style mapping out of battleships as

beehives on a lawn (HE 45). But these replete and rational forms are never allowed to

stand, never viewable squarely by the ethical gaze; each self-contained, pseudo-

isomorphic medallion has its own metatext underneath, a commentary by Stephen Bann.

The book 'incorporates' its own criticism and there is no simple reference to the anterior

— to artwork as self-contained object, or image as free of textual distortion or vice-versa.

Again this serves as a reminder to those who assume that it is possible to pick out the

most attractive aspects of Enlightenment nations to make them 'modern' and inclusive.

Rather, nature and national wars, the organic and the formal, are governed by the same

aesthetic. Gavin Bowd quotes Finlay speaking in the magazine Transcript.

The classical point of view would be that violence is a part ofwhat I

would call The Given in the universe, and the possibilities ot it is [sic]

always going to be there.120

As we saw in the accounts of Hall and Hulme, the sense of belonging of the identity of

the nation-state is dependent on the stark differentiation required by its borders.

Similarly, the Finlay of perpetual discursive violence, who shows 'the will to power in

artists themselves' (CH 20), looks like a deconstructive reader of colonialism. Violence,

like power in Nietzsche, Foucault, and Derrida, is not an option, not an object of

volition, in national definition — in some form it is always and has always been present,

and has allowed the citizen's sense of belonging to evolve. Thus in Heroic Emblems, 'Out

Of The Strong Came Forth Sweetness' (HE 37). The certain and the uncertain are

mutually dependent, as are the national-pastoral and the anarchy of unbelonging,

Hobbes's 'state of Warre', which surrounds it. The garden at Stonypath is built on 'an
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'interaction and interpenetration of the Garden and the [cultural] ocean' (HE 45). In

imaging the social — city-state, republic, nation —like Nietzsche and Derrida, Finlay

avowedly goes back to the rhetorical mythscape of the pre-Socratic, following its phases

through what Bann here calls the 'Western aesthetic codex' (HE 31). The texts 'indicate'

the emblematic and paradigmatic image, but the more significant aesthetic is in their

disjunction and decontextualisation of that image. This neither judges nor romanticises

the republican ideal, but is rather seeking an ethics somewhere within the repeated act

of disjunction.

In Heroic Emblems, the ironically super-visible form is here stamped as the medallions are

stamped, onto a sliding or metonymy. The 'poem itself in Finlay, like Morgan but

perhaps more aggressively and explicitly, is more than just purely secular, and reserves a

pre-Kantian, or post-Fanonian, space for experience. This form imposed unstable

metaphors like the psychoanalytic image, so that bees can look like helicopters (HE 45),

battleships mingle with trees (HE 15), with no clear indication of which of the two is

the more fundamental. As in Freud, bees can be peculiarly summoned up through

metonymy, purely by the linguistic sliding in the name of a battleship, 'Hornet' (HE 45).

The paradigmatic social image works vertically to this; the image's form is national form,

working by repression and by trying and often comically failing to tame slippage and

cultural undecidability. The insight of postmodern or critical-modern aesthetics, is to

turn attention to this formalising process, a technique which as I have shown is also

visible in a sense in the formalism of Morgan's Glasgow Sonnets.

But deconstructive models of the nation-state leave Scottish criticism somewhat in their

wake. Bowd is interesting in his relating Finlay's 'Jacobinism' to French and Scottish

republican contexts, and Stephen Scobie comes close in his identification of the nation-

state as a 'model ol order' in his essay in Wood Notes Wild. Flowever Cleo McNelly
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Kearns in the same volume, in the only essay-length discussion of Heroic Emblems I have

found in book form, after noting the strong Foucaldian/ Derndean spin, asserts the

work itself as 'accomplished' well beyond and in a different sense from the status of'a

commonplace of postmodern literary theory. Truths often complacently rehearsed by the

literati'.121 This is about as close as criticism has come to reading Finlay's avant-garde

work within the context of postcolonial theory, with its importance for our imaging ot

the nation. The phantom of tricksy theory is again at work, and 'truths' which in

practice the literati have been too embarrassed to rehearse, must take the place of the

cultural production central to Scottish identity. Scottish criticism often seems

determined to remain outside this process, or to be somehow more practical and real

than it. The modernist ethics described by this chapter, however, probably comes closest

to triggering a post-devolutionary Scottish cultural criticism, one which is neither

fixated by an image of the nation, nor cut off from the production process. Like Fanon

and Bhabha, there forms of modernism recognise national form as substantial yet

contingent, a politicisable state made up of powerful but necessarily partial

identifications.
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Conclusion

This thesis has used current thinking on nations and a collection of approaches known as

postcolonial theory, to look at some of the cultural bases of nationhood, especially

Scottish nationhood. It has suggested the importance to Scotland of policymakers and

cultural leaders taking some note of the ways in which thinking about what constitutes a

nation can change. It is no longer useful to assume that a nation can be guaranteed by

promises of economic stability and legitimated by a historical continuity corresponding

to a defacto 'people' settled in a national land. In Scotland there are two national levels

both draining identification, neither ofwhich is 'proven' with recourse to the truth of

elements of their national narratives. Furthermore, globalisation is redefining the

function of the nation as rapidly as Scotland's place in Europe is changing, and it is a

long way even from 'political' works of around two decades ago by writers on

nationhood like Ernest Gellner and Benedict Anderson to those coming from the

moment of impact of vanous forms of critical theory on more established disciplines like

English Studies.

There are a number of routes into current postcolonial theory, but one of the most

important for the cultural redefinition of the nation is the one which passes through the

Caribbean and Frantz Fanon. British theory is also dependent on Asian situations,

particularly that of the Indian subcontinent, and this has obviously also had an indirect

influence on this thesis, via writers like Gayatri Spivak. In the Caribbean situation,

cultural identity, as read in modernist aesthetics, was probably more central to the

negotiation of nationhood than it is in Scotland even today. Yet such an interdisciplinary
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criticism could speak to some of the unexamined rhetoric on Scottish culture being

indulged in not only by academics, but also by MSPs and the emerging Scottish

governmental bureaucracy and political parties — Fanon's much-mistrusted 'national

parties'.

Within the Caribbean context, the work of Aime Cesaire has a remarkably proactive

relation to European modernists, both in terms of aesthetic politics and themes. Here I

have found similarities to, and perhaps innovations predating, English Literature's arch-

modernist T.S. Eliot, and more obviously to French surrealist kingmaker Andre Breton,

himself a follower of psychoanalysis. Breton's sponsorship of Cesaire may have had

more to do with the micropolitics of surrealism, and there was no deliberate movement

to marginalise Cesaire's work within modernist history, other than the ever-present

supplementarity of'black'. However, the reception of his work does fit into a history of

French negrophilia which typically underestimated the centrality of the colonised to the

coloniser's canon. Similarly the movement in and out of fashion of Scottishness,

Irishness and so on, cannot always contain the effects of these 'peripheral' identifications

in a defaulted form of Bntain presenting itself to the world.

Cesairean aesthetics were an important direct influence on Frantz Fanon — perhaps the

first postcolonial theorist as we know the field, and currently hugely important for

thinking on national identity. Cesaire also spoke, directly or indirectly, to metropolitan

modernism. This modernism resonates at many points with the terms of psychoanalysis,

and psychoanalysis has always been dependent on the context of colonialism for working

out its key terms, its model requiring die native to take over as a European unconscious.

These terms were warped by the working-through of identification, and of culture as the

positioning of subjectivity relative to language. A Lacanian thinking is implied in the way
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the Cesairean subject maps onto its nation, as the ego is recreated from the poetic

speaker's misrecognition ot his own identity in national terms. In Fanon this

misrecognition becomes political as the level of the nation is claimed as primary to post-

colonial restructuring. The existing split between the native's lived-experience and

cultural identihcation with a foreign symbolic, becomes part of the reading of a new

national identity; in Fanon the native thus moves from a Cesairean assertion of

difference, to a total restructuring which is always a restructuring of both the self and the

social. This restructuring indeed takes the form of a duty, a humanism which offers the

broadly anti-humanist sweep of poststructuralism another chance for a new humanism.

It has an existential politics of experience which sees all events in (post)colonial

situations as determined by the colonial relation allows a free agency to emerge through

experience.

Frantz Fanon showed that under modem conditions, this action of agency becomes part

of national definition. Some Scots critics, such as Roderick Watson, Willy Maley, and

Beveridge and Turnbull, have gestured towards Fanon, but not been in a position to note

the particular relevance of such a politics of identification working within a nation in

which governmental power has flowed both ways. Where Caribbean modernism had an

acknowledged role in the life of the emerging nation, in the case of Scotland's major early

modernist - Hugh MacDiarmid - it is almost as if the poet and his critics have contrived

to push the work's political implications back towards a counterproductive

Enlightenment-moral vision of the nation. The challenges posed by MacDiarmid's poetic

technique have tended to be resolved with recourse to biography and modernism's figure

of the artist uniting modern cultural fragments in his own image. This imagined

coherence is extrapolated back to the Scottish nation under MacDiarmid's influence,
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imaging an ersat^ Scotland which, as postcolonial theory suggests, actually blocks the

emergence of a contemporary nation.

Furthermore, as Fanon recognised, vectors of identity interfere significantly in

postcolonial conditions. Despite a declared class politics in MacDairmid's work, the

moralistic oppositional stance which claims a 'Scots language', accepted wholesale by

most of his followers in a certain incarnation of the Scottish Renaissance, typically

defaults to an educated artificial dialect parasitic on Standard English. A help in defining

Scottish postcoloniality would be a more careful description of the native Scot as

diglossic — able to switch between the commonly-used dialect of English acknowledged

as remarkably coherent relative to national boundaries - Standard Scottish English - and

the Standard English dialect which is the medium of education. This suggests the need

for a more Fanonian approach to those incomplete volitions — processes of identification

— which regulate the individual's entry into the social, and which indeed provide an

important justification in themselves for reading Scotland as postcolonial. This thesis has

sketched possible parameters for such a double-determined, devolutionary criticism of

the psychosocial nation, although since such a psychosocial politics has not been much

touched on in Scotland, this has often only been able to suggest how such questions

might be asked.

Questions ot language and identity are negotiated significantly by the late modernist

Scottish poets Edwin Morgan and Ian Flamilton Finlay, whose writing careers have

overlapped explosively with the end of MacDiarmid's. Morgan has experimented with

many different modernist techniques, including those of MacDiarmid, without any

particular partisanship. His concerns however often look like those of postcolonial

thinkers - there are imageries of the postcolonial city and cultural objectification, and
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more importantly his dramatisations ot identity emerging through language can be read

in Lacanian terms. The identity politics of place in national languages are not lost on

Morgan, who is a prolihc translator and writer on translation. In addition, Homi

Bhabha's critique of the nation as image or metaphor perpetually undercut by social

practice, often looks similar to Morgan's poetry, energetically experimenting with layout,

and poem as social image. One extreme of this modernist imaging is concrete poetry,

perhaps the latest of late modernism, work in which Morgan and Finlay were

internationally influential, and which invited poststructuralist readings of text emerging

through the play of social images. Finlay's work is more perplexing and often more

aggressive; it seriously interrogates latent assumptions discursively fixing the nation to

Enlightenment images. His work explores the productive misalignment of rhetoric with

the social image in general. The life of the nation in Finlay is spoken by often

contradictory signs — words and images — riveted onto indeterminacy. These are

Nietzschean dialectics of nature and culture, war and peace, the pastoral and the

technological, in which the nation is more an imposition of power than a moral claim, its

shape based on a claim made on the contingent.

Some aspects of Scottish cultural identity argue strongly for the politics of the Fanonian

native, such as the British control of diglossic Scots, and the tendency for Scotland to

resolve into media images prone to the action of the stereotype. Other aspects of the

Scottish case argue the opposite, most notably Scotland's vital part in the psychosocial

makeup of the British union, particularly during its colonial phase. This source of

identification may have practically disappeared, but a Fanonian approach would stress

that in modern times a Scotland poor to this union is epistemologically unrecoverable,

something which has to be addressed by the identity politics of the devolutionary nation.
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Recent trends in Fanon studies however have tned to separate off and save a political-

activist Fanon from the 'Critical Fanonism' which evolved in the 1980s largely due to the

acquisitiveness ot the developing discipline of English Studies. It is true that some

readings of Fanon, such as those by Flomi Bhabha, can be frustrating since they offer

little epistemological solidity. On the other hand, a close attention to the terms of

Fanon's writing on language, identity, and nationhood, as demonstrated by this body of

critical work, can demonstrate its applicability to national situations in general. Bhabha is

typically accused ot a lack of politics, and the postcolonial — a supposedly homogeneous

body of thought, an —ism — of a new type of totalising impulse. This is an assumption

which does not do justice to the critical interventions of the wide range of readings of

Fanon. Furthermore, it may only be in areas as fraught as Scottish nationalism, and in

many cases of the postcolonial, that writers are expected to be accountable in perpetuity

for total moral solutions implied by their work. Perhaps a message of Bhabha's

poststructuralist approach is that such desperate drives towards the whole and visible, are

often the most easily reabsorbed into the action of the stereotype as power/ knowledge

(Foucault) or metaphysics (Derrida).

Outside of Scotland, much of this thinking in the area of identity politics and nationhood

comes from an emerging interdisciplinary held of cultural studies. Although there are a

few academics specifically addressing Scottish culture — Angus Calder, David McCrone,

Christopher f Iarvie, Beveridge and Turnbull and others — there are still few lateral

connections via which these ideas can pass intuitively in Scotland. Approaches to

Scottish identity can then seem rather theoryphobic, especially within English Studies,

where 'theory' is rumoured to refer to a set of fashionable strictures in literary studies,

but in practice means something more like the worrying incursion of terms trom other

disciplines. In this situation, 'theory' becomes a pejorative term blocking the kind of
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interdisciplinarity which is actually claimed as a native Scottish trait by the 'critical

philosophy' hero G.E. Davie. What seems necessary is the creation of new structures

within universities in Scotland, not only at postgraduate level or as undergraduate options.

This would be reinforced by less prescriptive and less canonically 'literary' course

booklists. Academics' visiting their colleagues' seminars in other departments will not

suffice in this context, nor will the late scrambling by some English departments to

include an element of 'theory' in their literature courses.

It is imaginable that this could end with the virtual disappearance of English Studies as a

discipline as it is now known. This would certainly solve the problem ofwhether the

English in English Literature means English language or English nationality, but more

seriously it would force textual skills outwards to other areas of relevance. The shape of

the nation as readable from a number of productive critical emphases would become an

obvious and major target of such a pan-disciplinary approach. This would also have the

beneficial effect of preventing English Studies sliding into a sub-historical exercise of

documenting the lives of the poets, a type of institutional senility infinitely lonelier than

The Eclipse ofScottish Culture's account of logical positivism. Robert Crawford's books

Devolving English Literature and The Scottish Invention ofEnglish Literature suggest that

Scotland has tended to have the intellectual flexibility — and the identificatory

ambivalence — to be at the forefront of such interdisciplinary changes. The hope of this

thesis, a hope which I think is not far from the thinking of either G.E. Davie or G.C.

Spivak, is that such interdisciplinary moves will help to bolster a proactive academic

criticism which has a voice with which to speak to Scottish institutions during the

devolutionary era.
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